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Menu 

M uch has been said and written about 1992, the 
extensively touted entry point to what is billed as a 

single Europe. One aspect of this which I hadn't given much 
thought to until recently was the subject of hi-fi packaging. 

The subject came up because I had an interesting discussion 
with Sennheiser's Ralph Martinke who recently visited the 
Choice offices to give us a sneak preview of the company's 
latest headphone range. 

As well as all the technological advances, he was extremely 
keen to stress the fact that all the packaging has been changed. 
Out with the plastic blister packs and in with recyclable 
cardboard boxes which had been made as small as possible so 
as to prevent any unnecessary waste of materials. I'd visited 
the Sennheiser factory a couple of years back and had been 
impressed that even then the company was very 'hot' on 
recycling with the vast majority of waste material being 
collected and recycled. 

Nice one Sennheiser, I thought. However, the story is 
actually a little more complicated than that. 

Without wishing to impugn Sennheiser's altruistic motives 
I would however point out the fact that by 1992 manufacturers 
who wish to sell products in Germany will almost certainly be 
obliged to ensure that their products are packaged in recycla
ble material. So although Sennheiser's moves are to be 
applauded, they are also, to a certain extent, the result of 
impending legislation. 

However, the Germans are planning to take things even 
further, as Panasonic's Product Safety Officer, John Sinclair 
explained: "This is an area that is still developing. All we 
know is that the German legislation on packaging is likely to 
be passed shortly and manufacturers will have to begin to 
address the need to bring recyclable products onto the 
market." 

Just what the Germans mean by recyclable products 
remains to be seen, but presumably the intention is to bring hi
fi products in line with BMW's much touted recyclable car. 

We'll have to wait and see what happens in this country, 
but anything that helps to reduce the mountains of packaging 
usually employed to enclose even the smallest hi-fi product 
has got to be welcomed - providing of course that the recycla
ble packaging proves to be as crunch resistant as its environ
mentally unfriendly brethren. 

As for bio-degradable amplifers, well, stranger things have 
happened. 

Cover photography 
by Nik Milner. 

Andy Benham 
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PRODUCTS 

Rotel adds a ton 
Rote! has chosen this year's 
Penta Hi-Fi Show to unveil its 
900 Series, a massive range of 
new products which will 
replace most of the models in 
Rote!' s much acclaimed BOO 
Series. 

The new range consists of 
no fewer than five amplifiers, 
two pre/power combinations, 
three tuners, three cassette 
decks and a pair of CD 
players. 

Starting with the CD 
players, Rotel's range will 
now consist of the RCD-
955AX at £260 and the RCD-
965BX at £300. While the 
cheaper unit is based on the 
RCD-855 and employs the 
same 16-bit four times 
oversampling chipset, the 
more expensive machine is a 
new design based around 
Philips latest 7323 Bit Stream 
chip, although it shares some 
of the circuitry developed for 
its predecessor, the RCD-865. 
We've managed to get hold of 
the first RCD-955 to enter the 
country so watch out for a 
full review in next month's 
issue. 

On the amplifier front 
Rotel's new range consists of 
the RA-920AX, RA-930AX, 
RA-940BX, RA-960BX and 
RA-980BX, with prices 
ranging from £130 to £400 
and power outputs from 20 to 
100watts per channeL The 
preamplifer side of things is 
now looked after by the RC-
960BX and RC-980BX, costing 

Update 
• • • 

Rotel's Michi range sends the marque firmly up-market. 

£150 and £260 respectively 
which are intended to be 
used with the new RB-860BX 
and RB-980BX, £180 buying 
you 60watts per channel 
while 120watts are on tap for 
£340. 

The new amplifiers all 
feature beefed up power 
supplies. Slit film capacitors 
have been used wherever 
possible and Rote! reports 
that it spent considerable 
time auditioning the various 
components used in the amps 
before final decisions were 
taken on which resistors, 
capacitors and relays would 
be employed. Most of the 
circuit boards have been 

redesigned and star earthing 
introduced at the top of the 
range. 

Rotel's tuner line-up now 
consists of three digital 
models, the RT-930AX, RT-
950BX and RT-970BX, 
although the bad news is that 
the much acclaimed analogue 
tuner, the RT-830AL, has had 
to be discontinued because 
Alps no longer makes the 
tuning mechanism. 

On the cassette side the 
company has stuck with its 
twin head approach and the 
basic mechanism comes in 
one of three variants ranging 
in price from £150 to £230. 

Although the 900 Series 

A ream is aiming to win back the amp lifer high-ground with the launch of the Alpha 3. 
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follows on in the foot 
steps of the 800 Series 
the other new 
introduction to the 
Rote! range is quite a 
break with tradition. 
The Michi range 
consists of three up
market amplifier 
components - a 
power amplifier, a 
passive preamp and 
a phono stage - with 
the promise of a two 
box CD player and a 
tuner to come. 

The massive dual 
mono power ampli
fier features star 
earthing and retails 
for £1,300 while the 
passive preamp will 
set you back a further 
£600. Vinyl users will 
have to shell out an 
extra £800 for the 
phono stage although 

this does come equipped with 
its own pot so if vinyl is your 
only source you won't need 
the passive preamplifier as 
welL Watch out for a full 
review in a forthcoming 
issue. 

Alpha goes 
to stage three 

Arcam has launched what it 
bills as its 'best ever budget 
audiophile amplifier' - the 
Alpha 3. 

The new model is consid
erably more powerful than its 
predecessor, being rated at 
40watts per channel into an 
8ohm load and features 
revised styling and a direct 
input facility, the latter 
bypassing the tone and 
balance controls and being 
effective on all five inputs. 
Another change is that the 3 
comes fitted with eight 
chunky speaker terminals 
rather than sockets, one set of 
outputs being switched by 
means of the head phone 
socket. 

Arcam's mar.aging 
director, John Dawson, told 
Choice: 'We are delighted 
with the sound quality and 
appearance of the Alpha 3. We 
all feel that it is at least the 
equal of any of the recently 
touted oriental designs. 



Moreover, the Alpha 3 
amplifier is designed and 
manufactured in the UK. This 
is in marked contrast to 
nearly all the other models in 
the price sector which, 
despite vast amounts of 
publicity about their British 
design input, are actually 
built in Taiwan or Japan.' 

Philips goes for 
midi market 

In what is billed as 'a major 
assault on the CD based midi 
system market' Philips has 
introduced the Series 300. As 
you may have already 
guessed, the new range 
consists of three midi sys
tems, the 55watt F310, the 
75watt F320 and the 100watt 
F330. 

All the new systems 
feature CD players employ
ing the 16-bit four times 
oversampling chip set, digital 
tuners, twin full logic cassette 
decks, three-way speakers 
and motorized volume 
controls. 

As is becoming increas
ingly common nowadays the 
300 Series features an 'intelli
gent' control system designed 
to allow the components to 

speak to each other. Thus, 
selecting a preset on the tuner 
while a CD is playing will 
turn off the CD player and 
activate the tuner which will 
then tune to the required 
station. 

Prices of the new systems 
are £420, £530 and £630 
respectively, and as an added 
bonus(?) Philips will throw 
in a copy of Dire Straits' 
Money For Nothing. 

Three way 
shelving 

Ipswich based loudspeaker 
manufacturer Celestion looks 
set to buck some trends with 
the introduction of its latest 
models, the 9 and the 11. 

Although both models are 
bookshelf units they are 
rather unusual in being three 
way designs, incorporating 
25mm titanium dome 
tweeters and newly designed 

Above: Celestions' latest 
entrant in the bookshelf 
stakes is a rather unusal 
three-way design. 
Below: All this and a free 
copy of Money For Nothing, 
Philips could be onto a 
winner with the 300 Series. 

mid and bass drivers. 
Both cabinets are reflex 

loaded, the 9 containing 
110mm and 150mm drivers in 
addition to the tweeter while 
the 11 uses a slightly larger 
200mm bass driver. Both 
units are designed to be used 
either on a bookshelf or 
alternatively on 450mm 
loaded column stands 
situated close to the rear wall. 

Both new speakers have a 
sensitivity of 89dB (2.83V I 
1m) and come in either oak or 
black ash simulated veneers, 
power handling capabilities 
are 100 and 120watts respec
tively. The 9 will you set you 
back £240 while the 11 is £40 
more expensive. 

Sennheiser's 
£9k cans 

Sennheiser has introduced 
what it describes as 'the 
world's ultimate headphone'. 
For a mere £9,000 you can be 
the proud owner of the 
Sennheiser Orpheus, an open 
backed electrostatic 
head phone complete with its 
own valve powered ampli
fier I control unit. 

The valve amp will accept 
normal line level inputs as 
well as both optical and 
coaxial digital inputs at any 
of the usual sampling 
frequencies. 

Apart from the sampling 
frequency selection switch, 
the only other controls 
provided are volume and 
power on and off. 

For the less solitary 
amongst you, the valve amp 
will drive two pairs of 
headphones and additional 
pairs can be obtained from 
Sennheiser in exchange for a 
sum not totally unrelated to 
£4,000, although the exact 
price has yet to be set. 

The headphones them
selves are made from a red 
oak laminate known as 
Pagholz, which, Sennheiser 
informs us, has proved 
extremely popular in the aero 
industry where its combina
tion of stiffness and low 
resonance makes it ideally 
suited to producing aircraft 
propellers! 
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Monitor Audio's 
new baby 

Monitor Audio has an
nounced a new addition to its 
family of loudspeakers. The 
new arrival is the Monitor 
One, also known as the junior, 
which is a diminutive two 
way reflex design. Inside the 
12mm medite cabinet is an 
impregnated fibre pulp, long 
throw bass/mid driver 
complete with a rubber 
surround and a die-cast 
chassis, and a brand new 
19mm gold dome tweeter. 

Impedance is given as 
Sohms and sensitivity as 
88.5dB (2.83V /1m) while the 
new speaker measures just 
240x160x152mm. The stand
ard black finish will set you 
back £140 while the real wood 
veneer beauties shown on this 
page add an extra £40 to the 
price. 

One result of the develop
ment of this new speaker is 
that the 19mm aluminium/ 
magnesium gold anodised 
tweeter will be available to 
Monitor Audio users who 
have bought speakers which 
use the older 19mm design. 
The upgrade kit costs £65 
including postage and 
packaging and is suitable for 
the 252, 100, 352, 7 and R300 
models. 

Technics 
powers ahead 

Technics has introduced four 
new designs to its VX range 
of amplifiers. The new range 
consists of the 110watt SU
VXSOO, the 90watt SU-VX700, 
the 65watt SU-VX600 and the 

55watt SU-VX500, with prices 
ranging from £160 to £450. 

All models feature two 
sets of speaker terminals to 
facilitate bi-wiring, and 
special attention has been 
paid to the power supplies of 
the new amps, which, with a 
peak current capability of 
over 20amps, are reported to 
be especially suitable for 
driving the small, reactive 
loudspeakers which are 
becoming increasingly 
common. 

The top end model, the 
SU-VXSOO features Technics' 
Extended Direct Drive system 
and comes equipped with 
balanced inputs as well as the 
more conventional RCA 
phono sockets. 

Sony ups 
the ICE ante 

For little more than the 
discounted price of a Ford 
Fiesta, you too will soon be 
able to enjoy the ultimate in 

Technics' VX arrip range is well suited to smaller speakers. 
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in-car entertainment, Sony 
style. The Mobile ES system 
may cost a packet but it's also 
by far the most elaborate 
consumer application of DSP 
(digital signal processing) yet 
devised. 

A-to-D conversion puts all 
signals into the digital 
domain, whereupon the X£5-
Pl supplies acoustic synthe
sis, very flexible parametric 
equalisation and adjustable 
dynamic compression. Best 
stereo imaging settings can be 
stored for each individual 
seat in the car, for example, 
and individual preset 
configurations may even be 
assigned to specific discs via 
a Custom File type memory 
in the 10-disc boot-mount CD 
changer. 

Equally important is the 
digital active filter, which 
provides 70dB I octave slopes 
plus individual time delay 
adjustment to compensate for 
the speaker positioning 
constraints imposed by the 
car environment. 

There's an advanced 
double head diversity aerial 
tuner module too, but no 
means yet for replaying the 
humble cassette. However, 
extra units can be added at 
will, all interactively data-bus 
linked. 

The end result is very 
clever indeed - or should be 
for those with the patience 
and skill to set it all up. Full 
details will follow in our next 
in-car supplement, which will 
be free with issue 103 (Febru
ary 1992). 

KEF latest 
reference 

KEF has expanded its 
loudspeaker range with the 
introduction of the Reference 
103/4. The hew model is a 
three-way design, although it 
employs four drive units, and 
features KEF's latest Uni-Q 
technology. 

Designed using KEF's dual 
coupled cavity woofer 
system, the 103/4 is reported 
to have an efficiency of 91dB 
(2.83V /1m) and to produce 
in-room peaks of 112dB. 

The floor standing design 
is bi-wirable and available in 
black, walnut or rosewood 
veneer and is priced at £995. 

KEF's latest floor stander
the Reference 103/4. 

B& WIN akamichi 
. 

wtnners 
Here's the moment you have 
all been waiting for - the 
results of the Nakamichi/ 
B&W competition. The first 
name to emerge from our 
bulging post bag was Mr N 
Walls of Truro, Cornwall, 
unfortunately he had an 
incorrect answer to one of the 
questions, but we wish him 



better luck next time. 
The first correct answer to 

emerge came from Mr I 
Sutherland of Andover who 
wins a Nakamichi CD Player 
4, Cassette Deck 1, Receiver 3 
and a pair of B&W 610 
loudspeakers. The runners up 
are Mr D Dobson of 
Knutsford, Watfords' Adam 
Ryan and M Brever Weil of 
Hampstead who each receive 
a Nakamichi Cassette Deck 2. 

Well done to all the prize 
winners and commiserations 
to all those who entered and 
failed to come away with a 
prize, particularly the rather 
unfortunate Mr Walls. 

Castle tumbles 
down 

The Castle loudspeaker range 
has received a new bottom 
marker with the introduction 
of the £129 Storm Grey Trent. 
The Trent is a two-way reflex 
design and comes in an MDF 
cabinet, the whole being 
finished, not surprisingly, in 
storm grey. 

Drive units comprise a 
130mm paper pulp cone 
bass/midrange unit and a 
30mm ferrofluid damped 
plastic cone tweeter, which 
together give a sensitivity of 
89dB (2.83V /lm) and an 
impedance of 8ohms. 

The new speaker is 
intended to be suitable for a 
wide variety of usages 
including shelf, wall or stand 
mounting. 

Tablette 11 - the sequel, at a hi-fi shop near you from August. 

Proac tweaks the 
Tablette 

Proac Professional Acoustics 
of Borehamwood has an
nounced a radically revised 
version of its Tablette mini
ature speaker featuring 
changes in most of its design 
and construction detail. 

In particular Proac claims 
significant improvements in 
the £399 Tablette II's 
soundstaging. This is attrib
uted to the new drive unit 
layout which is intended to 
provide superior depth of 
image. The company also 
quotes improved bass 
extension and a 'more open 
revealing' midrange thanks to 
changes in the resistive port. 

The reported improve
ments in tweeter detail and 
'overall sweetness' are 
credited to fine tuning of the 
crossover network while 
improved construction and 
new design of the cabinets 
are said to have reduced 
coloration to 'inaudible' 
levels. 

The Tablette II is on offer in 
teak, walnut or black ash. 

0 

Audiolab bridges 
the gap 

Audiolab has announced the 
arrival of a mono version of 
its BOOOP power amplifier. 
Known as the BOOOM, the 
£595 monoblok has outputs 
for bi-wiring and comes 
complete with parallel line 
in/out phono 
connectors so 
that several 
units can be 
daisy chained 
together. 

The new 
unit is rated at 
125watts 
(rising to 
200watts into a 
four ohm load) 
and comes fitted with an 
automatic electronic muting 
system. 

The company is also 
reported to be working on 
both a tuner and a DAC, with 
the latter unit probably due 
for a Penta show debut. We'll 
try and get hold of some 
pictures and few more details 
in time for next month's 
issue. 

0 

Sony's Mobile ES system, complete with display head, hideaway box, joystick and remotes. 

In Brief 

KJ West One has been 
appointed as UK distribu
tor for the Finnish com
pany Gradient Ltd. One of 
the first fruits of this 
collaboration is the SW63, 
a sub-woofer system 
intended for use with the 
Quad ESL 63 loudspeaker. 

The Quads are 
mounted on top of the 
£1,500 sub-woofers and an 
additional power amplifier 
is required to feed the bass 
units. 

Exposure has added a 
new model to its amplifier 
range. Priced at £500 the 
XX is essentially a XV 

with both the phono stage 
and the record out 
function removed, the 
new amplifier being fitted 
with the same tape 
monitor facilities as the X. 

According to the 
organisers, this year's 
National Sound & Vision 
show promises to be even 
larger than ever before. 

The show, to be held at 
the Last Drop Village, 
Bolton, Greater Manches
ter, runs between Friday 
27th September and 
Sunday 29th September. 
Hi-Fi Choice will be 
exhibiting at the show so 
come along and say hello. 

n ED has introduced 
t�oomlink Starter Pack II. 

The pack is the same as the 
first Starter Pack but with a 
rather clever new infra-red 
device which literally 
sticks on to part of your 
systems' infra-red window 
area, thus providing a 
very neat link into a multi
room set-up. Your remote 
control unit can then be 
used in any room fitted 
with a sensing 'eye'. 
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The Pioneer 

A400 

amplifier. 

As recommended 

WHAT HI-FI? 

MAGAZINE AWARDS 1990 

Best Amplifier. 

Best Buy Overall. 

HI-FI CHOICE MAGAZINE 

Best Buy Amplifier. 

@PIONEER 
The Art of Entertainment 

by these 

speakers. 





Don't tniss next 

tnonth's issue of 

Packed with 

in--depth reviews! 

27 CD PLAYERS ON TEST 

We test the latest models from Marantz, 
Nakamichi, Philips, Pioneer, Rotel, Technics 

and many more. 

PLUS .. .  9 pages of valve amplifiers. 

AND ... a bumper crop of entertaining 
features to celebrate our lOOth issue. 

AND, OF COURSE . . . News, views, and 
much, much more! 

NOVEMBER ISSUE ON SALE 

11th OCTOBER 
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Free with this 

issue of 

A Sony Turbo 

cassette tape! 
Attached to the cover of this issue you will have found a 
free Sony Turbo tape. Specially designed for in-car use, 

although that's not to say you can't use them in the 
home as well, your Sony Turbo tape has a heat resistant 
cassette shell for maximum protection against the high 

temperatures likely to occur in cars during the summer. 
It also has a rigid welded shell to cut down on vibration, 

non-slip edges to help you keep a firm grip on it and a 
raised marker on the shell to make it easier to feel which 

side is up. 

The tapes also feature special adhesive labels designed 
not to jam up your cassette player as they only peel off 

when you want them too. 

The tapes themselves come in two varieties, C90s and 
C100s and which tape you get free with the issue 

depends on pot luck at your local newsagent as we have 
acquired quantities of both. 

WATCH OUT FOR ANOTHER GREAT 

FREE GIFT ATTACHEDTOTHE 

DECEMBER ISSUE! . 



I Reference Point is a nationwide 

network of independent hi-fi dealers 

who have been carefully selected and 

appointed by Pioneer because they 

are the best in their field. I It is a 

partnership to ensure that you, the 

customer. can view the full range of 

products together with an unparal

leled level of service. I Visit any one 

of the Reference Point dealers listed 

below to see what we mean. I 

AVON 

Paul Roberts 31/33 Gloucester Road Bristol 0272 429370 

Paul Roberts 203 Milton Road Weston Super Mare 0934 414423 

Radford Hi-Fi 

52/54 Gloucester Road Bishopston Bristol 0272 42B247 

BEDFORDSHIRE 

Hypertec 66/6B St Loyes Street Bedford 

BERKSHIRE 

B&B H1-F1 lB K�ngs Street Maidenhead 

Frasers Hi-fi & Video 4 Park Street Slough 

Frasers Hi-Fi- & Video 9 Peach Street Wokingham 

8&8 Hi-Fi 11/12 Market Place Read�ng 

B & 8 Hi-F1 62 North Brook Street Newbury 

0234 325066 

0628 73420 

0753 20244 

0734 794998 

0734 583730 

0635 32474 

B&B Hi-Fi The Pavilion Princess Square Bracknell 0344 424556 

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE 

B & B H1-Fi 4 Priory Road High Wycombe 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE 

UniVerSity Audio 1/2 Peas H1ll Cambridge 

Cambridge Hi·Fi 1 Hawthorn Way Camb11dge 

Hi-Fi People 42 Cowgate Peterborough 

CHESHIRE 

0494 35910 

0223 354237 

0223 67773 

0733 41755 

Car & Home Stereo 42 Sunderland Street MacclesfiBid 0625 32707 

Cobalt Hi-F1 Centre 106 811dge Street War11ngton 0925 36215 

Tomo11ow Studios 30 Northgate Street Chester 0244 320414 

Hamlets 44 H1gh Street Cheadle Stockport 061 42B 527B/6367 

Hamlets 65/69 Princess Street Stockport 

CLEVELAND 

Gilson Audio 172 Borough Road Middlesbrough 

CORNWALL 

Truro Hi-Fi 25 King Street Truro 

CUMBRIA 

061 476 3500 

0642 248793 

OB72 79809 

Kenneth Gardner 70 Oalton Road Barrow 1n Furness 0229 820308 

Peter Tyson 6 Abbey Street CarliSle 0228 46756 

DERBYSHIRE 

Acuve AudiO 12 & 16 Osmaston Road The Spot Derby 0332 380385 

Stuart Westmoreland Ltd 2C Albert Street Derby 

F L Smith Electrical 26/28 Bridge Place Worksop 

Ray Smith Electrica112 Cavendish Street Chesterfield 

DEVON 

Bernard Smith 107 H1gh Street Barnstaple 

0332 367546 

0909 479770 

0246 234953 

0271 43503 

Upton ElectroniCs 31 Torquay Road P81gnton 0803 551329 

Radford H1-F1 107 Cornwall Street Plymouth 0752 226011 

Radford Hi-F1 28 Cowick Street St Thomas Exeter 0392 218895 

DORSET 

Movement AudiO 588 Ashley Road Parkstone Poole 0202 730865 

Movement Aud1o 

926 WLmbourne Road Moordown Bournemouth 

ESSEX 

Peter Foulkes 122 H1gh Street Colchester 

0202 5299B8 

0206 767428 

Chew & Osborne 148 H1gh Street Epp1ng 037B 74242 

Waters & Stanton 18/20 Mam Road Hockley 0702 206835/204965 

Waters & Stanwn 12 North Street Hornchurch 

Chew & Osborne 26 King Street Saffron Walden 

KA Cheeseman S1r lsaacs Walk Colchester 

Peter Foulkes 104 H1gh Street Maldon 

Woolfmans 

Upper Mall Eastgate Shopping Centre Baslldon 

ACL RadiO SerVICes 1 North Mall Grays 

Peter Foulkes 20 Exchange Way Chelmsford 

A V Tech 76 lllord Lane lllord 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE 

Hutchinsons 295A H1gh Street Cheltenham 

04024 44765 

0799 23728 

0206 46808 

0621 853148 

0268 285922 

0375 374666 

0245 491479 

081 553 2587/B 

0242 573012 

GREATER MANCHESTER 

Hamlets Unit 32 Stareleigh Way Ashton·under-lyme 061 343 5127 

RN Cleartone 54 Bridge Street Manchester 061 835 1156 

HAMPSHIRE 

Bryants Hi-fi 81 High Street Aldershot 0252 20728 

Sinclair Youngs 9/11 Church Street Basingstoke 0256 28623 

Now That's Hi-fi 24 Arundel Way Portsmouth 0705 811230 

Southampton Hi-fi Centre 

37 Bedford Place Southampton 0703 228434 

R Upfields 

6 locks Heath Centre locks Heath Southampton 0489 885122 

Now That's Hi-Fi 174 Frauon Road PortsmoUih 

Cristavision 

0705 811230 

7 Thackery Mall Fareham Shopp�ng Centre Fareham 

HERTFORDSHIRE 

Hypertec 6 Bancroft Hitchin 0462 452248 

Staks 4 Park Place Stevenage 0438 318218 

Chew & Osborne 70 South Street Bishop's Stortford 0279 56401 

Herts Hi-Fi 93A/93B High Street Hoddesdon 0992 441172 

HiWay Hi-fi ltd 

Unit 58 Marlowes Shopping Centre Hemel Hempstead 0442 235755 

Radiolux 108 The Parade High Street Watford 0923 229734 

HUMBERSIDE 

Superli 4 Dock Street Hull 0482 24051 

ISLE OF WIG HT 

Russells 40 Upper St James Street Newport 09B3 523B64 

JERSEY 

Fotosound IJersey)ltd 5 Channg Cross St Helier 0534 59990 

KENT 

K1mberley Hi-Fi 193 Broadway Bexleyheath 081 304 3272 

Panatec Sound & Vision 83B H1gh Street G1ll1ngham 0634 573141 

VJ Hi·Fi 29 Guildhall Street Folkestone 0303 56860 

VJ Hi-Fi 119 High Street Margate 0303 56860 

LANCASHIRE 

Cleartone 235 Blackburn Road Bolton 

Wigan Hi-Fi Centre 13 Centre Arcade Wigan 

Romers Hi-Fi ltd 

94/96 High Street Rishton Blackburn 

Kenneth Gardner 30/32 New Street Lancaster 

Norman Audio ltd 216 Church Street Blackpool 

Norman Audio ltd 131 Frtargate Preston 

LEICESTERSHIRE 

Mays Hi-Fi 27 Church Gate lmester 

Stuart Westmoreland ltd 2 H1gh Street Oakham 

SIUart Wesrmoreland Ltd 

9/10 CheapSide Melton Mowbray 

Parker H1gh F1del1ty 49 Baxter Gate Loughborough 

LINCOLNSHIRE 

Superli 271A H1gh Street Lincoln 

LONDON 

Covent Garden Records 84 Char1ng Cross Road 

Kamla Electronics 251 Tottenham Court Road 

Hi Way Hi-Fi 315 Edgware Road 

Hi Spek Electronics 

344/346 Regents Park Road Finchley Central 

Light & Sound 166 High Street Notth East Ham 

0204 31423 

0942 37977 

0254 B86382 

0524 64328 

025B 295661 

0772 53057 

0533 625625 

0572 755600 

0664 411511 

0509 269888 

0522 520265 

071 379 7427 

071 323 2747 

071 723 5251 

081 349 1166 

081 472 1373 

Babber Electronics 158 Uxbridge Road West Ealing 081 579 6315 

Spatial Audio 29 Tottenham Couit Road 

Myers Audio 6 Central Parade Hoe Street 

Stereo Regent Street 245 Regent Street 

Bnans Hi-F1 19 Tottenham Court Road 

The Studio 133 Tonenham Lane NB 

MERSEYSIDE 

Beaver H1-Fi 20-22 Whitechapel LIVerpool 

Tisdalls 76 Tulketh Street Sout�pon 

MIDDLESEX 

Heathrow H1-Fi Ltd 90 St81nes Road Hounslow 

MuSical Images Ltd 45 H1gh Street Hounslow 

NORFOLK 

Martins Hi-Fi 85/87 Ber Street Norw1ch 

Adcock & Sons ltd 30/34 H1gh Street Wanon 

Martins Hi-F1 5 High Street King's lynn 

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 

H G Rap kin 11 Kene11ng Road Northampton 

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE 

Forum Hi·Fi 600 Mansf1eld Road Nott1ng�am 

Superf1 15 Market Street Nottingham 

Parker High Fidelity 70 Long Row Noningham 

F L Smith Electrical 4 Regent Street MansfiBid 

OXFORDSHIRE 

Witney Aud1o Centre 28 High Sueet W1tney 

Sound 'n' VisJOn 5 Crown Walk B1cester 

071 637 8702 

OB! 520 7277 

071 491 7922 

071 631 1109 

051 709 9898 

0704 531500 

081 572 1135 

081 570 7512 

0603 627010 

0953 881248 

0553 761683 

0604 37515 

0602 622150 

0602 412137 

0602 476377 

0623 655684 

0993 702414 

0869 246491 

SOMERSET 

Telelringe 2/3 King Street frame 

Paul Roberts 32 North Street Taun1on 

STAFFORDSHIRE 

0373 62598 

0823 270000 

Active Audio 29 Market Street Tamworth 0827 53355 

Active Audio 95 Stafford Street Hanley 0782 214994 

STOKE ON TRENT 

Purkiss Hi-fi 51/53 PICcadilly Hanley 0782 265010 

SUFFOLK 

Peter Watts lB St Johns Street Bury St Edmunds 0284 703045 

System Sound 91 North Street Sudbury 0787 72348 

SURREY 

Cosmic 244/256 StatiOn Road Addle stone 0932 854522/851753 

Tru-fi 10 Church Street leatherhead 0372 378780 

Tru·fl 2 Central Parade Redhill 0737 766128 

Aud10lite ltd 127 Parchmote Road Thornton Heath 081 653 2261 

SUSSEX EAST 

Smythe & BarriB 31 langney Road Eastbourne 

Sunderland Electronics 

52 Norfolk Square Western Road Brighton 

SUSSEX WEST 

0323 29192 

0273 774113 

Sussex Audio 163/165 Church Road Burgess Hill 0444 242 336 

Sunderland Electronics 

43 Broadwater Street West Worthing 

Cristavision 60 East Street Chichester 

TYNE AND WEAR 

Bill Hutchinson ltd 

87A Clayton Street Newcastle-upon-Tyne 

WARWICKSHIRE 

Carvells of Rugby ltd 3/7 Bank Street Rugby 

WEST MIDLANDS 

Bridge H1-F1 Tudor House Bndge Stteet Walsall 

0903 201187 

0243 775444 

091 230 3600 

07B8 541341 

0922 640456 

Naam Hi-Fi Vision 122/123 New Street B11mmgham 021 633 4944 

Superfi 67 Smallbrook Oueensway B11m1ngham 021 631 2675 

Coventry H1·Fi Church lane Walsgrave Road Coventry 0203 440529 

Naam Hi-F1 VISIOn lower PrBCinct Coventry 0203 632086 

Universal Electronics 49 V1et01ia Street Wolverhampton 0902 23741 

WILTSHIRE 

In-Phase Audio 

21/23 Faringdon Road Swindon 0793 52094B/526393 

PR Sounds 58 Castle Street Trowbndge 

WOR CESTE RSH IRE 

Oav1d Wanng Cameras & H1-F1 

Marmion House High Street Worcester 

YORKSHIRE NORTH 

Vickers Hi-Fi 24 Gillygate York 

YORKSHIRE SOUTH 

Superl1 I Rockingham Gate Sheffield 

YORKSHIRE WEST 

Amrik Electronics Co Ltd 57 Otley Road Leeds 

Superf1 7 King Edward Street Leeds 

Am11k ElectroniCs Co Ltd 

57/59 North Parade Bradford 

Enc W1ley 64/B5 Beancrolt Road Castleford 

N 0 R T H E R N I R E l A N 

CO-DOWN 

0225 777799 

0905 27551 

0904 629659 

0242 723768 

0532 752285 

0532 449075 

0274 722530 

0977 553066 

H1�Fi Experience 47/49 Fountain Street Bellast 0232 238495 

LRG Sound & VISIOn 171 Albertbndge Road Bellast 0232 451381 

CO-ANTRIM 

LRG Sound & VISion 120-122 M81n Street larne 

Nicholl Bras 13/19 Church Street Ballymena 

S C 0 T l A N 0 

GRAMPIAN 

Auwson1c 168 Holburn Street Aberdeen 

MID LOTHIAN 

8111 Hutchinson Lid 

43 South Clerk Street Edinburgh 

STRATHCLYDE 

0574 72757 

0266 49616 

0224 573777 

031 667 2877 

B1ll Hutch�nson Ltd 43 Hope Street Glasgow 041 248 2857 

TAYSIDE 

Robert Ritch�e 102/106 Murray Street Montrose 0674 73765 

W A lE S 

CLWYD 

Owens Colwyn Centre Colwyn Bay 

Lloyds TV. V1deo & H1-F1 30 L01d Street Wrexham 

GLAMORGAN 

Tele Electrical Serv1ces 

9 The Brackla Street Centre Bridgend 

GWENT 

H1�F1 Western Ltd 52 Camb11an Road Newport 

GWYNEDD 

0492 530982 

0978 364168 

0656 654156 

0633 262790 

Owens The Mall WellfiBid Shopping Centre Bangor 0248 362951 
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The Craftsman 

Lunch with 
the digital doe tor 

The Hi-Pi Choice in Japan 

series continues with Dan 

Houston reporting on a 

meeting with Dr Heitaro 

Nakajima - Sony's top dig-

ital audio pioneer and one of 

the men behind the birth of 

the Compact Disc format. 
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To begin with it felt like a power lunch 
with one of the stars from Dallas. Sony 
executives nervously shifted from one 
foot to another as they awaited the arrival 
of a company star who is every bit as 
luminary as JR Ewing. 

Not that Dr Heitaro Nakajima is one of 
the deal makers at Sony. Far from it. The 
heads that turn and bow to the smiling 70 
year old as he enters the restaurant do so 
in respect of his position of engineering 
genius within, and without, the company. 
He has a roving commission as Sony's 
Executive Technology Advisor and for 
most of the last decade has put his seal of 
approval on Sony's expansive range of 
products from Discmen to the High Defi
nition Video System. 

A world of media 
Dr Nakajima was spending his lunch hour 
with us in a penthouse restaurant near 
Sony's famous permanent exhibition and 
techno-showcase - Media World. Because 
of its proximity to Sony's offices, many 
Sony employees use the restaurant, and 
are instantly recognisable in their short 
mushroom-coloured company coats. 
Nakajima eschews the company uniform 
in favour of a dark pinstripe suit, silk tie 
and starched shirt. 

Ten minutes earlier he had breezed 
into the unreal atmosphere of Media 
World on the dot of his appointment. We 
were to photograph him next to his 'new' 
all-digital48 track mixing console housed 

in the state of the art recording studio. He 
was able to sit still for 45 seconds while 
Chris took his portrait before it was time 
to eat. He carried a swirling retinue of 
other senior engineers with him and I 

imagined him mentally starting a stop 
clock: "You have an hour". 

It's impossible to write about a legend 
in a lunchtime, especially when everyone 
was trying to get through a dish of lobster 
and steak. It seems as though Dr Nakajima 
has occupied just about every position in 
the Sony empire except tea boy - and 
that's probably only because he didn't 
join the corporation until he was fifty 
years old. 

He's held many positions of leader
ship within the digital development field 
from being President of Start Labs - the 
Sony /Taiyo Yuden recordable CD joint 

• venture - to Chairing the DAT conference 
between 1983 and 87. He's written nu
merous books, received various awards 
and is the deputy president of the re
spected Japan Audio Society. 

The first half of his working life was 
spent with NHK - the Japanese equiva
lent of the BBC. As a manager and then 
director of the NHK science laboratories 
between 1965 and 1971, Nakajima was 
involved with the first use of digital PCM 
(pulse code modulation) in high fidelity 
recording - demonstrating a 12-bit helical 
scanning (cannibalised video) tape ma
chine in 1967. 

Nothing came of the breakthrough 
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because of the cost involved in producing 
such players; Nakajima joined Sony four 
years later as Director of the Audio Tech
nology Centre and kept his digital star in 
front of him. Of his 40 research staff he 
was only able to assign two to digital 
audio even though 
their budget was 
higher than Sony was 
spending on conven
tional analogue devel
opment at the time. He 
himself was not just 
concerned with dig
ital - his colleagues 
give him most of the 
praise for the devel
opment of Sony's 
APM loudspeaker 
range. 

Encouraged by a 
management which 
didn't expect short 
term gains from the 
fledgling digital 
format, the team per
severed, taking ad
vantage o( the 
advances in inte
grated circuit technol
ogy and memory 
capacity which oc
curred during the Seventies. 

In 1977 a PCM processor was devel
oped for commercial use, and although it 
was primarily intended for use in VCRs, 
it provided Sony with the springboard it 
needed to develop digital audio for the 
music lover. 

A question of standards 
Large Scale Integrated Circuits, or LSis, 
were needed to cope with the digital sig
nal processing and Sony would have to 
integrate all the 43,000 necessary transis
tors onto a single LSI before it could launch 
the system. With the monumental task 
achieved by the late Seventies, Sony real
ised the other key to success would be to 
standardise the format. 

As everyone knows, in 1979 the corpo
ration teamed up with Philips which was 
working on an optical disc system, to 
decide and develop the standard for what 
was to become Compact Disc. 

"In the development of digital the 
meeting with Philips was a key point," 
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Nakajima remembers. "They had the 
video disc technology and we had digital 
audio technology and so it was sensible to 
get together. Both companies had soft
ware operations (CBS-Sony as it was in 
Japan, and Philips' Polygram) and so we 

The world's first CD player- the 
CDP101 - and friend. 

could develop the recording technology 
as well. During the meetings neither com
pany showed too much egotism. It was a 
gentlemanly job. In fact it was one of the 
rare. occasions when gentlemanship was 
shown between companies." 

It was indeed a rare occasion. Stand
ardising formats is something that Philips 
has since achieved again in its deal with• 
Matsushita on DCC- digital compact cas
sette - but in the normal run of events 
companies tend to sit on their various 
technological eggs, hoping they'll turn 
out golden. 

Sony is now preparing to go it alone 
with Mini Disc, and the advent of high 
definition TV has been hampered by a 
plethora of different systems appearing 
around the world. 

When I asked Nakajima whether he 
would like to see audio companies get 
together more often to establish stand-

ards he looked bemused. "The success of 
CD depended entirely on that partner
ship and it was a good example of how a 
standards authority could benefit every
one, but you would have to decide on the 
merits of each development, case by case." 

It was an insight into the world of 
technological decision making. I had come 
to Japan expecting to find more evidence 
of friendship between corporations, be
lieving Western gripes about the Japa
nese sharing technology so as to dominate 
a market. Sony, throwing the Betamax 
video experience to the wind, is still com
mitted it seems, to letting the marketplace 
dictate the future standard for a digital 
recording medium, be it DCC or Mini 
Disc, despite the resulting consumer con
fusion as people try to avoid 'flash in the 
pan formats'. 

An easy birth 
One of the reasons that the birth of CD 
was so smooth was that the format was 
developed primarily for the consumer 
market in the first place. The stakes of 
stamping a new standard on the world 
are extremely high and, traditionally, tech
nology of that kind has been a spin off 
from industrial or military research. With 
the arrival of Very Large Scale Integrated 
Circuits- VLSis, and the development of 
U (ultra) LSis there has been a reverse 
flow of technology to the non consumer 
fields. Or Nakajima hopes that collabora
tion between his company and other non
consumer research firms will really open 
up the way to new technologies for the 
21st century. 

Since Sony produced the world's first 
CD player- the CDP 101 in October 1982 
- the very word 'digital' has become syn
onymous with all things technically 
modern. 

And yet many audiophiles still main
tain that compact discs and players can
not deliver the true musical experience 
available from a good record-playing sys
tem. As the great analogue/digital de
bate nears its tenth anniversary, specialist 
all analogue recordings proliferate on vir
gin vinyl, while the die-hards like Linn 
and Nairn hang up their boxing gloves 
and make CD players. 

It was therefore very heartening to hear 
Dr Nakajima say he still uses vinyl LPs at 
home and tell me with some enthusiasm. 



about a friend of his who makes the 
Y2 million (£8,000) Teragaki record player. 
But he joked that his love of vinyl may be 
due to his age; most CD players sell on 
their ease of use, he concedes, aided by 
the fact that software companies have 
gone over to digital in a big way, vinyl 
being virtually non-existent in Japan. 

"Analogue still has its advantages," he 
said. "The problem with CD is that the 
source material, like music or a singer's 
voice, has a dynamic range of 130 to 150d B. 
And the CD standard, at 16-bit, only has a 
dynamic range of 98dB. It's true that in 
the era before CD the playback media 
itself had a greater dynamic range - both 
with analogue tapes and LPs. In fact they 
had a larger dynamic range than the source 
itself. 

"CD is still quite young, and our task 
now is to bring that greater dynamic range 
of the source itself within the 98dB (soft
ware) standard. It's an area we're study
ing intensely and there are many. 
possibilities." 

The Doctor is naturally a little coy about 
letting any Sony cats out of the bag on 
how he intends to improve the track 
record of CD for audiophiles. 

Planning for the future 
"A significant point," he alludes, "is that 
when you listen to music the dynamic 
range you require is very different de
pending on your surroundings. So in your 
car or at home you will need different 
dynamic ranges to enjoy the music com
fortably. One of the ways to improve that 
is to develop products where you can 
alter the dynamic range and also affect 
sound acoustically in the time domain. 
For certain listening environments you 
don't even need the 98dB range, so we are 
looking at appropriate combinations be
tween the listening situation and the dy
namic range required." 

Sensing some hedging taking place I 
asked the Doctor how Sony and Philips 
had established the 98dB standard in the 
first place, and was gratified to hear that 
at first he had been pressing for an 18-bit 
standard. 

"We did hearing tests on many people 
when we were developing CD and we 
discovered that 95 per cent of them 
couldn't hear outside the 20Hz to 20kHz 
audio range. Our tests were done with 

headphones, and loudspeakers. So we 
put the upper limit from an economic 
point of view; many people tell us now 
that 14-bit would have been equally suc
cessful, but I thought that was too low, 
and Sony insisted on the 16-bit or 98dB 

The Craftsman 

overseeing all of Sony's engineering 
activities." 

Or Nakajima's engineering hero is 
Masaru Ibuka - who founded Sony with 
Akio Morita in 1946. He candidly admit
ted that Ibuka (president of the Japan 

One of Heitaro Nakajima's many babys, the APM22ES loudspeaker. 

standard. Some people, the other five per 
cent, said they feel they are missing some
thing, but I don't think it is the musicality 
of the instruments. It is more likely to be 
down to problems with mixing equip
ment, the digital filters or Dl A conver
tors. So we can improve that side of the 
things as well. 

"Of course it's crazy that marketing 
men tell everyone that "this is the perfect 
medium" - it's still in its infancy, and 
really it's still under development. I don't 
think we have heard what a CD can do 
yet, and therefore we can't determine its 
exact sound. So it's too early to judge, 
from a hi-fidelity point of view, whether 
a CD is good enough. And I'm not sure 
how much time I have left (he laughs) but 
I certainly hope that during my lifetime 
we can develop the medium to its fullest 
potential. It still receives a lot of my time 
�ven though my folio of duties includes 

Audio Society) had been against the de
velopment of digital audio, and had re
mained sceptical until recently. "By chance 
I met Mr Ibuka on the stairs just yester
day, and he praised the achievements we 
have made with Compact Disc," Or 
Nakajima said. 

It seemed as much a turning point for 
the Doctor as for Ibuka san. And it's likely 
to be linked to some of the new Sony 
products which have been developed with 
the aim of getting more out of the soft
ware than was previously possible. Ex
pect these in the spring of 1992, Sony UK 
says. Or Nakajima left the restaurant with 
the same brisk lack of fuss as he arrived. 
In the afternoon he might be dealing with 
queries from Sony's recording engineers, 
wrapping his mind around the impossi
ble complexities of ULS!s or advising on 
how Sony's digital camera and image 
processor can be improved. 
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DSP-A1000 DIGITAL SOUND FIELD PROCESSING NV AMPLIFIER 

'' 

'' 

This extraordinary system features Yamaha DSP 
technology with Enhanced Dolby Pro-Logic* 

to bring a totally new experience in home 
audio/visual entertainment. 

YST-C11 ACTIVE SERVO COMPACT STEREO SYSTEM 

Award winning design and HiFi sound quality put the 
Yamaha YST-Cll in a class of it's own. Stunning 

looks, advanced technology and incredible bass 
performance all add up to an unbeatable system. 

YST-99CD TABLETOP ACTIVE 

SERVO STEREO SYSTEM 

'' 
Yamaha have done it again - incredible performance 

and stylish design providing big system sound 
wherever you want it around the home. 

AVX-700 INTEGRATED NV AMPLIFIER 

'' 
A major breakthrough in low-cost audio/visual home 

HiFi - The AVX-700 combines 65W/ch, 5-Speaker 
amplification, Dol by Pro-Logic*, Active Servo 

Technology and full Remote control 
in an award-winning package . 

• 

*Dolby and Dolby Pro· Logic are registered trademarkes of Dol by Laboratories licensing Corp. 

'' 

'' 

'' 

'' 



'' 

'' 

'' 

'' 

AX-550 TOP-ART STEREO INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER 

Direct Signal Path capability, advanced technology 

and superior engineering quality with unbeatable 

power/price performance makes the Yamaha AX-550 
a natural choice in any quality HiFi system. 

CDX-750 S-BIT PLUS CD PLAYER 

S-Bit Plus represents a dramatic new improvement 
in Single Bit design. The incredible precision and signal 

purity of this unique Yamaha technology results in a 

sound quality that sets new standards in 
CD music reproduction. 

KX-330 STEREO CASSETTE DECK 

Yamaha Cassette Deck engineering continues to set 

the standard for sound quality and value for money 
The KX-330 offers a wealth of features and superior 

performance at a highly competitive price. 

TX-350L AM/LW/FM STEREO HIFI TUNER 

The Yamaha TX-350L represents outstanding value for 
money. This highly sophisticated tuner 

combines advanced technology and a functional 
elegance with true HiFi sound quality. 

'' 

'' 

'' 

'' 

Yamaha offers an exclusive two-year guarantee on all it's HiFi products. 
For further information and FREE brochure, contact us today. 

YAMAHA HIFI 
Over a Century of Musical Experience 

Yam a ha Electronics (UKJ L TD 
Yarnaha House, 200 Rickrnansworth Road, 

Watford, Herts, WDl 7JS. Telephone: 0923 33166 
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This month's Aspirations is a bit of a 

busman's holiday as Dan Houston visits an 

enthusiast who is lucky enough to have 

combined his hobby and his job. 

A referential 

SYSTEM 



T he visit to John Jeffries' house 
came about as the result of a 

recommendation made by recording en
gineer Dave Ruffell, who we visited for an 
Aspirations piece in issue 98. The person 
he urged us to see is John Jeffries, the man 
behind the Sussex based hi-fi company 
Reference Imports. 

The ground floor space of John's Twen
ties house is devoted to hi-fi. He runs his 
business from here, and seems to be per
petually on the phone to his overseas 
suppliers or one of the 20 dealers who sell 
RI equipment in the UK. 

"Things are busy," he says in a way 
which would please even a realistic Con
servative MP. The most impressive room 

John's listening room also serves as his 
main living room. 

in the house is the listening room, built as 
an extension onto the back of the prop
erty. It has a light airy atmosphere, with 
French and picture windows providing 
views across a wooded valley, and is spa
cious - measuring some 17 by 25 feet. One 
of the first things you notice are strategi
cally placed rolls of cardboard covered in 
pink carpet, positioned so as to take care 
of standing waves and make the room 
less acoustically 'live'. 

Although visually it looks dominated 
by hi-fi, with the massive Diamond Acous
tic loudspeakers and Ray Lumley Class A 
valve monobloks taking up a good deal of 
the floor space, it is also John and his 
wife's living room - and therefore a good 
deal less austere than some of the 'purely 
listening' rooms we have visited. It was 
originally designed as a billiards room, 
John told us. The shape is not classic for 
hi-fi re production; one listens across rather 
than down the room. And the acoustic is 
a little hard, though opening the win
dows helps this. 

A diamond as big as the Ritz 
However, it is a good room for using the 
sort of loudspeakers shown here, which 
demand space to perform well. The Dia
mond Acoustic is a comparatively new 
brand, and very controversial, but it al
ready has its aficionados. 

Veterans of the hi-fi industry will know 
John as the original boss of Jeffries Hi-Fi 
in Albert Parade, Eastbourne. His father 
had run a radio and electronics shop 
nearby and he started the hi-fi business in 
1973 he remembers. But he sold out in 
1978 and started making the Nightingale 
loudspeaker range. He claims that the 
Nightingale had a short life because it was 
ahead of its time, although he also admits 
that he spent too much on development 
and advertising. It flopped and he 'disap
peared' from hi-fi view for the best part of 
a decade. 

"By 1986 I had been out of the business 
for some years and I wanted a new pair of 
loudspeakers for myself," he says. "I had 
used Nightingales at home but I was 
amazed when I went out to listen to new 
speakers and found there wasn't any
thing better. 

"I came home and decided to have 
another go. I started by sticking two pairs 
of Nightingales together which created a 
big stage-like sound, and basically I played 

Aspirations 

around with the concept. And they started 
to get quite good. My partner Peter 
Burfiend who is a technical engineer 
helped me to take the speaker forward 
although it was still purely for fun." 

Over the period of a few years John 
says the speaker was refined and im
proved. By this time he was using the 
most esoteric amplification he could find 
with expensive source equipment. By 1989 
he felt that he had a good enough product 
to sell on the market again and christened 
the loudspeaker the Diamond Acoustic. 

The more the merrier 
It's an eccentric loudspeaker to say the 
least. It has attracted attention to itself by 
merit of having no less than 15 drive 
units, with tweeters and midrange driv-

The man behind the system. 

ers mounted on open flying baffles out
side the bass and subwoofer enclosures. 
Jean Hiraga, in a recent report for 
L'Audiophile- the French high end maga
zine - described the design as the 'concoc
tion of a genie' - but nevertheless praised 
th.e sound quality. Even now the speaker 
is being refined - with a Bandor mid-bass 
driver replacing the original KEF 139. 

Because of the eccentricity of the Refer
ence ls John decided to develop a more 
down to earth range called the Reference 
2s and in May this year produced the 
Reference 3s. These promise a similar char
acter to the 1s with Audax tweeters, 
Bandor mid range units and Volt bass 
drivers. The baffle is also open on the 2s 
although the really clever bit is in design
ing the baffle to keep the array of tweeters 
in phase. 
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Aspirations 

Developing the loudspeaker range led 
to the other side of the business, accord
ing to John. He had several exotic valve 
amplifiers from the US and felt that he 
could distribute the largely unknown 
brands here. Asked why he preferred the 
American equipment, John is unequivo
cal. "I had been through every piece of 
British equipment I could get my hands 
on and I found that it wasn't good 
enough," he comments. 

He has ended up with a range of equip
ment he regards as synergistic, compris
ing partly of British made, partly American 
kit. A typical Reference Imports front end 
might be an American Basis turntable, 
Graham tonearm and Shinon cartridge 
from Japan. Amplification would again 
be a multi-national affair, the American 
Convergent Audio Technology (CAT) SL1 
preamplifier (see issue 96) partnered to a 
pair of Lumley (Portsmouth based) valve 
monobloks. Cable will be by Cogan Hall 
of Illinois and speakers are the home 
grown Diamond Acoustics. But the range 
is growing. 

A double system 
During our visit John was running in a 
pair of imposing Metaxas electrostatic 
loudspeakers with the gorgeous-looking 
Cary Audio 300M valve power amplifi
ers. He is intending to run these products 
alongside those he already offers - which 
explains why he almost has a second hi-fi 

The Diamond Acoustics have more 
drivers than your average Grand Prix! 

system at the other end of his room! 
While we were visiting John was not 

using a Basis turntable, but had a 
Townshend Rock Reference playing. "The 
Basis is my best line, I've just sold my last 
one," he explained. The Rock was playing 
into the CAT via a Tesserac step up trans
former for a moving coil cartridge. 

At a mere£1,995, the step up may seem 
just a trifle dear, but John says the compo
nent cost alone amounts to more than 
£500, and it's the best thing he's ever 
heard. 

The two other sources in his system are 
the Arcam Delta CD player with a Wadia 
digital to.analogue convertor, and an ana
logue tuner from Canada - the Dynalab 
Etude. Of the latter John is adamant that it 
is the most real sounding FM tuner in the 
world. Not surprisingly, this may well be 
the next addition to his range of imported 
brands. 

The Basis Ovation- John had sold this one just before our visit. 
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An odd combination 
The Wadia and Arcam Delta seem the 
system oddity. "I only listen to CD about 
two per cent of the time," John said." And 

. so I am not going to invest in a high end 
CD transport until Basis develops its own 
system, which is coming shortly. Expect
ing a dyed in the wool vinyl user, I was 
surprised to hear him say vinyl was not 
yet perfect, but would be "absolutely bril
liant in a few years' time". 

"The Basis turntables are streets ahead 
of most CD players," he adds, "and at the 
top end of the market you can still get 
more involvement with the music from a 
turntable. I feel that every time I listen to 
a CD player I am listening to a piece of 
equipment. And even though with a turn
table you get the cracks and the pops in 
the background, you can still listen 
through them, to the music itself. 

The supporting cast 
Having said that, audiophiles do listeh to 
the sound of their equipment, from the 
components to the very isolation furni
ture itself. John has developed his own 
clear perspex-legged isolation turntable 
for the Basis which he claims (a little 
predictably) is the most acoustically dead 
support available. 

Elsewhere, his CD player combination 
is housed in a target stand which he has 
filled with lead shot - tapping the stand 
results in a deafening thud. The humble 
pellets had resulted in a 30 per cent in
crease in sound quality, he swears. He has 
tried other isolating supports, and was 
serving tea on a Mana Acoustics Sound 
Table - which I felt was a little scant of 
respect. The uncharted science of isola
tion makes a tremendous difference, he 
relates. 

"I invited a few dealers round to listen 
to something I had discovered by acci
dent. I put a curtain in front of the system 
so they could not see what I was doing. 
We played some records and I then merely 
changed the cones under the CAT - which 
has to be isolated on its Slate Audio stand 
anyway because it won't work on its own 
four feet. The difference in sound was 
incredible - and no-one would have be
lieved it possible. I had been using Vecteur 
cones but I had substituted them for some 
Tip Toes, and that really opened every
thing up. Since then I have found that the 
Gold ring Audio Selection cone also works 
well, but what was so incredible was how 
different types of similar-looking cones 
could make such a difference." 



The CAT preamplifier takes pride of place next to the Wadia 3200 DAC, Arcam CD player and a Dynalab Etude tuner. 

One of the older designs in the system 
is Raymond Lumley's class A monoblok 
which John has dubbed Reference 500 and 
is intending to relaunch for the designer. 
The amps aren't exactly the nicest things 
to look at, the tubes being hidden away 
behind the massive transformers. They' re 
certainly not a patch on the pretty Cary 
Audio models at the other end of the 
room. But they have bags of power in 
reserve and after listening to them I found 
that they certainly had the ability to drive 
the Diamonds to their limit, although 
whether everyone will wish to do so re
mains open to question. 

The vinyl experience 
The first record John played was the ex
cellent Harry Connick Junior album We 
Are In Love (only let down by the 
drippingly sticky title). Apart from the 
good brown tones of Harry's all Ameri
can voice, the sounds to hold you are from 
Branford Marsalis' tenor saxophone, 
which were reproduced faithfully, if a 
little brightly here. The system certainly 
had an immediate appeal, proclaiming its 
high end status by projecting the record
ing situation into the listening room. 

But with a UHQR Mobile Fidelity vi
nyl recording of Respighi's Feste Romane 

it seemed to fall over itself somewhat 
with the speakers helplessly handing out 
distortion. "The record is di:;torted any
way," John claimed by way of excuse, and 
backed it up with a beautiful rendition of 
Shostakovitch Symphony No 15 recorded 
on the eminent Russian Melodiya label. 
And a 1959 Decca SKL of Gilbert and 
Sullivan's HMS Pinafore by the D'Oyly 
Carte Opera Company put the seal on 
things, showing us a stage and empty 
theatre with astounding vocal clarity on 
both sung and spoken passages. 

Certainly the vagaries of the recording 
situation are pulled off the vinyl and 
faithful! y carried through to the speakers. 
I also felt that such a system, with its 
obvious character, would need time to 
attune to. "You should come and listen 
after 11.00 at night. I get a 15 or 20 per cent 
improvement as the power supply 
improves," John said. 

A matter of image 
The system is designed to be wide imag
ing; the tweeters and Bandor units are 
arrayed for directionality, but I felt most 
comfortable sitting on axis to the speakers 
-at which point the sound came out of the 
box, and spread across the stage as it 
were. 

John says his own home system was 
always changing until recently- the mark 
of an audiophile questing for and then 
finding his sonic chalice. But in the last 
few months he says that, while he has 
tried different components, they have al
ways come out of the system again. This is 
the surest sign that, for his ears, he has 
arrived at the best solution. 

No system is for everyone, but this, 
and especially the quaint design of the 
loudspeakers, is bound to find firm 
friends. 

The System: 
Basis Debut Gold Standard ........ £6,500 
Graham tonearm ...................... £2,350 
Shinon Red cartridge ................... £900 
Reference Imports table ....... ....... £950 
Arcam Delta CD player .......... .... £620 
Wadia 3200 D! A convertor .... £1,995 
Dynalab Etude tuner ................... £995 
The CAT SL1 preamplifier .... . .  £4,750 
Lumley Reference 500 monobloks ..... . 
................................... £10,000 per pair 

Diamond Acoustics Reference 1 
loudspeakers ............................. £6,000 
Cogan Hall EM interconnect, Cogan 
Hall Full range and Alto speaker cable, 
Sonic Link mains cable ...... . ..... £1,500 
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Classic groups are made 

up of great individuals, 

and everyone has particular 

favourites. 

From the melancholic tone 

of a cello to the deafening roar 

of a thrash metal drummer. 

Each will benefit from a 

different type of hi-fi repro

duction. And as you're doing 

the listening you should be 

the one putting together your 

system. 

Our range of separates are 

designed to bring you an 

infinite repertoire of sound. 

But however you put them 

together, all our remote con

trolled components can be 

operated by the SH-R500 

remote. (In fact it's so versatile 

it'll control most makes of rv; 

video and satellite as well.) 

All in all this year's collec

tion has been created to suit 

everyone, whichever models 

you choose. 

Separates shown, SU-VXBOO 

Amplifier. ST-G90l Tuner. RS·BX707 

auartz Direct Drive 3 Head Cassette 

Deck. Sl-PS900 Programmable CD 

with MASH. SH·R500 learning 

Remote Control for components with 

infra,red receivers. 

Contact your nearest Technics 

dealer as listed in Yellow Pages & 

Thomsons Directories. 

Technics 

For Music Lovers. 



Andy Benham offers advice on 
upgrading your existing CD 

player and auditions Carver's 
remote control tuner/ 

preamplifier- the CT-6. 

Choice Sessions 

To DAC or not to AC 
What's the best upgrade path for owners 
of older CD players who want to jump 
onto the bitstream bandwagon? Andy 
Benham examines the options for those 
facing the great CD upgrade dilemma. 

If there is one topic that has come to 
dominate the Hi-Fi Choice post bag it is the 
question of DACs. Most of the queries we 
receive run along the lines of "I bought 
my CD player back in nineteen eighty 
something and at the time it was consid

ered a very good performer. However I 
feel that the sound is a little harsh and 
bright and wonder whether I would be 
better off changing it completely or spend
ing the money on an outboard DAC?". 

To try and get an answer to this peren
nial problem I took home the Audio Al
chemy Digital Decoding Engine Vl.O, an 
outboard DAC which, as you've prob
ably already guessed, comes from 
America. As my base CD player I ex
humed a Marantz COBS, which, if memory 
serves, cost around £500 back in 1988 and 
was very well regarded at the time. To 
give me a more modern reference point, I 
also had a Meridian 200 drive to hand, for 
the simple reason that it proved to be one 
of the best drive units on the market when 
we explored this field back in issue 94. 

Living with the COBS for a couple of 
weeks certainly brought home the point 
that CD player design has come a long 
way in the last few years. The COBS has 
tremendous bass with a real feeling of 
slam behind bass guitar notes for exam
ple, but the top end is a little bright and 
edgy and instrumental timbre leaves more 
than a little to be desired. Once I had got 
used to the COBS it was time to add the 
outboard DAC. 

The heart of the engine 
For those of you unfamiliar with the £370 
Audio Alchemy unit, it is a tiny little thing 
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that comes in a cardboard box which looks 
incapable of holding a decent hardback 
novel, let alone a DAC. Open the carton 
and you find out that at least a third of the 
packaging is taken up by an external12volt 
transformer, the decoding engine's choice 
of power supply pointing to the fact that 
it is also aimed at the burgeoning Ameri
can in-car market. 

The decoding engine itself is a really 
neat little piece of kit. Inside you'll find 
the very latest Philips Bit Stream chip, the 
7323, and a couple of power supplies, one 
for the digital side of things, the other for 
the analogue. Round the back are gold 
plated phono sockets for the analogue 
connections as well as digital input and 
output along with a TOS!ink socket for 
anyone who's into alternative comedy 
and likes to use optical connections. 

The front panel has a cou pie of switches 
and three LEDS. One switch chooses be
tween the digital inputs and the other 
inverts the phase of the incoming digital 

11-te Digital Decoding Engine - a cost 
effective upgrade for aging CD players. 

data stream, the inversion being 
handled in the digital domain. 
Phase inversion is quite a useful 
facility and often helps to sort 
out some of the early 'problem' 
COs, their rather bass lightsound 
and shallow sound stage being a 
result of accidental phase inver
sion in the recording chain prior 
to the mastering of the CD. The 
LEDs give you peace of mind 
that both sides of the power sup
ply are working OK, the third 
LED lighting up when the unit 
locks onto an incoming 

datastream. 
Another nice feature of the Engine is a 

switchable socket marked FS, which sup
plies a buffered, demodulated digital out
put so that the unit can be connected 
directly to a device such as a DSP unit in 
the digital domain, alternatively this out
put could be used to provide an upgrade 
path to future developments in digital to 
analogue convertor technology. 

The engine was duly coupled to the 
Marantz' digital output by means of 
Furukawa FVll and the combination left 
to 'cook' over the weekend. 

Adding the extra box 
The improvements brought about by the 
addition of the DAC proved to be nothing 
short of astonishing and the next day, and 
well into the early hours of the next morn
ing, was spent re-exploring my CD collec
tion. A disc which shows up the 
differences particularly well is that old 
favourite So. Tony Levin's glorious bass 
lines came across in a much more lifelike 
fashion via the Engine and decayed away 
much more naturally, although the lead-



ing edges of the notes had at least equal 
impact via the Marantz' internal16x4chip 
set. Kate Bush's vocals on Don't Give Up 
were in a different class altogether with 
the outboard DAC, opening up and los
ing the slightly strident edge imposed by 
the Marantz. 

Upgrading to the outboard DAC re
ally brought about a massive improve
ment to the sound quality, the rewards 
being reaped on just about every disc I 
played. However, changing over to the 
Meridian 200 showed just how far the 
transport in the Marantz had been hold
ing the Engine back. Although the im
provements were not of the same order of 
magnitude as those achieved by the first 
change, the Meridian drive tightened 
things up still further, helping the Engine 
to achieve greater resolution of complex 
instrumental passages and speeding up 
the slight lag on transients that had been 
apparent with the Marantz drive. 

Conclusion 
As a result of playing around with these 
three units I would have to say that the 
sensible upgrade path for those of you 
sitting with a machine such as the Marantz 
is to add an outboard DAC rather than 
scrapping the machine and starting over. 
The improvements to be had by adding a 
decent DAC are literally massive and, 
provided the drive in your old CD player 
is up to the job, will transform the sound 
of your system. The increase in sound 
quality is, in my opinion, easily the equal 
of the result you will achieve by forking 
out£300-£350 on a new player. However, 
by taking the DAC route you then have 
another upgrade path open when you can 
afford to complete the process by adding 
a decent drive such as the 200, the 200/ 
Engine combination offering excellent 
value for money as well as near state of 
the art performance. 

Mi 1at r carvmg 
If you are strapped for space but need 
plenty of facilities along with rem.ote con
trol then the Carver CT-6 might provide 
at least some of the answers. 

If you judge your hi-fi in terms of facilities 
per square inch then the Carver CT-6 has 
got to be a sure fire winner. Housed within 
the 44mm high, rack mountable box you 
will find a full remote control preamp 
complete with its own tuner. 

Although there are a couple of other 
preamp/tuners on the market it is hardly 
an everyday item, but combining these 

units into a single box does make a lot of 
sense, at least in terms of saving much 
needed rack space for other units. 

The remote control is definitely a real 
plus. As well as operating the motorised 
volume pot, it enables you to select from 
any one of four input sources (two tape 
loops are also provided although they 
cannot be selected via the remote con
trol), choose one of the 20 tuner presets or 
even control other Carver units, a CD 
player for example. 

Continuing on the plus side, the CT-6 
comes with one of the best written and 
most comprehensive manuals I have ever 

into a tiny area. Thus using the unit from 
the front panel becomes something of an 
ergonomic nightmare, although most us
ers will only resort to the front panel 
controls for those few operations which 
cannot be taken care of by means of the 
remote. 

In terms of value for money, the Carver 
looks like a bit of a bargain, the tuner 
section is OK, and by my reckoning 
equates to the sort of performance you 
would expect from a decent standalone 
unit costing £100-£120, while the remote 
control preamp is certainly a real pleasure 
to use, swapping sources and adjusting 

Neat petite- Carver's well specified CT- 6 remote control tunerlpreamplifier. 

seen, full of extremely useful advice pre
sented in such a way that even a complete 
hi-fi novice will have no problem getting 
the unit up and running. Although the 
American coaxial socket on the back panel 
might lead to a bit of head scratching, as it 
doesn't take a standard UK fitting' 

Motoring along 
The motorised volume control on the unit 
is a real pleasure to use and with Ameri
can high end gurus such as Krell intro
ducing remote control preamps, it is surely 
only a matter of time before remote con
trol becomes an accepted, and sought af
ter feature, finally laying to rest its 
completely undeserved pariah status. And 
besides, as Bob Carver points out in the 
introduction to the manual, "the lighted 
inset in the motorized (sic) volume con
trol looks absolutely cool in a darkened 
roo1n." 

The down side of the Carver is that 
because the front panel is so small the 
plethora of controls have to be packed 

the volume without having to leave the 
comfort of the sofa being a definite plus 
point in my view. 

However, as is nearly always the case, 
you pay a price for having all these facili
ties crammed into a single tiny box. First 
off, the Carver CT-6 hates valve power 
amps. Trying to use the unit with my 
Audio Innovations sounded awful. 

What the CT-6 needs is a big and beefy 
transistor job, and in all honesty even 
then it isn't the most transparent preamp 
I have ever come across, the bottom end 
being slightly smeared and the top tend
ing to be a little bright. If you partner it 
with a cheap power amp that also has 
these qualities then the results are likely 
to be a little disappointing to say the least. 
When partnered with a mellow sounding 
power amp with a decent bottom end, the 
Carver is capable of quite good results, 
particularly with vocal material, although 
the bottom end does tend to smear bass 
lines and leave a slightly muddled 
impression. 
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Revealed. The me 

1de lmaging S 
Meet our Mr Negishi 

and Mr Boothroyd. A bit 

of an unconventional pair, 

on the face of it. 

But nowhere near as 

unconventional as the pair 

of Canon S-SO's they are 

offering up for your scrutiny. 

For the thing that's 

truly remarkable about 

these speakers is not so 

much the way they look, 

but the way they sound. 

Connect a pair ofS-SO's 

to any existing hi-f1 system, 

and they' ll create stereo 

sound images in a way no 

speaker has achieved before. 

Canon have called this new 

process 'Wide lmaging Stereo'. 

g 

half a centur y ago. 

Most loudspeakers create 

a stereo image by beaming two 

highly directional streams of sound 

towards the listener. 

g 
The point at which 

these two streams 

intersect is known 

1n hi-f1 circles as 

Hot-spot w1th conventional stereo. Hot-spot w1th Canon Wide I m aging Stereo. the • hot-S pot'. 

And it's arguably the f1rst But it's only within this 

real solution to a problem that tightly def1ned area that the 

has plagued stereo reproduction best stereo effect is created. 

since its inception well over As the listener moves out 

of the hot-spot (sometimes 

by a matter of a few inches) 

the stereo image is thrown 

dramatically off balance. 

Move even further, and 

the sound progressively 

'collapses' into the left or 

right hand speaker. 

lt was this problem 

that Hiro Negishi, Head of 

Canon Research Europe, 

set about tackling in the 

late 1980's. 

Why, he mused, should 

speakers deliver stereo 

that effectively only one listener 

in the room could fully enjoy? 

Would it not be possible to 

create lifelike stereo images over 

a far greater area of the room? 

Producing a more 'sociable' 

hi-f1 experience, in other words? 

Mr Negishi literally shed light 

on this problem by bringing a 

little of Canon's unrivalled optical 

expertise into play. 

Instead of a speaker f1ring 

outwards, he designed one that 

aimed downwards onto a cone 



n behind Canon's 
tereo speakers. 

shaped 'acoustic mirror'. 

The sound was then 

bounced through ninety 

degrees and so dispersed 

far more evenly through

out the room. 

(The difference, as it 

were, between a garden 

hose and a sprinkler.) 

lt was true that a very 

similar principle had been 

attempted before. 

But what was new was 

the idea of off-setting the 

acoustic mirror from the 

exact centre of the speakers by 

a carefully calculated amount. 

The results were dramatic. 

Even in crude prototype form, 

balanced stereo images were 

produced over a far wider area 

than ever before achieved. 

Wide lmaging Stereo wasn't 

far-fetched theory any more. 

lt was suddenly fact. 

lt was at this point that 

Canon Audio contacted Alien 

Boothroyd, one of Britain's most 

respected hi-f1 designers. 

Together, he and a team of 

acoustic engineers set about 

perfecting the f1nal design of this 

remarkable new speaker. 

Highly advanced composite 

materials were researched for 

the domed enclosure. 

A special full range single 

drive unit was developed, capable 

of handling up to 50 watts power. 

Whilst a massive zinc chassis 

was constructed, rigid enough to 

avoid sound colorations even at 

high volume levels. 

Finally, in June this year, 

the Canon S-50 was ready 

to be unveiled. 

Rapidly attracting more 

interest from the hi-f1 press 

than any loudspeaker had 

a right to expect. 

The S-50 is Canon's 

f1rst foray into the British 

audio market. But by no 

means its last. 

Already a larger S-70 

model is being developed, 

incorporating a separate 

sub-woofer enclosure. 

And at Canon's Research 

Centre in Guildford, Surrey, even 

more ambitious applications for 

the W.I.S. system are currently 

being investigated. 

What sort of applications, 

exactly? And just how ambitious? 

Well, that would be telling. 

But if Mr Negishi and Mr 

Boothroyd have got anything to 

do with it. canon 
we're all in ��DE 
for a few I tv"\. .A.C7 I 1"----.J C7 

STEREc=>." 
surprises. L o u o s P E A K E R s 

For further information write to Canon Audio Limited, Unit 6, Genesis Business Park, Albert Drive, Woking, Surrey GU21 SRW. Tel: 0483 740005. 
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Martin Colloms scales the new high end 
CD player from Technics while Jason 
Kennedy experiments with the Ortofon 
MC2000Mkll cartridge and Ray 
Gregory rebuilds his house to accommo
date the Kef 107 speakers. 

Statements 

T he term 'high end' may conjure 
up visions of expense and luxury 

but in fact it's primarily concerned with 
performance - audio equipment is ex
pected to come up to certain standards. In 
Japan these standards are pursued by 
small but well known specialists such as 
Stax, Audio Note and Koetsu. But there is 
also another high end enclave less famil
iar to Western audiophiles: almost all the 
major Japanese brands, including Hitachi, 
Sanyo and JVC, produce high end prod
ucts for the home market. Indeed, the two 
largest operators, Sony and Technics, are 
big enough to distribute some of this high 
end equipment on a small scale in Eu
rope. Hence the Technics SH-XlOOO, SL-
21000 combo. 

Taken from Technics' 'Digital Refer
ence' series, this is a virtual cost-no-object 
machine which costs lOp less than£5,000. 
The transport and· decoder boxed sec
tions are linked by the SPDIF digital inter
face, which can be connected up with 
either optical or coaxial connectors. 

This is not the place for a heavy techni
cal story, so suffice it to say that state of 
the art signal to noise ratio, distortion and 
linearity are all achieved by a balanced 
differential, low bit conversion system 
incorporating a total of eight MASH D to 
A convertors. 

While the transport is a nice piece of 
inert, low vibration design, the key aspect 
of the decoder is its low jitter receiving 
system which has the ability to recover 
digital signals with greater than usual 
accuracy. Three voltage controlled quartz 
crystals are used but the heart of the jitter 
reduction scheme involves clocking the 
data into a large l.SMbi t memory, the data 
fully synchronised via a DSP controller. 
This directly addresses one of the known 
weaknesses of the SPDIF interface and, as 
such, is no gimmick. 

The main listening system comprised 
a Krell KSP7B preamp driving a pair of 
KSASOB power amplifiers bi-amped to 
Apogee Duetta Signature loudspeakers. 
Reference CD systems included the Au-
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dio Research DACl and Meridian 606, 
together with the 602 transport. Further 
comparisons were undertaken with B&W 
805 speakers on Slate Audio stands. 

First impressions of this CD player 
were of a unit of exceptional sonic preci
sion, one obviously in the top rank of 
digital products and well removed from 
the common herd. 

Clearly in the reference class, one ele
ment of its character was typical of Japa
nese esoterica; its striking purity. It is 
capable of sounding totally free from sub
jective distortion and exquisitely detailed, 
finely textured and well polished. An
other element was the feeling of great 
weight and authority, the sound giving a 
reminder of its physical bulk and weight. 
Here the 1000 is reminiscent of top line 
Krell and Wadia digitals. It is unmistak
ably great hi fi, and can deliver wide, 
deep, and very well focused sound stages 
held stable over a wide dynamic range. 

Bass hit 
Bass goes deep, with a meaty, powerful 
effect which, though slightly overplayed 
by Krell standards, is still impressive. 
Through the mid range, it avoids the mild 
tendency to glare and also the presence 
range brashness evident with some mu I ti
bit designs, while at the same time suc
cessfully avoiding the syrupy dynamic 
softness of some cheaper low bit designs. 
The mid is expressive, informative and 
unfatigueing, despite a touch of forward
ness in stereo presentation. The soloists 
are placed a bit further forward in the 
sonic picture than with the Audio Re
search and Meridian decoders. 

With the Technics there is a slightly 
'processed quality' in the treble, the sound 
lacking analogue master tape neutrality 
in timbral and harmonic terms, but high 
frequencies are nonetheless handled with 
great skill. Sibilance is beautifully con
trolled, the effect is crisp and well local
ised without undue emphasis. 

By Linn Sondek standards, its ranking 
fell back in terms of pace and rhythm, its 

performance more of an exercise in clean 
signal handling than a communication of 
a musical event. Thus the 1000 appealed 

more to the cerebral aspects of musical 
appreciation and less to the emotional 
side. 

Nonetheless, its ability to skilfully por
tray all the other audio dimensions means 
that its use with fine recordings will gen
erally carry the day. 



Finally, the sound quality was explored 
with the player in 'jitter free' and 'normal' 
operational modes. In the latter case, the 
treble was more like that experienced with 
less sophisticated designs, with a touch of 
audible grain and blurring. Certainly 'jitter 
free' gave the clearest, cleanest and high
est definition. 

Despite its internal complexity, all the 
control circuits operated without fuss or 
limitation. The low jitter design has made 
a significant contribution to sound qual
ity, while the Technics' overall perform
ance is fully credible and similar to the 
standards set by comparably priced, 
highly rated audiophile gear imported 
from the USA. Longevity and pride of 
ownership play their part in purchases at 
this price level and the machine's flawless 
build quality and finish certainly provide 
that. 

Let's see what's on the slab- the SH

XlOOO, SL-ZlOOO combination is 
Technics' new high end, two box, CD 
player. 

The term 'value for money' isn't really 
relevant here, perhaps the most impor
tant finding is that Technics does have the 
ability to lift its standards from the com
monplace to the exceptional when it 
chooses to. The fact that Meridian can 
deliver such a standard for rather less 
money is not the point. 

Martin Colloms 

H avingrecently managed to wan
gle a Voyd on long term loan, 

I've been looking for a cartridge that is 
capable of doing both the deck and the 
SME IV tonearm attached to it some jus
tice. The obvious choice was the Audio 
Note Io that is much favoured by Voyd 
users, amongst others, and was once im
ported by a closely associated company. 
However, at the time of writing, the sup
ply of Japanese Jos had dried up and 
British production had yet to get off the 
ground. Obviously something else of suit
able calibre was required. Asking aroomd 
the tube freak fraternity I was advised to 

try the Ortofon MC2000Mkii, and as we 
hadn't actually reviewed that particular 
cartridge, I wasted no time in rounding 
one up and bolting it to the IV' s headshell. 

But before I ramble on about its sonic 
character, or lack thereof, it's worth men
tioning a few of the technical features of 
this £600 cartridge. The original MC2000 
came out in 1983 and met with some 
degree of critical success, though nothing 
like that which greeted the subsequent 
MC3000. One of the 2000's problems was 
a ridiculously low output that required 
the finest of step-up transformers to drive 
most phono stages. This aspect has been 
significantly improved in the Mkii ver
sion, which puts out 125!1 V (1kHz, Scm/ 
sec), a voltage that, although not as high 
as many other MCs, is far more workable 
than its predecessor. A step-up trans
former, however, is still recommended. 

Hard as ruby 
The Mkii also comes in a harder body 
made out of sintered aluminium oxide, 
which is a type of ceramic that's said to be 
as hard as ruby, and thus has a resonant 
frequency that's way above the audio 
spectrum. The stylus profile is also differ
ent, it's now a Fritz Gyger 90 which is a 
variation on the fineline shape that's said 
to be as close to the shape of a lacquer 
cutting stylus as it's safe to get. 

There is, of course, plenty more tekkie 
stuff which one could go into, but what 
ultimately counts is the product's per
formance. In this respect the 2000 turned 
out to one of the best reasons for keeping 
the faith I've heard in quite a while. 

Like its predecessor, this cartridge is a 
real detail fiend. It digs out the finest 
nuances of information, but unlike the 
original 2000 it presents them in a coher
ent and fluent fashion that emphasises 
musical structure rather than informa
tion content. 

It also sounds very natural. One is 
convinced that the timbre of notes it re
trieves from the grooves is spot on. Only 
comparison with considerably more ex
pensive alternatives reveals that the 2000 
is a touch lightweight in this respect. It is 
capable of rendering an image that is 
precise and deep with a very appealing 
shape to the various notes in the piece. 
The bass, although dry, is tactile and fast, 
as is the midrange. 

Speed is not a characteristic that I place 
much emphasis on, but taking the Voyd 
up to Paul Messenger's place with this 
cartridge, I was surprised to hear him say 
that the 2000 had a faster midrange than 
his Troika - which if you've read his col
umn a few times, you'll realise is quite an 
admission. 

By now you've guessed it: I thoroughly 
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"For us, 

the realistic 

reproduction 

of music 

is the essential 

premise." 

SAUL B. MARANTZ 

The critics agree. 

"Marantz have engineered a very fine 

amplifier in this instance, one that offers a 

neutral, detailed and highly tactile sound 

without compromising its compatibility 

with a wide range of good hi-fi set-ups". 

High Fidelity, Aprill990. 

PM-80 AUDIOPHILE AMPLIFIER 

"For further information of the Marantz 

range and details of your local dealer, 

please telephone 0753 680 868." 

... ... .. ... ... .  ® 

PURE HIGH FIDELITY 



enjoyed the MC2000Mkll. It breathed life 
into my records and provided hours of 
great music. I suspect that it is particu
larly well suited to the virtually neutral 
nature of the Voyd and the slightly warm 
character of the SME IV, although the 
bass dryness probably wasn't helped by a 
similar characteristic in the Audio Note 
speakers that I use. With careful compo
nent matching, I can see no reason why 
this cartridge shouldn't sound as if it's got 
a virtually flat response. 

If you can afford it, and don't forget 
you'll need a decent step-up or ph ono 
stage (of the !so or Equinox standard), 
the Ortofon MC2000Mkii will turn 
your records into serious musical 
events. 

Jason Kennedy 

W hen it first appeared, the 
Kef Reference Model107 

was a true flagship product. It broke 
new ground by incorporating an ad
justable active bass equaliser, the Kube, 
to ensure genuine full range perform
ance. Unfortunately, while critics and 
public alike marvelled at the bass 
depth and dynamic range, other areas 
of the new speaker's performance were 
not of the same standard. The tweeter 
sounded exposed and coarse, while 
the bass, though excellent in itself, 
was detached and lagged behind the 
music. Moreover, the Kube equalisa
tion unit was treated with the utmost 
suspicion. In many cases it was disre
garded and so, consequently, was half the 
crossover. 

Many of the ideas pioneered in the Kef 
107 and earlier 104.2 were to reach frui
tion in the 10S.3 and the success of that 
model dictated a hasty and thorough re
vision of its senior partner. The 107 has 
now officially reached Mkll status, and 
while outwardly there is little change, the 
differences are in fact profound. 

For a start, that tweeter has a superior 
driver, which is more refined and better 
integrated. The improvement in its man
ners means it no longer draws attention to 
itself in polite company. The speaker is 
also now bi-wirable and perhaps more 
importantly, bi-ampable, which brings us 
to the new Kube. 

In the live room 
The Kube supplied with the 107.2 is less 
versatile than the original, but it is also 
more useful. In place of the variable Q and 
low frequency extension, you now get a 
single bass contour which mimics the ef-

feet of boundary placement. In addition 
you get a treble con tour to corn pensa te for 
overly 'live' rooms, ie, those with a surfeit 
of reflective surfaces (or conversely, the 
odd padded cell). 

One thing that hasn't changed, of 
course, is the 107's imposing bulk. This is 
a large speaker, especially if you use the 
hoods provided to cover the mid-treble 
'dalek'. However, given the bass capabili
ties on offer, you'd be hard pressed to find 
anything comparable which is much 
smaller. 

Kef's 107s- very nice, but are they 
worth digging up the floorboards for? 

Aside from the danger of hernia, set
up is fairly straightforward. My one gripe 
concerns the spikes provided for the bass 
ea bin et. These have an integral 'nut' which 
can't be adjusted on the spikes. As it is, I 
think decent adjustable spikes are the least 
you could expect on a product at this 
price. In fact, I think Kef may be supply
ing a more suitable spike in future. If they 
don't, I'd recommend replacing them any
way or, at a pinch, getting some nuts to fit. 

Out of reach 
Aside from this, you simply place the bass 
units, drop the 'heads' into place and 
adjust them for toe in. Again, it would be 
nice if they locked! The final thing to do is 
remove the mesh grilles which cover the 
mid and treble drivers. Not only do these 
detract from the sound, they're also quite 
unnecessary. By the time a child is tall 
enough to reach the drivers, it should 
know better than to poke holes in them. If 
not, I blame the parents ... 

Statements 

In my 'live' room (no real damping 
above the three foot level) I had to back 
the treble off just a tad; bass I left flat. The 

107s always went loud and the new model 
is no exception. My JA30s could drive 
them to worrying levels with absolutely 
no sense of strain from amp or speaker 
and I soon discovered that with this quan
tity of bass, entire turntables tended to 
dance along to the beat. The 107s finally 
forced me to get under the floorboards 
and sort them out, a job I've been putting 
off for far too long. Once I'd completed 
the structural alterations to the house 
(the turntables and electronics now enjoy 
their own separate floor and foundation), 
I settled down to enjoy the 107/IIs. And 
enjoy them I certainly did. 

In their latest guise, the 107s are far 
more serious contenders. Gone is the lack 
of integration, that detached chuggy bass 
which characterised the originals. Bi-wir
ing is a must. Once you do it, the sound of 
the speakers locks together. Bass becomes 
deep and powerful and the treble open 
and detailed. However, it is in the area of 
imaging where the new 107 really excels, 
and where it differs from the 10S. 

The cheaper speaker is certainly ex
ceptional when it comes to the coherent 
presentation of information, and in this 
important respect it actually surpasses 
the 107. But the 107 is a definite winner in 
its ability to present a believable acoustic, 
with clearly defined side and rear walls. 
It's also a very rich and forgiving speaker, 
whereas the 10S can be almost brutally 
revealing. This excellent combination of a 
mellower temper and a complete sense of 
performance makes the 107 very musi
cally satisfying. 

The lOSs will undoubtedly tell you 
more about the music, the players and 
how the recording was made, but the 107s 
dwell more on t.he sense of occasion, un
rolling the performance with a feeling of 
sumptuous ease. The lOSs make you sit 
up whereas the 107s let you sit back, and 
the two models will appeal to different 
people for different reasons. 

The 107.2s go loud without falling apart 
and they're essentially neutral. If they do 
stray it's to the warmer side and they're 
exceptional when it comes to the por
trayal of scale. They're more about easy 
charm than brute force and as a result 
they can handle smaller works and solo 
instruments with equal confidence. It's 
nice to be able to welcome the 107.2 into 
the role for which it was originally de
signed. As a flagship product, it has fi
nally come of age. 

Ray Gregory 
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HOW TO CHANGE 

FROM 

ONE FUNCTION TO 

ANOTHER ON 

THE PHILIPS F330 

CD SYSTEM. 

Unlike most systems the stylish new Philips 

F330 CD Hifi System lets you do everything at the 

touch of a single button. 

No more press this, press that and press the 

other. Just sit back, relax and enjoy the performance 

of the CD player, digital tuner, two tape decks (with 

Dolby* B Noise Reduction) or the semi automatic 

turntable. What could be simpler? 

The one touch technology will also change the 

way you record from a CD. Simply select the 'Tape 

Length' and then 'CD Dubbing: The F330 will work 

out how many tracks to record on side one and 

automatically record the rest on side two. 

If you've ever thought stereo systems were a 

hassle you'll change your mind when you see the 

Philips F330 CD Hifi System. And, no doubt, your 

system. For more in

formation and your 

local dealer call the 

Philips Customer 

Care Line: 081 665 



STOP CD PLAYER. 

SWITCH CD PLAYER OFF. 

SWITCH ON TAPE DECK. 



AND HOW TO DO IT 

ON OTHER SYSTEMS. 

SELECT TAPE MODE. 

SELECT TAPE TYPE. 

PHI LIPS 

PRESS PLAY. 



lt's hardly surprising that JVC's latest hi-fi separates hove 

picked up so much applause from the hi-fi press. 

Each component has been designed to recreate music, purely 

and simply, establishing new standards of accuracy in the reproduction 

of digital sound wherever they perform. 

The XL-V241 Compact Disc player, for instance, features the 

highly acclaimed 1-bit Pulse Edge Modulation (PEM) DA converter, 

on exclusive JVC creation. lt dramatically reduces zero

crossing distortion, non-linearity and glitches, offering twice the 

resolution of conventionoll-bit DA converters. 

provides a very high signal-to-noise ratio, close to the theoretical 

upper-limit. 

All of this means you con sit back and enjoy the subtle caress 

of the most delicate nuances, or suddenly be shaken by the most 

stirring musical crescendo, with a total sense of realism. 

Recommended os on ideal partner for this player is on 

amplifier such os the JVC AX-A341. Providing up to 85 watts per 

channel, there's also a 'CD Direct' switch to make sure your ears 

receive the ultimate in sound purity. 

Completing the line-up is a range of matching 

The PEM converter allows 4th order noise 

shaping which virtually eliminates re-quontizotion noise 

and together with on advanced oversompling system ..I VC 
tuners, cassette decks, and other hi-fi separates. Each 

component, a polished performer in its own right. 

Together with the right partner, definitely a class act. 



This month sees the introduction of our 

Gold Subscriber Scheme - an extension of 

our standard subscription service which 

features exclusive introductory offers of 

exceptional value to improve and enhance 

your listening pleasure. As the only hi-fi 

magazine to run large scale comparative 

lab and listening tests Hi-Fi- Choice 

already offers better value than any other 

hi-fi magazine and we feel sure that our 

Gold Subscription package makes Hi-Fi 

Choice the best value on the market! 

OPTION ONE 
If you take out a subscription to Hi-Fi Choice for 24 
issues, you will receive: 

• a set of Furukawa FS2T14 Speaker Cables worth 
£56 

PLUS 
• a set ofFurukawa FDl 010 Interconnects worth £85 
PLUS 
• Hi-Fi Choice discount vouchers saving you up to 

£50 on CDs and cassettes 
PLUS 
• Hi-Fi Choice Special Collection issue worth £3.95 
PLUS 
• 12 vouchers offering 10% discount on any mail 

order item on offer in Hi-Fi Choice 

All for the price of £69.95 

OPTION TWO 
Subscribe for only 12 issues and you will receive the 
speaker cables, together with the CD and cassettes 
savings vouchers, plus the 12 vouchers offering 10% 
discount on any mail order item on offer in Hi-Fi 
Choice. 

12 issues- £39.95 

OPTION THREE 
Alternatively, you can simply take out a standard 
subscription and miss out on all the free gifts for 
only £22.95 . 

GOOD CONNECTIONS 
it is an accepted tact that good cables and interconnects can dramatically improve the 

performance of your hi-ti system This is why we are so pleased to be able to otter our subscribers 

the chance to improve their systems by using Furukawa speaker cable and interconnects. The 

leading Japanese cable specialist Furukawa is considered to be at the forefront in the 

development of conductive materials. All Furukawa cables, interconnects and plugs are 

manufactured using PCOCC (Pure Copper by Oh no Continuous Casting- Oh no being the name 

of the original inventor of the casting method). Patented by Furukawa, this continuous casting 

method results in a grain free, single crystal conductor ensuring minimal transmission loss, 

extremely low distortion and wide band resolution. 

FURUKAWA FS-2T14 SPEAKER CABLE 
Your free FS-2T/4 PCOCC speaker cables from Furukawa is a stranded 1.4mm square cable with 

polypropylene insulation to the conductors and cotton yarn to insulate from mechanical energy. 

The speaker cables come complete with a choice of terminations and will be supplied in three 

metre lengths. All terminations are gold plated and attached using a solderless connection to the 

cable. 

FURUKAWA FD1010 INTERCONNECT 
The FD1010 PCOCC is an unbalanced 75 ohm co-axial interconnect supplied complete with 

hermetically sealed gold plated RCA plugs. The FD101 has been designed specifically for use 

between the analogue output of a CD (or DA T) player and the pre- amp or between a pre and 

power amp and will be supplied in one metre lengths. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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Competition 

The Questions 
Please write your answers in the space 
provided on the entry form, 

1. Which hi-fi reviewer recently got 
under his floorboards? 
2. How many DA T recorders are 
included in this month's cassette deck 
roundup? 
3. What is the diameter of the latest 
tweeters to receive Monitor Audio's 
gold dome treatment? 
4. What was the world's first CD 
player called? 
5. What is the name of Monitor 
Audio's new baby? 
6. Which speakers was John Jeffries 
running in during Choice's visit? 



The SIXES are the brilliant result of a complete re-appraisal 

of Hi Fi loudspeaker design by Tannoy's team of acoustic, 

industrial and production engineers 

The advanced new cabinet structure and shape have many 

audible benefits, quite apart from being a visual pleasure 

These, coupled with tweeters that reproduce smoothly all 

the way up to 30kHz, moulded cone-piston bass units and 

the application of Tannoy's Differential Material Technology 

have realised a range of loudspeakers that will be a delight 

to your ears and eyes 

Return this coupon to Tannoy, and we will send you the 

eight page colour Tannoy SIXES brochure by return. 



Alternative 
. .  

optnton 
Recently I decided to change 
my CD player and on the 
strength of your review 
decided that the Aiwa XC-700 
would suit rather well. On 
trying to purchase one, 
however, it seemed I was not 
alone in thinking so as every 
shop was out of stock and 
some even had waiting lists! 

After much phoning 
around I found a shop that 
was having one delivered the 
next day and without even 
seeing, let alone hearing it, I 
went ahead and ordered. 

Next day I eagerly un
packed it, but first impres
sions were not good, it being 
one of the most plasticky 
boxes I have seen, but no 
worry - the sound would 
make that insignificant. Or so 
I thought. 

However, to use one of 
your reviewing expressions 
'it really bombed!' 

It was a smoother sound 
than my old multibit Philips 
but in just about every other 
respect the Philips walked it. 
Luckily the dealer agreed to 
allow me to exchange it and 
after some careful listening I 
settled on the Philips CD-850. 

Some days later I heard 
that another local dealer had 
opened up an XC-700 and 
found that it didn't contain 
the SAA7350 DAC at all! 

Maybe the reason for my 
vastly worse opinion of the 
machine was because we 
effectively listened to differ
ent machines. 
Richard Jones, Cambridge. 

Readers Write 
C H OIC E 

I'm surprised you didn't like the 
XC-700, the Choice panel 
thoroughly enjoyed it, but 
admittedly there are things that 
a good multi-bit player can do 
that inexpensive bitstream 
machines have trouble reproduc
ing. Therefore, if things like 
timing and bass weight are your 
bag then your preference is less 
surprising. 

On the other hand, it comes 
as no revelation that you vastly 
preferred the CD-850, presum-

Even £170 CD 

players can't please 
all the listeners all 
the time, the XC-

700 is stirring 
things up. 

ably in its Mkll guise, after all, 
it costs more than twice as much 
as the Aiwa! 

The fact that another dealer 
opened up an XC-700 and 
couldn't find the Philips 7350 
DAC is probably because the 
chip is located underneath the 
main PCB and is not visible 
without removing the board. The 
design of a CD player is down to 
a lot more than just the chip, and 
chips cannot be swapped in the 
same way that resistors or 
capacitors can be changed. 
Perhaps the local dealer in 
question is best avoided until he 
learns a little more about the 
products he sells. 

ANSWE RS 

Which knob? 
Could you please explain 
why the recording level 
knobs on cassette decks are 
consistently larger, smoother 
and more attractive than the 
volume knobs on amplifiers. 
Is it because cassette deck 
designers feel they have to 
make up for not having as 
many controls to play with as 
amp designers? This problem 
has been worrying me for 

some time and it would be a 
load off my mind to find out. 
J.Wagstaff, Woking, Surrey. 

Er, size isn't everything! But 
seriously, I think if you look back 
through past issues of Choice 
you will see that quite a few 
amplifiers are also very well 
endowed in this respect, 
especially the less 'hi-fi' Oriental 
models. 

Basically it comes down to 
fashion and to an extent 
practicality, cost probably 
coming into the equation 
somewhere as well. To answer 
your question, there is no reason 
beyond the aesthetic judgement 

Here's proof that even amplifiers can have large, smooth rotary appendages. 

of the designers who create these 
things. 

Beginners luck 
Being new to the world of hi
fi separates, I would appreci
ate your assistance. I wish to 
build a £700 system compris
ing CD player, amplifier and 
appropriate speakers. 

On the CD player front, I 
am split between Rotel's 
RCD865 and 855 players. But 

what of Pioneer's new range 
of CD players with the stable 
platter mechanism? 

Also, which speakers will 
combine best with the 
Pioneer A400 amplifier out of 
my shortlist of the Mission 
761, Heybrook Solo, NAD 
8225 and KEF C25? 

Please bear in mind that I 

have wide musical taste but 
listen mainly to rock, and am 
looking for a lively but 
controlled sound. 
Simon }ones, Carmarthen, 
Dyfed. 

It looks as though you're on the 
right track so far, Simon. But 
it's worth bearing in mind that 
Rote/ is replacing the two 
players you mention (see page 
4). Next month we will be 
reviewing one of them along 
with a truck load of other new 
models including two of the 
stable platter Pioneers and the 
latest from both Phi lips and 
Marantz. Hang on for the 
November issue if you can, but if 
not, go and do some auditioning 
yourself. 

As for loudspeakers, I would 
be inclined to spend as much of 
your budget as is possible, a £50 
differences in price between 
loudspeakers is worth a lot more 
than the same difference between 
CD players. However, assuming 
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IF YOU HAVE A TV 

ANDAHI-FI, 

ALL YOU NEED IS A 
CULL AM 

INTERPRETER AND ... 

"You can have 
NI CAM 
stereo TV 

for just 
9.95" 

Watever you enjoy watching on television, you'd enjoy it far more in full 
NICAM digital stereo sound.* 

But that doesn't mean you have to spend £500 or more on a new 
NI CAM TV set, because now- with the Cullam Interpreter and your 
existing hi-fi amp and speakers- you can have true h.i-fi digital stereo 
television sound at home for under £290! 

Don't confuse the Cullam Interpreter with inferior products. Just look 
at the features, and compare them for yourself: 

• 20 channels including an auxilliary input • 3 x digital over sampling 
• High quality Philips Nicam circuitry • Dual language capability 
• Tamper-proof disabling switch • Infra-red remote control with volume, treble, 
bass, balance, mute functions etc. • Scart Euro-connector and all the plugs and 
leads you'll need. 

The Interpreter comes complete with an easy to follow users guide, and 
a no quibble 12 month warranty. So you just can't go wrong. 

And one more thing: NICAM stereo doesn't just improve the sound of 
cello concertos! It brings 
incredible realism to everything 
from Sports and Drama to The 
Chart Show. And it actually 
improves your picture quality too. 

So cut the coupon and find 
out how you can hear it all 
for yourself. 

�:;:--------------, Th: Cullam Ltd., 'Technology House, I 
1 Stanton Harcourt Road, Eynsham, 1 

Oxford OXS 1 TH. 

1 Please send me your free colour brochure 1 
and the name of my nearest Cullam stockist. 

I Name: I 

I Address: ___________ I 

[311 � _, ... i�--�--� .. , : : 
D I G I TA L · D E X T E R I T Y ________ Postcode: ----

Cullam Ltd., Technology House, Stanton Harcourt Road, 

Eynsham, Oxford OX8 ITH. 

Telephone: 0865 882100. Thx: 0865 882110. 

1 
*Subject to location, the majority of the country I 

L
:...:':.:ceive _2CAM broadcasts on ITV and BB� 



you spend about £200-£250 on 
the CD player that leaves you 
with £220-£270 for speakers and 
stands. I would recommend you 
listen to some or all of the 
following, Wharfedale 505.2, 
Cyrus 781, JBL LX33 
(f/oorstanding), Heybrook 
HB1s3, Celestion 7 and Arcam 
Alpha. They are all good 
loudspeakers that will be 
compatible with the A400. And 
you can use the Directory and 
your ears to narrow down the Heybrook HB1s3; one of several very competitive £200ish options available to Simon Jones. 

selection. 

Matters hi .. fidelical 
I have been reading your 
magazine for the last five 
issues and I must say it's 
brilliant (what a perceptive man 
-Reviews ed). Only my 
ignorance of matters hi
fidelical spoils my total 
enjoyment of it. I read about 
such things as bi-amping/ 
wiring, separate phono 
stages, moving magnets I coils 
etc, but I lack the basic 
knowledge, fundamentals if 
you like, to fully appreciate 
what is being discussed. 

At present I'm disinclined 
to visit dealers because I'm 
afraid to show myself up 
when faced with a lot of 
terms I don't understand. 
Perhaps you can recommend 
a book, a sort of hi-fi primer, 
or even consider featuring a 
monthly idiot's guide. 
Neil Miller, Colchester, Essex 

You're right, it would be a good 
idea to run a glossanJ and we'll 
start working on it straight 
away. In the mean time see if 
you can find The Bluffer's 
Guide to Hi-fi by Sue Hudson 
and ex Hi-fi News editor John 
Crabbe, published by Ravette 
London. It will arm you with all 
you need to converse in the dem 
room with confidence. Not that 
you should need to know 
anything to buy the stuff, but I 
know what you mean. 

More comprehensive tomes 
you might want on your reading 
list include Beginners Guide to 
Hi-fi by Ian Sinclair (pub. 
Newnes Technical) and Audio 
and Hi-fi Engineer's Pocket 
Book by Vivian Cape/ (pub. 
Heinemann Newnes). 

c Roksan Interconnect Winner 
' 

Barking up the 
wrong woofer 

After a recent shake up my 
current system consists of a 
Pandora'd, Gyropowered 
Mkii Gyrodek/RB3001AT-F5 
and a Pandora' d CD850 on 
an Isoplat. Both are con
nected with the supplied 
leads. Amplification is 
courtesy of a Pioneer A400 
which drives an ageing pair 
of Wharfedale 
Laser 150 loud
speakers with 
Audioquest 
cable. The 
Wharfedales are 
on spiked stands 
but, because of 
space problems, 
are only six 
inches from the 
rear wall. The 
equipment is 
supported on 
spiked and sand 
filled Alphason 
tables. 

I am fairly 
happy with the sound from 
the turntable, but I find that 
CDs sound a bit harsh and 
sibilant in comparison. At 
high volumes both sources 
sound very tizzy, and CD 
becomes quite fatiguing. 

My query is, with about 
£1,000 available to upgrade 
the system, how would I 
effect the greatest improve
ment for my money? I listen 
mainly to rock and heavy 
metal at mid to high volume. 
I had considered a pair of 

Tannoy DC3000s (or the 
latest equivalent) and a 
Michell Iso phono stage. Is 
this wise or am I barking up 
the wrong woofer? 
RG Stevenson, Croydon, 
Surrey. 

The speakers have got to go. 
It sounds as though the Laser 
150s are exaggerating your 
treble sibilance problems. 
Replace them and you'll be 

Roksan 's Corus Black should 
improve on an AT-FS at HF. 

halfway there. Deciding what 
to replace them with is, of 
course, another matter given 
the limited output of the 
A400. It would pay to stick 
to efficient designs and 
considering your musical 
tastes, a bit of dynamics 
wouldn't go amiss. Accepting 
these points I reckon that the 
DC3000's replacement, the 
hexagonal, floorstanding 615 

(£700) might be a good place 
to start, but we haven't 
tested it as yet so it's an 
unknown quantity. And more 
importantly, it will probably 
sound overblown with only 
six inches behind it. A 

smaller stand mounted 
speaker such as the Audio 
Note Model K will work well 
in this sort of space and can 
really make the most of the 
signal fed to it. It costs £500 

and needs a heavy 
stand which is likely 
to set you back 
another £100 at least, 
but is almost essen
tial for a tight 
dynamic sound. 

All of which 
leaves you about 
£400 to sort out your 
sources. Basically the 
record player needs a 
more civilised 
cartridge and the CD 
player a good 
outboard DAC. But 
you will be hard 
pressed to get both of 

these and stay in budget. The 
best inexpensive DAC we 
have tried is the Audio 
Alchemy Digital Decoding 
Engine (see Sessions) which 
costs about £370. Needless to 
say you'd have to be pretty 
darn good at haggling to 
improve on the AT-FS for £30. 
The least you are likely to be 
able to get away with is £110 
for a Roksan Corus Black, or 
if you can stretch to it £173 
for a Shure VST-V. Hope you 
like the interconnect. 
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Dr. Amar G. Bose. 

In December 1986 Dick Rutan Psycho-Acoustics dictates the principles What is Acoustimass, and how 

flew non - stop around the upon which all Base loudspeakers arc does it work? 

world in Voyager, a journey designed. Base Acoustimass Speaker 

whose many dangers included constant From the 1960's to today. systems use two tiny direct/reflecting 

noise from Voyager's aero engines. When the Base 901 direct/reflecting speaker arrays and a larger Bass 

To protect his ears he wore a Base loudspeaker was introduced in 1968 module to produce an extraordinary 

noise-cancelling aviation headset. the Hi-fi Establishment was stunned. quality of sound from an unusually 

So why is the world's leading well designed package. 

loudspeaker manufacturer involved Whilst high and midrange fre-

in making components that cut out quencies are handled by a tiny pair of 

sound, instead of concentrating on satellite speakers the low frequencies 

reproducing it? are handled by the Acoustimass 'air-

Psycho-Acoustics. spring' bass module. 

When, in 1956, Dr. Amar G. Base set T he end result is a system unique 

out to make the ultimate loudspeaker 7he Bose noise-cancelling aviation headset. to Base, that looks great and sounds 

system, he was motivated by two things. Never before had loudspeakers giving even better. 

Firstly, his disappointment at the such clarity and presence been avail- Like all Base speaker systems, 

sound produced by conventional able to the domestic listener. Acoustimass benefits from technology 

speaker systems, and also by his belief Today the 901 is still accepted as derived from sources as diverse as the 

that it must be possible to create an industry standard, outperforming NASA space programme, Voyager and 

speakers that would make the listener other modern speakers many times Amar Base's fascination with sound 

feel as if he or she were on stage or in its own size. and a lifelong love of music. 

the studio with the musicians. Now there's a further development Call Base on 0795 475341 and 

In order to fully understand how of the Base philosophy. Acoustimass. you'll be given the name and address 

the human ear (and the human brain) of your nearest Base dealer. 

interpret sound, Dr. Base instigated So you won't have to fly around 

a massive research programme to the world to discover that the company 

explore every aspect of how we hear 

BIISE 
® that understands silence truly under-

what we hear. T he resulting science of Better sound through research. stands sound. 



Lifestyle 

Paul Messenger explores the future of high 
fidelity television in the shape of the Philips/Bose 
Home Cinema Sound system and the monster 

sized 2080 television set. 

Stand and deliver 
D espite the sporadic efforts of one 

brand or another, television 
sound quality is one of the more embar
rassing areas of consumer electronics. 
Filed neatly between odour-eaters and 
Neighbours, it's a conversation topic that is 
better avoided, especially if the vicar is 
calling for tea. 

The reasons are several. One problem 
lies in the television set itself. A large 
plastic box a couple of feet wide is a most 
unlikely basis for generating high quality 
sound, in mono or stereo. But the atti
tudes of customers and manufacturers 
play an equally important part, and both 
have hitherto seemed happy enough to 
accept less than second best in the inter
ests of saving a few quid. 

The enlightened will already have 
made sure that their TV sound goes 
through a proper hi-fi system, with real 
loudspeakers using decent enclosures that 
are sensibly positioned and supported. 
But that's not necessarily ideal, or per
haps more importantly, convenient. 

A key feature of the television set is 
that it is (or was) a relatively self con
tained and hence compact package. It 
may take up a big chunk of space in the 
lounge, but at least there aren't too many 
wires trailing everywhere, it can usually 
be moved on castors for cleaning, and 
everything works from the one remote 
control. 

The trailing wire syndrome 
Video recorders, satellite tuners and de
coders are all trying to subvert this sim
plicity and turn the TV into just the video 
display component of a complex A/V 
system. But the placing together, the 
visual and mechanical integration of the 
various bits of hardware, remains a cru
cial element in establishing domestic 
acceptance. 

For example, detachable TV loudspeak
ers make a great deal of sense from the 
sonic point of view. But instead of realis-
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ing their potential for proper stereo sepa
ration, improved mechanical isolation and 
a comparatively decent acoustic environ
ment, the trailing wire syndrome in fact 
leaves the majority of detachable boxes 
clipped permanently to the sides of the 
TV enclosures (at least until such time as 
someone accidentally snaps one off). 

The 2080 comes complete with a pair of 
detachable speakers, although the HCS 
costs £600 extra. 

If the sound side of TV continues to 
give designers and consumers grief, most 
of the new extra electronic gubbins like 
video cassette recorders and satellite re
ceivers can be slotted into the stand 
which comes supplied with the modern 
TVs. If things should start to get out of 
hand there are various aftermarket acces
sory plinths that might do a rather neater 
and stronger job. 

But if you're going to put the telly on a 
stand of some sort, why not design and 
engineer something rather more than a 
stand? Something which will make a 
positive contribution to the performance 
of the whole, while also helping out the 
cosmetics and the convenience of the 
package. 

That was the logic that led to the crea
tion of the Philips A V1340, also known as 
the Home Cinema Sound system. There's 

nothing startlingly original about build
ing loudspeakers into TV plinths - Hitachi 
marketed something called Le Console with 
a built in subwoofer a couple of years 
back. But this Philips device is certainly 
the most serious attempt I've yet come 
across to try and counter the inherent 
inadequacies of TV sound within a re
markably neat and ergonomically clever 
package. 

One particularly nice touch is the way 
the acoustic enclosures have been com
bined to leave room for two additional 
electronics units such as VCRs to be sited 
behind a glass screen. 

Philips isn't the only name on the front 
of this unit. Bose, and specifically its 
Home Cinema division, takes a share in 
the acoustic design credits, as consultant 
rather than manufacturer. 

The whole thing is very stoutly built, 
exemplified by a substantial all-up weight 
of40kg (essential in view of the giant 70kg 
2080 television set it may be called upon 
to support). The enclosure itself is seri
ously solid, while the unit allegedly also 
incorporates five drive units and four 
power amplifiers. 

Mass market television 
At £600, the A V1340 is rather expensive 
compared to the average mass market 
television, but then it's not an item that 
will benefit from the economies of scale 
enjoyed by mass market products. And 
material value for money certainly looks 
reasonable enough by the standards of 
specialist hi-fi products. 

It's also refreshingly simple to set up 
and use. Simply plonk the television set 
on the top, connect the supplied cable 
from its external speaker outputs to the 
1340's inputs, add mains power and you're 
away. As soon as you turn on the telly, the 
HCS unit comes on automatically. 

You can use it with virtually any telly, 
provided the TV is fitted with external 
speaker terminals. However to really get 



the best from the unit you will also need 
some means of turning off the set's inter
nal speakers. The reason they have to be 
turned off is that the A V1340 doesn't have 
its own remote volume control and you 
have to use the remote volume facility on 
your TV to alter the volume coming from 
theHCS. 

An input sensitivity potentiometer is 
provided on the A V1340 but this is only to 
ensure that the output of the TV is matched 
to the input of the 1340. 

Get the picture 
I duly set up the unit with the accompany
ing 2080 television, a top-of-the-line di
rect view model with huge 78cm/32inch 
screen size, and a £2,000 pricetag. Luckily 
the set had already been pretuned to the 
Crystal Palace transmitter which I 
normally use. 

The Matchline 2080 is a rather impres
sive performer, if somewhat 
Teutonic in styling and un
doubtedly monstrous in size. 
Placed on top of the sound box 
it does rather dominate the 
room, the whole caboodle 
standing an imposing 1.2 
metres high. 

This puts the screen at eye 
level with those seated in arm
chairs, which I suppose is as it 
should be, though I must say I 
prefer to look down on a set 
rather than have it looming 
over me. 

These giant CPTs (colour 
picture tubes) are imposing 
and impressive in their own 
way, and this Philips Match/ine 

series example is certainly state 
of the art in terms of contrast 
ratio, combining a low ther
mal expansion Invar mask 
with high voltage tube drive 
to give plenty of brightness 
from an impressively dark faceplate of 
roughly average reflectivity. 

Colour balance is also particularly 
good, reflecting Philips' mastery of North 
European flesh tones. 

On the down side it certainly looks 
rather more bulbous than smaller screen 
sizes, the size itself somehow making one 
more conscious of the inevitable geometri
cal aberrations. It also tends to make one 
more aware of other inherent deficien
cies, such as poor quality signals. 

Resolution of off-air signals is a little 
disappointing, the picture via the internal 
tuner being a little soft focused for my 

taste, and could be significantly improved 
by driving the tube at baseband from a 
good quality (S-VHS) VCR tuner. 

Register now 
Some minor registration errors were vis
ible at the edge of the screen. And as one 
who has become accustomed to the. de
lights of 100Hz flicker-free scanning, the 
reappearance of the large area flicker that 
is always present on conventional 50Hz 
sets, and is more obvious the larger the 
screen size, was less than welcome. 

Ironically, Philips is about to introduce 
100Hz tube drive on several of its next 
generation of sets, due to reach the shops 
soon and at a reasonable price, thus un
dermining the market credibility of the 
2080. 

Auditioning the 1340 sound plinth also 
gave rather mixed results. It goes satisfy
ingly loud when so required, and the 

tached, slow and boomy. What sounds 
initially impressive, helping to make up 
for the lack of sub-50Hz extension, soon 
palls, adding a chestiness to voices that 
somehow lack proper body, for example. 

Philips' Home Cinema Sound plinth of
fers a thoroughly worthwhile improve
ment over conventional TV sound whilst 
deftly avoiding the trailing wire syn
drome. But it doesn't really stand a chance 
of delivering sound quality comparable 
to £600 worth of specialist hi-fi amplifier, 
speakers and stands, which is the more 
logical audiophile alternative route to 
decent TV sound. 

The plus points 
The 2080 television does most things very 
well indeed, and is only really under
mined by Phi lips' own imminent applica
tion of 100Hz scanning technology at 
affordable prices. Though the faceplate 

The Home Cinema Sound integrated plinth, courtesy of Phi lips and Bose. 

sideways-facing drivers do help widen 
the stereo image to a worthwhile degree 
beyond the basically too narrow confines 
of a TV plinth. 

Somewhat reminiscent of the famous 
(or notorious) Bose 901, the balance mid 
to treble is basically pretty good, albeit 
with sufficient local unevenness to intro
duce a measure of nasal and spitchy 
coloration. 

But the sound lacks any genuine trans
parency at the top end of its range, while 
the midbass (there is no low bass) is de-

curvature is rather obtrusive and tuner 
resolution could be better, the big scale, 
good contrast image is its own reward. 

Despite these few niggles that leave it· 
a little short of the state of the art, there's 
no denying that this overall package 
makes a thoroughly satisfying televisual 
experience. 

It's especially well suited to larger 
rooms which won't be too dominated by 
the considerable bulk, and where the big 
screen and sound will be most 
appreciated. 
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Sennheiser -

the thinking 

man's 

headphone 

Sennheiser UK Ltd, Freepost, Loudwater, High Wycombe, HPIO 8BR. 
Fax 0628 850958. Telephone 0628 850811. 
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21st Century Fox 
T raffic jams and jogging 

created a resurgence of 
interest in radio. After all, it is 
impractical to watch televi
sion on the move. 

However, Sony hoped to 
create a new lifestyle with the 
Video Walkman, a combined 
portabl.e §mm video cassette 
player, small colour screen 
and headphones. Commuters 
would watch video movies 
and taped TV programmes 
on planes and trains. 

However, just as Sony was 
bringing the price of V ideo 
Walkmen down, Nintendo, 
Atari and others were 
pushing a new generation of 
relatively low price pocket 
video computer games. 

The people who used to 
read, chat or listen to good 
music from a personal stereo 
on trains and boats and 
planes now pull out a Game 
Boy or some such gadget and 
zap aliens on a tiddly screen 
while listening to horrid 
sounds on ear plugs. 

All the signs now are that 
Sony will re-vamp the Video 
Walkman so that it becomes a 
portable interactive CD 
player. Sony has already 
produced Data Discman, a 
portable CD-ROM player 
which translates text with the 
help of dictionaries on non
standard 3inch CD-ROM 
discs. 

An interactive CD games 
machine with colour LCD TV 
screen and music quality 
sound might create a market 
for non-games software, like 
picture and sound 
enclopaedias, dictionaries of 
music, illustrated travel 
guides, and interactive 
language tuition. On the 
other hand, it might just give 
games addicts the opportu
nity to waste even more time. 

But before anything 
happens, the industry will 
have to fight what looks like 
being the most bloody 
standards battle ever. 

There are already around 
half a dozen interactive 
'multimedia' systems, either 
on sale or being readied for 
sale. Another half dozen are 
in the pipeline. All are, or 
could be, suitable for games 
and all could be made 
portable. 

Needless to say, they are 
all incompatible. As just one 
example Sony and Philips 

Barry Fox is quite determined not to get 
interactive with the new portable computer 
games machines - even if they do double as 

CD players. 

have struck conflicting deals 
with Nintendo. 

The bright side is that 
most of these portable 
systems will probably play 
audio COs as well as their 
own particular brand of 
multimedia software. With 
disc drive, amplifier and 
headphones there already, it 
will cost next to nothing to 
add a CD audio decoder. So 
expect a drop in the price of 
straight audio CD 
portables as the 
multimedia players 
battle for a share of the 
games market. 

W ould you dare 
install a CD 

player in a car that you 
have to leave over
night on the city 
streets? 

conventional broadcasts. 
Pioneer's dealers have a 

small holdall which contains 
the portable CD player with 
three connecting leads. One 
plugs temporarily into the 
car's cigarette lighter socket, 
to provide a 12volt DC power 
supply for the player. 
Another clips temporarily to 
the car's radio aerial. The 
third has a remote control at 
the end which lets the driver 

But the new in-car CD 
transmitters cannot cause 
interference, even to other 
cars, because the power of the 
modula'tor is so low that it· 
must be directly connected to 
the car radio aerial. The DTI 
and RA have leeway to grant 
licence exemptions for very 
low power devices. But they 
say they must first draft a 
technical standard for the 
general type of device, 
examine any device before 
sale for 'type approval' and 
then issue an exemption 
licence for anything which 
passes the type-approval 
tests. So far there is no 
standard so there can be no 
type approval and no licence 

No. Which is why 
car CD player sales are 
slow. Now comes 
news of a really simple 
gadget which foils the 
theives - and the 
government wants to 
stop us using it. 

Pioneer is currently 
running full page colour 
advertisements in glossy 
magazines which promise 
anyone with a VHF stereo car 
radio that they can hear COs 
played through their existing 
in-car system 'in under two 
minutes', and without the 
need to install a CD player in 
a place where it attracts 
thieves. 

Let's get interactive: CD-I killed the Video Watchman. 

·Pioneer's system relies on 
an FM modulator which 
functions as a miniature radio 
transmitter. It connects to the 
output of a portable CD 
player and imposes the audio 
signal on a radio wave with a 
frequency that falls within the 
VHF band used for FM stereo 
broadcasting. So any VHF FM 
car radio can tune to the 
transmitted CD signal. The 
modulator is tuned to a 
switchable choice of frequen
cies at the bottom end of the 
band, around 88 MHz, where 
there are unlikely to be any 

select music from a choice of 
six COs stored in a cartridge 
loaded into the player before 
a journey. Sound quality is as 
good as the radio permits. 

If drivers like the system, 
they pay £300 for it to be 
permanently installed, with 
the player hidden out of sight 
under a seat or in the boot 
and the wires run under the 
carpet. Alternatively, anyone 
who already owns a portable 
CD player can pay between 
£50 and £100 pounds for the 
modulator alone. Other firms 
make modulators, too. But 
they keep quite about it. 

The DTI and its 
Radiocommunications 
Agency police the airwaves. 
They use the Wireless 
Telegraphy Acts to stop 
anyone transmitting on 
frequencies bands used for 
entertainment broadcasting. 
The aim is stop interference. 

exemption. The DTI thus 
regards the devices on sale as 
illegal, even though there is 
no evidence of their causing 
any nuisance. 

By neat and happy chance 
this puts the DTI in a very 
awkward position. If it bans 
the new in-car gadgets, it will 
also have to ban almost 
identical devices which the 
BBC has already supplied to 
schools. These receive Radio 
5 on the medium wave and 
re-transmit it on FM at the 
bottom end of the VHF band. 

What's more, every 
domestic video recorder also 
has a low powered modula
tor which enables it to 
connect with a TV set by the 
aerial socket. So if the DTI 
bans car CD modulators, it 
will also have to ban BBC 
schools receivers and the 
video recorders now used in 
70 per cent of British homes. 
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CASTLE ACOUSTICS 
Shortbank Road 
Skipton 
North Y orkshir_e 

0756795333 

CASTLE CHESTER 

" ... great subtlety, delicacy, coherence and 
transparency ... " 

" ... it's so goddamn involving, I dat up half the 
night re-exploring my record collection ... " 

"The delicious sound quaility should quickly 
bring cult status among enthusiasts." 
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Choosing and Using 
Headphones 

• • • 

Jason Kennedy offers hints and tips for anyone looking to 
invest in a pair of headphones. 

ack in the spring we 
scheduled a batch of a 

dozen head phone reviews for 
this issue. Had yours truly 
known just how humid the 
summer was going to be we 
might have postponed it until 
more temperate weather 
arrived. But as it turned out I 
learned the warm way about 
which headphones make the 
best ear muffs. 

The important factors to 
consider when buying 
headphones are primarily 
sound quality and comfort, 
though the latter is perhaps 
the more important. A pair of 
'phones may sound great on 
first impression but if they 
become uncomfortable after a 
short while one is unlikely to 
carry on wearing them. 

To a large extent comfort 
is related to the size of your 
head and ears. There are 
quite a few ostensibly 
circumaural headphones, ie, 
with ear pads that rest on the 
side of the head (such as the 
more expensive Sennheisers 
or Quarts) that aren't really 
large enough to avoid 
pressing on some part of the 
ear, especially if your shell
likes ain't so shell like. 

Some circumaurals create 
problems with pressure but 
this is more obvious with 
supra-aural designs, those 
which press on the ear itself 
and which are more predomi
nant at the budget end of the 
market. 

However, if your head is 
of average or more width 
many supra-aurals tend to 
press rather hard and prove 
ear bending after little more 
than five minutes. 

The comfort crew 
Our comfort ratings are based 
on the collected opinions of 
the Hi-fi Choice comfort crew, 
made up of both sexes and a 
good variety of ear sizes - the 
higher rated 'phones being 
those that felt good on 
everyone. There was defi
nitely a difference of opinion 
on some models though, so 
make sure you try before you 

buy even if you can't listen. 
As far as sound quality is 

concerned, the headphones 
were auditioned at the end of 
a reference system which this 
time around consisted of 
three different types of drive. 
Because impedance mis
matches between 'phones and 
head phone amplifiers can 
lead to alterations in fre
quency response, I needed a 
low output impedance drive 
to give each model a chance 
of performing optimally. 

Paul Miller suggested the 
Deltec preamps (in this case 
an old style DSP-50S) 
which have a 10ohms 
output impedance, 
and this proved to 
be perfect for the job. 
All that was needed 
was a home brewed 
phono plug to jack 
socket adaptor. 

However, not 
content with just one 
reference output I 
managed to find 
another quite 
different one in the 
shape of the Can 
Opener. This hooks 
up to the outputs of 
your power amp and 
has sufficient 
attenuation to give a 
workable volume 
range with most 
headphones. 

However, when hooked 
up to all the amps I could lay 
my hands on it proved noisy 
with high sensitivity models, 
although the AKG K340 used 
as a reference sounded 
superb. 

The third option consisted 
of the head phone amp on a 
QED A270 integrated amp, 
which is probably more 
representative of the average 
listening situation. 

Sensitivity 
When matching headphones 
to an amplifier or CD player 
consider the sensitivity of the 
'phone and how it relates to 
the gain range available. 
Some 'Walkman' oriented 
models proved very sensitive 

to the hum on the head phone 
sockets of several amplifiers. 

At the opposite extreme 
some cassette decks have 
quite low outputs at their 
head phone sockets which 
may prove a minor problem 
with some inefficient models. 
As ever, the rule is to try 
before you buy, which will 
take a bit of dealer persuad
ing but dealers are there to 
help you after all. 

The sources used for the 
listening tests consisted of a 
Voyd turntable fitted with an 
SME IV arm and Audio Note 

On silver disc a copy of 
Frank Zappa's largely live 
The best band you never heard 
in your life was used as well 
as several Stax dummy head 
recordings, a series of CDs 
recorded specifically for 
head phone listening. The 
ones we had to hand in
cluded the Weird Space Sound 
CD as well as more natural 
sounds in the form of Ba
roque concertos. 

A trend which has been 
evolving in the head phone 
market is the fitting of dual 
sized jack plugs, a 3.5mm 

Serious ear-goggular audio gratification ahoy! 

Io feeding an Audio Innova
tions Series 1000 with equali
sation/preamplification from 
a prototype preamp from the 
same manufacturer. 

The digital source was a 
NAD 5425 and power 
amplification a pair of 
Marantz MA-22 monobloks, 
interconnects. Speaker cables 
were mainly Audio Note 
silver. 

What we heard 
Source material on vinyl 
included Abdullah Ibrahim's 
excellent Ekaya, Lou Reed's 
intricate and involving New 
York and a 1954 gem from 
Thelonius Monk and Sonny 
Rollins. 

plug fitted to the cable with a 
standard 6.3mm plug screw
ing or pushing over the top. 
In this bunch they were 
almost universal, a result no 
doubt of the increasing 
popularity of better quality 
personal stereos and portable 
CD players. 

Another area of develop
ment that follows in the 
footsteps of domestic audio is 
the use of better quality 
cables- virtually all the 
Japanese 'phones encoun
tered had adopted oxygen 
free copper cables. This 
undoubtedly has something 
to do with the above average 
standards that they managed 
to achieve. 
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AKGK44 
AKG ACOUSTICS LTD, VIENNA COURT, LAMMAS 

ROAD, GODALMING, SURREY, GLT7 1JG . 

TEL: 0483 425 702 

The £40 AKG K44 is one of two 
new personal stereo oriented 
phones from the Austrian 
headphone and microphone 
company. forty pounds might 
seem like a lot to ask for a 
Walkman headphone butif you 
take into account the price of 
serious personal cassette and 
CD players it doesn't seem out 
of place at all. 

The K44 is a lightweight 
supra-aural head phone that, to 
be frank, doesn't really look 
like £40 worth. However, the 
main reasons for this lack of 
substance are advantageous to 
the outdoor user. After all, 
you'd feel a tad conspicuous 
wearing a pair of full gumbo 
circumaurals on the tube. 

Although small, it's a clever 
design and like all AKGs, the 
height of the phones is regu
lated by elastic cords so you 
don't have to adjust them as 
such, just pull the little foam 
pads onto your lugs. The head
band is padded with a soft plas
tic covered foam strip that's 
backed with sprung steel for 
strength, and despite appear
ances I suspect that the K44 is a 
reasonably strong head phone. 
It's also very comfortable. 

The K44's sound quality 

varied with the drive system 
quite dramatically. far better 
results were achieved with the 
Deltec preamp than with the 
QED integrated, this probably 
being a result of its low-ish 
50ohm impedance. 

Through the QED the sound 
was dark and ponderous, not 
to mention tonally unconvinc
ing but when l swopped over 
to the Deltec with a home made 
phono to jack adaptor a crack 
appeared in the clouds. Al
though apparently lightweight 
in balance, bass extension is 
not lacking by comparison with 
other similarly priced cans, and 
information content is up there 
too. Presentation was a touch 
cramped; bigger phones 
sounded more spacious but no 
more communicative. 

If you want a small, com
fortable head phone this is close 
to as good as they come, but 
beware high output imped
ances. 

GENERAL DATA 

Type 
Mass 

supra-aural, open-back, dynamic 

Size rating 
Impedance 
Comfort rating 
Sound quality rating 
Price 

90g 
small 

50ohm 
good+ 

average 
£40 

IAKG KlOOO 
AKG ACOUSTICS LTD, VIENNA COURT, LAMMAS 

ROAD, GODALMING, SURREY, GLT7 lJG. 

TEL: 0483 425 702 

The AKG K1000 is a really dif
ferent head phone. Not only are 
the earphones completely free 
standing but they can be swung 
out to alter the sound. And 
that's not all; each earpiece is 
basically a frame surrounding 
a drive unit that's supported 
by four webs. These silver mesh 
covered frames are held away 
from your head by fairly hard 
leather upholstered pads that 
sit on your temples. There are 
no earpads as such. 

The drive unit is what AKG 
calls a ventilated linear d y
namic magnet system. It incor
porates an aluminium coil 
former and a varnished, 
multilayered diaphragm. 

Despite its unusual design 
and high-ish weight, the K1000 
is a comfortable head phone, the 
leather headband and two 
point pads being all that touch 
your head. Half the problem 
with long term head phone lis
tening is the sweatiness caused 
by earpads, so a design that 
doesn't have any is more likely 
to be comfortable. 

As if all this wasn't enough 
AKG, being necessarily wary 
of the standard of most 
headphone outputs, designed 
the K1000 to be connected di-

rectly to the speaker outputs of 
the amplifier. AKG recom
mends an amplifier of the class 
A variety. So do I. 

Sonically, of course, this to
tally open approach means that 
externCll sound gets into your 
ears and music gets out into the 
room, thus defeating the object 
of C<lns in some respects. But 
we're tCllking esotericCl here. 
Forget practicCllity. 

Altering the angles of the 
cRpsu les increases or decreClses 
the degree to which sound 
seems to be out in the room and 
deciding what angle to hRve 
them at is Cl matter of taste. 
There's not enough space here 
to list all the KJOOO's strengths 
but in the context of this group, 
nothing came close in terms of 
bass extension, spaciousness, 
transparency, etc. 

Expensive, but if you WClnt a 
state of the art moving coil 
headphone there's very little 
serious competition. 

GENERAL DATA 

Type 
Mass 

extra-aural, open-back, dynamic 

Size rating 
Impedance 
Comfort rating 
Sound quality rating 
Price 

270g 
very large 

120ohm 
very good 

excellent 
£500 



Audio--Technica 

ATH--609 
AUDIO-TECHNICA, TECHNICA HOUSE, LOCKWOOD 
CLOSE, LEEDS LSll 5UU. TEL: (0532) 771 441 

' 

Audio-Technica 
ATH-609 is a lot of head phone. 
Its big fluffy earpads and 
chunky adjustable headstrap 
give it a considerable head start 
in the perceived value stakes 
and it's enough to make you 
wonder what the extra £20 on 
the price of the ATH-611 is all 
about. The 609 is a large warm 
head phone, the warmth being 
provided by the almost furry 
acrylic covering on the 
circumaural pads, with a large 
plastic head strap that sits in
side a polypropylene frame. 
The whole thing is well built 
and pretty robust. 

The packaging of the 609 is 
printed with some gems of 
anglo-oriental translation, one 
particular favourite being "The 
extra large earpads are de
signed for cool comfort and 
hour (sic) of listening pleasure." 

The 609, unlike the majority 
of contemporary headphones, 
is fitted with a full size 6mm 
jack at the end of its three metre 
lead. There's no minijack hid
den underneath it, so in the 
unlikely event that you should 
want to listen to a portable or 
personal, an adaptor will have 
to be found. 

headphones in this group that 
worked quietly with the Can 
Opener/Marantz MA22 combi
nation, thus throwing out of 
the window my theory about 
low impedance cans being un
suitable for this particular de
vice. In the context of its price 
the 609 made some good noises, 
sounding detailed and reveal
ing. It made the most of the 
higher fi source material, both 
analogue and digital, but 
wasn't able to make lesser stuff 
as appealing as more expen
sive phones. 

By the standards of the ref
erence the 609s could have been 
more relaxed and open in their 
musical presentation, the 
sound being more reminiscent 
of a closed back headphone. 
But given the low price 
the ATH-609 seems to be 
pretty good value for money. 
Recommended. 

GENERAL DATA 

Type 
Mass 

circumaural, open-back, dynamic 

Size rating 
Impedance 
Comfort rating 
Sound quality rating 
Price 

250g 
large 

32ohm 
average+ 
average

£31 

Audio--Technica 

ATH--611 
AUDIO-TECHNICA, TECHNICA HOUSE, LOCKWOOD 
CLOSE, LEEDS LSll 5UU. TEL: (0532) 771 441 

The Audio-Technica ATH-611 
costs £51 and is the most ex
pensive model in A-T's new 
600 series but outwardly 
doesn't seem to vary from the 
other head phones in the range. 

The removable earpads are 
covered in a furry acrylic type 
material that's warm to the ear, 
too warm in fact for hot weather 
listening. That aside, though, 
this headphone is reasonably 
comfortable. It doesn't feel as 
heavy as it looks and it doesn't 
press too hard on your head. 

From what can be gleaned 
from the rather sparse infor
mation that is given about the 
ATH-611, the only significant 
difference between the 611 and 
the £20 cheaper 609 lies in the 
diaphragm. In the more expen
sive phone this is nine microns 
thinner and 4mm bigger in di
ameter, which, along with a 
presumably different sized sa
marium cobalt magnet, ac
counts for the higher sensitiv
ity (96dB) and impedance. Oth
erwise the two models seem to 
be the same. 

For the most part I listened 
to the 611 via the Del tee pream p 
and a homemade ph ono socket 
to jack adaptor, but a brief stint 

with the Can Opener proved 
worthwhile, it was a little noisy 
but sonically quite enticing. 
With the Del tee the sound was 
characterised by a slight dark
ness, high frequencies were 
played down and bass notes 
emphasised. Not surprisingly 
this gave the 611 a relaxed 
though not an uninformative 
mien. Compared with some of 
the alternatives it lacks spa
ciousness and clarity, sound
ing much like it feels; cosy. 

Via the output of a QED 
A270 the sound got more bass 
heavy and lost low level detail. 
The reference managed to make 
a much better job here, but at 
over twice the price this 
shouldn't be a surprise. So 
avoid soggy sounding drives/ 
sources. The 611 isn't a bad 
headphone for the price but 
the standards set by other ori
ental competition make it seem 
less of a bargain. 

GENERAL DATA 

Type 
Mass 

circumaural, open-back, dynamic 

Size rating 
Impedance 
Comfort rating 
Sound quality rating 
Price 

270g 
large 

40ohm 
average 

good 
£51 
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Ustento 

Advanced BitStream D-to·A Converter - £376* 

As you probably know, a new digital frontier is upon us. And Audio Alchemy's Digital Decoding Engine vl.O 
affords you the opportunity to be exactly where you want to be: at the threshold of state-of-the-art digital 
decoding technology ... at a price you can afford. The "Engine" breaks price to performance barriers pre
viously thought insurmountable. In addition, by utilizing the "I2S" Inter-IC Sound Bus (an industry first!), the 
DDE vl.O makes upgrades and add-ons easy. You will be prepared to move into the future as we deliver it. 

Highlights of this advanced technology D-to-A Converter include Philips latest PDM (Pulse Density Modula
tion) Filter/DAC along with a custom-designed VCO that ensures a "positive lock-up" to any digital signal. 
When you couple that to a very fast high-current analog stage and an outboard power supply along with four 
separate stages of precision voltage regulation, you have a package capable of delivering digital dynamics 
regardless of load conditions. Lavish build quality is evident in the precision metal fdm resistors, as well as 
the high-quality film capacitors and low-impedance, switching-grade electrolytic capacitors used through-out. 

Computer-optimized design, quality craftsmanship and superb sound ... at a price you can afford. 

*Suggested Retail Price including VAT@ 17.5% 

Philips SAA 7323 
Newest generation 
Philips SAA 7323 
BitStream integrated 
Filter/DAC. Data is 

"upsampled" 256x. 
Autoscaling filter for 
operation with CD, 
DAT and DCC. 

Both Optical and 
Coaxial Inputs 
Selectable S/PDIF 
coaxial and I os link 
optical inputs via front 
panel toggle. Buffered 
Digital output (coax
ial) provided for direct 
to DAT/DCC recording. 

J2S Bus Output 
Ultimate upgrade path 
via 125 (inter-IC Sound) 
Bus to assure "plug & 
play" compatibility 
with any emerging 
technology. The DDE 
will never become an 
obsolete purchase. 

Phase Inversion 
Front panel selectable, 
0° and 180° phase 
inversion is performed 
completely in the digi
tal domain. This fea
ture is commonly not 
found in even the most 
expensive DACs. 

��!��chemy 
At last, a logical upgrade opportunity for owners of early CD Players ... 

Very Affordable 
We're commited to 
making digital perfec
tion affordable. Using 
advanced design and 
production techniques, 
we can deliver high 
level technology at 
an economical price. 

Discover the benefits of high end outboard Digital to Analog Conversion in your system today. 
Call us for further details and the name of the Audio Alchemy dealer nearest you. 

(((AI:=))) 
ACOUSTIC eNeRGY 

Exclusive UK distributor: Acoustic Energy Ltd. 3A Alexandria Road, London W13 ONP 

Telephone 081-840 6305 Facsimile 081-579 1761 



Quart Phone 30 X 
HAYDEN LABS LTD,HAYDEN HOUE, CHILTERN 
HILL, CHALFONT ST. PETER, BUCKS SL9 9EW. 
TEL: (0753) 888447 

The £40 Phone 30 X is a largely 
polypropylene creation, very 
similar to the mid priced 
Sennheisers in construction in 
that it has foam supra-aural 
earpads sitting on 80mm di
ameter open-backed ear
phones. The top of your head is 
comforted by a nylon webbing 
strap and height adjustment is 
a simple matter of sliding the 
phone shells up and down 
guides in the headband, so 
nothing too sophisticated or 
flowery here. But that said the 
earphones are able to move 
freely in both horizontal and 
vertical planes, so it sits com
fortably on your ear. 

In common with the AKGs 
only one phone has channel 
identification so you have to 
remember that the unmarked 
side is the left channel. 

The cable is fixed into both 
earphones and terminates af
ter about three metres of lead 
in a dual sized plug. A quarter 
inch, or 6mm if you prefer, jack 
sits over a 3.5mm minijack. 
There's even a plastic holder 
for the larger jack attached to 
the lead which should stop it 
from getting lost. 

The Phone 30 X didn't prove 
to be well matched to the Can 

Opener, the noise level, though 
not as bad as some, was such 
that prolonged listening was 
far from encouraged. Better 
results were achieved with the 
Deltec and QED drives but the 
overall sonic trend was basi
cally the same. The 30 X' s basic 
characteristic was a certain 
darkness that resulted from an 
emphasis on the lower regis
ters. It also displayed a slight 
forwardness in the upper mid
range that could make some of 
the less forgiving material a bit 
hard going. 

But on the other hand these 
same characteristics could on 
occasion be described as good 
bass weight and liveliness; it 
was really a question of what 
was being played. 

Not a great hit, then, but 
probably suited to much con
temporary pop music where 
bass weight carries a lot of cre
dence, it needs a bit of refine
ment for full hi-fi status. 

GENERAL DATA 

Type 
Mass 

supra-aural, open-back, dynamic 

Size rating 
Impedance 
Comfort rating 
Sound quality rating 
Price 

160g 
medium 

80ohm 
good 

average 
£40 

Quart Phone 9 5 X 
HAYDEN LABS LTD, HAYDEN HOUE, CHILTERN 
HILL, CHALFONT ST. PETER, BUCKS SL9 9EW. 
TEL: (0753) 888447 

The £100 Quart 95 X incorpo
rates the usual polypropylene 
headband with an internal, ad
justable pad style of construc
tion, but it has an earphone 
suspension that is peculiar to 
the brand, and has a peculiar 
name to boot; Cardamatic. The 
headband is attached to hoops 
which suspend the phones with 
elastic cord thus allowing them 
freedom of movement. In prac
tise this works very effectively 
giving a snug fit with very little 
pressure, and but for the 
slightly rough material inside 
the earpads, this would make 
it one of the the most comfort
able in the bunch. The earpads 
themselves are covered in vel
vet on the outside and can be 
removed for washing. 

Other features include 
braille markings, neodymium 
magnets and a coiled, rubber 
insulated lead that terminates 
in a standard 6mm jack plug. 
Portable users will have to buy 
an adaptor. 

The Quart 95 X was another 
headphone that didn't seem 
well disposed to the Can 
Opener/MA-22 drive system, 
above the noise the sound qual
ity was pretty vibrant but quiet 
music wasn't particularly liste-

nable. With the low output 
impedance Deltec preamp, the 
95 X made some pretty con vinc
ing noises, it sounded even 
handed, open and relaxed. Re
trieval of low level detail was 
particularly good and the ref
erence did manage to reveal a 
bit more in the way of harmon
ics but wasn't able to create the 
same sense of openness as the 
Quart. 

Results with the QED amp 
were less appealing but still 
close to the reference in many 
respects except for a tendency 
to forwardness and HF unna tu
ralness. I felt no desire to turn 
the volume up, but this was 
probably a result of the head
phone's transparency rather 
than an inherent characteristic. 

The Quart 95 X is a pretty 
good headphone but given 
changes in character brought 
about by different drive sys
tems I'd try before you buy. A 
Recommendation is in order. 

GENERAL DATA 

Type 
Mass 

circumaLral, open-back, dynamic 

Size rating 
Impedance 
Comfort rating 
Sound quality rating 
Price 

215g 
large 

300ohm 
good+ 
good+ 

£100 
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a sound education 

The Denon brand has long been synonymous with 

unsurpassed high fidelity and reliability, making 

it the choice of the most demanding 

professionals and consumers 

world-wide. This superiority began with turntables, phono 

cartridges, cassette decks and amplifiers, and has grown to 

encompass state-of-the-art compact disc players, digital audio 

tape recorders and audio-visual equipment. 

Founded in 1910 Denon is one of Japan's oldest 

audio manufacturers. Denon is unique in its position 

as a manufacturer of both hardware and software. 

The same engineers who design Denon 

professional audio design Denon HiFi. 

The same ears that guide Denon's award-winning 

recording sessions evaluate the sound of Denon's 

playback equipment. 

. . . - The same technology that wins critical acclaim for 

Denon's top-of-the-line components appears in Denon's 

most affordable domestic and in-car products. 

I , 
"

- JENON t 

- - . 

I 
. 

I 
.. .. : t: ·· • I I I I I I 

Denon products must satisfy not only domestic customers but also professionals 

in broadcasting and recording studios all over the 

world. What's more Denon believes that the first time 

buyer is entitled to the same consideration and quality 

as the dedicated audiophile. Denon products may 

cover a wide range of prices but they represent a 

single standard of quality. 

DE NON 
Home HiFi, Lifestyle Products, Car Audio, CD Portables, 

CD Software and Professional Broadcast Equipment. 

Enquiries to: Denon Freepost Enquiries, Chiltern Hill, Cholfont St. Peter, Gerrards Cross, Buckinghamshire, SL9 9BS. 



Sennheiser HD45011 Sennheiser HD48011 
SENNHEISER UK LTD, B2 KNAVES BEECH BUSINESS 

CENTRE, LOUD WATER, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS, 

HPlO 9QY. TEL: (0628) 850811 

TheHD450Mkllis not dramati
cally different from the origi
nal design, but the new red 
plastic ear shells certain! y make 
it look a little more jolly. 

The only important techni
cal change concerns the cable 
that connects the new dual size 
plug to the two pin plugs that 
connect up to the earphones. 
All Sennheisers feature remov
able, and thus upgradable, or 
length changeable, leads. Up 
until this season these leads 
have utilised steel wire mainly 
for strength and durability, but 
now the conductor has been 
changed to kevlar insulated 
OFC copper. This is not only as 
strong and durable but a lot 
more flexible and a lot less 
microphonic than its predeces
sor, never mind the potential 
advantages for sound quality. 

Sennheiser has also made 
an effort to improve the com
fort of the 450 by covering the 
supra aural, foam earpads with 
a 'skin friendly' cloth. 

The 450II at £40 is one of 
Sennheiser's cheapest domes
tically oriented (as opposed to 
personal stereo) headphones. 
It has 80mm diameter open 
backed shells and a nigh on 
indestructible polypropylene 

headband that is fitted with a 
padded strip for improved top 
of the head comfort. 

Listening to various types 
of music through a least three 
different outputs this 
headphone made a very good 
impression. It managed to re
produce music in a relaxed and 
open fashion to a standard that 
is pretty well commensurate 
with the price. Cheaper Sony 
models sounded more open 
and the more expensive refer
ence more relaxed, but the over
all picture was very competent. 
The only major criticism was a 
lack of high frequency exten
sion which gave the impres
sion of a loss of clarity. 

The HD450II seems to have 
benefited from its new cable; 
personally I prefer circumaural 
headphones for their comfort 
and spaciousness but that aside 
the450II is a pleasant earphone 
that will work comfortably with 
most sources. 

GENERAL DATA 

Type 
Mass 

supra-aural, open-back, dynamic 

Size rating 
Impedance 
Comfort rating 
Sound quality rating 
Price 

135g 
medium 

60ohm 
good+ 
good

£40 

SENNHEISER UK LTD, B2 KNAVES BEECH BUSINESS 

CENTRE, LOUD WATER, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS 

HPlO 9QY. TEL: (0628) 850811 

I reviewed the original HD480 
back in issue 63, since then de
spite no obvious changes in ap
pearance, the HD480 has not 
only become a Mkii but a Clas

sic as well. A process that brings 
it in line for re-evaluation. 

The 480 Classic II is virtually 
exactly like the 450 in construc
tion but it costs £20 more and is 
finished in plain black. So 
what's the deal? The funda
mental difference is in the voice 
coil. In the 450 this is made of 
traditional copper, but in an 
effort to save weight and thus 
stop and start the diaphragm 
more quickly, the coil in each 
of the 480's drivers is made of 
aluminium. This wire is appar
ently very difficult to produce 
because it's very thin and alu
minium is brittle stuff. 

The other internal difference 
between the two is the pres
ence of extra damping in the 
shells of the 480, which should 
result in lower coloration due 
to shell resonance. 

Like the 450 this model fea
tures a slinky new kevlar insu
lated copper lead (available 
separately as a replacement/ 
upgrade for £6, by the way and 
definitely well worth it) and 
cloth covered foam ear pads 

for long term comfort. 
Sonically the 480 shared 

some characteristics with the 
450. It didn't create a very spa
cious sound and high frequen
cies tended to be a tad muted, 
which gives the impression of 
reduced clarity. That said, 
though, this model is quite re
vealing and natural sounding, 
with appealing low frequency 
drive and a relaxing presenta
tion that encourages prolonged 
listening. 

Plugging it into the socket 
on the A270, the sound was 
distinctly more open and lively 
than that encountered with the 
450 which was merely pleasant 
by comparison. 

The Sennheiser HD480 Clas

sic II is comfortable and enjoy
able. It does lack the openness 
that circumaurals can provide, 
but on the other hand it is a 
very well built and natural 
sounding headphone, which 
deserves· recommendation. 

GENERAL DATA 

Type 
Mass 

supra-aural, open·back, dynamic 

Size rating 
Impedance 
Comfort rating 
Sound quality rating 
Price 

135g 
medium 

60ohm 
good+ 

good 
£60 
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OVER THE EDGE 
The deceptively clean and simple exterior 

designs of the Creek range of hi-fi 

components might lead you to think that 

A listening test and conversation with 

you Creek stockist will prove different. 

Creek. Emotional rescue for your music. 

our performance claims are 

somewhat exaggerated. tre09 Creek Audio Systems 

Rosehall Industrial Estate, 

Coatbridge, Strathclyde MLS 4TF, 

Scotland. AUDIO SYS T E MS 

$ 
STATION SOUNDS 
W 0 R T H I N G  

DOWN PLATF ORM WORTHING STATION SUSSEX 

FOR A SELECTION OF VALVE AMPLIFIERS 
AND OTHER OLDER QUALITY EQUIPMENT 

VALVE AMPLIFIERS (COMBOS AND HI·FI) 
OVERHAULED AT SENSIBLE RATES 

Valve and other equipment always wanted 
FISHER • RADFORD • RICHARDSON • QUAD • EMI 
KERR-MciNTOSH • BEAM-ECHO • DYNACO • B&W 
TANNOY • DYNATRON • and anything interesting 

I also stock manufacturers line ends 

and ex-demo models - please ring for details 

0 

Tel: (0236) 20199. Fax: (0236) 28230 

KIMBER KABLE 
Dealers, Customers, reviewers and manufacturers have 
all been raving about the new Kimber Silver cables. 

We can arrange for your home audition of these or any of 

the Kimber cables. 

Kimber Silver Interconnect Cables 

KCAG .5m pair 
.75m pair 

1.0m Pair 
1.5m pair 

KCAG Digilink. 

.3m 

.5m 

.75m 

Prices lnc VAT. 
£220.80 
£305.40 

£389.85 
£559.15 

£76.76 

£109.82 

£155.25 

4AG Silver Speaker Cable £472.00 per metre inc. VAT. 

New Product 

Kimber Fibre Optic Digital Interconnects 
OPT .5 m 

OPT 1 m 

OPT 1.5 m 

OPT 2 m 

£109.95 
£119.95 
£139.95 
£159.95 

Sole UK Distributor 

inc. VAT 

• Run And,..wa Turntablct Accctnoricta Umit�td 
E� BorP. Houw. � llendal. Cumbria L.Ae � 

�'- (0$3063)247 



Sennheiser HD56011 Sony MDR--CD350 
SENNHEISER UK LTD., B2 KNAVES BEECH BUSINESS 

CENTRE, LOUD WATER, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS, 

HPlO 9QY. TEL: (0628) 850811 

The new HD560 Ovation looks 
virtually identical to its pred
ecessor, only the badging has 
changed, the attractive gun 
metal finish and grey velvet 
ear pads are still being used to 
good effect. 

But under the skin there 
have been a few modifications. 
Like the other two models in 
this review, the 560 has had a 
change of connection lead from 
steel wire to kev Jar coated cop
per which gives flexibility and 
sonic advantages. The voice 
coils in the 560 are aluminium, 
a material that is lighter and 
therefore easier to control than 
copper, but more difficult to 
terminate reliably. This latter 
state of affairs inspired 
Sennheiser to design a neat gold 
plated peg and tube system, 
which, though mechanical, 
proved to be very effective. 

The only other technical de
tail that really matters on this 
top of the range £120 dynamic 
is that it uses neodymium 
magnets - which have also ap
peared in Audio-Technica's 
new OC cartridges, and Sony' s 
latest headphones this year. 

Sitting down to listen to the 
560!! for the first time I was 
surprised to find that sound 

was emanating from only one 
channel, swopping leads didn't 
help and I eventually had to 
request a second sample. Not a 
good start, but judging from 
the state that the lead was in 
someone/thing had given it a 
really hard time. 

Sonically this turned out to 
be a detailed and open 
headphone with the ability to 
recreate the power and depth 
in a piece of music. By the stand
ards of the marginally more 
expensive reference it lacked 
high frequency naturalness. 
Violins weren't all that plausi
ble sounding; they sounded 
digital in fact, which some 
might consider a compliment, 
I guess, but not me. 

Given the price I had ex
pected better sound quality, but 
the HD560 Ovation II is a com
fortable and nicely styled 
head phone that works reason
ably well with the Can Opener 
and suits electronic music. 

GENERAL DATA 

Size rating 
Impedance 

circumaural, open-back, dynamic 
210g 
large 

Comfort rating 
Sound quality rating 
Price 

300ohm 
very gooo 

good+ 
£120 

SONY UK LTD, SONY HOUSE, SOUTH STREET, 

STAINES, MIDDLESEX. 

TEL: (0784) 467000 

At £32 the MDR-CD350 is 
nearly the cheapest model in 
Sony's new range of head
phones. The Digital Reference 
Series as it's known in 
Sonyland features a few unu
sual design concepts and some 
of these have been incorporated 
into the CD350. One is the way 
the drive units are angled to be 
parallel with the ears rather 
than being closer to the back of 
the ear than the front. It also 
has fully circumaural ear pads 
which is pretty rare amongst 
sub-£50 headphones let alone 
those that cost £32. 

Constructionally too it's 
pretty good value, the height 
of the phones is easily adjust
able and the phones are sup
ported by yokes that allow 
plenty of movement, though 
whether they are as ·robust as 
some of the German alterna
tives is debatable. Concealed 
within each ceramic composite 
shell is a neodymium magnet, 
which ain't exactly common in 
this price territory, and a 30mm 
plastic diaphragm. Each phone 
is connected to a gold plated, 
dual diameter jack plug with 
three metres of OFC cable. 

The 350, along with the other 
two inexpensive MDR series 

phones, has a very low 24ohm 
impedance and high sensitiv
ity, rendering it virtually unus
able with a Can Opener that's 
being driven by a pair of 
Marantz MA-22s. With alter
native drive systems the 350 

made some very impressive 
noises for an essentially cheap 
headphone. It had a spacious
ness and depth that one nor
mally associates with open 
backed phones costing twice 
the price. If anything it's a tad 
lightweight in balance but 
made up for it with remarkable 
transparency. The 350 could, 
of course, be a bit more relaxed 
but at the price it's a lot to ask of 
a head phone that makes a seri
ous attempt at clarity. And 
what's more, given a good 
source and drive system, long 
term listening becomes a dis
tinct possibility, which isn't 
something I often say about 
budget cans. A Best Buy is in 
order methinks. 

GENERAL DATA 

Type circumaural, closed-back, dynamic 
Mass 200g 
Size rating large 
Impedance 24ohm 
Comfort rating good+ 
Sound quality rating good 
Price £32 
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CHOOSE YOUR HIGH QUALITY SYSTEM 

�� 

Quad 66 CD Player 
Quad 66 Pre-Amp (inc Remote) 
Quad 306 Power Amp 
Quad FM4 Tuner 
Royd Apex Speakers 

£544.00 
£794.00 
£322.00 
£399.00 
£501.00 

Meridian 208 Player/Pre-Amp 
Meridian M30 Active Speakers 
Meridian M30 Speaker Stands 

Total Price 

£1609.24 
£914.45 
£114.43 

£2638.00 

Total Price £2560.00 No deposit finance 36 months@ £102.96 
No deposit finance 36 months@ £99.91 0% Finance= £880 Deposit+ 6 months 
0% Finance = £856 Deposit+ 6 months@ £284 @ £293 

Roksan Xerxes Turntable 
Roksan Tabriz Tonearm 
Rokan Chorus Black Cartridge 
ION Nexus SPI Pre-Amp 
ION X-Pak 2 Power Supply 
ION Nexus SAM 40 Power Amp 
ION FMTl Tuner 
Royd Sintra Speakers 

£785.00 
£165.00 
£110.00 
£431.00 
£259.00 
£259.00 
£299.00 
£330.00 

Total Price £2638.00 

No deposit finance 36 months@ £102.96 

0% Finance = £880 Deposit + 6 months@ £293 

Linn Sondex LP12 Turntable } 
Linn Lingo Power Supply 
Linn Akito Tonearm 
Linn K9 Cartridge 
Linn LK1/LK2 Pre/Power-Amp 
Linn Nexus Speakers 
Linn Ku-Stone Stands 

£1149.00 

£137.00 
£89.00 

£1361.00 
£458.00 
£109.00 

Total Price £3303.00 

No deposit finance 36 months@ £128.91 

0% Finance = £1101 Deposit + 6 months 
@£367 

* OUR GUARANTEE *WE WILL PROViDE THE BEST SOUND IN YOUR HOME FOR 

YOUR MONEY OR WE WILL EXCHANGE OR GIVE FULL REFUND- PLEASE ASK FOR 

DETAILS 

Approved stockists of: 
Acoustic Energy 
Arcam 
Audiolab 
Audio Technica 
Beyer 
BLQ 
Cambridge Audio 
Castle Acoustics 
Creek Audio 
Cyrus 
Den on 
Dual 
Epos 
Equinox 
Forte Audio 
Gold ring 
Ion Systems 
Jeff Row land 
JDI 
Linn Products 
Mantra 
Meridian Audio 
Mission 
Monitor Audio 
Musical Fidelity 
Nairn Audio 
Nakamichi 
Ortofon 
Proac 
QED 
Quad 
Quart 
Radford 
Rega 
Re vox 
Roksan 
Rotel 
Royd 
Ruark 
Stax 
Threshold 
Wadia 
Wood side 



Sony MDR--CD550 
SONY UK LTD, SONY HOUSE, SOUTH STREET, 

STAINES, MIDDLESEX. 

TEL: (0784) 467000 

The Sony MDR-CD550 is the 
£50 model in Sony's new eight 
strong range of headphones, 
and superficially it resembles 
the other models in the range. 

What differentiates this 
model from the CD350 is a ten 
millimeter increase in dia
phragm diameter to40mm, but 
otherwise they are much the 
same. 

Bothhave neodymium mag
nets, ceramic composite hous
ing (which seems to be a hard 
plastic), and an OFC cord. In 
true 'ear conscious' design fash
ion the drive units are angled 
to sit parallel to your ears and 
the circumaural pads are big 
enough to avoid crushing even 
my un-shell likes. 

Like the other Sony cans in 
this group the CD550 proved 
to be incompatible with the Can 
Opener, basically it proved too 
susceptible to noise that was 
emanating from the Marantz 
MA-22 power amps, which is a 
pity because this proved to be a 
very good drive system with 
other phones. 

Most of the listening was 
carried out with the Deltec 
preamp and adaptor, with this 
set-up and some fine record
ings the 550 made some quite 

acceptable sounds, reproduc
ing much of the detail and sense 
of space that it was being fed. 
Bass extension could have been 
greater, but partly as a result 
bass tactility was more promi
nent than usual. It also proved 
to be quite a natural sounding 
headphone, which favoured 
the easy transparency of the 
analogue source over the dig
ital alternative. 

It could, like virtually all 
'dynamic' headphones, be 
more dynamic and one felt the 
necessity to up the volume in 
order to bring some life and 
drama into certain material. 

But over all the Sony MDR
CD550 is a very competent 
head phone for the price, it cre
ates a remarkable sense of space 
for a closed back design and it 
manages to sound natural with 
it. Looking at other head
phones of the same price I can't 
find one that betters it, there
fore a Best Buy is in order. 

GENERAL DATA 

Type circumaural, closed-back, dynamic 
Mass 260g 
Size rating large 
Impedance 32ohm 
Comfort rating good+ 
Sound quality rating good+ 
Price £50 

Sony MDR--CD3000 
SONY UK LTD, SONY HOUSE, SOUTH STREET, 

STAINES, MIDDLESEX. 

TEL: (0784) 467000 

At £300 theSony MDR-CD3000 

is the most expensive head
phone in the new Prince range, 
and uses technology devel
oped for the cost-no-object 
MDR-RlO King. Unlike the 
other phones in the range how
ever, the CD3000 comes a lot 
closer to the role model, being 
the only model to use a 
biocellulose diaphragm, albeit 
a lower density version than 
that found in the King. This 
material is said to have the 
acoustic velocity of aluminium 
but the sonic naturalness of a 
paper diaphragm. 

The shells are made of a veg
etable fibre composite, which 
feels like hard plastic, but is 
claimed to be highly resistant 
to resonance. Which presum
ably means it resonates at fre
quencies that are higher than 
those created by the drive units. 
The shells are also decoupled 
from the earpads and headband 
to avoid the transmission of 
resonance between phones. 

There is of course no short
age of other features, including 
the 'free adjust' headband 
which means that the support 
band is elasticated. More inter
esting perhaps is the use of a 
composite collagen material on 

the earpads. This material feels 
like very soft leather, but un
fortunately it doesn't have the 
same breathability characteris
tics. Other goodies included are 
a hard box, neodymium mag
nets and 6N OFC, single sided 
cord. 

The Sony is a fairly serious 
head phone, it is very informa
tive and has impressive band
width and potentially a similar 
degree of transparency to the 
AKG. I say potentially because, 
through the Deltec, a degree of 
warmth held back absolute 
clarity and dynamic resolution. 
I'm pretty sure that there's a 
very musical and listenable 
head phone trying to get out of 
the CD3000, all you've got to 
do is find a drive system that's 
up to the job. 

The Sony MDR-CD3000 is 
better than most of the 
head phone amplifiers available 
to drive it, but that's no reason 
to criticise it. Recommended. 

GENERAL DATA 

Type circumaural, closed-back, dynamic 
Mass 400g 
Size rating very large 
Impedance 32ohm 
Comfort rating very good 
Sound quality rating very good 
Price £300 
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, /1 ALPHASON 
/ AUDIO SUPPORTS 

ALPHASON DESIGNS 
Unit 2 
Linstock Way 
WiganRoad 
Atherton 
TEL 0942 897®8 

For a full 
demonstration 
contact your 
local stockist. 

CHESHIRE 

CONGLETON HI-FI 
1/1A Duke Street 
Congleton 
TEL 0260 297544 

DOUG BRADY HI-FI 

TEL 0925 828009 

CLEVELAND 

ACTION ACOUSTICS 
155-157 High Street 
Red car 
TEL 0642 480723 

DEVON 

UPTON ELECTRONICS 
31 Torquay Road 
Paignton 
TEL 0803 551329 

ESSEX 

BRENTWOOD 

MUSIC CENTRE 
2 Ingrave Road 
Brentwood 
CM158AT 
TEL 02n 221210 

HAMPSHIRE 

HEREFORDSHIRE 

GOSPEL MUSIC AUDIO 
32A High Street 
Kington 
TEL 0544 230254 

KENT 

VOLUME ONE 
41 Upper Wickham Lane 
Welling 
TEL 081 304 4622 

NICHOLLS HI-FI 
430434 

HAMILTON ELECTRONICS It:iW" ham 
e High Road 

35 London Road SE12 
Southampton TEL 081 852 5780 
TEL 0703 228622 

SONA ELECTONICS 
SOUDWAVES 34 Pembridge Road 
1 Holbury Drove Centre Notting Hill Gate 
Holbury W11 
TEL 0703 899131 TEL 071 229 6411 

MERSEYSIDE 

DOUG BRADY HI-FI 

TEL 05 133 6859 

WEST MIDLANDS 

ALTERNATIVE AUDIO 
93-95 Hobs Moat Road 
Solihull 
TEL 021 742 0254 

MUSIC MATTERS 
351 Hagley Road 
Edgebaston 
817 BDL 
TEL 021 429 2811 

EAST SUSSEX 

AUDIO DESIGNS 

LTD 
26 High Street 
East Grinstead 
TEL 0342 314569 

Swindon 
SN13BD 
TEL 0793 613733 

WEST 

YORKSHIRE 

TAPE RECORDER 

CENTRE 
3 Kings Cross Street 
Halifax 
TEL 0422 366832 



Choosing and Using 
Cassette Decks 

• • • 

What factors should you take into account when purchasing a cassette deck? 

A ccording to the 
predictions of some 

industry pundits a few years 
ago, compact cassette should 
by now have been consigned 
to the great dustbin in the 
sky. As COs are in the 
process of replacing records, 
OAT was to have usurped 
cassettes, but that has yet to 
happen, and probably never 
will. 

Although OAT appears to 
be getting another marketing 
push now that the SCMS 
system has been agreed on 
(this system allows a DA T 
recorder to copy a CD in the 
digital domain - but will not 

allow you to make a copy of 
the copy), the message is that 
the humble cassette trundles 
into a new decade, consoli
dating rather than loosening 
its grip on the market. 
However, the imminent 
appearance of two new 
recording formats, Mini Disc 
and DCC looks likely to upset 
the market. If either gets 
significantly backed by 
record companies (and it 
looks as though DCC will) we 
could all be using a digital 
recording system before the 
end of the next decade. 

Potential buyers should 
take into account the intro
duction of a new noise 
reduction process called 
Dolby S, which is both 
extremely powerful and yet is 
claimed to provide a degree 
of compatibility with Dolby 
B. That last claim should 
perhaps be taken with a 
pinch of salt, remembering 
that Dolby Labs said much 
the same of Dolby C. But it is 
also claimed that a Dolby S 
deck will perform compara
bly to digital media with 
respect to noise. 

You can buy Dolby S 
cassette decks from Harman 
Kardon and Pioneer so far. 
Anybody buying an expen
sive cassette deck should at 
least take it into account. 

What other factors should 
you take into account? 
Obviously sound quality is a 
primary attribute, and is 
discussed fully in the re
views. Suffice it to say here 

Alvin Gold offers advice. 

that a good budget price deck 
(with the emphasis on 'good') 
costing say £100-£150, will be 
able to make recordings free of 
obvious problems like exces
sive noise, instability or 
varying pitch, at least when 
listening reasonably casually. 
However, something better 
will be needed for intensive 
use in a high resolution 
system, and you'll find ample 
rewards for paying extra, the 
point of diminishing returns 
becomes a factor only well into 
the several hundred pounds 
territory. 

Types of tape 
One advantage of better 
quality cassette decks is that 
they make more of the tapes 
you feed them. Ultra-quiet 
Type Ils, for example, can 
often be used to record even 
quite wide range music 
without Dolby noise reduc
tion, yet without obvious signs 
of hiss at normal volume 
levels, given an inherently 
quiet deck with good heads. 
It's surprising how noise free a 
sympathetically chosen deck 
and tape combination can be, 
and omitting noise reduction 
processing generally adds 
clarity and articulation to the 
sound which is, literally and 
metaphorically, less manipu
lated. Dolby HX Pro assists 
here, since it helps prop up 
flagging high frequency 
dynamics on musl'tal passages 
recorded at high level, keeping 
compression at bay a crucial 
few decibels more than 
otherwise would be the case. 

Metal tapes tend to be 
noisier (as well as being more 
expensive of course), and 
consequently it's harder-to 
dispense with Dol by noise 
reduction. Nevertheless, metal 
tapes remain the best option 
for capturing music's solidity 
and dynamics since the nature 
of the recording process with 
metals is inherently less prone 
to compression. At the same 
time, metals need high bias 
and record currents which 
makes the task of the cassette 
deck considerably more 
complicated. 

erase, record, play - are also 
part of the territory with 
expensive cassette decks. 
Reviewers love three head 
decks because they make 
testing a less complicated 
task, but they do very 
frequently sound better, 
especially where other decks 
are at their weakest, at high 
frequencies and high levels. 
Dual capstan transports are 
often used in three head 
decks, and generally this 
leads to improvements in 
wow and flutter, and in 
output stability. In other 
words, you get what you 
pay for, as usual. 

The features offered by 
modern cassette decks 
haven't increased over the 
last couple of years, but 
more decks have soft-touch 
logic controlled transports, 
effective intro-search and 
track search options, 
memory counters, and so on. 

Electronics are being used 
for more and more functions 
of course, but sometimes 
this backfires on the user, 
who should beware that not 
all logic decks can be left in 
record standby using an 
outboard timer (this facility 
is intrinsic to decks featuring 
mechanically latching 
transport controls) as the 
tests that follow demon
strate. In one or two cases, 
even Dolby switching is 

defeated when the player is 
turned off, leading to the near 
certainty of frequent operat
ing errors. 

Different decks 
Several of the more sophisti
cated1features found on some 
decks add considerably to 
convenience and utility but to 
the almost inevitable detri
ment of performance stand
ards. Dual transport decks -
which allow tape-to-tape 
dubbing and sequential play 
are predominantly low in 
price and don't even pretend 
to offer high standards of 
sound quality. Auto-reverse 
decks which certainly aren't 
restricted to any particular 
price bracket, involve 
considerable complication to 
transport design and almost 
guaranteed qualitative losses 
if not in normal use, then 
certainly when the tape is 
running in the reverse sense. 

Technological fixes are 
available to bring auto 
reverse standards into line 
with unidirectional stand
ards, but they don't come 
cheaply and these days are 
rarely employed against a 
background of an apparently 
diminishing interest in the 
breed. I wonder if deck 
manufacturers are reading 
the right messages from this 
diminishing interest? 

Three independent heads - All hands on decks: all these and more are reviewed this month. 
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THIRTY YEARS OF HI-FI CHOICE 
In this issue you find reviewed a collection of exciting 

new products. 

Most of them, and, indeed, the best of their rivals, you 

will find at Doug Brady Hi-Fi. 

We believe in giving our clients the widest choice of high 

quality equipment. 

For example you can hear the best of C.D. compared 
with the best of analogue. (e.g. Linn, Alphason, Gyrodek, 
Roksan, Pink Triangle & BasisO. 

You are the reviewer! What suits your ears, what fits 

your budget is yours to decide. After all, the menu card 

is no substitute for the meal, performance figures are no 

substitute for driving the car, and the review is no 

substitute hearing the equipment you want to test 

via your own ears. 

The specification is irrelevant - what matters is 

how well the illusion of the original recorded 

performance can be recreated. 

So close your eyes, open your ears and make your 

hi-fi choice at Doug Brady Hi-Fi. We have 

systems from £500 to£50,000, a 2 year guarantee, 

and after 30 years we are still a friendly family 

business. 

BRADY'S FOR A GREATER 
MUSICAL CHOICE 

[Q)@ lliJ � � [f CID cQ] W 
[H]oo[Fo 

14/18 Monmouth Street 

Coven! Garden, 

London WC2H 9HB 

(071)379 4010 

(071) 497 1346 

Fax: (071) 497 9205 

Open seven days 

Kingsway Studios, 

Kingsway North. 

Warrington, 

Cheshire. 

(0925) 828009 

Fax: (0925) 825773 

Open six days. 

401 Smithdown Road, 

Liverpool L 15 311. 

Merseyside. 

(051) 733 6859 

Closed on Wednesday. 
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STARTS 10.00 a.m. MONDAY 16th SEPTEMBER 
INCREDIBLE PRE-SEASON OFFERS! 

Ex-demonstration, second hand and some new equipment 
from many of the brands we stock. f\ 

HI·FI BRANDS STOCKED: 
AUDIO ALCHEMY e AUDtOl..AB e ARCAM 

ACOUSTIC ENERGY e AUDIO RESEARCH 

ALBARAY e APOGEE e AACICI e BBAP 

BEARD e CELESTlON e COUNTERPOINT 

CL.ASSE e CHORD e CROFT e DELTEC 

OAHLOUIST e DE NONe DUAL e EPOS 

KISEKI e KOETSU e KRELL e KEF eUNN 

LINX e MAGNEPLANAA e MCl'rn e 
MARTIN LOGAN e MARANTZ e MISSION 

MICROMEGA e MERIDIAN e MOO SQUAD 

MONITOR AUDIO e MICMELL e MORCH 

MUSICAL FIDELITY e MILLTEK e NAKAMICHI 

PINK 'ffiiANGLE • PRO-ACe PS AUDIO 

QUAD • ROGERS e ROKSAN e ROTEL 

SHAH e S 0 ACOUSTICS e SONUS FABER e 

SPENOOR e SYSTEMOEK e SME e TANNOY 

TEAC e WADI A e YAMAHA 

'PIIIsrro 
P 'E:N-,.11 '��sro . 1e;,Se 111-f:j s 1"ff'E: ' oPe note � flow arra, n by ea, ,._ Pe,e Prior ..., � s.._ s._,a ,, o,, 4.iJO';te,be'; 22n,/ o, 

for C .,, a, bet..._ :.ts11 et 7 o;een eo/fee� NO cll:.:_fl). 
ry)' 

'J 
All offers subject to being unsold prior to the start of the Sale. Any percentages 
quoted are deducted from the recommended retail price and not necessarily from 
the price offered during the previous 28 days. Sorry - no Interest Free credit on Sale 
goods, the prices are already close to cost. 

• KJ WEST ONE ���:! 
26 New Cavendish Street, London W1 M 7LH _ 

- --

(Close to Marylebone High Street) r ,pl 
Tel: 071 486 8262/8263 · Fax: 071 487 3452 l�J 

Open: Mon-Sat 10.00 a.m.-6.00 p.m. Thurs until 7.00 p.m. 

THE MICHELL CONNECTION 
"The ultimate connectors for all quality speaker cables" 

F+C:oCJ" 1 o gJ 
SURUOC 'Rhodium 01 Gold Plated E>paodlog Plug � . 

SPEAKER CLIP 

ADAPTOR 

BANANA PLUG 

f DIRECT SIGNAL TERMINALS t 
THE 

§Q!:.Q 

AN ORIGINAL MICHELL PRODUCT 
Made in England 

WARNING: Beware of inferior copies' 

Details from= 

J A Michell Engineering u-d 
n ... ·ba\•l '-'Tr·•t·l B J{f->t:dr:lW ,j Her!! I l�hl!(.:. Ln_;lan·: 

-� ·'·"'·�,hvne 1)! � > 1 0771 



Aiwa AD--F41 0 
AIWA (UK) LTD, UNIT 5, HEATHROW SUMMIT CENTRE, SKYPORT DRIVE, 
WEST DRA YTON, MIDDLESEX UB7 OL Y. TEL: (081) 897 7000 

To all intents and purposes, this new 
model appears to be much the same as the 
AD-FSOO (issue 93). The only obvious ma
terial difference is that the AD-F410 lacks 
the SOO's record sensitivity adjustment, 
which helps eliminate the subtle errors 
due to Dol by mistracking. The only other 
substantive difference is that whilst the 
AD-FSOOcosts a perfectly reasonable£150, 
the AD-F410 is pitched at a bargain base
ment £99.99. 

The Aiwa offers all the usual mod cons, 
including full soft-touch logic controls, 
auto tape type sensing, timer stand by and 
Dolby B, C and HX Pro. Dolby HX Pro is 
quite a coup at this price level, of course. 
A fine bias ad jus tor is also included. Tape 
search aids include track search and audi
ble cueing as well as a mechanical tape 
counter. The record level meters cover a 
30dB range in seven steps, but have 
rather sluggish ballistics which can lead 
to distortion on transients with dynamic 
material unless care is taken not to over
record. Headphones can be connected, 
but driven at fixed level only. 

Test report 
Surprisingly, on the constructional side, 
not too many corners have been cut, at 
least not where it counts, though the front 
panel is all too obviously a plastic mould
ing. The record/replay head, for exam
ple, uses SN high purity copper PC-OCC 
windings, and is profiled to reduce low 
frequency ripple, whilst the knee of the 
response curve is placed at a highly cred
itable 50Hz. 

The midband record I replay responses 
are all flat, and the slightly rising treble 
output at the standard bias settings is well 
within the scope of the bias control. The 
only weaknesses in this general area con
cerns Dolby C which manipulates the 
EHF region quite strongly, and the prere
corded response which falls through the 
mid band, treble output being an average 
3dB lower than the bass. 

The transport has anAMTS(anti modu
lation tape stabiliser) cassette shell damper 
built into the tape loading door whose 
main claimed effect is to reduce modula
tion noise. Basic signal/noise figures are 
very creditable, and slightly better over
all than the AD-FSOO sample reviewed 
previously. Pitch integrity, however, 
ranks as barely satisfactory due to some 
quite prominent flutter sidebands - see 
the spectrum analysis. 

Sound quality 
Assessed 'raw ' - that is without noise 
reduction - deep bass is a little slow and 
over-blown, but it has a striking and very 
unusual strength and power, which might 
even be described as authority. 

The mid/treble and treble itself are 
very well presented and quite finely de
tailed, investing the Aiwa with an unu
sual liveliness and clarity at this price 
level, especially (but not exclusively) with 
female vocal and piano. Some of the ap
parent clarity is in fact a result of lost 
information. 

A considerable amount of fine detail 
for example acoustic guitar action noise 
and odd ambient details from Mary Blacks 
No Frontiers album - is eliminated from 
the source material, an effect analogous to 
the way a television invariably loses pic
ture information, no matter how sharp 
and clear the picture appears. Pitch sta
bility is fair, with no noticeable pro
gramme wow. 

Dolby processing imposes its usual 
losses. With Dolby C in particular music 
is clearly compressed and lacking in top 
end liveliness (in reality these are two 
aspects of the same thing). The deck is 
quiet enough to be used without noise 
reduction for some material, but where 
noise is intrusive (which inevitably it will 
be at times), Dol by B represents the near
est to an optimum compromise. Prere
corded material was handled well, with 
good presence. 

D3est Buy 

Conclusion 
The performance of a £150 deck for £100-
what more of a commendation do you 
want? An excellent all rounder, and the 
definitive starter deck- this week at least. 

TEST RESULTS 

+3dB Dolby Level reading on deck's meters 
Rec/replay response -3dB rei 1kHz 

IEC Type I 20Hz - 17kHz 
IEC Type 11 20Hz - 21kHz 
IEC Type IV 20Hz - 21kHz 

Wow & Flutter- Peak DIN W1d/unweighted 0.16%/ 

Wow/Flutter- Peak DIN W1d 
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 

& distortion OVU 
Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 

& distortion OVU 
Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 

& distortion OVU 

0.21% 
0.07%/0.28% 

50dB 
1.6% 

55.5dB 
1.4% 

55.5dB 
1.6% 

NoiSJ! Figure of Merit (Dolby level/noise Type 11) 
58.5dB 

Line input sensitivity/overload 78mV/> 13V 
Mic input sensitivity/overload n/a 
Line output for OdB/maximum 570mV/3.0V 
IM distortion 10kHz/11kHz OdB peak, 1kHz product 

Azimuth check R-L phase at 1OkHz 
Dimensions (wxhxd) 
VU indication at IEC OdB 
Average wind/rewind time (C90) 
Typical Retail Price 
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c 
DON'T BUY ANYTHING 

Before you've heard what Furukawa can do. 
aDICA,..D UNBALANC•D IN,..RCONN.CT CD OR DAT TO DAC 

Furukawa FV II All PCOCC RCA-RCA ............................................................................................................. 42.50 EA IM 

DEDICA,..D UNIIALANC.D INnRCONNECTS CD OR DAT TO PR11 AMP 

Furukawa FDII All PCOCC RCA-RCA .... ................. . . . ...... . ........... . ..... .......................... . .. . . .......... ..... . . . . ... . ........ 85.00 PRIM 

D.DICATED BALANC•D � ANALOGUE - TO POWER AMP ITC 
Furukawa FA21 Twisted Pair All PCOCC RCA-RCA ........................................................................................ 80.00 PR IM Appropriate cables, properly selected, dedicated to their respective purposes 
Furukawa FA 11 S Twisted Pair As Cast Super All PCOCC RCA-RCA .............................................. ........... 200.00 PR I M and interfaces within the Hi-Fi system, will transmit without deletion, all the 

I'IIIRE OPTIC IN,..RCONNECTS excitement contained in the original Hi-Fi source and will make a significant 
Furukawa FO 1110 POF Single Strand Fibre Optic with Toslink Connectors . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ..... . ......... . f_7.50 EA !M and otte:n cost effective contribution to the quality of listening pleasure. 
Furukawa FO 1210 PC S  Single Strand Fibre Optic with Toslink Connectors .... . . . . . . .. . . ............. . . .... . . . ........ . . . . . .  90.00 EA IM 
Furukawa FO 1310 PCS Multi Strand Fibre Optic with Toslink Connectors ..................... . . . . . .... . . . . ....... . . ........ .)05.00 EA 1 M Before any upgrade in the Hi-Fi system is contemplated, a simple check on 

SPEAUR CAIILU 
· 

the improvements available through the existing components via good 

Furukawa FS2TI 4 PCOCC Concentric Stranded 1.4 Sq. MM with Polypropylene lnslllation ... ........................................... .4.50 Per M cables and interconnects is sincerely recommended. 

FWukawa FS2Rl9 PCOCC Bwx:h Stranded .09 Sq. MM with Son P.V.C. Insulation 
Furukawa FS2T20P PCOCC Concentric Stranded 2 Sq.MM with Polypropylene Insulation ... 
Furukawa FS2T35P PCOCC Rope Lay Stranded 3.5 Sq.MM with Polypropylene Insulation 
Furukawa FS2T 155 PCOCC As Cast 

Berka. 
Bucko 
Bucko 
cana. 
Card if! 
Chltnn� loiM 
Cheshire 
Cleveland 
Clwyd 
Cumbria 
Cumbria 
East Sua•x 
EaMx 
Ea•x 
Ea•x 

Gra,..,.an 
Gr��mpian 
Hants. 
H
Hui'Tlbeoraide 

Kent 
Kent 
Kent 

Romera ti·Fi 
Reading Hi·Fi 
Aylnbury Hi-Fi 
AudioiNoi� 
=��CMJn:o 

BaN 
Doug Brady Hi-Fi 
Action Acouatica 
ActonGa•Audio 

PeterTyaon 
lllkeland Home M.leic 
S.wn-1 Hi-Fi (Brighton) 

Brentwood M.rtic Cent,. 
S.wn-• Hi-Fi (Witham) 
Lyon Audio 
Audio Sui• 
Hi..f'i Excel•nc• 
Audio GAllery 
Radlet!Aduio 
ManderaHi-Fi 
S.wn-•Hi-Fi 
S.wnOiito Hi-R (Backenham) 
S.wnOiito Hi-Fi (Tunbridge Wallo) 

HEYBRDDK 

HBl Series 3 

.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:·:::::: �:: �:r � Furukawa appointed dealer's will be pleased to assist �ith an obligation fr�e, 

. ............ 13..SOPer M home demonstration of the very considerable sonic Improvements which 

MAIL ORDER 
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE 

FROM YOUR NEAREST 
FURUKAWA APPOINTED 

RETAILER. PHONE 
TODAY 

ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD 
WELCOME. 

are possible. 

caoter 
London 
London 
London 
London 
London 
London 
London 
London 
London 
London 
Maroayttida 
Middloeex 
Middloeex 
Middloeex 
Midlendo 
Norlol< 
Northom lr.tand 
Northom Ireland 
Oxford 
Somenoat 

Strathclyde 
Su� 
Su� 
Su� 

HI-FiCo. 
Audio Choicoa 
Babber Elec{roric. 

Bartletta Hi-Fi 
Billy Vee Sounds 
Doug Brady Hi-Fi 
Hi..f'1 Confidential 
KamMI Electronic• 

S.wnoako Hi-fi (Woot.Och) 
SoundS..,.. 
Spatial Hi·Fi 

W .A. Brady & Son 

rt'O:�.::::r�:io 
Riverside Hi .Fi 
Amad- Sound & Vioion 

Sound Af>.Pn?ach 
Zeus Audio (BeKaot) 
z- Audio (Colerane) 

S.wn-•Hi-Fi 
Mike Manning Audio 
Laser Audo 
Audio lnc 
Seven-• Hi-Fi (GuiKord) 
Su�Hi-Fi 

The HB 1 received strong and virtually unanimous 
praise in two separate 'blind' presentations, deliver
ing impressive scale, fine coherent vocals and lively 
dynamics and dynamic range. 

It's first and foremost a communicator, helping to 

break down the barriers between performers and 

listeners. 

Paul Messenger, Hi-Fi Choice, September 1991 

See us in room 114111142 at 
Heathrow Penta. 

Heybrook Hi-Fi Ltd, Estover Close, Estover, Plymouth PL6 7PL. 

Telephone 0752 780311. Fax 0752 793954. 



Aiwa AD--F810 
AIWA (UK) LTD, UNIT 5, HEATHROW SUMMIT CENTRE, SKYPORT DRIVE, 
WEST DRAYTON, MIDDLESEX UB7 OLY. TEL: (081) 897 7000 

Jointly with the Sony TC-K570 , the Aiwa 
AD-F810 is the lowest cost three head 
cassette deck in our test. But this imple
mentation includes automatically control
led source/tape switching so that opera
tionally there is little to choose between 
this deck and any two header. 

The AD-F810 also has a dual capstan 
transport, a refinement the Sony can't 
match. There is no direct causal relatione 
ship between performance and the 
number of capstans of course, but even 
when they don't improve wow and flut
ter levels, dual capstans will usually help 
alleviate tape modulation noise, leading 
to a clearer, sharper sound. A tape shell 
stabiliser, described by Aiwa as an anti
modulation tape stabiliser, is also part of 
a strong mechanical package. 

Record sensitivity and bias can be ad
justed, which makes it possible to match 
almost any tape type to the deck, ensur
ing at least a reasonably accurate fre
quency response and a reduced chance of 
Dolby mistracking. This is a manual ad
justment which can be made quite easily 
and in a few seconds by switching repeat
edly between source and tape whilst twid
dling the knobs. 

Track location is facilitated by a track 
search feature and by audible cueing (only 
just audible as it happens - the level has 
been set rather low) and by a standard 
track search feature invoked by hitting 
fast forward or rewind from play mode. 
The time counter also has a 'return to 
zero' feature. Dolby HX Pro is included, 
and the MPX filter can be defeated. The 
Aiwa even has a volume control for head
phones and support for an outboard timer. 
Last and certainly not least, a display 
switch can blank the entire display or just 
the record level meter. 

Test report 
The AD-F810 produced a near textbook 
set of results on the test bench. The fre
quency responses are all well extended 

and accurately presented; pitch integrity 
is a positive strength. IEC OdB is set at 
+4VU, yet no apologies need be made for 
the signal/noise figures even when re
ferred to the usualOVU. Some remarkable 
MOLs are possible, up to +9 .SVU for three 
per cent THD (400Hz) with metal tapes 
for example and +6.5VU for the Type 11 

setting, which outshines most decks in 
this price area. 

Sound quality 
There were times during the test when 
the Sony TC-K570 sounded sharper and 
more Technicolorishly colourful than the 
Aiwa, whose key failing is that it can tend 
to sound a little grey. But little is the 
operative word here: it can be genuinely 
hard to distinguish before from after with 
this deck - the cheapest of the 20 odd of 
which this r:an be said - even in the context 
of a high resolution system. Much of the 
credit for this lies with the dual capstan 
transport which has given this deck less 
of the usual tell-tale signs of modulation 
noise than any other deck in the same 
general price band. Lack of modulation 
noise means such things as a dynamic 
way of responding to transients, firm, 
uncluttered bass lines and a precise, de
tailed treble without obvious 'squash' or 
compression. 

The deck was electrically quiet enough, 
and had enough headroom to manage 
without Dolby noise reduction with a 
wide range of material. Taking the plunge 
in this way adds a sparkle to the sound 
and increases tonal and dynamic con
trasts still further, and has a particular 
advantage in increasing the sense of pres
ence during quiet passages. But the two 
Dolby circuits are clearly well aligned, 
and the losses they impose are small and 
generally manageable. 

Conclusion 
Although this deck isn't as slick to handle 
as the equivalent Sony model, the redis-

IJ]est Buy 

tribution of resources in favour of the 
parts that affect sound quality most has 
paid ample dividends. This is an accom
plished recorder at a giveaway price, and 
classic Best Buy material. 

TEST RESULTS 

+3dB Dolby Level reading on deck's meters 
Rec/replay response ·3dB rei 1kHz 

IEC Type I <20Hz - 19kHz 
IEC Type 11 <20Hz - 20kHz 
IEC Type IV <20Hz - 22kHz 

Wow & Flutter· Peak DIN wtd/unweighted 0.094%/ 
0.05% 

Wow/Flutter · Peak DIN wtd 0.06%/0.052% 
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 49.5dB 

& distortion OVU 0.6% 
Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 54.6dB 

& distortion OVU 0.65% 
Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 52.5dB 

& distortion OVU 0.5% 
Noise Figure of Merit (Dol by level/noise Type 11) 

57.5d8 
Line input sensitivity/overload 90mV/13.0V 
Mic input sensitivity/overload n/a 
Line output for OdB/maximum 713mV/3.84V 
IM distortion 1OkHz/11kHz OdB peak, 1kHz product 

Azimuth check R·L phase at 1OkHz 
VU indication at IEC OdB 
Dimensions (wxhxd) 
Average wind/rewind time (C90) 
Typical Retail Price 
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Lift Homesystems. 

The best for your collection. 

Perfect storage solutions for 

Music and Video. Call Lift 

on 0296 615151 for your 

nearest Homesystems stockist. 

LIFT L TO., Unit 13, Triangle Business Park, Quilters LIFT® Way, Wendover Road, Stoke Mandeville, GB-BUCKS 
HP2251ll.. Phone:02%/h15151. Fax:02%/h12Rh5 Svstems with future 

e at 

62 HIGH NORTHGATE, 
DARLINGTON, CO. DURHAM DLI 1 UW 

(0325) 460812 

= = == � 24hr 
delivery 

� .:=. .::. £) .=. 
= = = �., = 

= ,..�= � 
service 

throughout 
the UK 

TAX-FREE 
EXPORT 

WORLDWIDE 

FAX: 071-233 7226 

�Cf., - = = � fOI YOUI IAII ONLY 

TEL: 071-233 0774 

For Quality Hi-Fi Components 
Look No More! 

We have one of the finest collection of high quality 
Hi-Fi Components 

Exclusive range: 
Carver- David Hafler- Kelvin Lab- Orell- PROAC 

ROTEL APPLIANCES ARE ON SPECIAL OFFER 

FREE ADVICE , Single Speaker Demo. Room, 
After Sales Service & now the added benefit of; 

INTEI�ES"f Fl�ff CREDIT 
Agencies include: 

AI berry-Audio Innovations- Ariston- Arcam- ATC- Acoustic Energy-Alphason 
- AR - AKG - Audio Technica -B&W - Bose - Creek - Celestion - Carver -
Cambridge -Cerwing Vega-Deltec -Denon - Dynavector- Harman - Heybrook 
- Heco -Infinity- JBL- JPW- Luxman-Mark Levinson- Mordaunt Short- Musical 
Fidelity - Manticore - Micromega - Monitor Audio - Marantz - NVA - NAD -
Nakamichi-Ortofon- Origin- Live-Proton-Pink Triangle-Pro Ac-Pioneer- Quad 

-Rogers - Rothwell - Rote I -Ruark - Revolver - Sony-Stax - SME - Sennheiser -
SO Acoustics - Shure - Spendor - Systemdek - Tannoy - TEAC - Tascam -
Technics - Throens - Van den Hul - Wharfedale - Yamaha 

and many accessories. 

34 Buckingham Palace Road, London SWlW ORE 
( ear Victoria Station) 

TEL: 071-233 0774 FAX: 071-233 7226 
Opening Hours: Mon-Fri 10-6pm Sat 10-3pm 



Aiwa XD--S260 
AIWA (UK) LTD, UNIT 5, HEATHROW SUMMIT CENTRE, SKYPORT DRIVE, 

WEST DRA YTON, MIDDLESEX UB7 OL Y. TEL: (081) 897 7000 

Both Aiwa DAT recorders submitted for 
review were supplied from early sample 
stock and fitted with llOV power sup
plies. Thus performance standards of UK 
players may well be better than was 
achieved here. 

This is the first DAT recorder designed 
to be stacked with mini components as it 
measures 26cm wide. It is also attrac
tively priced by DAT standards, under
cutting the previous cheapest- the Sony 
DT-SSES - by a full £50. 

SCMS is present as usual to inhibit 
multi-generation copying in the digital 
domain, the XD-5260 is otherwise quite 
simply equipped. Support for long play 
recording is limited to 32kHz digital 
sources. Analogue, coaxial and optical 
digital inputs are provided, but there is 
only one digital output, which is optical. 
A proprietary system control socket is 
also fitted, which allows automatically 
synchronised dubbing etc. 

A timer switch is included, plus con
venience features such as track skip and 
programming. Omissions include a lack 
of skip IDs, no input balance control (see 
the test report), and the fact that there is 
no head phone socket. 

The Aiwa is adequately built, but not 
without some peculiar grunting noises as 
the transport modes are engaged. The 
only other (minor) problems arose as a 
result of reflections from the front surface 
of the curved Perspex display cover, and 
the white display labelling that showed 
up poorly against the matt grey facia. 

Test report 
At least in part, the secret of the Aiwa's 
low pricing is to be found in a compara
tively simple transport which uses just 
three motors (some use as many as six!). 
The ADC and DAC are respectively 64 
times and 256 times oversampling, 1-bit 
circuits, but the digital to analogue linear
ity curve has an interesting kink which by 
rights should not have been there. The 

curve begins to go seriously non-linear 
well above -80dB, and the resolution fig
ure therefore is a poor 14 bits. Electrical 
noise is -80dB CCIR/ ARM weighted, and 
effective dynamic range is 95dB (-70dB 
THD+N+dither). 

The measured frequency response is 
flat through the LF and MF area, and 
O.SdB down at 20kHz. Note the channel 
imbalance, which is in excess of O.SdB 
over the whole band, and which, in the 
absence of a balance control, cannot be 
corrected. 

Sound quality 
It would be as well to take account of the 
cost of this unit when evaluating its per
formance, as it was decidedly below ex
pectations. Strings on a Mozart piano con
certo CD used as source sounded shut in 
and the structure of the space around the 
performers was simply absent. There was 
little real presence in the midband, and 
the bass too sounded more than a little 
thin. 

The Kenwood DX-7030, which is far 
from being the best DAT recorder around, 
sounds positively luxurious compared to 
the Aiwa, though in one respect - their 
lack of fine detail - they compete on a 
more or less level playing field. Inciden
tally, the coaxial input sounded cleaner 
and more dynamic than the optical one. 

Transcribing CD based material 
through the analogue input showed the 
real strength of the Aiwa: its analogue to 
digital convertor is a good one, which is 
indicated by the small additional losses 
incurred when recording this way. Even 
so, there was some further slackening of 
dynamics and presence. 

By cassette deck standards this is still 
an impressively taut and clean sounding 
machine, but we are, I think, entitled to 
judge by the standards set by CD players 
whose basic coding technologies are simi
lar. By any such measure the Aiwa has to 
be found wanting. 

Conclusion 
Though sound quality is disappointing in 
the ways described, the Aiwa is presently 
the least expensive domestic DAT recorder 
on the market, and although an outright 
recommendation is not strictly in order, a 
'worth considering' verdict seems appro
priate. In the context of the kind of sur
roundings in which it is meant to shine, 
typically a high grade mini system, the 
Aiwa is clearly more than good enough, 
and good value too. 

TEST RESULTS 

Test resolution 14bits 
Output level, dB rei 2V, Source 2.33V, 1.33d8, 930ohm 
(digital in) 
Line input sensitivity/overload 225mVI> 13V 
Level meter indication at full level (digital in) OdB 
Effective dynamic ran�e (-70dB thd + N +dither) 95d8 
Pure harmonic distortion 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz 

(a) at full level ref OdB -88d8, -84dB, -90dB 
(20kHz in-band 

products only) 0.00398% 0.00631%, 0.00316% 
at-70dB encode + dither -20dB or 1 0% 

Stereo separation 91 dB, 75d8, 50dB 
Stereo balance UR 0.63d8, 0.65dB, 0.58dB 
Frequency response (rei 1kHz) 20Hz - 20kHZ+/-0.06dB 
Audible high frequency intermodulation -90d8 or 

0.00316% 
Audible electrical noise (CCIR, ARM wtd, 1kHz) -80dB 
Audible mechanical noise low 
Ultrasonic noise -95/88d8 
Deemphasis +l-0.2dB at 5kHz 
White noise overload test OK 
Dimensions (wxhxd) 26x1 0.5x32cm 
Typical Retail Price £500 
Tested with analogue in/analogue out unless otherwise 
stated 
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AR ANNOUNCES A 
STARTLING NEW DIMENSION 

IN STEREO LISTENING. 
HOLOGRAP IMAGING: 

It's astonishing. You're used to speakers blanketing 
a room with ambience. Or limiting imaging to a narrow 
sweet spot. 

Holographic Imaging unites imaging and ambience to 
recreate music in its proper position. The music is projected 
into the room. The effect is electrifying. 
Three dimensional. 

THINK OF IT AS 
A SONIC HOLOGRAM. 

And you're right in the middle of it. 
Imaging is far more focused than conven
tional speakers, so not only can you pinpoint 
instruments with striking accuracy, but 
experience their size, weight and texture as 
well. Weve combined that improved defini
tion with more spacious, natural ambience 
that envelops you in what we call the 
Spatial Soundstage:· (Fig. A) 

The technology 
responsible for Holo
graphic Imaging could 
only have come from 
the people who invented 
acoustic suspension. 

ASTOUNDING SOUND BECAUSE WE 
BROKE THE VERY RULES WE MADE. 

For instance, the first four in the H/I Series 
have the woofer on top, angled precisely. This 
minimizes unwanted crossover components and 
diffraction effects, leaving nothing between you 
and the music. 

The offset dome tweeter adds strong, precise 
imaging over a broader area than merely the 
traditional sweet spot. (Fig. B) 

FIG. s In the two largest H/I 
a 11 Series, we put the midrange 

I& on the top on an angle. Then 
_ · _ we mounted the woofers into 

an acoustic suspension cabinet that fires into a filtered 

chamber. The result . .. Filtered Suspension ... tight 
bass response combined with dynamic, efficient 

performance. (Fig. C) 
The narrow speaker encasement (Minimal Baffle Design) 

reduces reflected infom1ation and gives you an enormous 
sound from a sun:nisingly small amount of space. 

SOUND DESIGN DICTATED 
COSMETIC DESIGN. 

The design philosophy here is "form follows 
function:' As such, every physical characteristic 

is born from specific physics and psych-acoustic 
principles. The result is a seamless blend 
of engineering innovation and visual art. 

From bookshelf to tower, each sleek, un
compromising model projects precise stereo 
perfom1ance. Other finish options are avail
able on the largest model. 

See and hear these new speakers only at se
lected AR dealers. They are offering an extraor
dinary demonstration featuring Nova artists 
such as Brand on Fields and J ude Swift on a 
special CD which you're free to keep afterward. 

For more information, call 0483-425702. 
Or write AKG Acoustics, Vienna Ct., Lammas Rd., 
Godalming, Surrey GU7 UG. 

WE CAN BREAK 
THE RULES 

BECAUSE WE MADE 
THE RULES. 

<0 1991. All. Holographic lrnaging. 
Spatial Soundstage and H./I Series are 

registered trademarks of Acoustic Research. 



Aiwa XD---S 1100 
AIWA (UK) LTD, UNIT 5, HEATHROW SUMMIT CENTRE, SKYPORT DRIVE, 

WEST DRAYTON, MIDDLESEX UB7 OLY. TEL: (081) 897 7000 

This test covers an early llOV sample of 
the XD-51100 which is not necessarily 
fully representative of UK production. 

The high tech but old-fashioned and 
heavily engineered appearance of the XD-
51100 gives a clue to its origins as a de
rivative of Aiwa's first DAT recorder, the 
Excelia XD-001, which was also the first 
DAT of any kind to go on sale in the UK. 
Although the facia design can hard! y claim 
to be the last word in user friendliness, it 
does offer real flexibility, though not to 
the extent of recording in LP mode from 
an analogue source. 

Naturally, the Aiwa is equipped with 
SCMS (see XD-5260 review). Input and 
output choices are maximised with opti
cal and electrical outputs as well as in
puts, plus the usual analogue connec
tions. Variable level head phone monitor
ing is also available. Track skip and coun
ter memory functions help find your way 
around the tape, and a numeric keypad 
for track selection is fitted to the main unit 
as well as to the remote control handset. 
Various programming and repeat options 
are fitted. 

Test report 
The transport is Aiwa's latest three motor 
design featuring direct drive capstan and 
head drum motors and a DC servo motor 
for hub drive, loading and so on. The 
chassis is heavily constructed, reinforced 
as well as being prettified by high gloss 
wood side cheeks. 

The measurement programme yielded 
a set of numbers and plots that were in 
close agreement with those of the XD-
5260, though there were disparities: a 
higher level of ultrasonic noise on the 
1100 for example (-80dB, though it is dif
ficult to predict what audible consequence 
this will have, if any) and improved -70dB 
distortion (ditto). 

The main trends, however, are vaguely 
disappointing. Resolution is just 14 bits, 
electrical noise is at -80dB and effective 

dynamic range (as defined in the table 
below) is 95dB, which of course is well 
into noise and analogue/ digital non-lin
earity. The latter shows as a sharp kink in 
the transfer characteristic (see linearity 
plot). Like the XD-5260, there is a signifi
cant channel imbalance amounting to a 
tad under O.SdB wideband. 

Sound quality 
Using the Mozart test track, the Aiwa 
lopped the leading edges from piano tran
sients, lending the rather cramped 
soundstage a slowed and wooden qual
ity. The tenor in Finzi's Cantata for High 
Voice, a recording of real grace and poise, 
suffered from poor vocal articulation, 
which is very far from what the original 
recording sounded like. Similar observa
tions arose with other material, including 
the album No Frontiers from Mary Black, 
which came across as somewhat 
unexpressive and wooden next to the 
original (in this case the CD). Compared 
to the XD-5260 however, the 1100 did at 
least offer a more acceptable balance, the 
bass in particular sounding warm, clear 
and in control, which helped provide a 
sense of power to large scale music, and a 
feeling of scale and body to Mary Black's 
accompaniment. This ability was outside 
the compass of the less expensive Aiwa 
machine. 

The XD-51100 proved adept as a re
corder, in this respect also parallelling the 
story of the XD-5260, presumably because 
the two decks have similar input circuits. 

Conclusion 
Although an improvement on the XD-
5260, the XD-51100 is less than impres
sive in the areas that count, namely the 
ability to play back a recording of a source 
with an adequate representation of the 
original in terms of imagery, dynamics, 
clarity and so on. The Aiwa is more than 
good enough to sustain casual listening, 
and it beats most cassette decks into a 

cocked hat, but it is a long way from 
sounding as engaging or as informative 
as the Sony DTC-55E5, which continues 
to set standards in this price area. The 
controls are also messy and in some cases 
(for example, the fast wind controls) 
downright obstructive. 

TEST RESULTS 

Test resolution 14bits 
Output level, dB rei2V, Source 2.27V, 1.07dB, 920ohm 
(digital in) 
line input sensitivity/overload 221 m Vi> 13V 
Level meter indication at lull level (digital in) OdB 
Effective dynamic ran�e (-70dB thd + N +dither) 95dB 
Pure harmonic distortion 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz 

(a) at lull level rei OdB -83dB, -88/80dB, -88dB 
(20kHz in-band 

products only) 0.0071%0.00398/0.010%, 0.00398% 
at-70dB encode +dither -36dB or 1.58% 

Stereo separation 93dB, 77dB, 51 dB 
Stereo balance UR 0.5dB, 0.44dB, 0.49dB 
Frequency response (rei 1kHz) 20Hz- 20kHz +i-d0.5B 
Audible high frequency intermodulation -88/82dB or 

0.00398/0.00794% 
Audible electrical noise (CCIR, ARM wtd, 1kHz) -80dB 
Audible mechanical noise low 
Ultrasonic noise -80dB 
Deemphasis +i-0.2dB at 5kHz 
White noise overload lest OK 
Dimensions (wxhxd) 46.7xt0.7x47cm 
Typical Retail Price £550 
Tested with analogue in/analogue out unless otherwise 
stated 
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AIWA ADF 410 DE NON DRM 510 

Amps Speakers 

Mis.5ion76Q Celestion 3 Mission761 Tannoy605 Wha.rfedale Tanooy607 RogerslS4A 
Wharfedale R.oydA711 KEFC 1 5  CelestionS 505.2 Hission762 Tanooy609 
Delt>l0.2 Ta.nnoy603 RoydSeven B&WDM600 B&WDM610 (KEFK 1601 
JPWSonata Whufedale JPWSonau + KEFK 120 RoydSa.pph1re Cerw.nVega 
Vinyl finish Diomond4 lnfinityRefiO (KEFK 140) (AT40) 

JPWSonau (Cerw1n Vega) (B&WDM620) 
(AT20) {Extra£50) 

(Exm£1 7 )  

Pioneer A300 344.95 361.95 378.95 395.95 412.95 429.95 476.95 

Marantz PM30 344.95 361.95 378.95 395.95 412.95 429.95 476.95 

Marantz PM30SE 369.95 386.95 403.95 420.95 437.95 454.95 501.95 

Marantz PM40 386.95 403.95 420.95 437.95 454.95 471.95 518.95 

Marantz PM40SE 412.95 429.9S 446.95 463.95 480.95 497.95 544.95 

NAD 3020i 335.95 352.95 369.95 386.95 403.95 420.95 467.95 

NAD 3225PE 352.95 369.95 386.95 403.95 420.95 437.95 484.95 

NAD 3240PE 378.95 395.95 412.95 429.95 446.95 463.95 510.95 

NAD70201 386.95 403.95 420.95 437.95 454.95 471.95 518.95 

Rotel RA 920AX 310.95 327.95 344.95 361.95 378.95 395.95 442.95 

Rotel RA930AX 344.95 361.95 378.95 395.95 412.95 429.95 476.95 

Rote I T  AF440 378.95 395.95 412.95 429.95 446.95 463.95 510.95 

Technics SUV570 378.95 395.95 412.95 429.95 446.95 463.95 510.95 

IMPROVED TURNTABLES (INC. CARTRIDGE) 
Dual CS 4 30 deduct ... £38.00 Dual CS 505-4 add ... £23.00 NAD 5120 deduct . .  £47.00 

Revolver Rebel add ... £ 14.00 Revolver BRC add ... £89.00 Rote I RP 855 add ... £30.00 

Systemdek ONE/900 inc AT I I OE add .. £57.00 Systemdek IIX/900 + inc Moth Arm + AT I I OE add ... £147.00 

CD INSTEAD OF TURNTABLE FRONT END 
Aiwa XC 700 add .................. £30.00 

Denon DCD560 add . ........... £30.00 

Denon DCD660 add ...... £47.00 

Denon DCD860 add ............. £98.00 

De non DCD960 add ........... £I 32.00 

Marantz CD42 add ... . £30.00 

Marantz CD52 add .. . ... ... .. £47.00 

Marantz CD62 add ............... £I 32.00 

NAD 5420 add . . .. ............. £30.00 

NAD 5425 add ... ................. £47.00 

NAD 5440 add .......................... £I 32.00 Sony CDPM5 I add ..................... £13.00 

Philips CD618 add ...................... £2 3.00 Sony CDP591 add ... . .... ....... . .  £13.00 

Philips CD624 add ...................... £47.00 Sony CDP791 add .. ................... £30.00 

Philips CD634 add ...................... £72.00 Sony CDP991 add ...................... £72.00 

Philips CD850 add .................... £217.00 Sony CDPK I add ........................ £47.00 

Pioneer PD6700 add .................. £23.00 Sony CDP 222ES add .............. £132.00 

Pioneer PD7700 add .................. £90.00 Technics SLPG 200 add . .... ...... £I 3.00 

Pioneer PD8700 add . . .. . . . .. £I 32.00 Technics SLPG 500 add ............. £47.00 

Rotel RCD955 add . ................... £98.00 Yamaha CDX 450E add ............ £23.00 

Rote I RCD865 add ................... £132.00 Yamaha CDX 550E add ............ £47.00 

Yamaha CDX 750E add ............ £90.00 

CASSETTE DECK INSTEAD OF TURNTABLE 
Aiwa ADF500 add .................. £55.00 

Aiwa ADWX515 add . .. £25.00 

Aowa ADWX777 add ............ £85.00 

Marantz SD40 add .. . .......... £45.00 

Marantz SD50 add ................ £125.00 

Marantz SD315 add .. ............ £75.00 

NAD 6325 add .. £65.00 

NAD 6340 add .... .... £115.00 

Pioneer CT676 add .................. £145.00 

Pioneer CT339 add ... .. £45.00 

Pioneer CTVV650 add ............... £95.00 

Rotel RD945 add ................ . ..... £45.00 

Rotel RD955 add ........................ £75.00 

Sony TCK470 add ................. .... £45.00 

Sony TCK520 add ...................... £65.00 

Sony TCK570 add ...................... £95.00 

Sony TCW320 add . £25.00 

Technics RSB565 add ................. £45.00 

Technics RSTR355 add £95.00 

Yamaha KX250 add .................... £45.00 

Yamaha KX330 add . .. ......... £75.00 

Yamaha KX530 add .................. £125.00 

Yamaha KXW232 add .. . . . .  £95.00 

Free cable, �year 
guarantee, carriage 
All systems suppl1ed wnh speaker 
cable and 3- Year Par1s and Labour 
Guarantee Carnage 1s FREE 

All systems come with 
Dual CS503-2 

�� _s os ..,.,.,.., 

��� 
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Make an appointment, and listen, 

with the amplification system of your 

choice, to the KEF I 05/3 

loudspeakers, or others in the 

Reference Series range, which we 

always have in stock. 

As you appreciate the 

comfortable surroundings of our 

listening rooms, you'll 

certainly appreciate these 

fine loudspeakers. 

Accessories 
MODEL DESCRIPTION 

••TYPE EQUIPMENT RACK 

•MAKE SOU!'ID ORGANISATION 

Z033 ADD ON UNIT 169MM HIGH 

Z030 THREE SHELF RACK 619 MM HIGH 

Z032 STACKTABLE STARTER 269 MM HIGH 

Z033A ADD ON UNIT 2S4 MM HIGH 

Z034 SELF ASSEMBLY THREE SHELF RACK 

ZO HAD ADAPTORS FOR ADD ON UNITS (4 ) 
Z03S COMPACT DISC STORAGE RACK 

Z038 SELF ASSEMBLY FIVE SHELF RACK 

•MAKE TARGET 
AER2 2 SHELF RACKS I SMM HIGH 

AER3 3 SHELF RACKS I SMM HIGH 

AER 4 4 SHELF RACKS I SMM HIGH 

AERS S SHELF RACK 84SMM HIGH 

MS I WALL BRACKET FOR MIDI SYSTEMS 

TT2 2 SHELF RACK 490MM HIGH 

TT3 3 SHELF RACK 795MM HIGH 

TT 4 4 SHELF RACK S20MM HIGH 

TTS S SHELF RACK 79SMM HIGH 

TTS T S SHELF RACK 99SMM HIGH 

TTF I SINGLE SHELF RACK 9SMM HIGH 

TTW I SINGLE SHELF WALL BRACKET 

TTW2 2 SHELF WALL BRAKCET 

•MAKE TRIPOD 
I L  SINGLE SHELF RACK 16SMM HIGH 

! M  SINGLE SHELF RACK 125MM HIGH 

I S  SINGLE SHELF RACK 90MM HIGH 

2L 2 SHELF RACK 330MM HIGH 

2M 2 SHELF RACK 250MM HIGH 

2S 2SHELFRACK 180MMHIGH 

2SHELF RACK 3SOMM HIGH 

3 F  A 3 WITH !SOLA TED TOP SHELF 

3 R  A 3 WITH RECORD STORAGE SPACE 

4 M  4 SHELF RACK SOOMM HIGH 

F ISOLATED SHELF FOR RACKS 

R RECORD STORAGE UNIT 

•MAKE TRIS KOM 
26 4/16 HFS 5 GLASS SHELF RACK 960MM HIGH 

CARRIAGE IS £10 PER ORDER 

PRICE 

3S.7S 

86.9S 

S6.00 

3S.7S 

67.SO 

S. OO 

I S.2S 

99.9S 

103.99 

120. 49 

146. 49 

IS9.99 

38.49 

6S.99 

9 4.00 

I 09.49 

I 31.49 

142. 49 

3 6. 49 

50. 49 

61. 49 

S4.95 

S4.95 

54.95 

69.95 

69.95 

69.95 

7 4.9S 

91.2S 

I 35.9S 

99.99 

16.30 

59 .9S 

179.90 

If you're interested in hi-fi, 

you 'U find everything· you could 

wish for at Bartletts. There's a 

vast range of equipment to talk 

about and listen to with the best 

advice going. 

We offer a Price Guarantee 

which states, quite simply, that if 

you can buy cheaper, including 

3-year parts + labour guarantee 

and carriage, we will match it. 

"HI-FI IN STYLE 

Send for your copy of 

Bartletts "Hi-Fi in Style" 

catalogue. Please enclose a cheque 

or postal order for£ 1.25 to cover 

postage. 

Bartletts- the complete hi-fi 

specialist. 

Aura 

Arcam 

Atwa 

Aud1ofab 
AlchemJSI 

Aud1o Techmca 
B&W 

Cyrus 

Celest1on 

Conrad johnson 

Cable Talk 

Cerwm Vega 

Denon 

Dual 

Exposure 

Furukawa 
Gemtm Records 

lnfimty 

JPW 

}VC 

KEF (Reference) 

Lmn 

L1nn Selekt Records 

Marantz 

M1cromega 

MISSIOn 

MFSL 

NAO 

Nakam1Ch1 

Od1n 

Opus] 

Panasomc 

PRO-AC 

Phd1ps 

P1oneer 

Propnus Records 

Quad 

Revolver 

Rote/ 

Royd 

Rogers 

Reference Recordmgs 

Sony 

Syslemdek 

Stra1ght W1re 

Sennhe1ser 

Sheflield Lab 

Sound Orgamsavon 

Tannoy 

Techmcs 

Target 
Tnpod 

Wharfedale 

Wdson Aud1ophde 

Yamaha 
Yfere 

Price Guarantee 
If you can buy cheaper - mcludmg 

leads. carnage and 3- Year 

Guarantee- we will match 1t 

Pnces correct at t1me of go!ng to 

press. but are subject to change . 
E&OE 

Access, Visa cards accepted Demonstration by appomtment. 

Please phone Openmg t1mes.· 9.30-6.00 Mon-Sat. 



We've taken the lid off the 
new Hafler range of amplifiers 

Since 1976, Hafler products have been known for 
sonic excellence, priCe effectiveness, and reliability. 
Hafler innovative circuit designs have received un
precedented acclaim from critics and consumers alike. 
By design, all Hafler amplifiers are models of efficiency 
-only proven, superior components are used. 
Only the most streamlined designs are employed and 
any "frills" that might decrease reliability or increase 
cost are rejected. The ultimate goal is maximum 
performance at an affordable price. 

Hafler SE100 Preamplifier 
The Hafler SE 100 Preamplifier follows the tradition of the 
DH110, enhancing it with the vacuum tube characteristics of 
J-FETs. The result is an affordable preamp derived from the 
circuitry Stereo Review ranked with the best preamplifiers 
on the market. 
Hafler have improved the circuit topography by 
arranging the controls to follow the circuit flow, providing 
the most direct audio path possible and the necessary 
isolation between input and output signals. The volume 
control gives superb interchannel level tracking while the 
headphone output has a dedicated circuit to prevent 
interference with any other output signal. 
To keep costs down for CD purists, a phono board 
is available as an option for both moving magnet and 
moving coil cartridges. 

Four lateral MOSFETs 
per channel provide 
trouble-free operation 
and "tube·like" sound 

SE240 

Oversized transformer 
to meet power output 
requirements 

Phono input loads can 
be easily changed to 
match the cartridge of 
your choice 

This volume control 
potentiometer is rarely 
found on reasonable 
priced equipment and 
provides superb inter
channel level tracking 
and low contact 
distortion 

Optional phono board 
offers a discrete J-FET 
circuit featuring a gain 
switch for either moving 
magnet or moving coil 
cartridges 

Tone defeat removes all 
tone control circuitry 
from the line amplifier 

All discrete primary 
signal path exploits 
the "tube-like" sonic 
qualities of J-FETs 
that give the SE1 00 a 
distinct advantage 
over op-amp based 
preamps 

Independent dual line 
output selectors for 
driving two stereo 
power amplifiers 
offer unusual system 
flexibility 

The Hafler SE240 

Circuit board shield 
obstructs in/out feed
back paths. ensuring 
stable amplification. and 
eliminating induced 
hum 

Headphones are driven 
by a high quality power 
amplifier- isolated to 
prevent hard driven 
headphones from dis
torting tape or line 
outputs 

SE100 

120 watts of affordable high 
performance power 

The SE240 employ s a proven double differential push
pull cascoded input stage. This circuit is notable for its use 

of ultra-high performance J-FETs which improve linearity 
while maintaining low distortion and low noise. 
The SE240 utilizes four lateral MOSFET output devices 
(per channel) to deliver the mid range clarity and musicality 
of tubes with the improved bandwidth and speed 
of transistors. 
Other features on the SE240 include oversized heatsinks for 
improved performance into low impedance loads, new 
thermal protection circuitry for increased reliability, gold 
input jacks, gold S-way speaker jacks, and bridged-mono 
switch for 350 watts into an 8 Ohm load. These features 
make the SE240 the affordable high performance amplifier. 

30.000JLI of 
capacitance to 
ensure adequate 
power reserves 

Simplified construction 
improves reliability and 
results in consistent 
performance Hafler 

Sole UK distributor: 
HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 071-607 2717 

r----------------
1 To: HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Please send me details 

on Hafler amplifiers. 
Name __________________________________________________________ __ I Address, __________________________ _ 

I Postcode ______ _ 



Akai GX--R35 
AKAI (UK) LTD, UNIT 12 HASLEMERE HEATHROW ESTATE, THE 

PARKWAY, HOUNSLOW, MIDDLESEX TW4 6NQ. TEL: (081) 897 6388 

Akai describes this model as, and I quote, 
a 'quality auto-reverse deck with features 
suited to those who wish for ease of use 
over out and out sound quality.' 

And so it is. To reduce the recording 
gap at the end of side as the tape reverses 
direction, an infra red detector locates the 
join between leader and tape. The Akai 
also has a wide range of operational fea
tures designed to appeal to the hands-on 
recordist. When setting up a recording, 
record levels can be set manually in the 
usual way, or by using a feature called 
CRLP. As long as a suitable passage is 
used when setting up, this circuit gives all 
the advantages of auto-level control with
out the disadvantages, the main one be
ing music modulated compression. A fur
ther circuit will trigger a fade out and in 
just before and after the end of the tape 
(the machine will first search the tape to 
find out where the end is). A remote con
trol handset doubles up on the key func
tions, record and playback. 

Other features are much as you'd ex
pect: 16 track search, intro scan, Dolby B/ 
C/HX Pro, variable bias and so on. There 
are also some minor but useful refine
ments, such as separate CD and line in
puts, MPX filter switching, a cassette shell 
damper, timer support (for making unat
tended recordings) and a head phone vol
ume control. The display is a thoroughly 
modern affair with 33dB record level 
meters. 

T�st report 
The weighted wow and flutter figure -
usually a make or break point on an auto
reverse mechanism - is quite good, but the 
spectrum analysis reveals the presence of 
some high level flutter energy which is 
also seen in the unweighted raw flutter 
figures and in the composite unweighted 
wow and flutter figure. This then is a case 
where although a simple reading of the 
wow and flutter meter tells the truth, it 
fails to tell the whole truth. 

The low frequency response shapes 
are extremely good, but all three tape 
groups look a little underbiased at the 
standard bias setting when using tapes 
conforming to IEC norms. The noise and 
distortion results are very good however; 
the electronics giving every indication of 
having been well designed. 

Sound quality 
A point that is hammered home with each 
successive test of cassette decks is that the 
measurements alone will not tell you 
whether you have a good cassette deck on 
yom:hands, but they can certainly tell you 
when things have gone wrong. It seems 
there is no gainsaying poor mechanical 
behaviour, especially wow and flutter. 
It's not that every deck with high wow 
and flutter has a weaving sense of pitch to 
match. This can happen of course, but is 
not the issue in this case or some others. 
Where the Akai does suffer is in flatness 
of image and in a loss of detail that seems 
to be the inevitable consequence of high 
measured flutter levels. High level, low 
frequency signals - the bass accompani
ment to the opening track of Tracy 
Chapman's first album is a good example 
-sounded curiously grainy and distorted, 
as though they had been recorded at a 
grossly excessive level, which was not the 
case of course. 

The Akai sounds significantly better 
with Dolby B than with Dolby C, which 
can only be described as a black hole for 
detail. Even with Dolby B however the 
deck tended to sound shallow and lossy. 
There was no perceptible advantage to be 
gained by using Type IV metal tapes, 
either. 

Conclusion 
No formal Recommendation is possible 
for this deck, which is a pity since in many 
ways it appears to be quite well engi
neered. It is also well equipped and a 
genuine pleasure to handle, and therefore 

ranks as 'worth considering' if the auto
reverse facility is genuinely important. If 
you can do without the latter though, you 
will be better off elsewhere. 

TEST RESULTS 

+2d8 Dolby Level reading on deck's meters 
Rec/replay response ·3dB ref1 kHz 

IEC Type I 20Hz · 16kHz 
IEC Type 11 20Hz - 17kHz 
IEC Type IV 20Hz - 19kHz 

Wow & Flutter· Peak DIN wtd/unweighted 0.10/.12%/ 
0. 7010.76% (lwd/rev) 

Wow/Flutter· Peak DIN wtd 0.11/0.07%/0.44/0.60% 
(lwd/rev) 

Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 48.5dB 
& distortion OVU 0.60% 

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 54.5dB 
& distortion OVU 0.48% 

Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 53d8 
& distortion OVU 0.46% 

Noise Figure of Merit (Dolby level/noise Type 11) 
56.5d8 

Line input sensitivity/overload 1 O?mVi> 13V 
Mic Input sensitivity/overload n/a 
Line output for OdB/maximum 609mV/3. 75V 
IM distortion 10kHz/11kHz OdB peak, 1kHz product 

0.32% 
Azimuth check R·L phase at 1OkHz 100 (lwd) 100 (rev) 

VU indication at IEC OdB 
Dimensions (wxhxd) 
Average wind/rewind time (C90) 
Typical Retail Price 
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FRE 
�TDK SA90 CASSETTE 

Open to all customers who have 
purchased HI-FI EQUIPMENT from 

us over the last five years 

How to claim 
Simply bring along your sales receipt (this 
was given to you at time of purchase) as 
proof of sale and walk away with a superb 
TDK SA90 cassette which is absolutely FREE! 
This offer is only available for a limited period so 
act now. There's no catch ... but we might want 
to show you the latest models and upgrades! 

' The above offer is for personal shoppers only and is 
limited to one tape per customer. Offsr ends Oct. 31st. 

British 
Audio Dealers 
Associ•tion 

DYNAVECTOR � 
GEMSTONE CANTILEVER MC CARTRIDGE 

1702 Mk2 
with solid diamond 
cantilever and micro 
ridge stylus 

£298 inc VAT 

23RS Mk2 
with solid ruby 

cantilever and micro 
ridge stylus 

£245 inc VAT 

Both these fine cartridges are famous for their accurate reproduction 
of the original recordings. The superb solid gemstone cantilevers 
enable them to track with precision and deliver crystal clear 
midband clarity, precise treble detail and a firm base. 

Both models fitted with 'flux dampers' for improved magnetic 
circuits and designed to eliminate harshness and irritation edginess. 

'The clarity and precision of sound that the 1702 Mkii can produce 
are about the best I have come across" 

-Richard Black, HI-FT CHOICE, March 1990 

"This cartridge has all the hoped for virtues in the best moving coils" 
-John Borwick, GRAMOPHONE, June 1989 

DYNA VECTOR SYSTEMS L TO., 32 Reading Road, 
Woodley, Reading, Berks. RG53DB. TEL: 0734 699159 

Please send further information of Dynavector cartridges: 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 



Akai GX--9511 
AKAI (UK) LTD, UNIT 12 HASLEMERE HEATHROW EST ATE, THE 

PARKWAY, HOUNSLOW, MIDDLESEX TW4 6NQ. TEL (081) 897 6388 

The predecessor of this model was the 
GX-95, which was reviewed in issue 69 of 
Choice, which by cassette deck standards 
has given it a substantial lifetime. The 
Mkii GX -95, which, like its predecessor, is 
the flagship of Akai cassette deck range, 
has no external changes whatever. Those 
differences. that exist are found only after 
removing the lid, and are principally 
aimed at improving sound quality. 

A three head deck with off tape real 
time monitoring (automatically control
led with manual override), the GX-95II 

also boasts manual tape bias and sensitiv
ity alignment using a dedicated display 
mode. Dolby B and C are both included, 
as is Dolby HX Pro, which can be de
feated. Welcome additional features in
clude the full logic transport, a powered 
loading door, remote control and a dis
play off key. 

The GX-95II is fairly brimming with 
other goodies which, on the whole, don't 
get in the way of the Akai' s good ergo
nomics. Examples include excellent high 
resolution metering, A-B repeat track 
search (+I -16 tracks) and variable level 
headphone monitoring. Two sets of in
puts are provided. 

Test report 
Although the quality of many of the com
ponents is only adequate, attention to 
isolating various parts of the circuit from 
others borders on the fastidious. The in
ternal screening also performs a struc
tural role. The transport includes a cas
sette clamp, and is of the closed loop, dual 
capstan type, in which the trailing cap
stan/pinch wheel turns slightly slower 
than the leading set, producing a calcu
lated tension across the heads, and isolat
ing this loop of tape from external effects. 
The capstans are driven by a direct drive 
motor, and the result is exceptionally low 
wow and flutter levels, and an equally 
impressive spectrum analysis free of 
dominant artefacts. 

Improvements to the original GX-95 

concern the heads and replay amplifiers. 
The old siamesed record/playback head 
has been replaced by discrete heads and 
an improved design of replay amp pro
vides a number of benefits, says Akai, 
including an improved rec/replay fre
quency response, reduced crosstalk and 
improved head alignment. The measure
ment programme confirmed some of these 
points. Note especially the exceptionally 
accurate frequency responses, all run af
ter alignment using the controls provided. 
The only slightly disappointing feature 
is an operating dynamic range a little 
narrower than the best: 59.5dB was 
measured (Type IV tape, three per cent 
THD, 400Hz). 

Sound quality 
The noise reduction circuits are almost 
completely transparent: that is, they have 
little effect other than to reduce hiss, 
though Dolby B remains preferable to 
Dol by C on critical material (Mary Black, 
Cowboy Junkies, Mitsko Uchida playing 
Debussy, etc). Type II tapes give good 
results, but Type IVs offer a stronger, 
more open sound when pressed and were 
preferred overall. Bypassing the Dolby 
HX Pro circuits when recording onto Type 
IV tapes improves musical dynamism and 
stereo focus still further. 

These points aside, the Akai turned 
out some remarkable results. Sometimes 
it was hard to believe from the nature of 
the music it made that this was a cassette 
deck at all. The bass and treble sounded 
very firm and in command, whilst the 
midband was layered naturally and of
fered excellent resolution. Powerful pre
recorded material like Talkin' about a Revo

lution from the first Tracy Chapman al
bum - an excellent test track, this - was 
reproduced without noticeable loss of 
energy or holding back, an observation 
not repeated by the other comparably 
priced decks. 

mecommended 

Conclusion 
The Mk II GX-95 builds on the consider
able strengths of the original, and earns a 
strong and unequivocal Recommenda
tion. 

TEST RESULTS 

-2dB Dolby Level reading on deck's meters 
Rec/replay response -3dB rei 1kHz 

IEC Type I <20Hz- 20kHz 
IEC Type 11 <20Hz - 22kHz 
IEC Type IV <20Hz - 22kHz 

Wow & Flutter- Peak DIN wtd/unweighted 0.05%/ 
0.032% 

Wow/Flutter - Peak DIN wtd 0.05%/0.096% 
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 51 dB 

& distortion OVU 0.8% 
Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 56dB 

& distortion OVU 1.5% 
Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 54dB 

& distortion OVU 1.0% 
Noise Figure of Merit (Dolby level/noise Type 11) 54dB 
Line input sensitivity/overload 119mVi> 13V 
Mic input sensitivity/overload n/a 
Line output for OdB/maximum 660mV/3.9V 
IM distortion 10kHz/11kHz OdB peak, 1kHz product 

Azimuth check R-L phase at 10kHz 
VU indication at IEC OdB 
Dimensions (wxhxd) 
Averagewind/rewindtime(C90) 
Typical Retail Price 
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20 degrees 

1dB 
46x 15.5x35cm 

2 min 4 sec 
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Denon DRM--510 
HAYDEN LABORATORIES LTD, HAYDEN HOUSE, CHILTERN HILL, 
CHALFONT ST. PETER, BUCKS SL9 9UG. TEL: (0753) 888447 

Denon' s new budget baby is very much in 
the style of its predecessors. Headline 
features include Dolby HX Pro, in addi
tion to the usual Dol by B and C, fine bias 
adjust and some simple search features. 
These include a mechanical tape counter, 
memory stop (independent of the coun
ter) and record return which puts the tape 
back to the start point of the current re
cording. Head phone monitoring is avail
able, but only at a fixed volume level. 

Some long term nuisances and omis
sions have been perpetuated in this new 
model. In the former category is the Dol by 
switching which forgets its setting every 
time the deck is switched off. There is also 
a general criticism to be made of the status 
indicators and the record level meters 
which need to be peered at closely to yield 
any information. The 26dB range bicol
our record level meters are adequate in 
price context, apart from the poor scaling. 

Arguably the most important omis
sion is timer standby, which means 
that the deck cannot be left to record 
unattended. 

Test report 
In common with other new Denon mod
els, the DRM-510 has a new, rriore highly 
integrated Dolby IC which has an on
board HF skewing network, a circuit that 
used to be handled externally. Greater 
stability at high frequencies and a 1-2dB 
improvement in signal/noise are the 
claimed benefits. 

Not for the first time, Denon has ex
celled itself with a transport which out
performs most corners, at least in this 
price area. The weighted wow and flutter 
figure is little short of remarkable in con
text, and whilst this aggregate figure con
ce<}ls a certain amount of flutter energy, 
the clean peak in the spectrum analysis 
shows that the deck keeps a basically 
steady pitch. 

The Denon is capable of favourable 
frequency responses, but seemed some-
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what wayward in its alignment to differ
ent tapes which underlines the benefits of 
experimentation with the bias pot. The 
Type II response is well matched to the 
characteristics of TDK SA, and the Dol by 
circuits line up well too. Prerecorded tapes 
are handled near perfectly from a techni
cal standpoint, but look out for some 
brightness at normal bias settings with 
many Type Is and IVs. 

Sound quality 
The measured brightness turned into an 
insistent edge with female vocal material 
or close miked percussion at the standard 
settings with Type I and (to a lesser ex
tent) Type IV tapes. On the other hand 
Type Ils, which demonstrated ideal align
ment, were tonally neutral, and in any 
case delivered everything that metals were 
able to provide. This is not a deck that 
benefits from the extra dynamic range 
that metals, with suitable support from 
the hardware, can provide. 

Driving a good Type II, with Dolby B 
and C alike, the Denon worked very well, 
with a consistency over a range of music 
that's unusual at this price level. Nor was 
there much to choose between Dolby B 
and C. On the whole, Dolby B sounded a 
little more open and spacious, but the 
difference was fairly small and was often 
safe to ignore. 

Recording without noise reduction 
provided a livelier sound and much bet
ter stereo positioning, but wide ranging, 
dynamic material tended to be rather noise 
bound during quiet spells, and this op
tion is not really feasible in normal day to 
day use. 

With all these matters taken care of, the 
Denon proved impressive. Plucked bass 
had a tactile quality and the requisite 
fatness without blur or compression, at 
least compared to other low cost decks, 
whilst the treble was sharp and clear, 
with good differentiation of cymbals, 
massed vocals and so on. Prerecorded 

mecommended 

tapes were extremely well exploited by 
this deck. 

Conclusion 
Musically ahead of its class, the Denon is 
a good basic cassette deck, let down only 
by penny pinching which inhibits usabil
ity in a presumed attempt at enhancing 
Denon's competitiveness. A mandatory 
Recommendation. 

TEST RESULTS 

Dol by L�vel reading on deck's meters OdB 
Rec/replay response -3d B rei 1kHz 

IEC Type I 22Hz· 16kHz 
IEC Type 11 22Hz · 15kHz 
IEC Type IV 22Hz · 18kHz 

Wow & Flutter - Peak DINwtd/unweighted 0.1 O"/J0.22% 
Wow/Flutter- Peak DIN wtd 0.064%/0.21% 
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM400Hz 52d8 
& distortion OVU 0.95% 

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 58d8 
&distortionOVU 2.1% 

Type IV si�n!lllnoise CCIR/ARM400Hz 55.5d8 
& distortion OVU . 1.9% 

Noise Figure of Merit (Dol by level/noise Type 11) 58d8 
Line input sensitivity/overload 1 03mVi> 13V 
Mic input sensitivity/overload n/a 
Lineoutput forOdB/maximum 872mVf2.27V 
IM distortion 10kHz/11 kHzOdB peak, 1kHz product 1.0"/o 
Azimuth check R-L phaseat 10kHz 50 degrees 
VU indication atiEC OdB OdB 
Dimensions(wxhxd) 43.5x12.4x27..5cm 
Averagewind/rewindtirne(C90) 2 min 36 sec 
Typical Retail Price £140 
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Denon DRW--750A 
HAYDEN LABORATORIES LTO, HAYOEN HOUSE, CHILTERN HILL, 
CHALFONT ST. PETER, BUCKS SL9 9UG. TEL: (0753) 888447 

The 'A' suffix indicates a package deal of 
improvements which Denon aptly de
scribes as a 'mid-life upgrade', though the 
measures concerned are comparatively 
modest. They consist mainly of an im
proved wrap around cover (still no great 
shakes) for reduced vibration, a ceramics 
composite based cassette shell stabiliser 
and an improved Dolby IC which con
jures up an extra dB or so for the signal/ 
noise ratio. There has been one other im
provement: electronic switching of Dolby 
Band C has been replaced by a real switch 
which remembers how it was set. No 
more setting Dol by one day and finding it 
unset the next. 

The two transports are unidirectional 
mechanisms, and only one of them is 
capable of recording. Rather than have a 
set of controls for each transport, Denon 
has fitted just one set, plus a key that 
assigns them in turn to one transport or 
the other. This makes for a minimum of 
controls, but can render operation a little 
clumsy. 

Dolby HX Pro headroom extension is 
included, alongside Dol by Band C, while 
bias can be fine tuned to the requirements 
of individual tape formulations. The 
memory stop tape counter has an elec
tronic readout of the currently selected 
transport. A next/last track search device 
is also fitted. 

Dubbing betwixt one transport and 
t'other can be performed at normal or 
double speed, and sequential play is also 
possible. Recording levels are set using 
short but high resolution bicolour 30dB 
me��-

· 

Test report 
The DRW-750 is not fitted with one of 
Denon's finest transport mechanisms. The 
wow and flutter levels will cause little 
envy among Denon's legion of competi
tors, whilst the spectrum analysis plot 
shows some obvious flutter band arte
facts. There is at least real consistency 

between the two transports, though a 
proportion of any variation that exists is 
shown in the numbers as the test tape 
was recorded using the record capable 
transport. 

There is nothing important wrong with 
the frequency responses, though align
ment to the IEC test tapes is erratic and 
suggests some rebiasing will often be nec
essary, and some response modification 
is apparent under the Dol by B regime too. 
The LF response shape is well optimised, 
and compatibility with prerecorded ma
terial is of a high order. Note that metal 
tape offers a somewhat limited signal/ 
noise performance (as usual), but that this 
cannot be compensated by raising the 
recording level since the tape is well on 
the route to saturation even at OVU. 

Sound quality 
Barring a certain (and programme de
pendent) frazzled quality in the extreme 
treble, this is a pretty good sounding deck. 
Typical of the prerecorded test tapes, the 
TracyChapman songMountains 0' Things 
sounded close and tactile, with vowel 
sounds clearly enunciated, though some 
of the consonants sounded hard or spitty. 
The maraccas were miraculously trans
ported forward in the mix almost to be 
point where it appeared to be happening 
inside the outer ear! 

The Denon was equally effective as a 
recorder, though with all tape groups the 
sound appeared to sail very close to the 
wind, verging consistently on the brink of 
sounding edgy, if not actually distorted. 
The amount of information culled off tape 
was quite impressive however and the 
bass end was also of good quality, with 
adequate depth and tunefulness. Both 
noise reduction processes worked in more 
or less comparably unobtrusive ways. 

Conclusion 
This relatively expensive dual transport 
model has a conservative specification 

mecommended 

which has enabled Denon to do the job 
properly. You can get still better at this 
price from a single transport model, but 
the gap isn't huge, and a Recommenda
tion is in order. 

TEST RESULTS 

Od8 Dolby level reading on deck's meters 
Reclreplay response -3dB ref 1kHz 

IEC 'rype I 33Hz - 15kHz 
IECTypell 31Hz- 16kHz 
IEC Type IV 31Hz - 21kHz 

Wow & Autter - Peak DIN wtdlunweighted A 0.22"/o/B 
0.24%/A 0.24°/o/B 0.29% 

Wow/Flutter - Peak DIN wtd A 0.1218 0.15%/A 0.24% 8 
0.25% 

Type I signaVnoise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 52d8 
& distortion OVU 0.75% 

Type 11 si!!nalinoise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 56d8 
& distortion OVU 1 .2% 

Type IV signaVnoise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 55.5d8 
& distortion OVU 2.1% 

Noise Figure of Merit (Dolby leveVnoise Type 11) 56d8 
line input sensitivity/overload 99mV/> 13V 
Mic input sensitivity/overload nla 

Line output for OdB/rnaximum BBSmV/3. 7V 
IM distortion 1 OkHV11 kHz OdB peak, 1kHz product 

Azimuth check R-L phase at 1OkHz 

VU indication at IEC OdB 
Dimensions (wxhxd) 
Average wind/rewind time (C90) 

Typical Retail Price 
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A=20 degrees, 
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43.4x12.5x27.5cm 
2 min 32 sec 

£249 
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• 2 years guarantee on all hi-fi • 7 Day exchange scheme • Half a million satisfied customers • 
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Telephone sales ............ . 

We live in the Hi-Tech Age, of that there's no doubt. 
Although some people seem to think that technology, 
especially telephone technology, can do absolutely 
anything, when it comes to sound quality, this is not 
always the case ..... 

The phone rang in the middle of what had been a very 
quiet morning. The conversation, with a young man 
calling from outside London, was a strange one. 

"Hello, Audio T? Do you sell Wharfedale Diamond 
speakers by any chance?" 

I said that we did, adding "They're a good loudspeaker 
for the price - good value." 

"Can I hear them?'' was his reply. 

"Of course, sir - when can you 
come in?" 

BADA 

dealers give a 

FREE two year 

guarantee. 

Audio T is a 

BADA dealer 

There was a troubled silence at the other 
end. 

"Can't you play them to me over the phone?" 

Maybe he thought Audio T stood for Audio 
Telephones ..... 

Wharfedale Diamonds - There's no substitute 
for being there. 

Paul Could- Manager Audio T, 173-175 Station Road, 
Edgware, Middlesex. 
Tel: 081-952 5535 

\Vharfedale at audio�T 
BASINGSTOKE 4 Feathers Lane Tel: (0256) 24311 
CHELTENHAM 40-42 Albion Street Tel: (0242) 583960 
EDGWARE 173-175 Station Road Tel: 081-952 5535 
ENFIELD 159a Chase Side Tel: 081-367 3132 

CANTS HILL 442-444 Cranbrook Road Tel: 081-518 0915 
HAMPSTEAD 190 West End Lane Tel: 071-794 7848 
OXFORD 19 Old High Street Tel: (0865) 65961 
SWINDON 60 Fleet Street Tel: (0793) 538222 
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}VC TD .. R431 
JVC (UK) LTD, ELDONWALL TRADING EST ATE, 12 PRIESTLEY WAY, 
STAPLES CORNER, LONDON NW2 7BA. TEL: (081) 450 3282 

The TD-R431 is among the most affordable 
auto-reverse decks on the market. It's a 
better class of auto-reverse too: an infra
red detector identifies the join between 
tape and leader, which means that only a 
second or so of silence interrupts the music 
when recording over the side break. 

The transport is logic operated but 
rattly when changing modes and noisy in 
modes other than record and play. Record 
levels are set using good quality meters 
with a 30dB operating range, but other 
indicators are somewhat less legible. 

Naturally, Dolby B and C noise 
reduction circuits are fitted, and so is 
Dol by HX Pro which helps improve high 
frequency linearity with low bias tapes. 
Adjustable bias is available to help tapes 
for which the standard bias setting doesn't 
quite work. 

Although a head phone socket is fitted, 
it operates at fixed level only. Timer 
controlled operation is not possible, an 
omission all the less welcome given that 
this is one of the few decks capable of 
making long duration uninterrupted 
recordings off air, which is surely one of 
the best reasons for taking the auto-reverse 
route in the first place. 

The other popular raison d'etre -
dubbing from Compact Discs - is much 
better supported, to the extent that the 
TD-R431 includes a facility to 
automatically set recording levels and 
then proceed to make recordings from 
CD, if the CD player in question is a 
compatible JVC model, that is. 

Test report 
The hoary old truism about auto-reverse 
tape mechanisms being inferior to their 
unidirectional counterparts is given a 
dusting down and a new airing in this 
model. 
The wow and flutter figures are almost an 
order of magnitude worse than the best of 
the unidirectional world (admittedly at 
much higher prices). The spectrum 

analysis shows some severe wow and 
flutter artefacts, and the area under the 
curve illustrates graphically how much of 
this misdirected energy is involved. There 
is also a significant deterioration when 
playing in reverse gear - the one you'd 
have to turn the tape over for with non
auto reverse cassette decks. 

The record I replay frequency 
responses are quite respectable on the 
whole except that there is a significant 
overall loss of low frequency output 
(probably not a bad thing), and the play 
only response shape is quite sharply 
dished. 

Signal/ noise and distortion figures are 
satisfactory, but the intermodulation test 
results show that the amplifiers are 
beginning to go non-linear at high but not 
- please note - outrageous levels. 

Sound quality 
It should not be a surprise to find that the 
story here is not altogether a happy one. 
The lack of pitch integrity could be heard 
distinctly, for example, in an uncertainty 
in the intonation of woodwind 
instruments and piano. At other times 
this particular characteristic passed 
unnoticed, but the same cannot be said of 
another and ultimately fatal sonic flaw: a 
severe lack of low level dynamics and 
instrumental separation. 

Fine matters of orchestral detail in 
complex recordings were heard as though 
through a thin blanket, with many of the 
more subtle nuances filtered out at source. 
Musical expression tended to be flattened, 
and any real sense of musical articulation 
and dynamics sounded neutered, an effect 
which tended to call for increased 
playback volume levels - always a bad 
sign. 

The findings were repeated in a 
somewhat watered down form with 
perecorded material. 'Weak' is an 
adjective that appeared more than once in 
the listening notes. 

Conclusion 
This model demonstrates once again that 
the task of auto-reverse transport design 
is fraught with pitfalls unless a lot of 
money and effort is thrown at the problem, 
the bill for which is ultimately reflected in 
a higher ticket price than the TD-R431 
bears. 

TEST RESULTS 
Dolby Level reading on deck's meters 
Rec/replay response -3dB rei 1kHz 

OdB 

IEC Type I 22Hz - 16kHz 
IEC Type 11 22Hz · 17kHz 
IEC Type IV 22Hz · 18kHz 

Wow & Flutter- Peak DIN wtd/unweighted fwd 0.30%/ 
rev 0.38%/fwd 0.32 % rev 0.46% 

Wow/Flutter - Peak DIN wtd fwd 0.42%/rev 0.50%/ 
0.48%/rev 0.52% 

Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 50.5d8 
& distortion OVU 0.75% 

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 56.0d8 
& distortion OVU 1.0% 

Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 54d8 
& distortion OVU 0.3% 

Noise Figure of Merit (Dolby level/noise Type 11) 56d8 
Line input sensitivity/overload 156mVI> 13V 
Mic input sensitivity/overload n/a 
Line output for OdB/maximum 550mV/3.12V 
IM distortion 10kHz/11kHz OdB peak, 1kHz product 

7.9% 
Azimuth check R-L phase at 1OkHz 30 (fwd) 60 (rev) 

VU indication at IEC OdB 
Dimensions (wxhxd) 
Average wind/rewind time (C90) 
Typical Retail Price 
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• 2 years guarantee on all hi-fi • 7 Day exchange scheme • Half a million satisfied customers • 
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The {�ustomer is always right (sometimes) ••••••••••••• 

BADA 

dealers sell 

music not 

hi-fi. 

Audio T is a 

BADA dealer "I'd like to buy the best double cassette player you've 
got," he ..;aid, striding into the shop. Without 
hesitation, I recommended the Yamaha KXW900. 
"What sort of system will you be using it with, sir?" 
"Oh, the best of course." How stupid of me; I should 
have known. 

My recommendation must have brought out his 
impulsive side: he said he'd take it straight away. 
Later that day he phoned. 

"That Yamaha cassette player I bought from you- it's 
not making a sound. My son's an expert on hi-fi, and 
he can't hear anything either!" 

"I'm very sorry to hear that, sir- are you sure the 
loudspeakers are properly connected?" 

"Well, all I know is that the 
cassette player isn't working ... " 

"How about the amplifier- is that 
properly wired up?" 
He sounded confused by my question. I tried another 
one. 

"Sir, you do have an amplifier and speakers, don't 
you?" 

"Er, no -would that make a difference?" 

Yamaha- Hearing is Believing 

Jason Moran -Audio T, 173-175 Station Road, 
Edgware, Middlesex. Tel: 081 952 5535 

YAMAHA at audio--T 
BASINGSTOKE 4 Feathers Lane Tel: (0256) 24311 
CHELTENHAM 40-42 Albion Street Tel: (0242) 583960 
EDGWARE 173-175 Station Road Tel: 081-952 5535 
ENFIELD 159a Chase Side Tel: 081-367 3132 

.. At home I use valve amplification 
and prefer listening to vinyl. CD 
misses the air and ambiance of a 
recording." Niro Nakamichi, Hi-Fi Choice, June 1991 

If you want to hear what Mr Nakamichi is talking 
about, come and listen to our selected range of valve 
amplification. 

We are the o n l y  dealer in the UK to specialise 
exclusively :n the valve sound. Here you can compare 
and contrast various pre and power a m p l i fi e r  
combinations and reall y  hear the difference they 
make. Even CD players can be helped by using valve 
amplification. 

We have a range of t u r ntables, cartridges and 
speakers to suit. Recent additions to the range are the 
fabulous Pentachord System, Grado cartridges, Mytho 
and Magnaplanar speakers. 

Telephone us to arrange a demonstration and bring 
along your records to hear how they should sound. 

You'll find no hard sell .... Just sound advice. 

!VINYL TUBE AUDIOI 
where music matters 

CANTS HILL 442-444 Cranbrook Road Tel: 081-518 0915 
HAMPSTEAD 190 West End Lane Tel: 071-794 7848 
OXFORD 19 Old High Street Tel: (0865) 65961 
SWINDON 60 Fleet Street Tel: (0793) 538222 

.r�#7T5�� 

.-\1·t .-\udio - t\\o ste1·eo power a111plifit· J·s and tht· 
excellent \laesiJ·o 111ono hlocks . .-\11 an• swih"hahle 
fnnn tl"iodt· to pcntodt· and offt•J" t•xn•llt•nt sound 
llualit\ at a n·alistic pl"in·s. 

Audio lnnmation - a \l'l: widt· J"illl�t· of amplifit-ation 
comhinin� detailed tl"iodt• sound with �ood looks. 

Com·onlant .\udio - tlu·ee pn·-a111plifit•rs that an· truly 
l"XlJUisill·. Smooth. dl'taill'd sm111d with dl'pth and 
all pa1·tm·J· \H'II with the Exultant Quad 11 111ono 
a111plifit·r ... 

Cn1ft - a  \\idt• nul�l' of pn· and powt•J· a111plifit·1·s. 
\\"ell t•stahlislwd clt•si�ns. ofTt·J·in� i111mandatl' 
sound quality atafTonlahlt• pl"ices. 

Onm�t· - a Ill"\\ nm�t· ft·om Cennan� with atTuJ·att· 
spacious sound and hi�h huild quality. 

Sound Dl"si�n Studios - -.t•amh-s.,. faithful and \l'l"\ 
spaciou� sound. fn1111 tlwi1· n•asonahh 1Hin·;l 
intt·�ratt·d pn·-amplifit'l"S to thl' a\n•somt· I :>11 wall 
OTI. mmw hlocks. 

Ex-dt·monstration .. sl"l"ond-hand t·quipmt·nt and ntn· 
•·et·onls a\ailahll". pll"ase phont· fo1· dt•tails. 

U-IC> Fol"le"' Koad. London \;\\";) 1.-\B 
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}VC TD--V531 
JVC (UK) LTD, ELDONWALL TRADING ESTATE, 12 PRIESTLEY WAY, STA

PLES CORNER, LONDON NW2 7BA. TEL: (081) 450 3282 

A low cost (£260) three head cassette deck, 
the TD-V531 follows a recent trend to
wards businesslike designs with a strong 
commitment to the kind of features that 
will attract the buyer who puts_ sound 
quality first. 

The ability to switch between on and 
off tape feeds at will, for example, exposes 
most classes of shortcoming in a very 
obvious way, and most manufacturers 
take care to ensure it doesn't rebound on 
them. Two sets of line inputs are pro
vided, one of which bypasses the input 
balance control. Dolby HX Pro headroom 
extension circuitry is included alongside 
Dol by B and C, manually adjustable bias, 
and peak hold record level meters which 
cover an adequate 28dB dynamic range. 

JVC hasn't gone overboard with con
venience features; the counter is a simple 
electronic rolling number display, but the 
company has fitted a track search feature 
which looks for the start of the current or 
the next track. Unattended recordings are 
possible. 

The JVC front panel makes much of a 
feature called DDRP, an acronym for dy
namics detection recording processor, as 
I'm sure you all guessed (the garish label 
on the cassette door peels off). It works in 
conjunction with JVC brand CD players 
and sets the record level after scanning 
the CD for the highest peak levels. The 
form in which this feature is presented 
may be unique, but variations of the same 
idea are available from several other 
sources. 

Test report 
The dual capstan transport is a refine
ment that pays off handsomely with a 
textbook spectrum analysis plot and some 
very low numbers from a clearly im
pressed wow and flutter meter. The fre
quency responses, however, are less 
happy, and not fully correctable by merely 
. aqir.g fcC0rd bias. Type r capeS, rhe: lca5c 

affected by the response errors, are tilted 

up sharply into the treble registering an 
eventual +3dB peak (referred to 1kHz), 
and even this understates the true posi
tion since output below 1kHz tilts further 
downwards. Type II and IV tapes show 
similar errors, with considerable exag
geration through the Dolby circuits -
Dolby C especially - as a result of 
mistracking errors. There are indications 
that Dolby C may be incorrectly aligned 
even without taking the response errors 
into account. 

In this context it's also worth knowing 
that the bias adjust feature has very little 
overall effect on metal (Type IV) tapes. 
Other test results, however, are satisfac
tory, with an ultimate best case signal/ 
noise figure of 61.5dB, measured with 
metal tapes and for three per cent THD at 
400Hz. 

Sound quality 
Most of the prerecorded test tapes 
sounded pretty fair, the only counter in
dication being a somewhat muted and 
distant sounding mid band. Resolution of 
fine detail was good however, and Dol by 
tracking appeared good. 

Recording quality was dominated by 
the frequency responses which favoured 
the treble over the bass. The deck sounded 
impressively detailed but lacking in bass 
and lower mid band energy which reduced 
the weight and sapped colour from the 
tonal renderings of familiar music. That 
the JVC was able to sustain such errors 
without sounding edgy, frazzled or dis
torted is a tribute to its inherent quality 
under the skin. But this is not enough to 
turn the tables on a disappointing set of 
auditioning results. 

The one thing that does help is to zap 
tapes with as much bias signal as the bias 
control can manage. This was enough to 
restore something like an accurate overall 
balance, but the JVC still sounded col
-:.· .... ::cd w�r- a�.._..·..:..s·L·c J..'t\a·L€:ial, vu..:c..· a:t�d 
instrumental alike. 

Conclusion 
The lack of clear sign posting of the main 
operating modes can be excused on a 
budget deck but was unexpected at this 
level. The real problem here, however, is 
the tonal balance which is light and bright. 
The underlying quality appears to be 
good, but not good enough to excuse the 
shoddy setting up standards as received. 

TEST RESULTS 

Dolby Level reading on deck's meters n/a 
Rec/replay response -3dB ref 1 kHz 

IEC Type I 25Hz - 21kHz 

IEC Type 11 25Hz - 1 8kHz 

IEC Type IV 25Hz - 23kHz 

Wow & Flutter- Peak DIN wtdlunweighted O.Qgo/J0.12% 

Wow/Flutter- Peak DIN wtd 0.07"/J0.1 0% 
Type I signal/noise CCIRJARM 400Hz 46.5d8 

& distortion OVU 0.65% 

Type 11 signal/noise CCIRIARM 400Hz 52d8 
& distortion OVU 0.65% 

Type IV signal/noise CCIRIARM 400Hz SOdS 
& distortion OVU 0.50% 

Noise Figure of Merit (Dolby level/noise Type 11) nla 

Line input sensitivity/overload · 1 49mVi> 1 3V 

Mic input sensitivity/overload n/a 

Line output for OdB/maximum 538mV/3.05V 

IM distortion 10kHz/11kHz OdB peak, 1kHz product 2.2% 

Azimuth check R-L phase at 10kHz 40 degrees 
VU indication at IEC OdB +4<:18 
Dimensions (wxhxd) 43.5x1 3.3x28.8cm 

Average wind/rewind time (C90) 2 min 21 sec 
Typical Retail Price £260 
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The 1000 series of moving 

coil cartridges £600- £1500 

Musicians and critics throughout the 

world agree that the Ortofon range of 

moving coil cartridges achieve the 

highest levels of pure and unbiased 

reproduction. 

With our unique Exchange Scheme 

you can share this experience by 

trading in your existing cartridge for a 

new Ortofon moving coil cartridge with 

a 15°/o discount. 

For details of your local participating 

Premier dealer contact us today and 

exchange your old sound for the 

musicians choice. 

orto on 
accuracy in sound 

The Q range of moving 

coil cartridges £130 - £450 

Ortofon (UK) Ltd., Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks SL9 9UG. Tel. 0753 889949 



Kenwood KX--5030 
TRIO KENWOOD UK LTD, KENWOOD HOUSE, DWIGHT ROAD, WATFORD, 
HERTS, WDl BEB. TEL: (0923) 816444 

The KX -5030 is a standard issue two head 
deck with Dol by B, C, HX Pro and anMPX 
filter switch. Up to 16 tracks can be skipped 
in either direction, and an intro search 
feature allows the first few seconds of 
each track to be located. Other trick play 
modes include track or A-B repeat, and a 
counter zero memory. For reasons not 
easy to decipher, Ken wood has given some 
strange titles to some of the features. What 
do you make of 'index scan' or 'dash and 
play' for example? 

One really noteworthy feature is found 
in a key labelled 'auto bias' which 
automatically adjusts the bias setting for a 
flat frequency response, and, if required, 
stores one such setting for each tape group 
(Type I, 11 and IV) which can then be 
swapped for the default setting as 
required. The KX-5030 also allows the 
display to be switched off, though the 
tape counter always remains lit. 

Styling is attractive in a low key, rather 
sombre way,but the minor switching may 
prove daunting to some. The transport 
controls are somewhat stiff and 
unresponsive, and the transport is noisy 
when running. It is only fair to point out, 
however, that few of these things are 
surprising or out of line in a £200 design. 

Test report 
There's little to complain of in the 
frequency responses, apart from a 2dB 
rise in the HF with the prerecorded test 
tape, and a significant reshaping of the 
treble region in the case of signals 
processed with Dolby C. The low 
frequency end of the spectrum is especially 
cleanly handled with well extended and 
accurate bass and a bare minimum of 
ringing due to effects related to head 
geometry. 

Wow and flutter testing gave a pretty 
fair set of results. The figures are low 
though not outrageously so, and the 
spectrum analysis plot was clean, though 
there are hints of some discrete wow and 

flutter artefacts. Ditto for the signal/ noise 
and distortion results, which are on the 
median line for decks in this price area. 
The Kenwood KX-5030 then, is a deck 
that does not yield its secrets easily on the 
test bench, but it appears to be a mostly 
competent design, with a question mark 
over the behaviour of Dol by C. 

Sound quality 
This deck turned out to be a great success 
with prerecorded music. Compared to 
the Aiwa AD-F810, which costs the same 
and is highly competitive in every other 
way, the Ken wood is tonally more varied 
and interesting. It has a warmth and 
communicativeness that almost left the 
Aiwa sounding grey and synthetic, 
though the bright quality noted in the 
measurement was mirrored by a 
breathiness to vocals and a false, edgy 
quality elsewhere. 

The Kenwood also worked 
exceptionably well as a recorder with 
Dol by B and with Type I and 11 tapes -the 
lower bias types. Here the Kenwood 
demonstrated a tactile and vivid quality 
that bought the source material close and 
made listening an engaging and 
illuminating experience. Pitch stability 
was not a problem even with the most 
pitch sensitive material. On the negative 
side, it was not always easy to tweak the 
deck (using the bias control) for an 
accurate tonal representation of the source. 
This said, metal tapes sounded uneven 
and lumpy with or without Dolby, and 
Dol by C processing resulted in the strange 
internal dynamic and tonal shifts that 
indicate mistracking. Tonal values were 
also altered in unpredictable ways and 
quite a lot of subtle information apparent 
in other modes of use simply went down 
the tubes. 

Conclusion 
The electronics are basically of good 
design and are sonically transparent. The 

KX-5030 has a number of other points in 
its favour too, but in the final analysis was 
marked down due to problems handling 
metal tapes and Dolby C. 

TEST RESULTS 

D olby Level reading on deck's meters n/a 
Rec/replay response ·3dB re! 1 kHz 

IEC Type I 35Hz · 16kHz 
IEC Type 11 35Hz - 17kHz 
IEC Type IV 35Hz - 16kHz 

Wow & Flutter· Peak DIN wtd/unweighted 0.09"/c/0.18% 
Wow/Flutter· Peak DIN wtd 0.06°/c/0.17% 
Type I signal/noiseCCIRJARM 400Hz SO.OdB 
&distortionOVU 0.6% 

Typell signal/noiseCCIRJARM 400Hz 54.5dB 
&distortionOVU 0.7% 

Type IV sillnal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 55.5dB 
& distortion OVU 1.4% 

Noise Figure of Merit (Dol by level/noise Type 11) nla 
Line input sensitivity/overload 120mV/> 13V 
Micinput sensitivity/overload n/a 
Line outputforOdB/maximum 878mV/4.0V 
IM distortion 1OkHz/11kHz OdB peak, 1kHz product 1.41% 
Azimuth check R·L phase at 10kHz 90degrees 
VU indication atiEC OdB +SdB 
D imensions (wxhxd) 44x12. 7x27.4cm 
Average wind/rewind time (C90) 2 min 8 sec 
Typical Retail Price £200 
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Kenwood KX--7030 
TRIO KENWOOD UK LTD, KENWOOD HOUSE, DWIGHT ROAD, 
WATFORD, HERTS, WDl BEB. TEL: (0923) 816444 

This design will appeal to the audiophile 
on a budget. The KX-7030 features three 
heads and a closed loop, dual capstan 
transport, and off tape monitoring is au
tomatically controlled with a manual over
ride as necessary. 

Less commonly used gadgets are han
dled by a row of small but well spaced 
switches, and include Dolby B/C switch
ing plus Dolby HX Pro, index scan (nee 
intro scan) and A-B repeat. Various simi
lar transport related automatic functions 
such as dash and play (in which the deck 
skips past long unrecorded sections of 
tape on replay), single tune repeat, zero 
stop, etc are available by appropriate (and 
inevitably difficult to memorise) combi
nations of main transport keys. The 
Ken wood will also skip up to sixteen tracks 
in either direction. 

More interesting still is a half-way 
house but still extremely useful auto bias
ing function (there's no equivalent sensi
tivity adjustment). Only one button press 
and about fifteen seconds are required for 
this circuit to set record bias for your tape, 
another button press memorises the set
ting for each of the three tape types -
ferric, chrome and metal. 

The transport section is handled by a 
well designed and laid out set of trans
port keys, and is free of solenoid induced 
clicks, though the deck still feels some
what clonky changing modes, and tape 
rewind is not the quietest. Headphone 
monitoring levels can be adjusted, and 
timer stand by operation is permitted. Al
though there is no direct remote control 
facility, data link sockets are fitted for 
linked system operation with other 
Kenwood components. 

Test report 
The dual capstan transport offers a per
formance standard that is on a par with 
the better offerings in this price band. 
Wow and flutter, severally and together, 
are decently restrained, and the spectrum 
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analysis looks reasonably clean, though it 
is not the cleanest. The various frequency 
responses are well tailored at the low 
frequency end of ·the audio frequency 
band, though each of the tape groups is 
about 2dB proud at the top end of the 
passband. Ordinarily this wouldn't mat
ter a great deal because it could be sorted 
out, at least approximately, by adjusting 
the fine bias control that most manufac
turers thoughtfully provide to cover up 
the inadequacies of their decks and the 
cassette tapes themselves. Not so here; 
the plots shown were produced by the 
deck after auto-biasing had taken place, 
no further tweaking is possible. 

The noise and distortion numbers are 
satisfactory, with a full 59.5dB ultimate 
signal/noise available from metal tapes 
(three per cent THD, 400Hz) and only half 
a decibel less, 59dB, with Type 11. 

Sound quality 
The KX-7030 was a success on audition. 
The electronics sounded transparent when 
auditioned with the deck in the 'source 
monitor' position, and turning to tape 
made a gratifyingly small difference. 
Tonal colours were fairly accurate or just 
perceptibly lightened in most cases, 
slightly contradicting the measured re
sults. 

I was particularly impressed by the 
Ken wood's performance at the frequency 
extremes. It sounded taut and clean, with 
plenty of grip in the bass and an abun
dance of detail in the treble. Indeed for 
abundance you could read super-abun
dance; the Kenwood can sound a little 
lacking in the organic strengths, it's a little 
too dry, and the detail seems almost high
lighted. It is this which separates it from 
the best. 

The KX-7030 was good enough to profit 
from the use of metal tapes, which gave a 
more positive and solid sound than Type 
lis. As so ofte , D !by B offerEd the nE:a -

est to an optimum compromise between 

�ecommended 

transparency and background hiss with 
most music, though densely scored mate
rial was often satisfactory without noise 
reduction altogether. 

Conclusion 
An excellent £260' s worth. The Ken wood 
can sometimes sound almost like a carica
ture of itself, but its fine stability and 
clarity carry it through. Recommended. 

TEST RESULTS 

n/a Dol by Level reading on deck's meters 
Rec/replay response ·3dB rei 1kHz 

IEC Type I 25Hz · 20kHz 
IEC Type 11 25Hz - 20kHz 
IEC Type IV 25Hz - 24kHz 

Wow & Flutter· Peak DIN w1d/unweighted 0.10%/ 
0.15% 

Wow/Flutter· Peak DIN w1d 0.06%/0.14% 
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 48dB 

& distortion OVU 0.8% 
Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 53dB 

& distortion ovu 0.8% 
Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 51.5dB 

& distortion OVU 0.65% 
Noise Figure of Merit (Dol by level/noise Type 11) n/a 
Line input sensitivity/overload 127mV/> 13V 
Mic input sensitivity/overload n/a 
Line output for OdB/maximum 925mV/4.1 V 
IM distortion 1OkHz/11kHz OdB peak, 1kHz product 

Azimuth check R·L phase at 10kHz 
VU indication at IEC OdB 
Dimensions (wxhxd) 

0.32% 
0 degrees 

+5dB 
44x12.7x32.4cm 

1 min 38 sec 
£260 

Average wind/rewind time (C90) 
Typical Retail Price 
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Kenwood DX--7030 
TRIO KENWOOD UK LTD, KENWOOD HOUSE, DWIGHT ROAD, 
WATFORD, HERTS, WDl BEB. TEL: (0923) 816444 

The DX-7030 DAT deck is immaculately 
presented and heavily built in a way that 
suggests the designer was not out to cut 
corners or take chances. 

There is no long play analogue record 
mode with this deck, though it will record 
in LP mode if presented with a digital 
signal with a 32kHz sampling frequency 
such as is used for satellite FM 
broadcasting in Japan. The Ken wood has 
a full range of editing features including 
full support for start, skip and end IDs, 
the ability to erase IDs and record ID 
codes manually if required. Individuai 
tracks delineated with these ID codes can 
be selected at random using a numeric 
keypad on the remote control. 

Track skip and audible cueing are also 
available, which, combined with a highly 
informative and well laid out display, 
mean this is a good deck from the tape 
handling viewpoint. This said, the 
Kenwood failed to correctly renumber a 
recording made on another deck which 
consisted of two separate sets of tracks_ 
which had not been numbered 
continuously. 

A front panel selector switches between 
coaxial, optical or analogue inputs. 
Outputs of all three types are fitted, along 
with a headphone socket (with volume 
control). SCMS coding allows CDs to be 
dubbed, but marks the tapes that result so 
that they cannot be subsequently dubbed 
digitally. A 'through' switch allows the 
Kenwood to be used as a stand-alone 
digital convertor, for example in 
conjunction with a CD transport. Timer 
support is included. 

Test report 
The technology is a pot pourri of ideas 
familiar from other Kenwood products. 
The transport has six motors (and you 
wonder why DAT is so expensive), 
mounted amidships (the head drum is at 
the unit's centre of gravity) and is built 
with an eye to resonance suppression. 

Separate quartz crystal oscillators for the 
three sampling frequencies (32kHz, 
44.1kHz, 48kHz) work with Kenwood's 
DP AC (digital pulse axis control) circuit 
to minimise clock jitter, a problem 
exaggerated by the high clock speeds used 
in 1-bit conversion. The ADC is a PWM 
design with 64 times oversampling and 
fourth order noise shaping, whilst the 
DAC is a 1-bit pulse type with 1,024 times 
oversampling and third order noise 
shaping. 

The DX-7030 has 15-bit resolution on 
test and a 105dB effective dynamic range, 
the linearity curve going off the straight 
and narrow below -90dB. Electrical noise 
is held down to -104dB and the other 
measurements are satisfactory or better, 
with the exception of de-emphasis which 
registers 0.35dB-adrift at 5kHz. 

Sound quality 
This deck proved a little disappointing on 
test. Though no worse than average for a 
DAT recorder, by Compact Disc standards 
the Ken wood is a little messy and lacking 
in clarity, reminiscent of early CD players 
and well behind most current ones, except, 
that is, for some of the poorer 1-bit 
offerings which display similar 
characteristics. Digital domain recordings 
of Mozart piano concertos (eg the sparse 
2nd movement of No 27 with Andras 
Schiff and Sandor Vegh) sounded close 
and dry, with little of the airiness of the 
original. The solo soprano in a recording 
featuring Mady Mesple of Villa-Lobos 
Bachiana Brasileira No 5 , (again dubbed 
digitally) gave her voice an unaccustomed, 
tight, edgy quality. Recording the same 
material in the analogue domain detracted 
further from the clarity of the tapes, though 
not to any great degree. 

Conclusion 
This is Ken wood's standard desktop DAT 
recorder, and therefore a direct functional 
equivalentof Sony'sDTC-SSES.Kenwood 

can normally be relied on to price its 
wares pretty sharply. The fact that it 
patently hasn't done so·on this occasion 
doesn't reflect any surfeit of operating 
facilities or special audiophile build; it 
simply shows that Kenwood is not in a 
position to benefit from the economies of 
scale enjoyed by Sony and perhaps also 
Aiwa. This is a competent enough DAT 
recorder, but significantly behind 
prevailing standards of Compact Disc 
replay. 

TEST RESULTS 
Test resolution 15 bits 
Output level, dB rei2V, Source 2.06V, 0.22dB, 1kohm 
(digital in) 
Line input sensitivity/overload 553mV/8.4V 
Level meter indication at lull level (digital in) OdB 
Effective dynamic range (·70dB thd + N + dither) 

Pure harmonic distortion 20Hz 
(a) at lull level rei OdB -85dB, 
(20kHz in-band 

105dB 
1kHz 20kHz 

-88dB, ·90dB 

products only) 0.0056%, 0.00398%,0.00316%" 
at-70dB encode + dither ·33dB or 2.24% 

Stereo separation 96dB, 76dB, 48dB 
Stereo balance UR 0.67dB, 0.60dB, O.SSdB • 

F�uency response (rei 1kHz) 20Hz· 20kHZ+/·0.55dB 
Audible high frequency intermodulation -92dB or 

0.0025% 
Audible electrical noise (CCIR, ARM wtd, 1kHz) -84dB 
Audible mechanical noise low 
Ultrasonic noise -1 04dB 
Deemphasis +i-0.35dB at 5kHz 
While noise overload test OK 
Dimensions (wxhxd) 44x13x37cm 
Typical Retail Price £700 
Tested wrth analogue in/analogue out unless otherwise 
stated 
• Balance control @ centre position 
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N akamichi Cassette 

Deck 1 
NAKAMICHI B&W (UK) LTD, MARLBOROUGH ROAD, CHURCHILL 
INDUSTRIAL EST ATE, LANCING, WEST SUSSEX. TEL: (0903) 750750 

This model is basically a three head vari
ant of Cassette Deck 2, somewhat more 
exotically engineered and similarly more 
elaborately specified. As always with this 
marque, the fundamental engineering is 
hard to fault. It is also an attractive deck, 
and in most respects it is logically laid out, 
yet it has a peculiarly archaic quality stem
ming from the manual tape type selectors 
(in 1991 !) and generally Seventies-ish 
blend of features. But don't be deceived. 

Most of the minor controls are fitted 
behind a flap, including the manual tape 
type selectors, a fine bias adjust control, 
an output level control {why?) and some 
simple timer and search facilities. The 
counter is a simple numerical type with 
an electronic readout which is built into 
an excellent display whose main feature 
is a high resolution record level meter. As 
usual with Nakamichi, although Dolby B 
and C are included, Dolby HX Pro is not. 

Test report 
The Cassette Deck 1 is equipped with a 
version of Nakamichi's superb diffused 
resonance dual capstan transport one of 
whose features (in common with other 
Nakamichis) is that it lifts the tape pres
sure pad away from the tape. Unusually, 
the deck has a discrete three head block. 
Others use siamesed record/replay head 
blocks which eliminate any possibility of 
azimuth drift, but the Nakamichi scheme 
has the benefit of reducing bias flux leak
age into the play head when recording. 
Making a virtue from a near necessity, 
Nakamichi also allows replay head azi
muth to be adjusted by ear with a front 
panel control. In this way the best can be 
had from tapes recorded elsewhere. 

Surprisingly, given Nakamichi's repu
tation, some of the test results look some
what wayward. True, the ultimate sig
nal/noise (Type IV, three per cent THD, 

400Hz) is extremely fine at 63.5dB. But 
although the spectrum analysis of wow 
and flutter is exceptionally clean, the ac
tual level of wow and flutter is soundly 
bettered by some of the competition. The 
frequency responses also look a little rag
ged in some cases, and cannot be com
pletely ironed out with the bias control. 

Sounq quality 
This machine gets high marks, yet not 
entirely without equivocation. The 1lacks 
the g!itz and glitter of other decks in this 
area, and can sound positively laid back, 
with an apparent lack of treble presence 
and bass weight which came as a sur
prise. Yet there is an utter consistency 
about the Nakamichi which can separate 
singers from their accompanists, or indi
vidual performers in a group in a way 
that knows few peers. The 1 has the most 
un-hi-fi presentation, even compared to 
other Nakamichis, yet experience has 
shown that it can stand its own ground on 
matters of inherent musical value. It has 
the ability to display pitch and timing 
convincingly as well as the quality of 
separation and analysis, and combine it 
with the best of cassette or OAT machines 
for that matter. There are decks around 
that offer a sharper, cleaner presentation, 
but the Nakamichi's inherently excellent 
electronics simply allow greater access to 
the music. 

Prerecorded tapes can be tuned to 
sound as good as you'll hear them using 
the azimuth control. 

Conclusion 
Recommended of course. Perhaps it is the 
very ordinary appearance of this deck 
that highlights just what an odd ball it is. 
There can be no sound reason for manual 
tape switching: Nakamichi's explanation 
that it avoids the need for a complex 

mecommended 

multiway switch ignores mechanical ac
tuation of separate switches which is ef
fectively what happens anyway. The line 
out level control is as unnecessary as it is 
unfortunate. All this speaks of a company 
that is a little too fond of doing things the 
way it has always done them. And yet. .. 

TEST RESULTS 

n/a Dolby Level reading on deck's meters 
Rec/replay response -3dB re11 kHz 

IEC Type I <20Hz- 18kHz 
IEC Type 11 <20Hz 14kHz 
IEC Type IV <20Hz - 20kHz 

Wow & Flutter- Peak DIN wtd/unweighted 0.09%/ 
0.10% 

Wow/Flutter- Peak DIN wtd 0.025%/0.07% 
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 50.5dB 

& distortion OVU 0.75% 
Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 57dB 

& distortion OVU 0.85% 
Type IV signal/noise CC IRI ARM 400Hz 54dB 

& distortion OVU 0.45% 
Noise Figure of Merit (Dolby level/noise Type 11) n/a 
Line input sensitivity/overload ??m Vi> 13V 
Mic input sensitivity/overload n/a 
Line output for OdB/maximum 672mV/5.15V 
IM distortion 10kHz/11kHz OdB peak, 1kHz product 

0.44% 
Azimuth check R·L phase at 1OkHz 50 degrees • 

VU indication at IEC OdB 1dB 
Dimensions (wxhxd) 43x11 x32 cm 
Average wind/rewmd time (C90) 2 min 24 sec 
Typical Retail Price £700 

• when adjustment is altered -1/2 division clockwise, 
gives 0 degrees error 
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AUDIO NOTE AN - SERIES LOUDSPEAKERS 

I made a brief mention of the new Audio Note Loudspeakers in last months letter, this month I shall devote more space to the 
speakers, as they are a very major development in transducer technology, both sonically and technically. 

I spent over 10 years building up the name and reputation of the late Peter Snell designed Snell models. With these we 
achieved very considerable success due to their outstanding neutral performance, dynamic range etc. They were used as a 
main tool in the development of the Audio Innovations range of valve amplifiers, and I put considerable credit towards Peter's 
speakers, for the sonic performance and general insight his speakers allowed us ( and still allow us for that matter) during that 
important stage of development. I think it is fair to say that without speakers of this quality, it would have been very difficult to 
fully appreciate the genuine breakthrough in sonic performance that the Audio Innovations Audio Amplifiers represented. 

The "Open Window" quality that Peter's speakers pioneered, was for me so important that after his very untimely death in 
September 1984, at the age of 38, we set up a small project to try to understand what made his speaker designs so special. 
Peter was quite secretive about this himself, and little exists in writing to support any theories that one may have, so the only 
"documents" available, are the speakers themselves. 

When it became clear that Snell were going to stop producing my favorite speakers early in 1990, we speeded this program up 
considerably. We had already worked out the basics, but where to go from there proved somewhat more difficult. A good 
contact with a drive unit maufacturer turned out to be more than helpful, with their help we got the opportunity to look at drive 
units in relation to the other important parameters in the design"s "key cabinet" C believe me. there are more keys in there than 
one can comprehend. despite the seeming simplicity!). 

Based on what we had learnt, we respecified the drive units. redesigned the test equipment. changed the design of the 
cabinet to match the properties of the new improved drive units and, more importantly, developed a revolutionary method by 
which we can adjust and set the speakers up in a reverberent environment. This last development is the most important. as it not 
only does away with the traditional test procedures. but tests the speakers. under dynamic conditions. IN THE SAME TYPE OF 
ENVIRONMENT THAT THEY WILL BE USED IN, and simultaneously produces pairs that are acoustically identical (all pairs are 
matched to within+/- 0.1 db over the full bandwidth, a level of consistency which is unheard of in the audio industry). 

What does this mean in reality? 

I shall try to explain. 

For a stereo pair of speakers to be able to reproduce performers in a free three dimensional space they must have as closely as 
possible the same acoustic power and frequency response. If they do not, any difference in amplitude (loudness) or frequency 
(speed) between the speakers will make a change in amplitude or frequency by a performer or instrument result in a shift in 
position of the instrument or performer in question, plus a change in their character (timbre). 
The speakers will therefore not be able to reproduce neither correct stereo imagery or soundstaging, nor will they reproduce the 
instruments with their correct individual character. 

lt is a little difficult to justify labelling such speakers hifi! 

One thing is certain. however. and that is that Audio Note speakers are the most accurate transducers available today, when 
viewed by these criteria. 

Which brings me to an aspect of hifi ( and other expensive consumer goods as well) that are little considered today, 
timelessness and longevity. 

Since everything in modern society advances so quickly, or so we are led to believe, there should be little or no reason, not to 
mention possibility, to build properties like timelessness into any product. A small historic overview is therefore useful. Let us look 
at some products that have survived time and new developments well and see what conclusions can be drawn from these. 

The Snell Type A was first introduced in 1976 and remains to this day a sought after and relatively expensive speaker, the original 
Type K. J/11 and E/11 were introduced in 1982 and have been selling well here until a very short time ago. Similarly valve amplifiers 
like the Marantz 8, a Fisc her SA-1000. a Leak Stereo 20 or a Leak TL 10/12 are all highly sought after and priced accordingly. 
The lesson that can be learnt from this is interesting when you consider that very few components in hifi have a "useful" life of 
more than a couple or three years, before they are replaced. Try to think of a transistor amplifier of 10-15 years vintage, do you 
think that would be worth any thing today? No.? Then why not, when a valve amplifier that is 25-30 years old is still valuable? 

In my view the explanation is that any short term "trends" that a product "has" to adhere to are to the detriment of its longer term 
validity. As it appears to lead to products that are designed to comply with the "flavour of the month"technical parameter and 
not a more balanced approach. 

The old Snells and the old valve amplifiers are a case in point, the fact that there are people ( and quite a lot of them as well) 
who are willing to pay good money for products that are so old, is an indication that this selected band of products have some 
qualities that have remained desirable despite time and the onslaught of more and more "new technology". 

In stark contrast to this is the fact that all the products that were new technology 10 years ago are themselves today virtually 
worthless. and the contrast between valve and transistor amplifiers is very interesting here. since transistors are known for the 
their "longer" life. it begs the question in what way manufacturers of transistor amplifiers justify the fact that their products have 
such remarkably poor performance on the secondhand market, when the technology itself promises longer life and better 
performance, both of which seem strongly contradicted by the market itself when seen over a decade or so. Interesting is it 
not? I could go on and on and I shall .. 

NEXT MONTH! 

Peter Qvortrup 

Audio Note Co. 0273 821371. Brighton 



Pioneer CT--6 7 6 
PIONEER HIGH FIDELITY (GB) LTD, FIELD WAY, GREENFORD, 
MIDDLESEX UB6 BUZ. TEL: (081) 575 5757 

This model is the least expensive of the 
Pioneer newcomers covered in this issue, 
but it bears a striking resemblance to oth
ers in the range, as Pioneer has settled on 
something approaching a standard facia 
design, which includes a powered load
ing door that is fully integrated into the 
deck's electronics and an illuminated cas
sette well to match. Transport modes are 
engaged by gear and cam and so do their 
thing in almost complete silence. 

The CT-676 is equipped with Super 
Auto BLE, a system which at the press of 
a button adjusts the level of bias, record 
sensitivity (to ensure proper Dolby re
play tracking) and equalisation. This all 
happens to the accompaniment of some 
garish but informative graphic displays, 
the whole process taking about 12 sec
onds, including the time taken to rewind 
to the start point. 

The record level meters are dual range 
as usual with Pioneer, but even in the 
wide range setting coverage is only 28dB. 
Pioneer would have been better off using 
single range meters of improved perform
ance, but the remaining features are not 
so readily amenable to facile criticism. 
The tape counter reads in rolling numbers 
or elapsed time. There is no memory stop 
feature, but tracks up to fifteen away in 
either direction can be located directly, 
with a status display to show progress. 
Tape source/monitor switching is auto
matic with the usual manual override. 

Test report 
The transport is based on Pioneer's Refer
ence Master Mechanism, a grand sound
ing title for a single capstan mechanism 
which performs in an interestingly disap
pointing manner. Basic weighted wow 
and flutter- the headline figure if you like 
- is perfectly satisfactory at 0.09 per cent, 
but flutter is at an unusually high level. 
This is perfectly illustrated in the spec
trum analysis by a number of widely dis
tributed flutter artefacts surrounding a 

single, sharp peak indicating a lack of low 
rate pitch variations. 

The record I replay frequency re
sponses are all very accurately calibrated 
with good treble and excellent bass be
haviour. The roughness in the treble area 
on several of the plots, however, is not an 
artefact: several runs had to be made with 
most of these tapes to achieve even these 
results. Tape to head contact is at best 
uncertain, and this may be related to the 
high measured flutter levels. 

Signal/noise and distortion figures 
were about right for the price, 60.5dB was 
measured with metal tapes for three per 
cent THD, this representing the effective 
gap between bias noise and tape satura
tion at 400Hz. 

Sound quality 
In a word, poor. The first piece of music 
used to get a general idea of the Pioneer's 
capabilities was a Mozart concerto re
cording (featuringGervase de Payer). The 
CT-676 lost any real sense of the layering 
of different string parts and homogenised 
the sound in such a way that it became 
hard to believe that it was being pro
duced by a number of fiddle players in 
unison. 

There was also some dulling of tone 
which was not apparent in the frequency 
response traces, and the clarinet had a 
cracked tone when playing loud, with 
odd, splashy echoes from the opposite 
side of the soundstage. This was despite 
the fact that on this run recording levels 
were not allowed to peak over OVU with 
chrome tape. 

Metal tapes did little to help, though 
they generally sounded a little livelier, 
and noise was not an issue. Any added 
lack of transparency with Dol by B or C, if 
it existed, went unnoticed. The degree of 
perceived compression increased rapidly 
at highish recording levels, though again 
well before the onset of any obvious dis
tortion. 

Conclusion 
The poor noise figure may give a clue to a 
deck that appears to have everything in 
its favour, yet which when examined cri ti
cally simply fails to deliver the goods. The 
lack of dynamics and low level resolution 
are the most objectionable shortcomings. 

TEST RESULTS 

+3dB Dolby Level reading on deck's meters 
Rec/replay response -3dB rei 1kHz 

IEC Type I <20Hz- 21kHz 
IEC Type 11 <20Hz - 21kHz 
IEC Type IV <20Hz - 24kHz 

Wow & Flutter- Peak DIN wtd/unweighted 0.09%/ 

Wow/Flutter - Peak DIN wtd 
Type l signal/noiseCCIR/ARM400Hz 
& distortion OVU 

Type 11 signal/noise CCIR!ARM 400Hz 
& distortion OVU 

Type IV signal/noiseCCIR/ARM 400Hz 
& distortion OVU 

0.35% 
0.06%/0.25% 

47.5dB 
0.75% 

52d8 
0.62% 

50.5d8 
0.55% 

Noise Figure of Merit (Dol by level/noise Type 11) 
55.0dB 

line input sensitivity/overload 1 06mVi> 13V 
Micinputsensitivity/overload nla 

line outputforOdB/maximum 545mV/2.12V 
IM distortion 10kHz/11kHz OdB peak, 1kHz product 

Azimuth check R-L phase at 10kHz 
VU indication at IEC OdB 
Dimensions( wxhxd) 
Averagewind/rewindtime(C90) 
Typical Retail Price 
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1.77% 
25 degrees 

3dB 
42x13.1 x32.3cm 

2 min25sec 
£249 
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He should have gon 
to audio e cellence 

B 
uying hi-fi by post is easy -

choosing the best system and 

getting the right sound is 

another matter entirely- ask Bradley. 

At Audio Excellence you can 

sit m our comfortable listening rooms 

and choose from a selected range of the 

world's best hi-fi. 

We're neither aloof nor sales 

mad- we'll simply help you select a 

system that suits you and your budget. 

And we'll install it in your living room 

free, depending on how far you live 

from. your local branch. 

You'll find we have a range of 

essential accessories and an in-house 

service department. 

So don't be like Bra d ley 

experience the music at Audio Excellence. 

The latest KEF speakers, the 
10112 and 10212 are compact 
speaker systems designed for 
operation against a wall or on 
a shelf, incorporating a 160mm 
Uni-Q driver with /9 mm 
tweeter. Experience these 
speakers in Audio Excellence's 
comfortable listening rooms. 

aRADLEY EXPLAINED TO MR DONALDSON 
THAT HE DIDN'T KNOW HOW TO SWITCH ON 
THE WRETCHED SYSTEM. 

audio exenence 
WHERE THE MUSIC MATTERS 

Tuesday- Saturday 9.00- 5.30 CLOSED MONDAY 

Aud1o Exc!!Uence are lead1n9 m embers of 
BADA- the Bnt1sh Aud10 Dealers Asmc1at10n 
Aud10 Excellence have4timesbeenvoted best 
dealer 1n the South West and South Wales 1n 
the Sony Hi-F1 Nem Awards 

m41 DEALER AWARDS 
�� R(GIONAlWINNER . 

"Readers Award" 

d e 

naim Evening in Bristol! On the evening of Wednesday 

l a ry 9th October we will be demonstrating the nom product 

• • • range- apply for FREE tickets now! 
LINN Demo Day all day in Cardiff Tues. Oct 1st. DON'T MISS IT! 



Pioneer CT--900S 
PIONEER HIGH FIDELITY (GB) LTD, FIELD WAY, GREENFORD, 

MIDDLESEX UB6 BUZ. TEL: (081) 575 5757 

This is a stripped down version of the '93 
and is much more attractively priced, 
mainly omitting features you'll probably 
figure you can manage without. Set the 
two side by side and you'll see that the 
control layout is remarkably similar, and 
indeed the similarity is just as marked 
under the skin. 

Starting with the basics, this is, of 
course, a three head deck with off-tape 
monitoring, an auto tape alignment rou
tine called Super BLE - no not an invari
ably fatal disease ending up in a ham
burger near you, but a circuit that adjusts 
bias, level (sensitivity) and equalisation. 
The piece de resistance, however, is the 
inclusion of Dolby S. 

Dig a little deeper and the differences 
between the two top end Pioneers start to 
make themselves felt. The BLE circuit is a 
simplified one that doesn't allow bias to 
be adjusted manually, a facility that 
proved useful on the '93 in helping to 
solve a slight EHF dullness. The tape coun
ter features a time mode, but not time 
remaining, a much more useful facility. 
Dolby HX Pro is fitted of course, but can
not be defeated as it can on the senior 
model and there is no second 'straight 
line' input. Internally, the 900 remains 
superbly built, using excellent compo
nents, but the acres of copper plate from 
the CT-93 are missing, as is some of the 
screening around specific areas. 

Test report 
Both the transport and the heads are 
slightly downgraded from the CT-93, and 
the input signal routing is a little less 
direct, saving the cost of a long remote 
control switch. But the deck still achieves 
a high standard overall as is shown by the 
lab test results. 

Wow and flutter is extremely fine, 
whilst not quite achieving the standards 
set by the CT-93. The spectrum analysis 
shows a single sharp 3150Hz peak and a 
low level of smooth distributed flutter 

sidebands - an excellent result. 
The signal/noise figures show a simi

lar but much exaggerated trend, noise 
levels in particular being dramatically 
higher. The 51.5dB figure leaves a lot of 
headroom available to be exploited, but 
compares to a 61dB figure from the CT-93 
when measured on the same basis- and 
incidentally, with the same tape sample. 
Perhaps the most representative figure, is 
the 61.5dB (cf. the CT-93's 65.5dB) for 
signal/noise ref three per cent THD 
(400Hz) with metal tapes. The equivalent 
figure with Type II tapes are 58.5(61)dB. 
The various record/replay responses, 
however, were extremely flat, with a gen
tle roll off in each case around about 15kHz 
and a very smooth bass, largely free of 
head contour effects. 

Sound quality 
If we were judging by the internal hard
ware, this deck should have performed 
within a hair's breadth of theCT-93, but in 
the event it was not to be. It is true that 
specific areas of the deck were very good. 
There was never any doubt about the 
quality of the transport with any of the 
music used on test, and the Dol by S circuit 
generally sounded fine in the sense that 
tape noise on the eventual recording was 
negligible. 

The system provided the usual ben
efits, including a cleaning up of textures, 
especially at lower frequencies, and a 
more stable, dynamic overall presenta
tion. But this was in a direct comparison 
with Dolby C in particular, and must be 
set against a backdrop of compression 
and muddle compared to other good 
decks, the CT-93 included. 

The Pioneer was at its best with simple 
material- Mary Black's voice and gener
ally sparse accompaniments reproduced 
with poise and control, but material with 
any great density sounded flabby and 
lack'ng in clarity at both ends of the oper
ating dynamic range. 

Conclusion 
This deck has some good features, Dolby 
S is seen to be a very powerful tool for 
reducing tape hiss and reducing some 
other tape related problems such as modu
lation noise. Tape handling is also highly 
accomplished. The electronics appear to 
be good too, but the measured flutter 
problem has turned into a range of ills, 
including audible compression, and a 
compressed, cluttered soundstage. 

TEST RESULTS 

+3d8 Dolby Level reading on deck's melers 
Rec/replay response -3dB rei 1kHz A 

IEC Type I <20Hz· 17kHz 
IEC Type 11 <20Hz · 18kHz 
IEC Type IV <20Hz · 21kHz 

Wow & Flutter· Peak DIN wtd/unweighted0.060fcJ0.08% 
Wow/Flutter· Peak DIN wtd 0.04%/0.07% 
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 49.5dB 

& distortion OVU 0.65% 
Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 54d8 

& distortion OVU 0.50% 
Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 51.5d8 

& distortion OVU 0.42% 
Noise Figure of Merit (Dolby level/noise Type 11) 57d8 
Line input sensitivity/overload 94mVI> 13V 
put sensitivity/overload rVa 

Line output for OdB/maximum 535mV/4.32V 
IM distortion 1OkHz/11kHz OdB peak, 1kHz product 

Azimuth check R-L phase at 1OkHz 
VU Indication at IEC OdB 
Dimensions (wxhxd) 
Averagewindlrewindtlme(C90) 
Typical Retail Price 
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25 degrees 
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lt tal<es weel<s to 

mal<e a record ... 

Our record speaks 
for itself. .. 

Big enough to matter ... 

small enough to care! 

MAIL 
ORDER 
HOTLINE 
(FOLKESTONE ONLY) 

0303 59299 
PLEASE SUPPLY 

I enclose cheque/PO for£ _ __ _ 

debit my ACcessNisa/Amex card 

No Expiry date __ _ 

Name ________ _: 
Address ________ _ 

Tel __________ -1 
SEND TO: 29 GUILDHALL STREET, FOLKESTONE 
KENT CT20 1 EB Carriage and insurance £7 (UK mainland) 

INTEREST 
FREE 

CREDIT 
AVAILABLE 

Written details on request 
Licensed credit broker 

iiiiiiliiiii-
' 

V.J 
HI - F I 
STOCKISTS OF 

AIWA 

ARISTON 

AUDIO TECHNICA 

CASTLE 

CERWIN VEGA 

CELESTION 

D.C.M. 

DE NON 

DUAL 

FOUNDATION 

HECO 

INFINITY 

JPW 

JBL 

KENWOOD 

KEF 

MARANTZ 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 

MORDAUNT SHORT 

NAD 

PIONEER 

PHI LIPS 

QUAD 

REVOLVER 

REV OX 

ROTEL 

ROGERS 

SENNHEISER 

TANNOY 

TARGET 

THORENS 

WHARFEDALE 

YAMAHA 

Most products carry a 
minimum of 2 YEARS 

manufacturer's warranty. 
5 YEAR parts and labour 

guarantees available for a 
small extra charge. 
Credit facilities available 

�!31AMExj 

VJ 
HI - F I 

29 GUILDHALL STREET, 

FOLKESTONE, KENT CT20 1 EB 

TEL: 0303 59299 or 56860 

119 HIGH STREET, 

MARGATE, KENT 

TEL: 0843 226977 

Open Monday to Saturday 
Demonstration rooms at both shops. 

Easy parking at both shops 



Pioneer CT--93 
PIONEER HIGH FIDELITY (GB) LTD, FIELD WAY, GREENFORD, 
MIDDLESEX UB6 SUZ. TEL: (081) 575 5757 

Following the leader - Harman/Kardon
by a few months, Pioneer has been quick 
to throw its hat in the ring with a Dol by S 
equipped deck, supplemented here by 
Dolby B, C and HX Pro (switchable). 

A three head deck with off tape moni
toring, one of the CT-93's refinements is 
an improved tape alignment circuit called 
Super Auto BLE. SABLE (no less!) em
ploys three calibration frequencies to align 
bias, EQ and sensitivity. The 15kHz point 
is adjusted to one of about 130 steps using 
a motor driven rotary bias control which 
can also be used manually. 

Tape search aids include track search 
(+/-15 tracks), a multifunction real-time 
tape counter with zero return, repeat play 
and auto replay after recording. The me
ter has switchable resolution (a standard 
Pioneer facility), and can also be doused 
to reduce internal RF noise. Tape syn
chronisation is available for use with Pio
neer CD players, and a 'straight line' in
put bypasses the balance control. It is 
almost redundant to say that the CT-93 
feels like a Rolls Royce and drives like a 
BMW - motorised door and all. 

Test report 
Beneath the lid is what can only be de
scribed as a work of art, with masses of 
copper screening, and even a shrouded 
mains transformer. The transport boasts a 
diffused resonance dual capstan mecha
nism and a pressure pad lifter to reduce 
modulation noise. The cassette shell is 
clamped, and motor noise is carefully 
excised from the tape platform. Hermetic 
sealing around the door inhibits acoustic 
feedback. 

Pioneer claims a first with micro
processor control over the reel (not just 
capstan) motors to keep the torque ap
plied to the tape constant as the amount of 
tape wound on the hub varies. The spec
trum analysis is utterly clean, and wow 
and flutter figures are state of the art. 

Operating dynamic range even with-

out Dolby S is significantly ahead of any 
of the other decks tested. The best meas
ured figure was the 65dB provided by the 
Type IV test tape (three per cent THD, 
400kHz). The frequency response tests 
yielded impressively straight lines, with 
the transfer characteristic for Dolby S as 
accurate as for the other noise reduction 
circuits. A 2dB HF rise was measured 
with the prerecorded test tape, however. 

Sound quality 
Pioneer quotes 24dB signal/noise reduc
tion with Dolby S, which is little more 
than Dol by B. But'S' processing cannot be 
summed up in a single figure of merit. It 
does more than just reduce noise. 

At high levels, it can be difficult to 
distinguish Dolby S from C, but at lower 
levels they diverge, Dolby C into its ho
mogenised mode, whilst Dolby S retains 
focus and separation way down towards 
the noise floor. 

It became possible to listen to complex 
but quiet musical passages without rais
ing the volume and without any sugges
tion of cassette style waffle. Yet there was 
never any danger that Dolby S would 
equal the source in this respect. The origi
nal was always tauter, whilst ambience 
had a more spacious feel. Dolby S spoiled 
or muddled many ambient cues, but it 
was preferable to Dolby B or C. 

'Brightly lit' is the phrase from the 
listening notes that best characterises pre
recorded tapes. There was masses of co
herently presented detail and good stereo 
to match, but the balance was too explicit 
and favoured the treble too much to be 
wholly credible. 

Conclusion 
Easily the most successful Dol by S imple
mentation to date, the CT-93 is an accom
plished successor to the CT-91. This is a 
product of which Pioneer can be truly 
proud. Even leaving aside the Dolby S 
facility I would buy it just to make the 

mecommended 

best use of modern tapes without noise 
reduction. The available dynamic range 
is wide enough to make this feasible, and 
the deck is engineered well enough to 
make the idea worthwhile. Unreservedly 
Recommended. 

TEST RESULTS 

+3dB Dolby Level reading on deck's meters 
Rec/replay response ·3dB rei 1kHz 

IEC Type I <20Hz - 19kHz 
IEC Type 11 <20Hz - 19kHz 
IEC Type IV <20Hz - 21kHz 

Wow & Flutter · Peak DIN w1d/unweighted 0.52%/ 

Wow/Flutter • Peak DIN w1d 
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 

& distortion OVU 
Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 

& distortion OVU 
Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 

& distortion OVU 

0.08% 
0.05%/0.065% 

50.5dB 
0.45% 

57.0dB 
1.1% 

.6t.OdB 
1.4% 

Noise Figure of Merit (Dolby level/noise Type 11) 
60.0dB 

Line input sensitivity/overload 96mVi>13V 
Mic input sensitivity/overload n/a 
Line output for OdB/maximum 530mV/4.45V 
IM distortion 10kHz/11kHz OdB peak, 1kHz product 

Azimuth check R·L phase at 1OkHz 
VU indication at iEC OdB 
Dimensions (wxhxd) 
Average wind/rewind time (C90) 
Typical Retail Price 
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0.18% 
45 degrees 

4dB 
45. 7x13.6x37cm 

1 min 43 sec 
£799 
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Just as the circle is an efficient 
and ever present shape in nature, 
Audio Technica's latest 600 
Series headphones maximise 

, it's potential f or so und 
, reproduction. Using large 

diameter yet ultra th in 
.. diapl}ragrns, A-T's engineers 

. cleverly combine them with an 
especially large internal' ears pace 
cavity and a high sensitivity 
Sarh!lriurn Cobalt magnet system 
to· produce a sup.erb level of  

t sound ,; q � ality at a h ig h ly 
� affordail:i l e price. They're a lso 

designed for comfort ... hour 
upon hour if the mood takes you 
... a nd feature infinitely 
adjustable headbands and 'soft 
feel' earpads. 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 
�APEDANCE I SENStnV!lY: 
DRIVER OIAMETER/DJAG�RAGM THICKNESS: 

ATH-609 ATH-61 0 'closed type' ATH-611 

32 Ohms I 88<18 SPI. 
4()nm/25microns 44mm /16 �r.icrons 4411m/15rrno:ons 

@ 
audio-technica ® 

0 INNOVATION 0 PRECISION 0 INTEGRITY 

A leading hi-fi magazine 
recently wrote 'the 609 itself is a 
fine budget headphone for the 
audiophile, punchy, dynamic 
and enjoyable' - 'at anything 
below full wick the 610 's 
were an excellent headphone, 
comfortable to wear, musically 
coherent ... '- 'open, crystal clear 
and with realistic weight and 
authority, the 611 's prove that 
sometimes, in hi-fi, you get what 
you pay for'. Audition them for 
yourself soon at most reputable 
audio stores or contact us 
directly for more details. And 
start listening with the A-T shape 
that's never ever 'square' ,. 

A-T headphone range from 
£12.95 at good hi·fi stores. 

ATH 609 • Opeo Baci< 
ATH 610- Closed Baci< mor>i1or 
ATH6l1-0pen!laci< 

Technlca House, Lockwood Close, LEEDS LS11 5UU. SALES: (0532) 771441 FAX: {0532) 704836 



Revox Hl 
REVOX UK LTD, 1 BERKSHIRE BUSINESS CENTRE, ENTERPRISE WAY, 

THATCHAM, BERKSHIRE RG13 4NA. TEL: (0635) 76969 

The H1 costs a cool £1,145 in the black 
finish (it's £1,203 in titanium) and has 
very similar main features to the 8215, 

namely three heads and full off tape 
monitoring, full automatic tape alignment 
and a semi-automatic record level setting 
feature. The tape alignment procedure 
involves selecting 'record /pause' 
followed by 'align'; the tape rewinds to its 
start point when its done. It will store up 
to two separate alignments for Type I and 
II tapes - a simplified version of a feature 
found also on the 8215. The record level 
setting adjustment, which astonishingly 
hasn't been taken up elsewhere, simply 
involves holding down a 'Set Level' key 
whilst playing an appropriately loud 
section of the source. Full manual setting 
is, of course, available using wide ranging, 
high-resolution meters. 

A time counter is available, and 
headphone monitoring levels can be 
adjusted. A serial data link is fitted for 
Revox multi-room systems, and timer 
operation is supported. Changes from the 
8215 are principally related to items like 
MPX switching (deleted) and the record 
level meters (now a simpler fluorescent 
display) and the omission of features 
aimed at the more creative user: time and 
address searches, loop repeat, 
automatically controlled fades etc. 

Test report 
The mechanics of the transport are almost 
faultless, and the wow and flutter figures 
even make the Pioneer CT-93 look 
unstable, which is like having a car that 
makes a Testarossa look slow. A twin 
capstan, three motor transport with 
enormous flywheels irons out 
irregularities. 

There is no loading door: you simply 
clip the tape in manually, and optionally 
mount the cover supplied. The flaws with 
this approach are that the heads are 
vulnerable if the cover is left off, and that 
mechanical transport noise is not as well 

baffled as it would be by a conventional 
door mechanism. The transport is pretty 
quiet, but a gentle 'sh' noise can be heard 
up to a foot or two away. 

Technically, the tape set-up routine 
produces errors consistent with mild 
underbiasing, but the magnitude of the 
errors is small, and the main part of the 
audio frequency band can be contained in 
a 1dB envelope at worst - not the best 
measured, but scarcely disastersville. 
Prerecorded material is highly compatible 
as measured. The level of IM distortion 
measured is not insignificant, however, 
and the overall signal/noise results are 
uninspiring. Note in particular the best 
case Type IV three per cent THD figure of 
59.5dB measured at 400Hz. The Pioneer 
CT-93 measured 65dB under the same 
conditions. 

Sound quality 
With a mild but engaging (European?) 
softness that contrasts with the diamond 
like glare of some Japanese cassette decks, 
the Hl sounds unobtrusively excellent. 
The test prerecorded tapes were 
reproduced with elan but without false 
emphasis, and recordings created a similar 
picture. 

Type II and IV tapes were almost 
equally suitable for this deck, the slight 
softness noted probably preventing metal 
tapes showing any real advantage. In 
either case, the strength of the recordings 
made on the Revox was their superb 
midband, a combination of clarity and 
stereo focus which, with a good system, 
scarcely detracted from the three
dimensional imagery of the source. There 
was a suggestion of a lack of grip in the 
extreme bass, though bass depth and 
weight were way above average. With 
some material the slight rise in the extreme 
treble was also noticeable as a slightly 
heightened sense of fine detail and an 
occasional skewing of the soundstage 
towards the listener. 

Conclusion 
Too expensive for a formal 
recommendation with decks like the CT-

93 available at little over two-thirds the 
price, the Rev ox remains a thoroughbred 
additibn to any Rev ox set-up, and is more 
than good enough to be considered for 
other high grade systems. 

TEST RESULTS 

n/a Dolby Level reading on deck's meters 
Rec/replay response -3dB rei 1kHz 

IEC Type I <20Hz - 22kHz 
IEC Type 11 <20Hz - 22kHz 
IEC Type IV <20Hz - 22kHz 

Wow & Flutter<"Peak DIN wtd/unweighted 0.36%/ 
0.07% 

Wow/Flutter- Peak DIN wtd 0.024%/0.07% 
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 49.5dB 

& distortion OVU 0.7% 
Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 54.5dB 

& distortion OVU 1.2% 
Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 53dB 

& distortion OVU 0.75% 
Noise Figure of Merit (Dolby level/noise Type 11) n/a 
Line input sensitivity/overload 55mV/2.68V 
Mic input sensitivity/overload n/a 
Line output for OdB/maximum 890mV/5.05V 
IM distortion 10kHz/11kHz OdB peak, 1kHz product 

Azimuth check R-L phase at 1OkHz 
VU indication atiEC OdB 
Dimensions (wxhxd) 
Average wind/rewind time (C90) 
Typical Retail Price 
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1.6% 
20 degrees 

2dB 
45x15.3x33.2cm 

1 min 3 sec 
£1,145 
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352-354lower Addiscombe Rd. Croydon. Surrey CRO 7AF. Tel. 081-6541231/2040 
---



Sansui D--X311 WR 
SANSUJ UK, 93/95 GLOUCESTER PLACE, LONDON 
WlP 3PG. TEL: (071) 487 4844 

The Sansui D-X311 WR is an altogether 
different animal from the more conserva
tively designed and similarly priced 
Denon DR W-750A. Although it too has 
only one transport capable of recording, 
both transports are equipped for full auto 
reverse operation with an optical end of 
side changeover to eliminate most of the 
waiting time for recordings that span the 
side break. 

Normal or double speed dubs are ini
tiated by the press of a button which will 
result in both sides of the tape being cop
ied, if desired. An 'edit' key enables indi
vidual tracks or other specified selections 
from the source tape to be dubbed. There 
are some cute additional features too. The 
recording transport, for example, can be 
made to skip the leader in one operation. 
If in the past you felt you could live with
out such things, here's the chance to prove 
yourself wrong. 

Dolby B, C and Dolby HX Pro are 
included in this package, and bias can be 
fine adjusted. The Sansui also includes a 
powerful tape search routine which will 
look up to 16 tracks forwards or back
wards and resume play from that point. 
The recording transport also has a cue/ 
review feature, which means the Sansui is 
unusually well equippEl:i for exploring 
tapes. 

A counter zero memory stop can also 
be used to locate specific points on tape. 
This works with both transports, as does 
the single electronic tape counter which 
will monitor either transport depending 
on the status of an A/B switch provided 
for the purpose. The record level meters 
are short and fairly low in resolution, 
though coverage is perfectly adequate at 
28dB, and the dual colour operation makes 
them easy to read. 

Test report 
The Sansui is well adapted to the role of 
playing prerecorded material, and is ac
curately calibrated as it stands for metal 

(Type IV) tapes. Type I and 11 test tapes 
both showed a 2dB HF rise which can be 
largely solved by fine tuning the bias 
level. What is not so readily amenable to 
adjustment however is the Dolby C cir
cuit which introduces some significant 
response aberrations into the picture, es
pecially in the area covered by the Dolby 
anti-saturation network. Low frequency 
roll-on also starts a little early. 

Transport integrity is not the Sansui's 
strong suit. The raw weighted wow and 
flutter figure is high at 0.24 per cent and 
0.28 per cent for the forward and reverse 
directions, and flutter energy is also high. 
Note the 0.55 per cent unweighted figure 
for the reverse direction: the degree of 
forward/reverse inconsistency is worry
ing. Noise and THD figures however are 
satisfactory, but the 20 per cent (!) IM 
figure (10/llkHz OdB peak, 1kHz prod
uct) is extremely high. 

Sound quality 
Tested first with prerecorded vocal-cum
acoustic material (Tracy Chapman, 
Suzanne Vega), the Sansui sounded a lit
tle distant and soft, though surprisingly 
tidy and well controlled, especially at high 
frequencies, and this set the pattern for 
what was to follow. It generally managed 
to cough up an enjoyable earful, but at the 
expense of clarity and detail, and with 
some material also at the expense of audi
ble wow. Piano transients sounded 
blurred and image depth seemed an in
variable part of the sound, rather than 
being created by the music only when it 
was part of the music in the first place. 

Curiously, and no ready explanation 
suggests itself to account for this final 
observation, sound quality was slightly 
clearer and sharper with Dolby C than 
Dolby B. 

Conclusion 
The problem with this deck is obvious: 
the resources available have been spread 

too thinly. Something had to suffer, and 
in this case it is transport integrity. 

TEST RESULTS 

Dolby Level reading on deck's meters +3dB 
Reclreplay response -3dB ref 1kHz 

IEC Type I 35Hz - 18kHz 
IEC Type 11 35Hz - 18kHz 
IEC Type IV 35Hz - 16kHz 

Wow & Flutter- Peak DIN wtdlunweighted fwd 0.24% 
rev 0.28/fwd 0.32% rev 0.55% 

Wow/Flutter- Peak DIN wtd fwd 0.09% rev 0.11 %/fwd 
0.25% rev 0.27% 

Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 49.5dB 
& distortion OVU 0.8% 

Type 11 signal/noise CCIRIARM 400Hz 54dB 
& distortion OVU 0.75% 

Type IV signal/noise CCIRIARM 400Hz 52.5dB 
& distortion OVU 1.0% 

Noise Figure of Merit (Dolby level/noise Type 11) 57dB 
Line input sensitivity/overload 1 09mVI> 13V 
Mic input sensitivity/overload n/a 
Line output for OdB/maximum 577mV/3.0V 
IM distortion 10kHz/11kHz OdB peak, 1kHz product 

20% 
Azimuth check R-L phase at 1OkHz A=fwd 20 rev 0 

degreesiB=fwd 80 rev 90 degrees 
VU indication at IEC OdB +3dB 
Dimensions (wxhxd) 43x12.5x27cm 
Average wind/rewind time (C90) 2 min 3 sec 
Typical Ret�il Price £250 
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Simply the finest sounds. 

OPENING HOURS 

Tues, Wed, Thurs 

10.30 am - 6 pm 

Friday 10.30 am - 8 pm 

Saturday 10.00 am- 5.30 pm 

Demonstrations by appointment 

Music Matters are Audio 

specialists stocking only the 

finest equipment the market 

has to offer. 

The list of manufacturers 

reads like a Who's Who of the 

audio world: Arcam, Cyrus, 

KEF, Luxrnan, Mission, Meri-

dian, Monitor Audio, Rogers, 

Yamaha to name drop but a 

few. 

We mainly sell equjpment as 

separates offering expert advice 

to mix and match. The partners, 

Rod Ardern and Phillip Parker 

have over twenty years experi

ence between them to help you 

build up the ultimate system. 

There are two demonstration 

rooms, easy parking, and an 

easy ambience in the store that 

the hi-fi enthusiast will ·reel at 

home in. 

After all, if music does indeed 

matter, Music Matters can help 

you enjoy it to the maximum. 

T HE AU DIO 

SPECIALISTS 



Sony TC .. K570 
SONY UK LTD, SONY HOUSE, SOUTH STREET, ST AINES, 

MIDDLESEX TW18 4FP. TEL: (0784) 467000 

The TC-K570 was conceived for those who 
take sound quality seriously but don't 
wish to commit both an arm and a leg to 
the acquisition of a seriously decent 
cassette deck. 

First and foremost, this is a three head 
deck with the ability to monitor off tape 
whilst recording. Minor refinements in
clude a motorised door mechanism with 
a cassette shell clamp. The transport en
gages quietly, a contrast with the clanky 
sound effects Sony built into previous 
ranges. The goody count extends to a time 
counter with memory stop and track 
search as the main search aids, and even 
an illuminated cassette well. 

Dolby B and C noise reduction are 
switched by a natty rotary switch, and HX 
Pro processing is also included. Other 
features of note include an MPX filter 
switch and manual bias adjust. Tape/ 
source monitor selection is manual, which 
is a mild annoyance. Finally, there is a 

three position switch which changes the 
display (which normally fields excellent 
38dB record level meters with peak hold 
LEDs) to show the tape counter only, or 
nothing at all, a feature which serves aes
thetic ends aside from any musical 
changes it implies. 

Test report 
Here is one of the very few three-head 
decks which does not also have a dual 
capstan transport, two items that nor
mally fit together as close as a horse and 
carriage . Nevertheless the wow and flut
ter figures are good, though what looks as 
though it may be capstan wow can be 
seen in the spectrum plot. 

Signal/ noise is, if anything, a little bet
ter suppressed than usual, and harmonic 
distortion due to tape overload is held 
well in check, allowing peak levels of 
+7VU (three per cent THD, 400Hz) with 
metal tapes, though the +3dB figure for 
Type 11 tapes is unexceptional. Note also 
the high level of OVU intermodulation 

distortion with the applied 10 and 11kHz 
test signals, which is a sign that the record 
chain is becoming seriously non-linear at 
this point. 

Sound quality 
Sound quality of prerecorded material 
varied somewhat from tape to tape, pre
sumably reflecting differences in azimuth, 
but at best was extremely good, with a 
naturally layered and extremely expres
sive style of delivery with free ranging 
dynamics and excellent control. 

In other cases, the sound became grey 
and flat- but that's cassette for you. The 
inherent quality _of the Sony shows the 
limitations of the medium all too effec
tively. 

The CD direct input is connected di
rectly to the Dolby noise reduction proc
essor IC, bypassing the input buffer amp 
and MPX filter input level control, and 
this is the input to use. It is palpably more 
transparent and dynamic sounding, but 
even so the bass and midband have a 
sinewy quality, a heaviness or lack of 
airiness (as you prefer) which detracted 
from the source. 

At the other end of the frequency band, 
it proved difficult to find tapes that ex
actly fitted the Sony' s characteristics - and 
this includes Sony' s own tapes. Re biasing 
to correct the loss of mid I top presence 
always bought a dullness to the extreme 
treble. Although none of the effects de
scribed here are particularly severe, they 
are enough to cause some misgivings. 

Conclusion 
This model is a genuine pleasure to use, 
with an operating feel typical of decks 
costing rather more. This aspect is only let 
down by manual tape/source monitor 
switching. 

Notwithstanding the shortcomings 
uncovered on test, it would be bizarre not 
to recognise its very real virtues, or to fail 
to take into account the low price and 

l&commended 

excellent features count - headlined by off 
tape monitoring of course. Recommended. 

TEST RESULTS 

Dolby Level reading on deck's meters 
Rec/replay response -3dB ret 1kHz 

·2dB 

IEC Type I <20Hz · 18kHz 
IEC Type 11 <20Hz · 16kHz 
IEC Type IV <20Hz - 21kHz 

Wow & Flutter- Peak DIN wtd/unweighted 0.10%/ 
0.0.19% 

Wow/Flutter- Peak DIN wtd 0.06%/0.17% 
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 53d8 

& distortion OVU 0.5% 
Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 57.5d8 

& distortion OVU 1 .2% 
Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 57.5d8 

& distortion OVU 0.75% 
Noise Figure of Merit (Dolby level/noise Type 11) 

55.5d8 
Line input sensitivity/overload 1 09mVi> 13V 
Mic inpul sensitivity/overload n/a 
Line output for OdB/maximum 525mV/3.5V 
IM distortion 10kHz/11kHz OdB peak, 1kHz product 

Azimuth check R-L phase at 1OkHz 
VU indication atiEC OdB 
Dimensions (wxhxd) 
Average wind/rewind time (C90) 
Typical Retail Price 

1 I 
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15.8% 
80 degrees 

OdB 
43x12.3x30cm 

1 min 48 sec 
£200 
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If you live in S. Kensington, Chels·ea, Fulham, we are 
your local Hi-Fi specialist. However, if you live in 
Surrey, Kent, Berks., Herts. etc . . . . we could be your 
"local" dealer, since we supply and install systems all over 
Greater London and Home Counties and even Abroad. 
The Listening Rooms is one of London's leading spe
cialist Hi-Fi shops, with the principal staff having over 
thirty years' experience between them. 
We cater for a wide range of budgets and whether you are 
think�ng

_
of buying a new

.
cartridge or a to

.
p end system, 

our aim IS to always provide the best possible sound. 
We have two comfortable Listening Rooms where you 
can audition Hi-Fi in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere. 
We offer a full installation service and all equipment 
comes with a two year warranty. 
The Listening Rooms is also London's leading multi
room Hi-Fi specialist and provides a full planning and 
installation service. 

�listening 
� 

LINN • EPOS • Q U A D • ARCAM 

• CELESTION • MUSICAL FIDELITY 

• S M E MISSION • MERIDIAN • 

MARTIN LOCAN • AUDIO RESEARG-I 

• DUAL • MARANTZ • YAMAHA 

• DENON • NAKAMICHI • 

ACOU STIC ENERGY • S D • 

SON US FABER • KOETSU • APOGEE• 

GOLDMUND • KISEKI • REVOX • 

ROGERS.MAGNEPLAN • MICHELL 

•DELTEC•STAX•KRELL•TANNOY 

• MICROMEGA • AUDIOI..AB • 

PINK TRIANGLE • SYSTEMDEK • 

WAD lA • BB AUDIO • KEF • AUDIO 

PLAN • PIONEER • MONITOR 

AUDIO • AUDIO ALCHEMY • ETC 

THE LIST EN ING R OO MS L TD., 

161 OLD BROMJ>TON RD. LONDON, S\i'S OLJ. 

TEL:071·244 7750/SQ. FAX: 071-370 0192. 

VISA ACCESS AMERICANEXPRESS 

EXPOR T AND C REDIT FACILITIES 

Monday-Saturday - 10am-6pm 

Ili<>r<st Tub<: Sth Ktnsington or Glouc<st<r Rd 



Sony TC .. K870 
SONY UK LTD, SONY HOUSE, SOUTH STREET, ST AINES, 
MIDDLESEX TW18 4FP. TEL: (0784) 467000 

The K870ES offers a mainstream solution 
to the problems of cassette recording, es
chewing some of the more radical ideas 
aired in some of Sony's recent upmarket 
cassette decks, and in particular the TCK-

950£5. Naturally, though, this is a three 
head deck with real time off tape 
monitoring. 

The loading system is automatic on 
selection of a tape transport mode, and is 
fully powered, as is the rest of this very 
smooth, quiet transport - a distinct change 
for the better in Sony' s case. 

Tape alignment is possible using a nee
dle matching process. Bias is set with a 
variable potentiometer, but record fine 
adjustment of equalisation is also avail
able using a three position switch. There 
are two sets of inputs, and a Dol by HX Pro 
circuit that can be defeated, a feature it 
shares with an increasing number of decks, 
to the certain consternation of Dol by Labs 
which always intended that HX Pro 
processing took place invisibly in the back
ground. 

Everything else, from the wide rang
ing peak hold record level meters to the 
adjustable level headphone monitoring 
feature, is beyond easy criticism. The three 
position display off switch is the most 
attractive option of all. 

Test report 
Cliched as the external appearance may 
be, there is no shortage of good engineer
ing just below the skin. Predictably, but 
none the less welcome for that, the TC

K870ES has a dual capstan closed loop 
transport with a quartz locked, direct drive 
capstan motor. A sapphire thrust bearing 
is used in the shaft of the capstan. Some 
rather extravagant claims are made for 
this one apparently straightforward fea
ture, including improved rotational sta
bility, suppression of lateral and vertical 
vibration in the spindle, reduced wear, 
improved vocal timbre, bass and clarity. 
But whatever the impact of these strengths 

may be (see sound quality), they have 
little impact on the wow and flutter fig
ures which are distinctly average, a com
ment that applies equally to the spectrum 
analysis plot. 

Some reinforcement of the internal 
structure of the deck has been included, 
the tape housing itself being controlled by 
a layer of Sorbothane lining the cassette 
door. On the electrical side, special care is 
said to have been taken over the design of 
the low pass filter which removes the 
210kHz bias waveform, and in the design 
of the FET playback amplifiers. Here the 
numbers prove more exciting. 

The best available signal/noise with 
the metal test tape (three per cent THD, 
400Hz) is a cracking 63.5dB, the kind of 
number that with many types of music 
makes it feasible to work without Dolby 
noise reduction. Finally, the frequency 
responses all suggest a degree of 
underbiasing. They were run after full 
optimisation using the Sony's set-up fea
ture which provides a flat midband but 
some loss of treble energy. Optimising 
the treble tends to upset the mid band and 
is therefore not recommended. 

Sound quality 
Pitched· into play at the same price as 
Akai's improved GX-95, the Sony didn't 
perform with quite enough panache to 
steal the honours, though it still performed 
extremely well. It proved to be at its weak
est with powerful bass sounds - an organ 
transcription of Mussorgsky's Pictures on 
Delos for example, or in a completely 
different vein a number of tracks from the 
first Tracy Chapman recording which was 
used during the playback tests. The louder 
passages were occasionally compressed 
where the Akai breathed more freely and 
offered additional dynamic headroom. 

At other times the Sony did a fine job, 
and with percussive material (classical 
piano for example), the Sony sounded 
more comfortable, where necessary pro-

viding a lightning turn of speed and ex
cellent timing to complement fine 
playing. 

Conclusion 
Extravagantly engineered as it is, this deck 
doesn't quite deliver what is promised. 
Nevertheless it is a more than a routinely 
competent deck aimed at a fairly purist 
audience. 

TEST RESULTS 
+ 1dB Dolby Level reading on deck's meters 

Rec/replay response -3dB rei 1kHz 
IEC Type I <20Hz - 16kHz 
IEC Type 11 <20Hz - 20kHz 
IEC Type IV <29Hz - 20kHz 

Wow & Flutter- Peak DIN wtd/unweighted 0.09%/ 
0.10% 

Wow/Flutter- Peak DIN wtd 0.07%/0.0S% 
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 51 dB 

& distortion OVU 0.55% 
Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 55.5d8 

& distortion OVU 0.7% 
Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 53.5d8 

& distortion OVU 0.9% 
Noise Figure of Merit (Dolby level/noise Type 11) 

56.5dB 
Line input sensitivity/overload 97mV/> 13V 
Mic input sensitivity/overload n/a 
Line output for OdB/maximum 700mV/4.45V 
IM distortion 10kHz/11kHz OdB peak, 1kHz product 

Azimuth check R-L phase at 1OkHz 
VU indication at IEC OdB 
Dimensions (wxhxd) 
Average wind/rewind time (C90) 
Typical Retail Price 
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MUSICAL EVENINGS 

COME ALONG AND HEAR SOME OF 

THE FINEST SOUND REPRODUCTION 

AVAILABLE, FROM LINN AND NAIM. 

MONDAY 23rd SEPTEMBER - LINN 

TUESDAY 24th SEPTEMBER - NAIM 

for tickets and details contaa Sound Gallery on: 

• 

�� 0494 531682 �� 

VORTEX 
This New 'Top of the range' Hi-Fi kit from Volt Loudspeakers 
and Wilmslow Audio utilises a Volt BM 2500.1 bass mid unit 
and a Morel MOT 33 treble unit. Both units are combined with 
a high quality passive network in a reflex enclosure with a 
sloping baffle to inhibit internal cabinet resonance . The 
cabinet is accurately machined from 18mm M.D.F. (Medium 
Density Fibreboard). 

The kit contains bass and 
treble units, assembled 
xovers, long fibre wool, grill 
fabric etc. 

Dimensions: 
700 X 385 X 308 
Response: 
38 hz - 20 hz +1- 3dB 
Amp suitability: 
40- 200w 
Impedance: 
8ohms 

Q-1:o;,OO.per pair 
carriage/Ins. £20.00 

WilmsloV� 
T Audio 

Wellington Close, 
Parkgate Trading Estate 
Knutsford, Cheshire 
WA16 BOX 
Tel: (0565) 650605 
Fax: (0565)650080 

6S CASTLE STREET HIGH WYCOHBE BUCKS HP I J 6RN. 

DIY Speaker catalogue £1.50 I!' !I 
Telephone credit card � 

post free (export £3.50) Access orders welcome � 
FAX: OH� 16� 770 

Why 
do we 

• 

w1n 

these 
awards 

, 
• 

Because they are voted by the public! 
Satisfied customers are so impressed 
by the service, advice and ultimate 
quality of the hi-fi we supply, that not 
only do they recommend their friends 
but also take the trouble to nominate 
Grahams for these honours. Five air
conditioned dem rooms, probably the 

Open Tuesday to Saturday, 4 demonstration rooms available. 

finest hi-fi facilities in Europe (most 
people are amazed when they visit us 
for the first time), lots of FREE park
ing, helpful, trained staff, 60 years 
trading, systems from £400 upwards. 
Ring for a chat an appointment 

and a map! 

� 
See'vvhy! 

GRAHAmS HI·FI 

Canonbury Yard 
1 90A New North Road 

London N 1 785 W 071-226 5500 



Teac V--5000 
TEAC (UK) LTD, 4 MARLIN HOUSE, THE CROXLEY CENTRE, 
WATFORD, HERTS WDl BY A. TEL: (0923) 225235 

With the transport mounted amidships, 
the front panel of this player is neatly 
trisected into the transport controls, the 
tape loading door and input level and 
tape alignment controls. The former are 
standard full logic types and quiet on 
mode engagement, though the transport 
itself is rather noisy. The cassette loading 
door is logic controlled and a full and 
equal partner with the other transport 
functions. 

Equalisation can be adjusted on a per 
channel basis using a dedicated calibra
tion mode in which the sensitivity con
trols are adjusted until the meter indica
tion matches a marker. The procedure is 
repeated to set the bias level. It is easy, 
repeatable and takes about 20 seconds -
but it's a procedure that those who don't 
want to get their hands dirty will not be 
happy about. The V-5000 could not be 
described as grannyproof. 

The Teac has a time counter with a 
'return to zero' function, and a system for 
adjusting record levels when coupled to 
specific CD players. Headphone moni
toring can be adjusted in level, and re
cording can be controlled by a timer. 
Dolby B and C noise reduction are com
plemented by HX Pro headroom exten
sion circuitry and the record level meters 
cover a 52dB range, from+ lOdB ref OVU. 

The V-5000 joins an increasing number 
of cassette decks featuring remote control 
operation. The one provided here covers 
basic transport functions, record mode, 
tape/source monitor and some display 
modes. 

As well as being deep and tall, the Teac 
is a little wider than the usual at 47.1cm, 
which may be relevant where equipment 
is to be stacked, though it is always better 
to avoid stacking if possible. 

Test report 
The Teac is equipped with a dual capstan 
transport, but with a DC servo capstan 
motor where the V-7000 uses a quartz 

locked direct drive motor, a technology 
that has given that model a much better 
standard of pitch integrity. 

Not that there's much wrong with this 
one, the spectrum analysis showing basi
cally clean behaviour which is reflected in 
quite decent numbers. 

The tape setup routine sets the mid
band response very accurately, but al
lows the treble to roll off slightly, which is 
of no great consequence. The bass end is 
well tailored and shows a very low level 
of head contour effect (woodles). 

The level of IM distortion measured is 
a little higher than ideal for what is a 
relatively ambitious deck, but the V-5000 
nevertheless has an excellent working 
dynamic range. Best case signal/noise 
(measured for a three per centTHD figure 
at 400Hz for all the three head decks) 
is an excellent 63.5dB (metal tape), 
which is only beaten by a couple of the 
most expensive models tested (though 
the budget price Aiwa 810 gets danger
ously close). 

Sound quality 
The fine ultimate signal/ noise figure isn't 
quite realised in practice where mid HF 
noise with Dolby C is at a slightly higher 
than normal level. This had little effect on 
the audition, however. The listening ses
sions were dominated by the clean, de
tailed and accurate sound of the electron
ics. 

As usual with the cassette medium, 
there was a sense of gentle gerrymander
ing of dynamics and slackening of tran
sients, which sapped some of the natural 
tension from at least some music. There 
was nothing severely wrong here, and the 
observations were partly ameliorated by 
the very free and powerful sounding bass 
performance. Nevertheless, it was a 
factor. 

Prerecorded material was consistent 
with these remarks in all important de
tails. Pitch and image stability were nota-

bly good, and the overall effect was lively 
and lifelike. 

Conclusion 
Easily the best £300 Teac to date, techni
cally and build quality wise this is an 
excellent machine, and musically it is only 
just pipped to the post by the Yamaha KX-
650. As such, a firm 'worth considering' is 
in order. 

TEST RESULTS 

Dolby level reading on deck's meters ·1 dB 
Rec/replay response -3dB rei 1kHz 

IEC Type I 30Hz - 15kHz 
IEC Type 11 30Hz - 18kHz 
IEC Type IV 30Hz - 19kHz 

Wow & Autter- Peak DIN wtd/unweighted 0.1 OO/oi0.13% 
Wow/A utter- Peak DIN wtd 0.08"/d0.09% 
Type I signaUnoise CCIRIARM 400Hz 53dB 

& distortion OVU 1.00/o 
Type 11 signaUnoise CCIR!ARM 400Hz 57.5dB 
& distortion OVU 1.4% 

Type IV signaUnoise CCIRIARM 400Hz 55dB 
& distortion OVU 0. 75% 

Noise Figure of Merit (Dol by level/noise Type 11) 56.5dB 
Line input sensitivi1y/overload 79mVI>13V 
Mic input sensitivity/overload n/a 

Line ou1put for OdB/maximum 522mVr.3.45V 
IM distortion 10kHz/11kHz OdB peak, 1kHz product 2.2% 
Azimuth check R-L phase at 10kHz 60 degrees 
VU indication atiEC OdB OdB 
Dimensions (wxhxd) 47.1 x14.9x35.5cm 
Average wind/rewind lime (C90) 2 min 0 sec 
Typical Retail Price £299 
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THE NAD 5420 AND 5425 

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS 
LEADING THE FIELD IN LOW COST 

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY 

"The 5425 really scores in terms of sound quality ... the 5425 went down a storm. The 
panel was unanimous in its applause for the very sonorous, purposeful and involving 

sound ... NAD's new cheapie is a real cracker ... Genuinely convincing music 
that lives and breathes ! ... NAD's remote-less 5420 could turn out to be a 
mega-bargain ... " BEST BUY HI-FI CHOICE JUNE 1991 

I 

The two budget priced NAD Compact Disc Players that are setting new standards in low cost digital 

technology are the 5420 and the 5425. The players are identical apart from the remote control included 

with the 5425, but the most important identity that they share is the ability to produce an outstanding sound 

quality which is unrivalled at the price. Both players are equipped with highly accurate MASH D/A 

converters, separately regulated power supplies and high-grade audiophile components. NAD has built 

a fine and just reputation for audio excellence in amplifier design over the years. Now this unparalleled 

commitment to achieving the finest sound available at a modest cost has been manifested in the world 

of digital sound reproduction. The result simply brings music to the ears. Listen for yourself. Audition an 

NAD Compact Disc Player at your local stockist today. 

NAD 

NAD Marketing Ltd. 

NOW AVAILABLE FROM NAD SPECIALIST DEALERS 
5420 - £179.95 

5425 - £199.95 (Complete with Remote Control) 
• Precise MASH D/ A Converter 

• Phase-linear digital filtering 
• Fast, low-inertia three beam laser pick-up 
• 16 Track Memory 

BRITISH - BY DESIGN 

Adastra House, 401-405 Nether Street, London N3 1 QG 

Telephone: 081 349 4034 



Teac V--7000 
TEAC (UK) LTD, 4 MARLIN HOUSE, THE CROXLEY CENTRE, 
WATFORD, HERTS WDl BY A. TEL: (0923) 225235 

Like its cheaper counterpart, the V-7000 
picks up on a number of recent develop
ments, most notably the central position
ing of the transport (cfSony), thus placing 
the mechanism at what is claimed to be 
the point of greatest stability. The cassette 
l.oading door is powered and fully inte
grated into the control logic, allowing 
rapid transfer of the tape after inserting it 
straight into record mode if desired. The 
deck also boasts two sets of line inputs. 

The V-7000 is a three head deck with a 
sophisticated transport and powerful tape 
alignment circuitry. The system is manual, 
but it's assisted by a specially calibrated 
display mode and a pair of presets (one 
per channel) for level and also for bias. 
Noise reduction is by the standard mix of 
Dolby B and C, with Dol by HX Pro head
room extension circuitry in support. 

The Teac is fitted with a wide range of 
tape search aids, including RTZ (no, not 
Rio Tinto Zinc, but Return to Zero), track 
search (+I -15 tracks) and a rolling 
number /time counter. Other highlights 
include SOdB range record level meters 
and a feature which helps set record lev
els from compatible CD players with the 
aid of a special fast playback setting. Vari
able volume level monitoring is also sup
ported and a remote control handset is 
included in the package. 

Test report 
The very stable transport fitted to this 
deck has a quartz referenced capstan 
motor and a dual capstan drive system, 
the combination reducing wow and flut
ter (and modulation noise, according to 
Teac) remarkably as the 0.038 per cent 
weighted wow and flutter figure demon
strates. The other figures are equally good, 
and although the spectrum analysis plot 
shows some discrete flutter sidebands, 
the area under the curve is small, reflect
ing the low measured values. 

All three record I replay responses 
show a small but wideband suckout in the 

midband, which is probably just enough 
to have audible consequences. Neverthe
less, the tape setup routine is more accu
rate than the one fitted to the VSOOO. But 
note the rise in output at the two fre
quency extremes in the prerecorded tape 
test plot. 

The Teac V-7000 is an electrically quiet 
deck. Signal I noise numbers are all sound, 
and the 62dB best case signal/noise fig
ure (metal tape, three per cent THD, 
400Hz), and the equivalent 61dB obtain
able with Type 11 (which can be bettered 
with some ultra-quiet formulations) 
shows that it is worth experimenting with 
recording without Dol by noise reduction. 

Sound quality 
The prerecorded test tapes glittered, the 
balance clearly being designed to empha
sise detail and to impress. But I quickly 
found the effect (and it does appear to be 
a deliberately engineered effect) tiresome, 
which is a pity, as underlying sound qual
ity was very good. However, some mate
rial certainly benefited from the super
charged presentation. 

Record/play performance was very 
much more neutral. Without Dolby noise 
reduction the Teac was very impressive 
indeed, especially with metal tapes like 
TDK MA-X, but switch in the Dolby cir
cuits and the fast flowing notes of Evengy 
Kissim playing Liszt's Rhapsodie espagnole 
began to sound cluttered and slightly ar
thritic, the spark at the start of each note 
being repressed, along with much of the 
expressiveness that makes this perform
ance so exciting. On the credit side, the 
bass is solid and true in tone, and both 
pitch and timing are beyond reproach. 

Conclusion 
It's worth measuring up to be sure you 
can accommodate this deck, which is one 
of the largest on the market. It is superbly 
engineered - the quartz referenced trans
port mechanism is nothing less than a 

masterpiece - and it offers immaculate 
sound quality. Until the Dolby circuits 
are switched in, that is. Even Dolby B 
removes the edge and spoils the magic; 
Dol by C sounds worse. Prerecorded tapes 
suffered from an excess of treble. 

TEST RESULTS 

-1dB Dolby Level reading on deck's meters 
Rec/replay response -3dB ref 1kHz 

IEC Type I 25Hz - 14kHz 

IEC Type 11 25Hz - 19kHz 

IEC Type IV 25Hz - 23kHz 

Wow & Flutter - Peak DIN wtd/unweighted 0.038%/ 

Wow/Flutter - Peak DIN wtd 
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 

& distortion OVU 

0.08% 

0.09%10.07% 

53dB 

0.5% 

58.5dB Type 11 signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 
& distortion OVU 1.4% 

Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 55.5dB 

& distortion OVU 0.9% 

Noise Figure of Merit (Dolby level/noise Type 11) 
57.5dB 

Line input sensitivity/overload 1 05m Vi> 13V 

Mic input sensitivity/overload n/a 

Line output for OdB/maximum 680mV/3.56V 

IM distortion 1 OkHzl11 kHz OdB peak, 1kHz product 

Azimuth check R-L phase at 1OkHz 
VU indication at IEC OdB 

·Dimensions (wxhxd) 
Average wind/rewind time (C90) 
Typical Retail Price 
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FREE TRIP TO 

NEW YORK 
IF YOU DON'T BUY HI-FI FROM US! 

Bet that caught your attention. 

It's Penta time again, and this year the Kamla Indians are on the warpath. 

At the Hi-Fi Show you will have the opportunity to see some of the best domestic audio equipment on the 
planet. 

But beware the Cowboys. 
Cowboys come in all shapes and sizes. 

There are those from the north that use strange, archaic lingo to preach their dogma. 

There are bearded, sandaled ones that try to assure you that their garden shed operation is actually 
the centre of western leading-edge technology. 

And there are emissaries of foreign hi-fi companies that charge more for those products than if you 
were to, for instance, fly to New York, buy a pair of speakers in a hi-fi shop, pay shipping, insurance, 

import duty and V AT charges, and fly back. 

Of course, the vast majority of companies represented are very cuddly, and we like them very much. 
Just like the proud, noble race of old, the Kamla Indians don't deal with Cowboys. 

And don't you worry about the Cowboys. 
Just like the cattle ranchers of old, you can smell the bull*** from miles away. 

Have a good Show. 

Phone for a reservation and get on the next stage to the Wild West End 

AIR TIGHT: AIW A: AKAI: ALBARRY: ALCHEMIST: ALLISON: ALPHASON: AUDIO INNOVATIONS 

AUDIO NOTE: AUDIOPLAN: AUDIO TECHNICA: AURA: B&W: CAMBRIDGE: CERWIN VEGA 

CONRAD JOHNSON: DCM: FURUKA W A : GOLDRING : HECO: INFINITY: JBL: JEFF ROWLAND : JPW 

JVC : KEF: KENWOOD: KUZMA : LINDLEY : UNX : MAXELL: MICROMEGA : MITSUBISHI: MONSTER 

MORDAUNT SHORT: MOTH: NAKAMICHI: NVA: ORACLE: ORTOFON: PANASONIC: PHILIPS 

PIONEER: QED :REVOLVER : ROTEL: ROTHWELL: RUARK: SD ACOUSTICS : SENNHEISER: SHARP 

STANDESTGN: STRAIGHT WIRE: SUPRA: SYSTEMDEK: TDK: TEAC: TECHNICS 

K 
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T E 

THAT'S : THORENS : TOSHIBA : VDH : WHARFEDALE 

10% off selected items with a copy of this add (towards your trip to New York) 

A M L 
RUN BY INDIANS -NOT A BUNCH OF COWBOYS 

TOTTENHAM COURT 
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LONDON 
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Technics RS--BX404 
PANASONIC (UK) LTD, 300-318 BATH ROAD, SLOUGH, 
BERKS SLl 6JB. TEL: (0753) 34522 

This is an astonishing box of tricks for the 
£129.95 price tag. Built and finished to a 
standard way beyond its price, the Tech
nics is also equipped in a manner fully in 
keeping with the value for money flavour 
of these impoverished times. 

The basics are straightforward: two 
heads, Dolby B, C (with an MPX filter 
switch even at this price) and HX Pro. The 
display has a respectable range (28dB) 
but is set apart from some at this price 
level by its illuminated scale markings 
and a peak hold facility that can, if re
quired, hold an indicated peak indefi
nitely, which can subsequently be used as 
a guide when adjusting record levels. The 
tape counter is electronic and has a 
memory stop option. There are few other 
tape search aids, but audible cueing, which 
is increasingly uncommon elsewhere, is 
included, along with a fine bias adjust 
feature. 

The RS-BX404 is also one of the few 
decks that still caters for microphones, for 
which two 6.3mm sockets are provided. 
Headphones are also accommodated, 
though without a volume control. And 
that's about it, apart from a mention for 
the excellent ergonomics and aesthetics 
which do Technics real credit. 

Test report 
The transport is clearly exceptional at the 
price. It is not just the weighted wow and 
flutter figure that is deserving of praise; 
the unweighted figure and that for wow, 
the most audibly obnoxious class of speed 
instability, are also low. The spectrum 
analysis is clean and free of dominant 
artefacts for the ear to latch onto. Great 
stuff. 

The various frequency responses are 
also extremely well aligned, with notably 
smooth midband responses both for the 
record/ playback cycle and when playing 
prerecorded material. There's also a free
dom from pen wobble on the plots that at 
least implies good tape to head contact 

integrity. Bass is quite well extended, 
though there is some sharp 'woodles' ring
ing caused by unfavourable head geom
etry. 

The bias control can take care of most 
of what residual HF errors remain, though 
some extreme HF excess seems to be part 
of the package. Some OVU inter-modula
tion is present too, implying limited head
room in the record amps or heads when 
dealing with complex waveforms, and 
this can militate against the deck, which 
appears to rely on headroom above the 
OVU point to redress below average sig
nal/noise figures. Note the low harmonic 
distortion figures at OVU, which explain 
where the signal/noise went. 

Sound quality 
It would be going too far to describe the 
Technics as having the joi de vivre of, let's 
say, the Aiwa AD-F410. Its treble can 
sound a little insistent or even steely with 
some material, especially when recorded 
on metal tape. 

The bass end too can sound a trace 
wooden, showing some boxy coloration 
with certain material, not least male voice 
(as, for example, the title role in Britten's 
Paul Bunyan). 

On the other hand, the Technics, which 
costs only £130 remember, has an uncom
monly assured character, with real stabil
ity throughout the audio frequency range. 
It also works well with metals, sounding 
even more solid and consistent, though 
there is some extra brightness with this 
particular tape type that cannot be fully 
eliminated, even after resorting to the 
fine bias control. 

Clarity is always of a high order, mak
ing it possible to hear deep down into the 
mix, and if the Technics lacks real root 
and branch subtlety, it is also possible to 
hear through the music without obvious 
masking. Prerecorded material followed 
the same pattern, though the measured 
brightness was audible on audition. 

03est Buy 

Conclusion 
Best Buy, obviously. This deck won't 
please many of Technics' competitors. It 
is, however, an excellent low cost cassette 
deck with features and performance fully 
the match of the best at £150, yet it costs 
only £130. 

TEST RESULTS 

+3d8 Dol by Level reading on deck's meters 
Rec/replay response -3dB rei 1kHz 

IEC Type I 24Hz · 16kHz 
IEC Type 11 24Hz - 18kHz 
IEC Type IV 24Hz - 20kHz 

Wow & Flutter- Peak DIN w1d/unweighted 0.11%/ 
0.18% 

Wow/Flutter- Peak DIN wtd 0.07%/0.17% 
Type I signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 46d8 

& distortion OVU 0.8% 
Type 11 signal/noise CCIRIARM 400Hz 51.5d8 

& distortion OVU 0.5% 
Type IV signal/noise CCIR/ARM 400Hz 50d8 

& distortion OVU 0.5% 
Noise Figure of Merit (Dolby level/noise Type 11) 

54.5dB 
Line input sensitivity/overload 5mVi> 13V 
Mic input sensitivity/overload 0.41 mV/22. 7mV 
Line output tor OdB/maximum 698mV/2.72V 
IM distortion 10kHz/11kHz OdB peak, tkHz product 

Azimuth check R-L phase at 1OkHz 
VU indication at IEC OdB 
Dimensions (wxhxd) 
Average wind/rewind time (C90) 
Typical Retail Price 
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BILLY VEE SOUND SYSTEMS 

HOW TO GET THE VERY BEST 

FROM YOUR FREE SONY TURBO TAPE. 
T HE NAKAMICHI CR4 CASSETTE MACHINE. 

OPTIMISED TAPE PERFORMANCE HAS NEVER BEEN AVAILABLE AT TI-llS PRICE 

UNTIL NOW! 
THE CR4 WILL ALLOW YOU TO C ALIBR ATE ANY TAPE QUICKLY AND E ASILY TO OBTAIN THE 

MAXIMUM PERFORM ANCE FROM TH AT TAPE. YOU H AVE DISCRETE 3 HE AD MONITORING AND 

OUTPUT CONTROL TO GIVE RECORDINGS TH AT ARE VIRTUALLY INDISTINGUISH ABLE FROM THE 

ORIGIN AL! 

*DIRECT DRIVE TR ANSPORT 

*DISCRETE 3 HE AD MONITORING 

*OU TPUT LEVEL CONTROL 

* DU AL C APSTAN 

*TIMER SWITCH 

*MEMORY STOP & REPE AT 

WE H AVE A LIMITED QU ANTITY OF THESE FABULOUS BOXED, 

NEW M ACHINES AT OVER A £200 S AVING. YOU C AN CHOOSE 

UP TO £30 WORTH OF EITHER TDK OR MAXELL TAPES FREE OR 

TAKE INTEREST FREE CREDIT* (PLEASE RING FOR DETAILS). 

WAS£695.95 
NOW 

ONLY£495.00 
IF YOU C AN'T GET TO US WE OFFER FREE NEXT D A Y  

DELIVERY FOR TELEPHONE ORDERS! (INC £30 WORTH OF FREE TAPES 

OR INTEREST FREE CREDIT*) *ALL APPLICANTS SUBJECT TO A £10.00 ARRANGEMENT FEE UPON ACCEPTANCE. 

AND 

SALE OF EX-DISPLAY IDEM EQUIPMENT! 
MOSTLY BOXED AS NEW, SOME UNITS WITH LIMITED OR NO USE. 

FULL GUARANTEE 
OUR SUMMER CLEARANCE IS HERE AGAIN WITH MANY ITEMS AT BARGAIN PRICES. PLEASE RING 

TO CHECK AVAILABILITY BEFORE ORDERING. YOU CAN TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER USING V ISA OR 

ACCESS AND FAST (U.K. MAINLAND) DELI V ERY IS ONLY £5.00 FOR UP TO 41TEMS! 

(PRICES CORRECT AT PRESS E&OE) 

WAS NOW 

ARCAM ALPHA/2 AMP.......... .. . ........................ (194) £125 
ARCAM DEL TA 70. 2 CID PLAYER ................. (599) £399 
ARCAM DELTA 170 CID TRANSPORT ..... (619) £415 
AIWA ADF500 CASSIDECK .. . .... (149) £109 
AIWA ADF600 CASSIDECK ......... ......................... ..... (179) £125 
AIWA HDS1 PORTABLE OAT PLAYER ..................... .. (599) £359 
AIWA ADWX 777 DOUBLE DECK ....... ................. ..... (179) £135 
CREEK CAS 6060 AMPLIFIER .............. ....................... (469) £309 
CREEK CLS20 SPEAKERS ........................................... (199) £129 
CYRUS ONE AMPLIFIER (GREY) ................................. (229) £169 
CYRUS TWO AMPLIFIER (GREY) .................. .... (349) £269 
CYRUS TUNER (GREY) ................ .......................... .... (299) £199 
DENON TU660L TUNER (REMOTE) .................. ....... . (189) £129 
DE NON DRM 500 CASSIDECK .................................... (159) £109 
DE NON DRW 650 DOUBLE DECK ... ... ..................... . (199) £139 
DE NON ORA 335 RECEIVER.............................. .. ... (239) £159 
DENON DCD 660 CID PLAYER ..... (199) £129 
DE NON DCD 960 CID PLAYER..... ................... .. ... (299) £199 
DE NON DTR 2000 OAT PLAYER... ................... .. ... (699) £469 
EXPOSURE X AMPLIFIER ......................... . ... (449) £249 
EXPOSURE 15 AMPLIFIER......... ..................... .. .. (629) £429 
EXPOSURE SUPER 8 POWER AMP ................ .. ... (599) £399 
EXPOSURE 7 PRE-AMP ........... . .. ........ (529) £359 
EXPOSURE 8 POWER AMP..... . ................. .... (569) £375 
EXPOSURE 14 PRO PRE-AMP ...... ..... ................... ... (14491 £959 
EXPOSURE 9 PRO POWER SUPPLY .. ..................... .. (1299) £839 
JPW SONATA SPEAKERS ........................ .... (115) £ 79 
JPW SONATA PLUS SPEAKERS ................................. (135) £109 
JPW AP3 SPEAKERS .............. .... . ............................ (225) £159 

WAS NOW 

KEF C45 SPEAKERS.. . .. (239) £169 
KEF 10112 SPEAKERS.. . .... (4951 £345 
KEF 10212 REFERENCE SPEAKERS.. . ... (695) £475 
NAKAMICHI OMS7EI2 CID PLAYER................ . .... (1995) £895 
NAKAMICHI RX202 CASSIDECK .. . .... (695) £459 
MARANTZ PM 30SP AMPLIFIER..... . .... (189) £129 
MARANTZST 50 TUNER ............................ . .... (179) £125 
MARANTZ SD 60 CASSIDECK ................. . .... (349) £209 
MARANTZ CD 9412 CID PLAYER..... . .... (899) £529 
MARANTZ CD41 CID PLAYER.............. . .... (199) £149 
MONITOR AUDIO MA 11 SPEAKERS ..... (329) £219 
MONITOR AUDIO MA 14 SPEAKERS .................. ..... (399) £269 
NAIM NAT 02 TUNER......................... . .... (853) £599 
NAIM IBL LOUDSPEAKERS.............. . (815) £499 
NAIM 135 POWER AMPS (PAIR). .................... . (2702) £1690 
ROGERS LS 2 LOUDSPEAKERS .. ............................ . (193) £139 
ROTEL RA 820AX AMPLIFIER.. . ......................... .... (159) £109 
ROTEL RA 840BX/4 AMPLIFIER .. . ............... ..... (249) £169 
ROTEL RC 850 PRE-AMP ........ . . .... (139) £ 99 
ROTEL RT 845 TUNER.......... ...................... . ... (149) £109 
ROTEL RT 850L TUNER ................................... .......... (179) £129 
ROTEL RD 845 CASSIDECK .... ............................... ... ( 139) £ 99 
ROTEL RD 865 CASSIDECK ........................ . ... (229) £159 
ROTEL RCD 855 CID PLAYER ........................... . ... (259) £189 
ROTEL RCD 865 CID PLAYER.. ........................ . ... (299) £219 
RADFORD WS2 CID PLAYER... .. . . (1118) £699 
RADFORD DAC 1 DIA CONVERTER . . ........ (909) £499 
TANNOY E 11 SPEAKERS.............. . ... (139) £109 
TANNOY M15 SPEAKERS. . .......................... .. (189) £139 

.. RING 08"1 3"18 5755 

ONLVAT:-

248 LEE HIGH ROAD, LEWISHAM, LONDON SE13 
� PHONE 081 318 5755 OR 081 852 1321. 10.00 AM· 6.30 PM (CLOSED THURSDAY) =:le 



Yamaha KX--650 mecommended 
Y AMAHA ELECTRONICS UK LTD, Y AMAHA HOUSE, 
200 RICKMANSWORTH ROAD, WATFORD, HERTS WDl 7JS. TEL: (0923) 33166 

Designed to succeed the KX-630, the KX-
650 has been built with Yamaha' s custom
ary clean cut but rather cluttered high
tech styling, relieved only by the subtle 
rounding of the top and bottom edges. 

Headline features include independ
ent record and play heads for monitoring 
off tape in real time. The only tape tuning 
facility is a fine bias control. Prerecorded 
tapes and tapes recorded on other decks 
with incompatible head azimuth, or 
slightly different Dol by level settings that 
would cause mistracking, can be accom
modated however - not with adjustable 
azimuth, but with the next best thing: 
play trim, which gently varies the overall 
HF response to help it fit the Dol by replay 
curve. Dolby HX Pro is included. 

A remote control covers most main 
features, and some not available from the 
deck itself - bi-directional intra-scan be
ing a good example. 

Test report 
The well specified transport features twin 
capstans and three DC motors (the KX-
630 had a single capstan transport and 
two motors). Bias frequency has been 
raised to 210kHz, which reduces 
downband intermodulation, though the 
improvement this brings to sound quality 
is hard to quantify. The siamesed record/ 
replay head is executed in hardened 
permalloy. 

There are no important technical weak
nesses with this deck, but there is little to 
trumpet about either. The Yamaha has an 
acceptable working dynamic range, but is 
not amongst the front runners as the sig
nal/noise numbers listed later show, and 
which is reinforced by the best case sig
nal/noise figure of 60.5dB (metal tape, 3 
per cent THD, 400Hz). Similarly, wow 
and flutter levels are quite reasonable but 
unexciting, the spectrum analysis show
ing some flutter sidebands which also 
show up in the flutter figure and the 
unweighted figure for wow and flutter. 

The record I replay responses are good in 
each case, but the Dolby C circuit is way
ward, conjuring a 3dB 20kHz peak from 
an intrinsic response that is little over 
O.SdB bright in the treble. Dol by pumping 
is something to look for. The prerecorded 
plot shows some treble loss, but because 
of the play trim facility, this is not a seri
ous limitation. 

Sound quality 
The last point may explain why prere
corded material could be made to sound 
very good on this deck, though relatively 
minor adjustments of the play trim were 
sufficient to set the test tapes employed to 
rights. 

More than just a potentially flat fre
quency response is at play here though. 
Even with the control slightly mis-set (to 
simulate the errors found on other decks 
as they come from the box), the Yamaha 
offered a degree of subtlety and insight in 
the midband and above that set it apart. 
At the same time, the bass end was per
ceptibly bloated in feel. It wasn't out of 
control exactly, but it certainly lacked the 
precision and focus of the very best. 

Naturally the Yamaha was compared 
to the Teac V-5000, which costs the same, 
and this proved to be a real battle, but 
one in which the Yamaha eventually 
prevailed. 

The KX-650's noise reduction circuits, 
although intrusive, were less so than those 
on the Teac, and, in the case of Dolby C, a 
little more effective at suppressing HF 
tape hiss- and all this despite the anoma
lous Dolby C measurement. 

More important, and this was most 
apparent when recording percussive ma
terial like piano (in this case some 
Prokofiev from Evengy Kissim's stunning 
Carnegie Hall debut album), the Yamaha 
sounded a little more clearly focussed, 
with a better localised stereo image and 
more organic and powerful reproduction 
of the playing. 

Conclusion 
At its best with metal tapes, the crude 
manipulative effect of Dol by noise reduc
tion can be heard, but generally wasn't 
ruinous to musical health. A good all 
rounder, let down only by a slightly sof
tened lowest octave or two. Recom
mended. 

TEST RESULTS 

Oolby Level reading on deck's meters +3dB 
Reel replay response -3d B ref 1kHz 

IEC Type I 28Hz - 18kHz 
IEC Type 11 28Hz - 21kHz 
IEC Type IV 28Hz - 22kHz 

Wow & A utter- Peak DIN wtdlunweighted 0.09%/0.18% 
Wow/Flutter - Peak DIN wtd 0.08%10.12% 
Type I signal/noise CCIRIARM 400Hz 48dB 
& distortion OVU 0.55% 

Type 11 signaUnoise CCIRIARM 400Hz 52dB 
& distortion OVU 0.5% 

Type IV signal/noise CCIRIARM 400Hz 53dB 
& distortion OVU 0.65% 

Noise Figure of Merit (Dolby level/noise Type 11) 48.5dB 
Line input sensitivity/overload 133mV/> 13V 
Mic input sensitivity/overload nla 

Line output for OdB/maximum 571 mV/2.3V 
IM distortion 1OkHz/11kHz OdB peak, 1kHZ product 24% 
Azimuth check R-L phase at 10kHz 100 degrees 
VU indication at IEC OdB 4dB 
Dimensions (wxhxd) 43.5x12.2x27.3cm 
Average wind/rewind time (C90) 1 min 12 sec 
Typical Retail Price £300 
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Your Hi-Fi choice 

READING 
READING 

HI-FI 
CENTRE 

Reading 

• 

Southampton 

• 

GUILDFORD 
PJ HI-FI 

SOUTHAMPTON 
HAMPSHIRE AUDIO 

3 IN THE SOUTH 

E
ach store is a prominent independent 
BADA member, and offers a minimum 

"""" ••o•o ""'" moc•u•o• of 2 single speaker demonstration 

: � •}121 studios and 17 years of specialised 
hi-fi sales and service. The stores 
are totally independent but share 

THE ULTIMATE IN 
SOUND ADVICE 

the same enthusiastic dedication and 
professionalism giving you guidance and 
unrivalled expertise. 

E 
ach store has in common 10 significant 
quality manufacturers - ARCAM, 

AUDIOLAB, CELESTION, CREEK, LINN, 
MERIDIAN, NAKAMICHI, PROAC, QUAD 
and ROTEL. 

E
ach store offers a selection from KEF, 
MICHELL, MARANTZ, MUSICAL 

FIDELITY, REVOLVER and ROGERS but 
also has its own chosen favourites such as 
DENON, MONITOR AUDIO, NAD, REGA, 
REVOX and SONY. 

-

READING 
HI�FI 
CENTRE 

4 Queens Walk, Broad Street Mall, 
Reading, Berks. RG 1 7QF 
Tel: 0734 585463 
Opening hours: 

Tues-Sat 1 Oam-6pm 
Thurs 1 Oam-7pm. (Closed for 
lunch 2pm-3pm except Sat) 
Open Mondays during December 

3 Bridge Street, Guildford, 
Surrey, GU1 4RY 
Tel: 0483 504801 
Opening hours: 

Mon-Sat 9am-6pm 

HAMPSHIRE 
rlJJDIO 

8-12 Hursley Road, 
Chandlers Ford, Hants. S05 2FU 
Tel: 0703 252827 & 265232 
Opening hours: 

Tues-Sat 1 Oam-6pm 
Thurs 1 Oam-8pm. Closed 
Mondays except in December. 



Tech Talk 

Every review includes a table of laboratory test results. 
Alvin Gold explains how the tests were carried out and 

how to interpret the results. 

At the outset let me acknow
ledge the help I received from 
Chris Bryant, who did the 
sensitivity, overload, azi
muth, intermodulation and 
VU indication at IEC OdB 
measurements. All the 
remaining machine tests and 
tape tests were done using 
the author's own facilities. 

As in previous projects, 
the cassette decks were 
assessed in two distinct ways: 
first as hard ware designed to 
play commercially recorded 
musicassettes, and secondly 
as recording tools. 

The vital distinction is 
that for the former, the deck 
must correspond (in physical 
alignment and electrical 
equalisation) to the external 
standards applied during the 
duplication of prerecorded 
material. In the latter case this 
stricture doesn't apply in 
quite the same way. Al
though a recorded tape ought 
still to replay accurately on 
other cassette decks (the 
owner's Walkman or ICE 
players, for example), some 
of the commonest errors 
(notably those due to head 
alignment) are essentially 
self-correcting with the same 
machine. 

Lab testing 
Dolby Level. Dolby level 
200nW /mm as indicated on 
cassette deck meters, using 
Teac test tape. Note limited 
resolution of some meters can 
give reading errors. 

Rec/replay response - 3dB 
re£ 1kHz. The two figures 
given are simply the fre
quency extremes that define 
the bandwidth (referred to 
the arbitrary OdB 1kHz level, 
and recorded at -IOdB ref 
IEC). These are shown 
separately for all three tape 
types. 

Wow and Flutter- Peak 
DIN wtd/unweighted. 
Central to the task of writing 
to and reading from tape is 
that the consequence of any 
lack of absolute speed 
stability will superimpose 
itself on the signal, and you 

will hear the effect of that. In 
an analogue system like 
compact cassette, the inevita
ble variations in speed of the 
tape passing over the heads 
appear as momentary (and 
sometimes longer term) pitch 
variations. This class of 
variation is known under the 
blanket term wow and flutter, 
and is shown in unweighted 
and weighted form. Wow and 
flutter are shown separately. 

Speed error is measured in 
percentage deviation from the 
nominal standard (4.75cm/s). 

Signal/noise ratios are 
quoted with CCIR/arm 
weighting. The test frequency 
is 400Hz, the distortion is 
shown at the same point (OVU 
on the deck's meters) for each 
of the three tape types. 

Noise 'Figure of Merit' like 
signal/noise but referred to as 
constant magnetisation level, 
ie Dolby level Type 11 tape 
used. 

Line input sensitivity/ 
overload. Will it match your 
amplifier tape feed? 

Mic input sensitivity/ 
overload. What sort of 
microphones (if any) can be 
used? 

Line output for OdB/ 
maximum. Will it drive your 
amplifier properly? (Prob
ably.) 

IM distortion 10kHz 11kHz 
OdB peak, 1kHz product. This 
test gives a useful measure of 
how well or badly the various 
machines respond when asked 
to record two high frequency 
signals at OVU level simulta
neously. Real life musical 
signals are much more 
complex still, of course, and 
an inability to deal with this 
test cleanly suggests an 
inability to cope with upfront 
percussion or other high 
energy material without 
sounding hard, splattery or 
just plain distorted. 

Azimuth check R-L phase 
at 10kHz. Expressed in three 
degrees (of treble phase shift), 
this is a measure of azimuth 
misalignment. The higher the 
error, the greater the HF loss 
when playing commercially 
recorded cassettes. 

VU indication at IEC 
OdB. A flux level corre
sponding to IEC OdB ( = 

250nW /m) will usually 
produce a record level metre 
reading in the range+/ -3VU. 

Dimensions (wxhxd). In 
centimetres, of course. 

Plots and graphs 
In addition, a number of 
plots and graphs are in
cluded with each review. 
The frequency response plots 
were run with the highest 
pen writing speed available, 
which means that dropouts 
tend to show up in all their 
glory, and frequency 
response errors are not 
'sanitised' as is often the 
case. The chart recorder was 
used with its greatest vertical 
resolution. This exaggerates 
response aberrations by a 
factor of 2.5 times compared 
to previous cassette deck 
tests but brings them into 
line with CD players, 
cartridges and amplifiers. 
The record/replay sweeps 
were also continued right up 
to 40kHz. 

All response plots were 
run at -IOdB, which stresses 
the machines rather more 
than if they were run at the 
traditional -20dB. 

Also included are similar 
comparable plots showing 
the effects of the noise 
reduction systems in the 
frequency domain. 

The playback only plots 
were run in exactly the same 
way giving an indication of 
the frequency response 
available with prerecorded 
material. For these tests, 
thanks to Sony and Pioneer, 
we were able to run with 
official IEC 120mS replay 
sweep test tapes from ABEX. 
The tapes used were TCC-
1628 (20Hz to 18kHz) and 
TCC-162 (31.5-18kHz). 

We also performed 
spectrum analysis tests to 
investigate the mechanical 
behaviour of each of the 
decks, though space pre
vented the publication of 
more than one of these. 

The noise modulation 
spectrogram graphically 
illustrates the mauling 
endured by a 3150Hz 
sinewave when recorded and 
replayed by the deck under 
test - there are close parallels 
with a similar analysis carried 
out in last year's edition. The 
central peak should be as fine 
and as thin as possible, any 
problem here being heard as 
a lack of pitch stability. 
Response runs were also 
made using the high speed 
dub option, but have not 
been reproduced for space 
reasons. With auto-reverse 
decks, all data refers to Side 
One, but the reverse side was 
checked in the same way, and 
again discrepancies were 
reported as they arose. In the 
case of decks with automatic 
tape alignment, the alignment 
procedure was followed, and 
where a bias adjustment 
facility was fitted, the setting 
recommended for TDK AD, 
SA and MA was used if 
available. Otherwise, the 
central setting was adopted. 

Listening tests 
The listening was divided 
into two sections. The first 
involved using each deck in 
turn in a system which 
included a Philips CD850 CD 
player, a Pioneer A-400 
amplifier, various loudspeak
ers including Tannoy 
DC3000s and a pair of 
Sennheiser HD560 Ovation 
headphones. Much routine 
listening was done with this 
system, along with all the 
functional work - which 
button did what and so on. 

Finally, and most impor
tant of all, each deck was 
auditioned in a high grade 
loudspeaker based system. 
Equipment used included 
Krell KSL and KST-100 pre 
and power amplifiers, 
Meridian 602/603 CD player, 
Roksan Xerxes I A rtem iz/Shi raz 
record player, with an 
Artaxerxes Mkll step up and 
various loudspeakers includ
ing Monitor Audio Studio 15s 
bi-wired with Roksan cable. 
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FREE DELIVERY 
I N U. i<. M A I N L A ND 
FOR ORDERS 
P LAC E D 0 V E R £ 150 

JUST A SELECTION FROM OUR LARGE RANGE NOW IN STOCK 

Digital Sound Field Processors Meridian M30 (Active) £914.90 Hailer XL 600 £1146.00 
DSPA 1000 (Dol by Prologic) DSP modes Meridian Argent2 (Passive) £875.00 Meridian 205 (Mono) £510.00 

Musical Fidelity P180 £900.00 7-channel, AV amp £799.90 Quad ESL 63 £2072.00 
DSPE 300 (DSP Prologic, 5 channel amp) £559.90 Rogers LS7T £449.90 Musical Fidelity P270.2 £1500.00 

Michaelson Chronos Monoblocks (Pair) £3999.90 AVX700 (Prologic Surround 5 Channel Amp)£409.90 Spendor LS3/5A £345.00 
Quad 306 £322.90 YST SE1 0 (effect speaker DSP E300) 

Reel to Reel 
Revox B77 11 

Tuners 
Arcam Alpha 2 
Denon TU260L 
Denon TU660L 
Meridian 204 Tuner/Timer 
Musical Fidelity T1 Tl 
Quad FM4 
Revox H6 RDS 
Rotel RT950AL 

Turntables 
Dual CS505-4 
Michell Syncro/RB250 ARM 
Michell Gyrondec/RB300 ARM 
Rotel RP855 
Systemdek IIX 900/RB250 ARM 
Systemdek IIXE 900/RB 250 ARM 

Speakers 
B&W DM600 
B&W DM620 
Base AM511 (Free Wall Brackets) 
Castle Durham 
Castle Pembroke 11 
Castle Chester 
JPW Sonata 
Kef C15 
Kef C75 Vinyl 
Kef 104/2 
Kef 105/3 
Monitor Audio MA 14 
Musical Fidelity MC2 

£99.90 Spendor S20 £500.00 Quad 606 
Spendor SP1 /2 £900.00 Rotel RB960BX 
Tannoy 611 £399.90 Rotel RB980BX 

£1850.00 Wharfedale Diamond IV £119.90 

Amps Compact Disc Players 
£184.90 Audio Innovations S500 (Valve) £899.90 Arcam Alpha CD 
£109.90 Arcam Alpha 3 £199.90 Arcam Delta 70.3 
£189.90 Arcam Delta 90.2 £409.90 Arcam Delta 170 
£609.90 Carver CM1 090 £495.00 Aiwa XC700 
£270.00 Denon PMA 350 £169.90 Marantz CD60SE 

£399.90 Luxman LV1 07U £759.90 Meridian 206B 

£949.00 Musical Fidelity B1 11 £230.90 Meridian 200 

£189.90 Musical Fidelity A1 11 £300.00 Meridian 203 

Musical Fidelity A 120 £550.00 Micromega Logic 

Marantz PM405E (Modified) £239.90 
Micromega Duo 
NAD 5425 

£169.90 Michaelson Odysseus £1140.00 Nakamichi CD4 
£399.90 NAD 3240 PE £199.90 Philips CD850 
£789.90 Nakamichi Amp 2 £369.90 Quad 66 CD 
£199.90 Rotel RA920AX £129.90 Rotel RCD955AX 
£289.90 Rotel RA930AX £159.90 Rotel RCD965BX 
£369.90 Yamaha COX 750 

Pre Amps 
A&R Delta 110 (Bitstream) £719.90 Tape Decks 

£159.90 Carver CS £395.00 
£309.90 Meridian 201 £710.90 Aiwa ADF 410 

£549.90 Musical Fidelity Pre Amp 3A £400.00 Aiwa ADWX777 
Denon DRM 700A 

£259.90 Musical Fidelity P173 £730.00 Nakamichi 1 
£379.90 Michaelson Chronos Pre Amp & PSU £3999.90 Nakamichi 2 
£599.90 Quad 34 £366.90 Nakamichi CR7E 
£115.90 Quad 66 (inc Remote Panel) £794.90 Nakamichi RX202E 
£129.90 Rotel RC960BX £149.90 Nakamichi RX505E 
£379.90 Rotel RC980BX £259.90 Nakamichi Dragon 

£1300.00 Revox H1 
£1995.00 Power Amps Rotel RD 965BX 

£399.90 A&R Delta 120 £619.90 Yamaha KX250 
£349.90 Carver TFM 25 £595.00 Yamaha KX330 

m 081·892 7613 m 
RIVERSIDE HI-FI 

422 Richmond Rei, East Twickenham. 
or Fax us on: 081-892 7749 Midd'x TWI 2EB. 

£686.90 
£180.00 
£340.00 

£419.90 
£649.90 
£619.90 
£179.90 
£299.90 
£970.00 
£812.30 
£505.76 
£499.90 
£499.90 
£199.90 
£349.90 
£399.90 
£544.90 
£259.90 
£299.90 
£249.90 

£99.90 
£189.90 
£239.90 
£699.90 
£349.90 

£1650.00 
£599.90 
£999.90 

£1850.00 
£1119.00 

£229.90 
£149.90 
£179.90 
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Conclusions, Best Buys and 
Recommendations 

Which cassette decks made the grade? Alvin Gold sums up the best 
and the rest from this month's issue. 

C ontinued weakness in tic reckoning, however, DAT equipped and polished disappointing. The lack of 
the UK economy and has an uphill struggle on its design which even includes tape alignment facilities other 

the threat of redundancy that hands. Even with such microphone sockets. At just a than a fine bias control for 
hangs over many people's excellent and individually tenner more there is the example is limiting, and the 
heads have had a severely popular models as Sony's Denon DRM-510 (£139.99, lack of auto tape sensing is 
depressing effect on the DTC-55ES, which continues Recommended). This is an little less than bizarre. But the 
market for cassette decks. to set the standards, active excellent machine, with deck scores on two points, the 
Average prices have been interest in the medium established Denon virtues key one being a finely judged 
held down, and manufactur- remains at an increased but including a fine single audio character that allows a 
ers have responded by still comparatively low level, capstan transport, the only degree of analysis of dispa-
including more and more and any chances of DAT snags being a somewhat iffy rate elements in the mix that 
features and under the skin being a replacement for setup for some tape types and most decks smudge out of 
engineering at lower and compact cassette must now no timer standby. existence. The Cassette Deck 

lower price points. Without be treated as science fiction. From the ranks of the One is one of those initially 
doubt, if you are in a position remaining single transport disappointing packages that 
to buy there has never been a Best Buys and decks, five further models really proves itself in the long 
better time to do so. Entry 

Recommendations 
were awarded Recommend run. The other plus point of 

level three head decks now status. In common with the course is the unrivalled 
cost £200, and despite Not for the first time, Aiwa other four, the Kenwood KX- backup Nakamichi provides 
inflationary trends, it is still plays a prominent role at the 7030 (£260) has dual capstans for their decks, whether 
possible to buy a respectable affordable end of the market and three heads and a fussy current or discontinued. 
no-frills cassette deck for less with two decks whose fine but effective range of search Finally, the Pioneer CT-93 
than £100. performance, modern related features. Auto biasing updates the already superbly 

At the other extreme, attributes and sharp pricing takes the drudge out of lining engineered and well liked 
Dolby S has finally made it makes them obvious Best up tapes, but you are then at CT-91a and adds Dolby S to 
onto the dealer's shelves. Buys. The first is the AD- the mercy of the alignment the mix. The Pioneer is a 
After a much delayed launch F410, a £100-less-Sp deriva- circuit which adjusts for a design that, in contrast to say, 
by Harman/Kardon, Pioneer tive of the £150 AD-F500 with rather bright, lean balance. the Nakamichi, can seem to 
has jumped in with two logic controls, fine bias adjust Nevertheless this is a clear work almost too hard to 
models, one built into their so that you're not totally at and articulate deck of achieve the results it does 
new flagship model and the the mercy of the manu- considerable stability and- achieve, but over a period of 
other a cheaper variant. Both facturer's lining up proce- for the price - class. weeks this immaculately 
are covered in this group, but dures, and Dolby HX Pro, a Surprisingly, the Yamaha engineered and fully 
following a lukewarm historically low price point KX-650, which costs £300, has equipped deck has proved its 
reception by the author and for this feature. There is some only a manual bias adjust- mettle in some top ranking 
others in previously pub- LF cotton wool and Dolby C ment, but makes up for this systems alongside some fine 
lished reports, Harman/ lineup is poor, but at £100, with a play trim feature, DAT and CD playing hard-
Kardon decided not to play any complaints are muted. making this deck of consider- ware. Used sensibly, with 
ball for this issue. The better Then there is another Aiwa, able interest to those with a Dolby S or (best of all where 
of the two Pioneer models is the three head on a shoestring large tape collection. On the music allows) with no 
summarised below, but the AD-F810 which also boasts a audition the Yamaha turned noise reduction at all, the CT-

overall conclusion must be remarkably well engineered out to offers more than the 93 can deliver outstanding 
that with DCC around the dual capstan transport. strict sum of the parts. It had results all round. 
corner, Dolby S may be too Excellent MOLs and wow a sharp, positive style broadly The main interest however 
late to end up as more than a and flutter figures lend in keeping with the afore- must be in Dolby S of which 
footnote in history. There credence to another of the mentioned Kenwood KX- the CT-93 is currently the best 
certainly seems little enthusi- very small number of Best 7030. exponent. The system is most 
asm by the producers of Buys to be awarded in this If you can pay £100 more impressive not so much in 
prerecorded material to jump test. Sony also has a strong though, you will be amply reducing noise, at which it is 
on the bandwagon. But on contender at the same price rewarded by the Akai GX- only marginally more 
technical and musical point. This is the TC-K570, 95IT which due to a series of impressive than Dolby C, but 
grounds the best Dolby S another three head design subtle, under the skin at cleaning up LF and MF 
decks suggest the system with a very polished user changes reinforces its claims textures, reducing the 
deserves to do better than this interface (except for the lack to attention. The Akai muddying effects of modula-
rather downbeat assessment of automatic tape/ source includes an assisted bias/ tion noise and generally 
implies. monitoring) but sound level setup routine of unusual making the medium sound 

quality that is just a tad less accuracy, and a first rate sharper and more together. 

DAT 
transparent than the Aiwa. transport, and is a clear class The impression of rather 
The Sony achieves a straight leader at the £300 price level. heavy low-level manipulation 

A thin stream of new DAT Recommended. Commendations for of the source signal is never 
recorders continues to Sandwiched above the Nakamichi decks are almost a entirely absent however, and 
appear, with Aiwa making cheapie Aiwa and the entry matter of course. This is one purist (non-NR) recordings 
much of the running in this level three head models is an company with an apparently can sound more open and 
issue with a couple of excellent deck model from intuitive grasp of cassette more transparent if you can 
relatively cost effective Technics, the £129.95 RS- deck engineering. In some excuse the largely cosmetic 
models. By the most optimis- BX404 (Best Buy), a well ways the Cassette Deck One is (eg hiss) shortcomings. 
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(ihoice Offers 

Welcome to our new mail order section, where along with old favourites such as 
the Furakawa interconnects and CD extracts you will now find a whole new 
range of goodies to improve the performance of your system. These pages are 
only the start of the service that we hope to provide and we will be sourcing a 
number of new and interesting products as the next few months go by which 

will be added to our offers pages as they become available. 

Static Elimination Spray And 
Lubricant £7.99 

200ml of specially formulated 
record cleaning and lubricating 
fluid, contained in a pump action 
fine spray bottle which affords a 
protection from static electricity. 
The fluid forms a fine, harmless, 
lubricating layer in the grooves of 
the disc which results in lower 
stylus drag, a cleaner, smoother 
high frequency sound delivery 
and prolonged record life when 
applied regularly. 

Static Elimination Spray And 
Lubricant With Four Wet/Dry 
Record Cleaning pads £10.99 

As above but with the addition of 
four wet and dry record cleaning 
pads. 

Record Clamp £11.99 

Damps vinyl resonance by 
clamping the record to the 
�urntable's platter thus increasing 
the ability of the stylus to retrieve 
information from the disc's 
grooves without the disc's own 
inherent resonant frequencies 
interfering with the groove to 
stylus interface. 

Will work with most popular 
turntables. 

Record Cleaning Pad And 
Stylus Cleaning Kit 1 £12.99 

An entire record cleaning kit 
containing SOml of static 
elimination spray and lubricant, a 
Teak handled velvet applicator 
pad and 20ml of isopropyl 
alcohol based stylus cleaner and 
brush. 

Everything necessary for 
prolonging the life of LPs and 
cleaning stylii all in one handy 
kit. 

Record Cleaning Pad And 
Stylus Cleaning Kit 2 £4.99 

An entire record cleaning kit 
consisting of 75ml of isopropyl 
based record cleaning fluid, four 
applicator pads and a stylus 
cleaner and brush. 

Manual CD Cleaning Kit 
£5.99 

45ml of CD cleaning fluid 
together with an applicator, jig 
and a cleaning pad for the 
removal of harmful dirt from 
Compact Discs. 

Carbon Fibre Record Groove 
Cleaning Brush £4.99 

A record cleaning brush for the 
removal of dirt and dust from 
deep in the grooves of records. 
Should be used before every play 
of a record in order to remove 
dirt and dust which otherwise 
interferes with sound and 
becomes deeply imbedded in the 
record. 

The carbon fibres are single 
strand as opposed to two joined 
strands and as such are less likely 
to fall out. A copper conductor 
contacts the strands and removes 
static electricity through a metal 
handle. 

Mk 10 Carbon Fibre Brush With 
Velvet Pad £9.99 

The carbon fibres efficiently 
remove dirt from the record 
grooves, which is then collected 
by an integral felt pad. This can 
be easily cleaned with the 
supplied cleaner after use. 

System Cleaning Kit 1 £15.99 

Everything needed for maintain
ing a hi-fi system, all contained in 
one handsome wallet pack. 
Stylus cleaner, auto reverse wet 
tape head cleaner and cleaning 
fluid, manual Compact Disc 
cleaner and cleaning fluid and a 
carbon fibre record cleaning 
brush. 

System Cleaning Kit 2£11.99 

As above but for those of you 
who don't have a turntable to 
contend with. Contains auto 
reverse wet tape head cleaner 
and cleaning fluid, a manual CD 
cleaner and cleaning fluid. 

Tape Head Cleaner £1.49 

Dry type cassette head cleaner to 
remove the build up of oxides 
from the tape heads. 

Monotrak Support Cones 
£8.00 

Supplied in packs of four, these 
turned steel support cones are 
ideal for supporting just about 
any item of hi-fi, from sub
woofers through to amplifiers. 
Effective isolation and de
coupling at a bargain price. 

Interconnects 
We have a variety of intercon
nects on offer, all sourced from 
the respected Japanese specialist 
Furakawa. 

The FV11 Series unbalanced 
digital interconnect cables 
The FV11 Series comprises a 
range of unbalanced digital 
interconnects designed to carry a 
high frequency square wave 
pulse signal such as that 
transmitted from a CD transport 
to a separate DAC, or a video to a 
TV set. 

The FD11 Series unbalanced 
digital interconnect cables 
The FD11 Series of digital 
interconnects, which is supplied 
in matched pairs, differ from the 
FV Series insofar as they are 
designed for the interface 
following conversion from digital 
to an analogue signal of 75ohms 
impedance such as that from a 
CD player or a tuner to preamp 
or an integrated amplifier. 

The outer sleeve consists of soft 
PVC and Furakawa hermetically 
sealed all PCOC:C plugs are 
employed for termination. 

The FA21 Series balanced 
analogue interconnect cables 
The FA21 Series of analogue 
interconnects is supplied in 
matched pairs employing the 
Furakawa all PCOC:C RCA plug 
with a flying earth or ground 
lead which is designed to be 
terminated to the ground tag of 
the source component for the 
purpose of transmitting a 
balanced signal with a totally 
separate ground path. 
These interconnect cables are 
recommended for the connection 
of analogue devices where RCA 
sockets are provided, such as 
power amplifier to preamp and 
tape deck, turntable, step-up 
transformer etc. to a preamp or 
integrated amplifier. They can 
introduce a wide stereo image 
with good depth and height. 

Furukawa FAllS Series bal
anced analogue interconnect 
cables 
The FAllS Series of analogue 
interconnects is supplied in 
matched pairs employing the 
Furakawa herrnetically sealed all 
PCOC:C RCA phono plug with a 
flying earth or ground lead. 



The FAllS super cast PCOCC 
series of balanced cables 
represents the ultimate in cable 
design utilising extreemly high 
quality cast PCOCC. 
These interconnect cables are 
recommended for the connection 
of high quality analogue devices. 
The cable's ability to transmit a 
vast amount of information has 
the effect of creating an awe 
inspiring bass, transparent mid 
range and simply superb 
unfettered treble. 

Speaker 
Cables 

Furukawa FS-2T14 PCOCC 
speaker cable 
FS-2T14 PCOCC speaker cable is 
Furukawa's entry level speaker 
cable consisting of two 1.4mm 
square drawn PCOCC concentric 
strands. 

Furukawa FS-2F09 PCOCC 
speaker cable 
Two 0.09mm square drawn 
PCOCC strands are contained in 
a neat, flat, flexible PVC insula
tion. The FS-2F09 is highly 
regarded by audiophiles around 
the world. 

Furukawa FS-2T30F Evencap 
speaker cable 
PCOCC speaker cable consisting 
of two 3mm square drawn 
PCOCC rope lay strands. 
FS-2T30F speaker cable, by virtue 
of its low resistance and 3mm 
section, increases the audible 
bandwidth, most particularly in 
the low frequencies. 

FS-2T20P PCOCC speaker cable 
PCOCC cable consisting of two 
twisted 2mm2 drawn PCOCC 
strands laid in a concentric 
pattern. The two conductors are 
insulated in polypropylene and 
contained in a circular outer 
sleeve of soft PVC. 

Furukawa FS-2T35P PCOCC 
speaker cable 
Produced from six concentric laid 
conductors in a rope lay this 
large cable has a low DC 
resistance and an appropriately 
larger occupation area for the 
skin effect, therefore bass is 
larger and treble is even sweeter. 

Furukawa FS2T55F Evencap 
speaker cable 
FS2T55F is a S.Smm 2 rope lay 
cable of similar construction to 
the FS2T30F. 

0 0 
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Furukawa Price Table 
Please circle the cables you require. 

Interconnects 
O.Sm l.Om l.Sm 2.0m 

FVU (each) RCA-RCA 42.50 45.50 52.50 57.50 
FDU (pair) RCA - RCA 75.00 85.00 95.00 NA 
FA21 (pair) RCA-RCA NA 95.00 105.00 NA 
FDUS (pair) RCA-RCA NA 220.00 NA NA 

Fibre optics 
FOll (each) TOSLINK NA '37.50 42.50 A 
F012 (each) TOSLINK NA 90.00 100.00 A 
F013 (each) TOSLINK NA 105.00 120.00 A 

Speaker cables 
Please state termination required, solderless, gold plated banana plu gs, spades or 
pins or any combination. All prices are per pair. 

FS2Tl4 FS2F09 FS2T20P FS2T30F FS2T35P FS2T55P FS2T15 
l.Om 38.00 37.00 44.00 53.00 56.00 74.00 129.00 
l.Sm 42.50 41.00 51.50 65.00 69.50 96.50 179.00 
2.0m 47.00 45.00 59.00 77.00 83.00 119.00 229.00 
2.5m 51.50 49.00 66.50 89.00 96.50 141.50 279.00 
3.0m 56.00 53.00 74.00 101.00 110.00 164.00 329.00 
3.5m 60.50 57.00 81.50 113.00 123.50 186.50 379.00 
4.0m 65.00 61.00 89.00 125.00 137.00 209.00 429.00 
4.5m 69.50 65.00 96.50 137.00 150.50 231.50 479.00 
S.Om 74.00 69.00 104.00 149.00 164.00 254.00 529.00 
6.0m 83.00 77.00 119.00 173.00 191.00 299.00 629.00 
7.0m 92.00 85.00 134.00 197.00 218.00 344.00 729.00 
B.Om 101.00 93.00 149.00 221.00 245.00 389.00 829.00 
9.0m 110.00 101.00 164.00 245.00 272.00 434.00 929.00 
lO.Om 119.00 109.00 179.00 269.00 299.00 479.00 1029.00 

Cleaning Accessories 
Please indicate which items you require by ticking the appropriate box. 

0 A1 Static Elirn. Spray & Lubricant £7.99 0 A7 Carbon Fibre Record Groove 

0 A2 Static Elirn. Spray & Lubricant 
Cleaning Brush 

& Cleaning Pads £10.99 0 AS Mk10 Carbon Fibre Brush 
with Velvet Pad 

0 A3 Record Clamp £11.99 
0 A9 System Hi-Fi Cleaning Kit 1 

0 A4 Record Cleaning Pad & Stylus 
Cleaning Kit 1 £12.99 0 A10 System Hi-Fi Cleaning Kit 2 

0 AS Record Cleaning Pad & Stylus 0 A 11 Tape Head Cleaner 
Cleaning Kit 2 £4.99 

0 A 12 Monotrac Support Cones 
0 A6 Manual CD Cleaning Kit £5.99 

Please complete the coupon in BLOCK CAPITALS and send with correct payment to: 
Hl-Fl CHOICE MAIL ORDER, PO BOX 320, LONDON N21 2NB 

£4.99 

£9.99 

£15.99 

£11.99 

£1.49 

£8.00 

Total number of items ordered ...................................... Total for order£ ................................. .. 

Please add £1.50 per order to cover postage. 

0 I enclose my cheque/postal order made payable to Dennis Publishing (Hi-Fi) Ltd. 

Or please charge my 0 Visa 0 Mastercard (Access) 

Credit card number .............................................................................. Expiry Date .................... .. 

Signature ..................................................... Name ........................................................................... . 

Address .............................................................................................................................................. . 

.................................................................................. Postcode .......................................................... . 

All prices include VAT. Offer applies to UK only. Items subject to availability; please allow 28 days for delivery. 
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Reference Recordings 
This month we're taking a look at 

some of the titles on offer from 

Reference Recordings. All 

Reference Recordings are 

engineered by Keith 0 Johnson 

and are mastered directly from a 

hand built focussed-gap ana

logue recorder. 

Microphone techniques range 

from single point Blumlein to 

spaced omnis to complex studio 

pickups, depending on the 

C 0 I' t A ·� U 
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Copland: Appalachian Spring 
Suite, Eight poems by Emily 
Dickinson. Keith Clark/Pacific 
Symphony Orchestra, Marni 
Nixon, Soprano (in the poems). 

Music by America's best loved 
composer, The Appalachian Spring 
Suite is presented irt its original 
version for 13 instruments. Also 
included is the world premiere 
recording of Copland's orches
tration of eight of his Emily 
Dickinson songs. 

This recording was a Grammy 
Award nominee in 1987. The CD 
version also contains An Outdoor 
Overture. 

sound of your 
mere £15 

musical forces involved and the 

performing space. 

RR Compact Discs are made 

from digital masters wherever 

possible and this means that two 

seperate recording systems are 

run during each recording 

session, one to provide the 

analogue master used for the 

albums and one to provide the 

digital master used for the 

Compact Disc. 

Prof Johnson's Astounding 
Sound Show: Sampler. Orchestral 
Fanfare- Red Norvo Quintet -Cal 
Arts Ensemble - Richard Morris -
Organ - Susan Me Donald, Harp 

- Kronos Quartet - David 
Rosenthal, Tubulong. 

A perenial audiophile favourite, 
this sampler of Prof Johnson's 
early work shows what Refer
ence can do with a wide variety 
of musical and sonic experiences. 
Includes the only known 
recording of an unusual tuned 
mallet instrument, the Tubulong. 
Guaranteed to give your 
playback system a royal 
wringing out! 

Kronos Quartet: In Formation. 
The funky chicken- Remember -
Blues - When - Enantiodromia -
Joan's Blue- Wind on my back 
The Junk food blues - Dark razz -
Whatever happened to the 
hoodoo meat bucket? 

Ever heard a quartet play the 
blues? Kronos, celebrated 
exponents of 20th Century 
masterpieces have another side, 
represented by this collection of 
lighthearted tuneful scores, all 
writen specially for the group. 

Recorded in St Mary's 
Cathedral, San Francisco, for an 
unusual, highly effective 
sound stage. 

Berlioz: Fantastique. Symphonie 
Fantastique. Varujan Kojian, The 
Utah Symphony Orchestra. 

This is widely considered to be 
the recording of this magical 
work. The Utah Symphony 
Orchestra, playing in Salt Lake 
City's Symphonic Hall, gives 
world class performance, and the 
excellent recording captures it in 
its entirity. The CD contains two 
versions of the explosive finale, 
one with standard orchestral 
bells, and another with digitally 
recorded church bells. 

The 2-disc 45RPM LP set 
contians two copies of March To 
The Scaffold and Dreams Of A 
Witches Sabbath. 

Below you will find details of 

the first half dozen or so titles 

and over the coming months 

we'll be examining the rest of the 

range as space permits. 

We've also managed to get 

along to a recent RR recording 

session in London and will be 

bringing you a feature on just 

how these remarkable recordings 

are put together in the very near 

future. 

1!1li 

,,. 

Helicon Ensemble: Vivaldi/Bach 
Vivaldi: Sinfonia in C-Trio Sonata 
in G minor- Double Concerto in £
Flat. Bach: Trio Sonata in C
Double Concerto in D minor. 
(Compact Disc also contains 
Prelude in C) 

Albert Fuller conducts from the 
harpsichord a varied original 
instrument ensemble in works 
featuring two solo violins, 
including the great Double 
Concerto by Bach and three rare, 
ingratiating works by Vivaldi. 
Featured solo artists are Japp 
Schroeder, Stanley Richie and 
Linda Quan. 

Recorded at the John Harmes 
Centre for the Performing Arts in 
Englewood, New Jersey. CD also 
contains Bach's Prelude in C. 

Walton:Facade Suite. 
Walton: Facade Suite- Strauss/ 
Hasnohrl: Till Eulenspeigel
Scriabin/Elliot: Waltz in A-Flat
Neilsen: Serenata in Vano. 
Chicago Pro Musica. 

An instrumental from Walton's 
whimsical Facade in the compos
er's original scoring makes a 
perfect vehicle for these brilliant 
muscians. A chamber version of 
Till Eulenspeigel and the seldom 
heard pieces of Scriabin and 
Neilsen complete this engaging 
programme. 

The Absolute Sound maga
zine even went so far as to 
comment: "Walton's Facade has 
seldom seemed so spanky fresh 
as this crystaline recording. 
Congratulations to all 
concerned." 



(ihoice Offers Order Form 

Records and Compact Disks 

Carol Kidd: Carol Kidd 
0 Ref LP39 (£9.99) 

0 Ref CD39 (12.99) 

Carol Kidd: All my Tomorrows 

0 Ref LP40 (£9.99) 

0 RefCD40 (12.99) 

Carol Kidd: Nice Work 

0 Ref LP41 (£9.99) 

0 Ref CD41 (12.99) 

Carol Kidd: The Night We 
Called It A Day 
0 RefLP42 

0 RefCD42 
(£9.99) 
(12.99) 

David Newton: Victim Of 

Circumstance 
0 RefLP43 

0 RefCD43 

(£9.99) 

(12.99) 

Martin Taylor: Don't Fret 
0 Ref LP44 (£9.99) 
0 Ref CD44 (12 99) 

Chico Freeman: Brainstorm 
0 Ref LP45 ((£9.99) 
0 Ref CD45 (£13.99) 

Buster Williams: Something 

More 

0 Ref LP46 

0 RefCD46 

(£9.99) 

(£13.99) 

Gene Harris: Listen Here 
0 Ref LP47 (£9.99) 

0 Ref CD47 (£13.99) 

M&S Stockhausen: APAR1S 

0 Ref LP48 (£9.99) 

0 Ref CD48 (£13.99) 

Keith Jarrett: Paris Concert 

0 Ref LP49 (£9.99) 

0 Ref CD49 (£13.99) 

Don Grusin: Raven 

0 Ref LPSO 

0 RefCDSO 

(£9.99) 

(£13.99) 

Don Grusin: Mountain Dance 

0 Ref LP51 (£9.99) 

0 Ref CD51 (£13.99) 

John Surman: The Road to St 

Ives 
0 Ref LP52 
0 RefCD52 

(£9.99) 
(£13.99) 

Pat Metheny: As Falls Wichita 
0 Ref LP53 (£9.99) 

0 Ref CD53 (£13.99) 

NYC: Steps Ahead 

0 Ref LP54 

0 RefCD54 

(£9 99) 

(£13.99) 

Jon Hassell: Power Spot 
0 Ref LP55 (£9.99) 

0 Ref CD55 (£13.99) 

Shankar: Song for Everyone 
0 Ref LP56 (£9.99) 

0 Ref CD56 (£13.99) 

Susannah McCorkle: No More 
Blues 
0 Ref LP57 

0 RefCD57 
(£9.99) 

(£13.99) 

Car! Anderson: Pieces Of A 

Heart 

0 l�ef LP58 

0 RefCD58 

(£9.99) 

(£13.99) 

David Torn: Cloud About 

Mercy 
0 Ref LP59 
0 RefCD59 

(£9.99) 
(£13.99) 

Busoni, Piano Music: John 

Ogdon 
0 Ref LP 60 (LP only) (£9.99) 

Bartok & Enescu: Sherban 

Lupu 

0 Ref LP61 (LP only) (£9 99) 

Weill, Songs: HK Gruber 
0 Ref CD62 (CD only)(£13.99) 

Kevin Volans: Various 
0 Ref CD63 (CD only)(£13.99) 

Judith Weir, Operas: Various 

0 Ref CD64 (CD only)(£13.99) 

Meredith Monk: 

Vocal Ensemble 

0 RefLP65 

o RefCD65 

(£9.99) 

(£13.99) 

Mozart, Vivaldi, Bach, Bartok, 

Elgar: Polish Chamber 

Orchestra 
0 Ref LP66-Double LP(£12.99) 

0 Ref CD66 (£12.99) 

Debussy, Poulenc & Martin: 

William Coway & Peter Evans 

0 Ref LP67 (£9.99) 

0 Ref CD67 (£12.99) 

Mozart 40th and Schubert 5th: 

English Classical Players 
0 Ref LP68 (Double LP) 

(12.99) 

0 RefCD68 (12.99) 

Mussorgsky: A Night on the 

bare Mountian I Pictures at an 

Exhibition: Royal Philhar
monic Orchestra 
0 Ref LP69 
0 RefCD69 

(12.99) 
(12 99) 

Ravel: Daphnis et Chloe: 

Boston Symphony Orchestra 

0 Ref LP70 (£12.99) 

0 RefCD70 (£12.99) 

Clarke Terry: Portraits 
0 Ref LP71 (£12.99) 
0 Ref CD71 (£12.99) 

Ana Caram: Rio After Dark 
0 Ref LP72 (£12.99) 

0 RefCD72 (£12.99) 

Reference Recordings 

Pro£ Johnson's Astounding 

Sound Show: 

0 Ref LP73 (LP only) (£17>99) 

Berlioz: Fantastique 

0 Ref LP74 

0 Ref CD74 

Tafel Musik: Baroque 

(£24.99) 

(£17.49) 

0 Ref LP75 (£17.49) 

0 Re£ CD75 (£17.49) 

Your Friendly Neighbour

hood Big Band: 

0 Ref LP76 
0 RefCD76 

(£17.49) 

(£17.49) 

Respight: Church Windows 

0 Ref LP77 (£17.49) 

0 Ref CD77 (£17.49) 

Walton: Facade Suitet 

0 Ref LP78 (£17.49) 

0 Ref CD78 (£17.49) 

Stravinsky: L 'Histoire 

0 Ref LP79 (£17.49) 

0 Re£ CD79 (£17.49) 

Reflections: Mountain Dance 

0 Ref LPSO (LP Only) (£17 49) 

Copland: Apalacian Spring 

0 Ref LP81 (£17.49) 

0 Ref CD81 (£17.49) 

Helicon Ensemble: Vivaldi/ 

Bach 

0 Ref LP82 
0 RefCD82 

(£17.49) 

(£17.49) 

Three Way Mirror: 
0 RefLP83 
0 RefCD83 
Nojima Plays Liszt: 

0 RefLP84 

0 RefCD84 

(£17.49) 
(£17.49) 

(£17.49) 
(£17.49) 

Jim Brock: Tropic Affair 

0 Ref LP85 (£17.49) 

0 Ref CD85 (£17.49) 

Dick Hyams Plays Fats 

Wall er: 

0 RefLP86 

0 RefCD86 
0 RefCD87 

Nojima Plays Ravel: 

0 Ref LPSS 

0 RefCDSS 

(£17.49) 

(£17.49) 

(£17 49) 

(£17.49) 

(£17.49) 

Mike Garson: Oxnard Sessions 

0 Ref LP89 (£17.49) 

0 RefCD89 (£17.49) 

Dallas Wind Symphony: 

Fiesta 
0 RefLP90 

0 RefCD90 
(£24 99) 

(£17.49) 

Dallas Wind Symphony: 

Hoist 

0 Ref LP91 
0 RefCD91 

(£17.49) 

(£17.49) 

Reference Classic Sampler: 

0 Re£ CD92 (CD only)(£12.99) 

Reference Jazz Sampler: 

0 Ref CD94 (CD only)(£12.99) 

0 Yes! Please send me .................... . 
Hi-Fi Choice sweatshirts 
at a mere £14.99 each. 

Total number of it ems ordered . 

Please add £1.50 per order to cover postage 
Total for order ...................... . 

0 I enclose my cheque/postal order made payable to 
Dennis Publishing (Hi-Fi) Ltd. 

or ch arge my 0 Visa 0 Mastercard 

Credit card number ....... .................................................................... . 

Expiry Date ........................ Signature .............................................. . 

Name.. ........................................... . ..... . ...... ..... .... . 

Addres s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . . . . . . . ....... . . ........ . 

.............................................. Postcode ................................................ . 

Please complete the coupon in BLOCK CAPITALS & send with 
correct paym ent to: HI-FI CHOICE MAIL ORDER, 

P.O. Box 320, London N21 2NB 

All prices include VAT. Offer applies to UK only. 
Also note: the items on offer are subject to availability. 

Please allow 28 days for delivery 



How To Enjoy_ Your Hi-Fi 
For 4 y_ears Absolutely_ Free! 
Active Audio have negotiated 
an exclusive UK first - a fully 
underwritten 5 year Buy Back 
Guarantee Scheme*. For a 
limited period only, selected 
items of Hi-Fi from the 
manufacturers listed below 
will qualify for a 
cash refund of 

SONY: 
CELESTICn 
@PIONEER" 
............ z® 

rfSANSUI 

80% of the purchase price at 
no extra cost. Phone Active 
Audio now and we will be 
pleased to discuss your 
requirements. Our enthusiastic 
and· knowledgeable staff will 
explain fully how you can take 

advantage of this 
unique offer. 

I I IIJ[lgoO, 
KENWOOD 

Hi-Fi 

�Nakamichi 

Full demonstrations and home trial facilities available 
*Exclusively designed for quality Hi-Fi products. 

� Call our hot line for more details 0 3 3 2 2 0 0 J3 2 
Or visit one of our branches 

Active Audio 
-t •JI!: I WiNNERS OF 1990 BEST DEALER AWARD 
-

AS i'RESCNTED llY BADA CHARGE CARD. 

� DERBY. Active Audio, The Spot, Derby. 
Telephone: (0332) 380385. Fax: (0332) 371220 

>- DERBY. The Stereo Store, 16 Osmaston Rd., The Spot, 
Derby Telephone: (0332) 385185. 

� TAMvVORTH. Active Audio, 29 Market Street, Tamworth, Staffs. 
Telephone: (0827) 53355. Fax: (0827) 59513. 

� HANLEY. Active Audio, 95 Stafford St., Hanley, StallS. 
Telephone: (0782) 214994. 



---
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Jf'WMtn•m 

AMPS 
Kenwood KA1010 £269.95 

Kenwood KAA 5020 SA £384.95 

Marantz PM40SE £374.95 

Nad 30201 £294.95 

Nad 3240PE £334.95 

Nad 3225PE £295.95 

P1oneer A300 £349.95 

Rotel AA81 OA £299.95 

Rotel AA820AX £322.95 

Rotel 820 BX4 £349.95 

Sugden A25 £309.95 

Yamaha AX330E £279.95 

Yamaha AX450 £334.95 

AMPLIFIERS 
Denon PMA 250 MKII .. £139.95 
Denon PMA 350 .. . .. £169.95 
Denon POA 4400... . . .. .. ... .... £599.95 
Kenwood KA 1010 ....................... .. . ........... £109.95 
Kenwood KA3020... . . ..... . . .  £129.95 
KenwoOO KA5020... . ...... .... £209.95 
Kenwood KA7020.. £299.95 
Marantz PM40SE ......... .............................. £239.95 
Marantz PMSO £229.95 
NAD 3020i.. . .... £149.95 
NAD3225PE ............................................ £169.95 
NAD 1240 PE .. . .... £149.95 
NAD2240PE . £199.95 
Pioneer A400 .... .. £229.95 
Proneer A300 ...... ..... . ................... . ...... £159.95 
Rotel RA810A .. . .. . £109.95 
Rote1AA820AX .. . .... £159.95 
Aotel AAB20BX4 .. . .. .. £199.95 
Rotel RA840BX4 ................ ................... .. £249.95 
Rotel RC850... . ..... £139.95 
Rotel RB850... . .. £160.95 
Rotel RC870BX .. £219.95 
Rotel RB870BX .. . . . . .. £240.90 
Rotel RTC850 .. . ...... £309.95 
Sugden A25 .. £179.00 
Sugden A2811 .. . ...... £269.00 
Sugden A48111 ... £339.00 
Sugden P28 .. . .. ... £210.00 
Sumo Ulysses .. . . .. . . . .. £550.00 
Sumo Polarrs P·Amp ... . . ...... £695.00 
TechniCSSIOCked. POA 
Yamaha AX330 . . ........ £99.95 

TUNERS 
DenonTU260L £109.95 
Denon TU560 .. . .. ..... £:149.95 
De non TU660L. . ..... £:179.95 
NAD 4225.. . . .. £:159.95 
Harm an Kardon TU909... . . ... £:199.00 
KenwoodKT1020.. £99.95 
Kenwood KT2020.. . .......... £:129.95 
Revo:x 6260... . .. POA 
Rotei 850AL .. . .... ... £:179.95 
Ro1el RT830AL... .. £119.95 
Rotel AT845AL... . .... ..... £:149.95 
Rotel RT870AL... . .. £229.90 
P1oneer F656... . ................ ... ... ....... .... £:199.95 
Sony STS320L ..... ..... £:149.95 
Sugden DTFM .. £269.00 
Sumo Aurora .. ......... . ....... ... £695.95 
TechntcsSTG470.. . . ... . ...... POA 
TechntcsST610 .. £:99.95 
Yamaha TX330 .. . ..... ..... £119.95 
Yamaha TX350L . . .... ..... £119.95 
YamahaTX530 ............................ .............. £159.95 

CO PLAYERS 
A1wa XC700 .. POA 
Denon OCD560 .... .. £:179.95 
Denon DC0660.. ..£199.95 
Denon DCD860 .. .. £259.95 
Denon DCD960 .... . .. .. ............ .. .. £299.95 
Denon OCO 1460 . .. £:399.95 
Marantz CDSOSE ........................................ £339.00 
Marantz CD60SE . £:379.00 
NA05420... . . ... £179.95 
NAO 5425... .. £199.95 
NAD 5440... . .... £299.95 

-

210 BRIXTON HILL · LONDON SW2 1 HE 
Tel: 081-674 4433/2033 · Fax : 081-674 1521 

161CENTRALROAD 344COLDHARBOUR LANE 
WORCESTER PARK, SURREY LONDON SW 9 
Tel: 081-330 2018 Tel: 071-733 6893 

We are the system builders. 
Some are listed with Dual CS503!2 Turntable 

CeleshooJ 
M!SliO 

!annoy Ell 
MtS320 

CelesiiOnS 
MtSSIOnl&l 

KHC25 
CelesiiGnS 
BWOM560 
NA08115 

---
-

---
-- ---�--

tlltly2001 TannoyMl5 8WOM570 hnnoyM20 
1101 Aud1� 1 CtlesiiOn Ol 6 11 BW DM610 MS 340 

'"' 
. ., TIT & C. D. PLAYER OPTIONS 

Dtamond4 
JPWSonala ___ 

£282.95 

£399.95 --· 
£394.95 -·-
£303.95 

£349.95 

£303.95 -
£379.95 

£309 95 

£429.95-

£425.95 

£329.95 

£384.95 

£344.95 

£419.95 

b nnoylllE 

329.95 

446-: 9
5
-

457.9. 5-

343.95 

399.95
--

J74�-

439.95 ·--

Roge•sLS2 Celest•on0l811 

1- --'!illQ__ 
MtSSIOn762 -

£349.95 £379 95 
1--- £469.95 £494.95 

£467.95 £477.95 

£363.95 £394.95 
1--- £409.95 £429.95 -- -

£384.95 £399.95 

£454.95 £469.95 

£309.95 

£329.95 

-
--£359.95 

£323.95 

£289.95 

£344.95 

-

f-
t----

£299.95 

£415.95 

£409.95 

£313.95 

£364 95 

£319.95 

£409.95 

£319.95 

£343.95 

£374.95 

£339.95 

£299.95 

£359.95 

349.95 -
373.95 

---
409.95 

369.95 

333 95 

389.95 � ���::� � 

£394.95 £ 

�353.95 -J3 
!:314.95 £ 

£379.95 - -£
-

£369.95 £399.95 
1-- £394.95 £419.95 
1- ---

£459.95 £424.95 

£389.95 £419.95 

£349.95 £379.95 

£409.95 £439.95 

PhihpsCD618 . . .......... ................. ... . POA 
PhlltpsCD610 Mkll .. . . ... ..... POA 
Phlltps CD624 .. . ... ...... ........ ....... . ... ...... POA 
Phlltps C0634 .................. POA 
Phllrps CD840 .. . ......................... POA 
Phlltps CD850 . ........................ POA 
Rote! ACD855 ........... ............ ........... ... . .  £259.95 
Rotel RC0865 .. . . . .  £299.95 
Sony COP790 .. . POA 
Sony CDP991 . .. POA 
Yamaha COX530 . ................................... .. £179.95 

CASSETTE DECKS 
A1wa AOWX 777 . . .. POA 
A1wa ADWX 888 . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . ... . . . . . ... POA 
A1wa ADWX 999 .. . . POA 
A1wa XK007.. . ......... ..... ... POA 
Aiwa XK009 . ................................ .. POA 
A1wa ADF 370... . . ..... .. .. .............. .. POA 
Denon DRM400 ......... ........ ........................ £129.95 
Denon 0RM500 .... .... ........ . £159.95 
Denon DAM600 . .£199.95 
Oenon DRM700A .. . .... ... . .  [239.95 
Oenon DRM800A .... . .. . ... ... ...... .. ........ £299.95 
Oenon DRW 650A .. . .. ............................ £199.95 
Denon DRW750A twin . £239.95 
Kenwood KX1010 ...... .......... ..................... £109.95 
Kenwood KX3010 HXPAO . £169.95 
Kenwood KX9010 .... . ................................ £:399.95 
Marantz SD45 .. . ................................... POA 
Revo:x 87711 0/reel .. . ......... ... ... POA 
Rotel R0845 . .... . . ................. £139.95 
AoteiR0855 . . .. ............ £179.95 
RoteiRD865 .............................. £229.95 
Sony TCK 520 ; · .......... .................... £169.95 
Sony TCK 570 .. .£199.95 
Technics RSB 465.. . ........ ... £129.95 
Yamaha KX250 .. .£149.95 
Yamaha KX330 .. . .. .................. £169.95 
Yamaha KX530 .. . POA 

RECEIVERS 
De non ORA 335... . £229.9f; 
NAD 7225 PE . ..... ..................................... £249.95 
NAO 72201.. . .. .............................. £209.95 
AeYo:x 8285... . ........... ............... POA 
Rote! RX850.. . ...... . .... .... £.249.95 
Yamaha RX330 .... .................................... £199.95 
Yamaha RX530.. . ..... . £279.95 

MIDI SYSTEMS 
Aiwa zseco .. POA 
Aiwa XD200 CD ............... ....... .. POA 
Aiwa X092MCD POA 
Aiwa XD87CO .. . .. POA 
Aka1 FX600... . ... .. ......... .... POA 
Kenwood M24CDS... . ..... £429.95 
KenwoOO M34CDS ............. ................ ...... £499.95 
Kenwood M 54 COS ..... .............................. £599.95 
Kenwood M74COS . . ......... £749.95 
Kenwood M94CDS . ....... ............................ £:999.95 
Pioneer Stocked. . . ... . .. . . POA 
Sony stocked... . ...... ............................ .... POA 
TechntcsCDX10 POA 
TechnlcsCDX30 .. . .. POA 
Techn.cs COX510 .. . ................................ POA 
Techn.cs COX90 .. . . ........................ ... POA 
Yamaha AST/Cii... . POA 

TURNTABLES 
AA EB 1 01 . ..... . . ... ...... £.229.00 
Ariston 0 Deck ....... ... . . ... . . . . . . .. . . . . ... ............... POA 
Dual CS50514 ...... . . . .......... £169.95 
Dual CS503/2. .. . ......... £139.95 
NA0 5120...... . ... ............ £.89.95 
Sansui SR222V . . .. . ..... ... . . . . ... ..... .............. POA 
Systemdek 11 X/900 .. . £190.95 
Systemdek 11XEI900 .......... £:269.95 
Technics SL12001121 0 . . . ... . ... . . .. . . . . . .. . ..... ... .. POA 
Thorens TD166 .. POA 
Thorens T0318 ................ ........ ..... .... ...... Special 
Thorens TD280 Mkll ... ...... £169.95 
ThorensTD166V ...... ............... .... ........... £219.90 
Thorens TO 160VBC .. . ......... £.259.90 
Thorens T0316 Mkll . . .... £229.90 

SPEAKERS 
Bose AM5.. . ............................................... £549.95 
B&W DM60<L . ........................................ £159.95 
B&WDM610 .. ................... ..................... .. £199.95 
B& W OM 620.. ... ... .. . .. ..... £309.95 
Celestion lll. £:115.00 
Celestion 5 .. . .. ...... .... ....... £155.00 
Celestion DL611.. .£185.00 
Celestion DL811 .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ......... ........ £205.00 
Celestion OL 1211.... . .. £349.95 
Celestion SL6Si. ...... ................. ...... . ...... £409.00 
Celestion SL600Si. .. . . ... ................... £820.00 
Celestion Sl700 .. . . . ... £1349.49 
Cerwin Vega .............................................. stocked 
Infinity AS Series ... . ....................... POA 
JBL l.X66... . .............................................. £599.95 
JBL HP520 .. . .................................................. POA 
JBLXE.1 .. . . ....... ...... £109.95 
JBLXE.2 ................. ... .. . ............ ..... ... .. £149.95 
Pro 3 .. ..£199.95 
JPW Minim . .................................................. £79.95 
JPW Sonata ............ ...... ........................... £114.95 
Mission 760 ... . . .. ... ... .... .. ..... £:99_90 
Mission761 ..................... .................. ... ..... £:139.90 
Mission 762. . ..... £199.90 
Mission 763 ............... .................... ........ .. £299.90 
KEF C Series ...................... ............................. POA 
KEF Construction Series . . .. .. ..................... POA 
Monitor Audio M7 . .... . .... ............................ £179.95 
Monitor Audio M9... . .. ... ...... £219.95 
Monitor AudioM14 .... .... .............. ... . ...... £399.95 
Mordaunt Short MS31 0 . . . .. . . ... . ... . . . . . . . . .. .. £109.95 
Mordaunt Short MS320. . £139.95 
Mordaunt ShortMS330 ..... ....... .... ..... ...... £199.95 
Mordaunt Short MS340.. £.259.95 
Mordaunt Short MS350... . . ...... £359.95 
Aogers LS2A. . . ... £193.00 
Rogers LS35A .. . . .. £357.00 
Rogers LS4A. .. . .. .......... £255.00 
Rogers LS6A... . ..... .. £316.00 
RogersLS7T .............................................. £449.00 
Rogers Studio 1 A... . ......... .. £599.00 
T annoy DC Series .. . . ................ ....... ........... POA 
TannoyE11.. .. . ......... ... £139.90 
TannoyM15 ......................... ..................... £189.90 
T annoy M20 Blk... . ........... .. £259.90 
Tannoy OC2000 ......... ....... . .. £339.90 
T annoy Prestige Series .. . .................. POA 
Wharfedale Diamond IV.... . . ............ !:1 09.95 

Bose Stocked 
Free sPiked Apollo stands with most speakers 

DuaiCS505.,add C30 00 
RogerstS4a Systemdek llX900addCI65 OO(tnc All l OO 

---· ThorensT0280Mk2add[J9 00 

£399 95 
A1wa XC 700 add C35 00 

Oenoo OC0560 add £22 95 

£514:� Oeooo DCD660 odd £50 OD 
£509.95 

Oenon OC0860 add C90 00 
Oenon OC0960 add [140.00 

£409.95 Keowood OP5030oddE50 00 

£469.95 
NA0�20add£40 00 

NAD 54 15oddE60 000 
tiAO 5440 add £140 00 £429.95 

£519.95 
PHILIPSC0610Mk1odd[J0 00 

PHIUPSCD624 add £50 00 
PHILIPS C0850 add £230 00 £419.95 
R OTEl RC0855 add £100 00 

£445.95 R OrEL RC0865 odd E 150.00 
SONY CDP59l add £30 00 £479.95 

£439.95 
SONY COP790 add £39 00 
SONY COP99l add £!0 00 

£399.95 TECHNICS SLPG200 add CJO.OO 

£464.95 
YAMAHA COX450[ add £30 00 

CLEARANCE COLUMN 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
Arcam Ill.. . ... £.109.00 
Arcam 1 .................................................. ... . £.299.00 
B&W 560 Walnut/Black •ne speaker s1ands.. . .... £159.90 
Tannoy SGM·10 .. . .. £649.00 
T annoy DC 100 . ........................................... ... POA 
Tannoy DC200 . ... . ..................................... ... POA 
Tannoy Venus 11... . .. . £.249.95 
Rogers LS7 .. .£349.00 

AMPLIFIERS 
ArcamA60 .. . .. . £169.95 
AA A04 Receiver . .................... ..... ............ £159.00 
Dual PA5030 .... ...... . . ..... ... . ... . . . £89.00 
Dual CV 6010 .. . . ................................. £89.00 
Dual CV 6030 ... ... £99.00 
Onkyo A8150 ........................................ ..... £129.00 
Rotel AA8708X .. . . .... Special 
SansuiAUX201 .. ........................................ £99.95 
Yamaha AX430 .... . ................ ....................... POA 
Yamaha AX530 .. . . .. ... POA 

CD'S 
Denon DCO 300 .. . Special 
Denon DCD 1420 .. . . .... . ... . ...... . .  Special 
Hitachi OA-{)()6 .. ... ... ............................... Special 
Hitachi DA-009 ...... Special 
Onkyo OX3500 ............... ........................... £.199.00 
PhifipsCD473 . . .. . £149.95 
Rotel RC08208 ........ ............ ... .... ..... ........ ... POA 
Sony COP 227ESD... . ..... Special 

CASSETTE DECKS 
Hitachi DRV7 (Siv.) ...... .................. ........... ... POA 
Dual CC8050 3 heads .. . . . . ... . . . . . POA 
Dual CC5050... . . ...... .................. POA 
Hitachi DE 17 . . £69.00 
Hitachi DE27 . . . . ... . . .................................. £75.00 
Onkyo TA2130 .. . .... £124.00 
OnkyoTAW450 .......................................... £175.00 

TURNTABLES 
Goldring G202 arm . . ............................... £99.95 
Systemdek 11 XfT A (inc cartndge) .......... .... £.249.95 
Rotel AP830 ............................................ . £.119.95 

APPOLO CKO Column Stands 
14lnches .......................................... .......... £.59.00 
18 inches... £.59.00 
2'4 inches ....... ................ ............................. £.63.00 

AT.1 .. . 
AT.114 .. 
AT.3 .. 
AT.4. 
AT.S. 

SYSTEM RACKS 
. .......... £56.00 

. .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  ...... ......... £89.00 
.. .... £84.00 
. .... £97.00 

. . ............................................... £105.00 

All Appolo products I ne free deUvery 

FOR FREE CD DISCS WITH SOME PLAYERS- PHONE FOR DETAILS 

WE ARE ALWAYS COMPETITIVE- TELL US IF YOU CAN BUY CHEAPER 
SINGLE SPEAKER DEMONSTRATION ROOMS 

Not all goods listed above are available at Worcester Park branch! 

MAIL ORDER to SOUTH LONDON HI-FI, 210 BRIXTON HILL, STREATHAM, LONDON SW2. TEL: 081-674 2033/4433 

Name Address 

Please send ..................................................................................... . .. . . . .. .. . HFC/1 0191 I 



The Canon S-50 
revealed at Deans. 

The remarkable new Canon S-50 loudspeaker can be found at Deans Hi-Fi, 283 Edgware Road. 

This new Wl DE I MAGI NG STEREOT" system creates a large 'sweet area' of sound which gives you 

stereo to the left, to the right and in the middle. Experience the new Canon speakers at Deans. 

Canon 
'VVIDE 
I tv\A.C3 I 1'--..1 C3 

SI" E�;· 
--·- ----

T� 

283 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2 1BB, ENGLAND. TEL: 071-402 6666 (3 LINES) 071-723 4630/4426. FAX: 071-724 2135. 



Your chance to win a 
£3000 C.D. Player 

from Marantz 

b ; �· CJ� I 
. = 

Marantz CD 12 

All you have to do is to make a purchase of £100 from our large range of hi-fi, 
TV, video, camcorders & in-car hi-fi supplied by quality brands and we will enter 

you automatically in the draw. If you use this you double your chances of 
winning and on purchasing a Marantz unit we'll double your chances again. 

So come and shop at Deans and you could be the proud owner of one of 
probably the best CD players in the world. 

Offer ends on 15/1/92 Ask for details 

ALSO 

SPECIAL OFFER 

FREE £99.9s 

Worth of Philips Universal Remote RC779 
when you spend over £499.95 +on any 
product including TV, Video, In-Car Hi-Fi. 
NOT APPLICABLE to items of clearance 

special offers & trade ins. 

INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE ON ALL BRANDS 

AIWA, AKAI, B&W, BOSS, BLAUPUNKT, CANON, CLARION, 

HARMAN-KARDON, JVC, JBL, JAMBO, KENWOOD, MARANTZ, 

PANASONIC, PHILIPS, PIONEER, PROT ON, SHARP, SONY, 

SENNHEISER, T ECHNICS, TARGET, TEAC, T HORENS, TOSHIBA 

MAIL ORDER 071 402 6666 



THIS LITTLE DEVICE MAKES THE 

KEF REFERENCE I 02 AND I 03/3 SOUND 

MUCH BIGGER. 

�£395.00 �£249.95 
AT AUDIO LEISURE, WE'VE MADE THE PRICE 

MUCH SMALLER 
It's called KUBE. (KEF User-Variable Bass 

Equalisation) . 

We've shown it actual size. 

It makes a small loudspeaker sound like a 

big one. 

As an integral part of the system, it doesn't 

cost any more. 

On the contrary, at Audio Leisure, we're 

offering the Reference I 02 and I 03/3 complete 

with KUBE for considerably less. 

As well as stocking only the best in quality 

hi-fi, we specialise in designing and installing 

multi-room systems to every specification. 

In fact, Audio Leisure is the complete hi-fi 

specialist. 

IU�UDIO LEISURE ill 
SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY HI-FI INSTALLATIONS 

0474 873416 
3 BRANDS HATCH COTTAGES· GALLOWS WOOD· FAWKHAM ·KENT DA3 8NE 

KEF · DE ON · REVOX · CARVER · QUAD · HARMAN KARDON · SONY · TECHNICS · ETC 



The one hi-fi event that nobody 
can afford to miss! 
THE 

IlEA THROW PENT A HOTEL 
19-22 SEPTEMBER 1991 

TRADE ONLY 19-20 SEPTEMBER 1991 

Car Parking: 

Follow the signs to the special Hi-Fi Show 
car parks. 

Courtesy bus service: 

For visitors using public transport, there 
will be a special courtesy bus service 
operating to and from Hatton Cross 
underground station (Piccadilly Line) 
during the Show's public opening hours. 

9th SUCCESSIVE YEAR 

Only at THE HI-FI SHOW will you 
be able to see and hear virtually all 
the season's new products under 
one roof, and talk face-to-face with 
the manufacturers. More than 100 
exhibitors representing over 200 
brands will be appearing plus an 
array of. special demonstrations and 
events. With so much to see, you 
will need to get there early! And, as 
always, admission to the Show is 
free. 

Public opening hours: 

Friday 20th September 
4pm. 8pm 

Saturday 21st September 
10am. 6pm 

Sunday 22nd September 
10am. 6pm 

Trade only: 
Thursday 19th September 

10am. 6pm 
Friday 20th September 

10am. 4pm 

ctfr 
A Link House 

Exhibition 
Sponsored by: 

HI+FI 

�m� 



BRITISH AUDIO DEALERS ASSOCIATION 

iiil The Choice Dealer Directory 
Choosing a good hi-fi dealer is the most vital step in acquiring the system 
that is right for you. This unique directory gives full information on 
dealers in your area. 

AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 65 Park Street, Bristol. (0272) 264975. Audio 
Research, Linn, Arcam, Mission, Quad, Nairn, NAD, Yamaha, etc. Closed 
Mon. IZ1ml 

PAUL GREEN HI-FI L TO, Kensington Showrooms, London Road, Bath 
(0225) 316197. Linn, Musical Fidelity, Krell, A&R, Creek, Rogers, Quad, 
Cusl. car park. Best selection in the West. 
RADFORD HI-FI, 52-54 Gloucester Rd, Bristol. (0272) 428247.Choose 
lrom a huge selection ol lhe world's leading hi-lr manufacturers in one ol 
our 3 modern dem rooms. Expert advice and personal service guarantee 
your total satisfaction. FREE home trial, FREE installation. Visa, Access 
credit facilrlies. 9-5.30 Mon-Sal. IZ1ml 

RADFORD HI-FI, 4 Merchant SI, Broadmead, Bristol. (0272)294183. One 
dem lounge. 9.30-6 Mon-Sal. Other detai Is as above IZ1ml 

RADFORD HI-FI, 12 James SI West, Bath. (0225) 446245. All details as 
Gloucester Road shop above. IZ1ml 

PAUL ROBERTS HI-FI, 31-33 Glousler Road, Bristol. (0272) 429370. 
Huge selection from the world's leading names, comprehensive demo 
facilities including comparator demo rooms, and home trial. Total after 
sales care. Compact Disc specialists - guaranteed the best deal in the UK 
on any CD player from stock. Credit facilitres. Open Mon-Fri 9.30-7.30, 
Sal .9.30-6. Best Price Promise. 
PAUL ROBERTS HI-FI, 203 Milton Road, Weston-Super-Mare (0934) 
414423. For facilities see entry above. 
V' AUDIO, 36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol B59 1 EJ (0272) 686005 
ATC, Acoustic Energy, Ruark, A VI, Exposure, Dahlquist, Threshold, Pink 
Triangle, Wadia. Dems by appl only, home trial facililres, free installation, 

service facilities. 

HYPERTEC, 66-68 Saint Loyes SI., Bedford. (0234) 325066 Pioneer 

Reference Point, Tannoy, Bang & Olufsen, Musical Fidelity, B&W, Rote I, 

Wharfedale, Dual, Marantz, Alphason. Demo facilities, Private demo 

room by appl. Home trial facilities, Free installation, Service dept. Access, 

Visa, Hyperlec, credit charge. Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30, closed Thurs. 

WENTWORTH AUDIO, 83 High Street North, Ounstable. (0582) 663383. 

Pioneer, Marantz, Pink Triangle, Musical Fidelity, Yamaha, Arislon, Linx, 

Acoustic Energy, Revox, Monitor Audio. 2 large single speaker dem. 

rooms. 1 general showroom. No appl. nee. Home trial. Free install. 

Service dept. Access & Visa. T ue-Sall 0-6 

B&B HI-FI, 11-12 Market Place, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 2EG. (0734) 
583730. Aiwa, Denon, Kenwood, Mission, NAD, Panasonic, Pioneer, 
Rotel, Sony, Technics. Free installation, Service dept. Access, Visa, 
Credit Facilities including interest free credit subject to status. 9.30-5.30, 
Sal 9-5.30. Also at: Bracknell, Maidenhead, High Wycombe, Newbury. 
NEWBURY AUDIO, 2 Weavers Walk, Northbrooke SI., Newbury, Berkshire 
RG13 1A1 (0635) 33929. Linn, Naim, Roksan, Exposure, Creek, Epos, 
Royd, Den on, Nakamichi. Single speaker dem. Room. Appts. necessary. 
Home trial facilities. Free installation. Service dept. Late appointments. 
Access, Visa. Interest free credit subject to status. 6 days 9.30am-6pm. 
RADFORO HI-FI, 43 King Edward Court, Windsor. (0753)856931.Choose 

from a huge selection of the world's leading hi-li manufacturers in one of 

our modern dem rooms. Expert advice and personal service guarantee 

your total satisfaction. FREE home trial, FREE installation. Visa, Access 

credit facilities. 9-5.30 Tue-Sal. lilllillil 

READING HI-FI CENTRE, 4 Queen's Walk, Reading RG1 7QF. (0734) 
585463. The best equipment, advice and service from Berkshire's 
premier Hi-Fi emporium'. mm:t 

u r I 

AUDIO INSIGHT L TO, 53 Wolverton Rd, Stony Stratford, Milton Keynes. 

(0908) 561551. Arcam, Audiolab, Heybrook, Ion, Linn, Meridian, Quad 

and more. Access, Visa, Finance, Oem. Room etc. lilllillil 

AYLESBURY HI FIDELITY, 98 Cambridge St, Aylesbury. (0296) 28790. 
Oenon, Dual, Exposure, Heybrook, Maranlz, Musical Fidelity, NAD, 
Roksan, Rotel, Systemdek. 2 Dem rooms, appl reqd. Mon-Fri 10-6, Sal 
9.30-5.30. Home trial, free installation, credit to £1,500. Access, Amex, 
Diner, Vrsa. Service dept. 
DEJAC HI-FI CONSULTANTS, 21 The Broadway, Old Amersham, Bucks, 
HP7 OHL. (0494) 431290. NAD, Rolel, Musical Fidelity, Quad, A&R, 
Cambridge, Denon, Monitor Audio, Tannoy, Celestion, Dual. Single 
speaker Dem. room. No appl. necessary. Home trial facilities. Free install. 
Custom remote controlled systems. Instant credil lricily finance. 9.30-
5.30 Mon-Sal. 

Hf-FI CHOICE OCTOBEr< 1991 

TECHNOSOUNO, 7 Graville Square, Will en Centre, Milton Keynes (0908) 

604949. Bang & Olufson, Denon, Rote I, Technics, Yamahaand enthusiast 

Hi-Fi. Also at Luton and Dunslable 

AUDIO FILE, 2 Foundry Walk. Market Hill, SI. Ives, Cambridgeshire 
(0480) 66123. Linn, Nairn, Rega, Quad, Gyrus, Arcam, Musical Fidelity. 
9.30am-6pm 6 days. 0% Credit. IZ1ml 

CAM AUDIO, 110 Mill Road, Cambrrdge, CBI 2BD. (0223) 60442. Linn, 
Naim, Rega, Arcam, Micromega, Denon, Maranlz, Nakamichi, Creek, 
JPW. 2 single speaker demo rooms, appointments preferred. Free 
installation. Access & Visa. Interest Free Credit. 9.30-6.00 Man-Sal, 
closed Thurs 
CAMBRIDGE HI-FI, 1-3 Hawthorn Way, Chesterton. Cambs. CB4 tAT 
(0223) 67773. Mission-Gyrus, Rotel, Kenwood, Pioneer, Manlicore, 
Revolver, Ariston, ITL, KEF, Meridian, Technics, Ruark, Monitor Audio. 
Single speaker dem. room. Tues-Sat 9.30-5.30 closed Mon. Free 
installation. Service Dept. Visa, Access, Credit facilities. 
HYPERTEC, 86 Bridge SI, Rivergate, Peterbro'. (0733) 890533. Nakamichi, 
B&W, De non, Marantz, Musical Fidelity, Rote I, Tannoy, Wharledale, Linx, 
Alphason. Demo facilities including private demo room by appointment. 
Home trials, Free installation, Service dept. Access, Visa, Hyperlec, Credit 
charge. 9.30-5.30, 6 day trading, late night Thurs 9.30-8.00. 
STEVE BOXSHALL AUDIO, 41 Victoria Rd, Cambridge CB4 3BW. (0223) 
68305. 10-6 - 6 days. 3 dem rooms, home trial, appls. preferred. Free 
installation and service depl. Access, Visa & credit. IZ1ml 

UNIVERSITY AUDIO, 1-2 Peas Hill. Cambridge. (0223) 354237 Roksan, 
Quads, Meridian,Arcam, Musical Fidelity, Maranlz,ATC, Pioneer, Yamaha, 
Infinity. 2 dems, 1 single speaker. Home trial, free install, Service Dept. 
Visa, Access, Amex. Credit. 9-5.30 

BASE HI-FI, 34-35 Hilgrove SI, SI Helier, Jersey. 0534 58518. Linn, 
Merdian, Arcam, KEF, Denon, Yamaha, Rote!, Wharfedale, Nakamichi, 
RCF, etc. Single speaker demo lounge, home trial facilities, free installation, 
service dept. 10 month or 6monlh % FREE credit, Access & Visa. 9-5.30 
6 days. (multi room installations) 

ASTON AUDIO, 4 West SI, Alderley Edge. (0625) 582704. Wide range of 
specialist audio, interest free credit. Visa, Access. Home trial. 
IZ1ml 

DOUG BRADY HI-FI, Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North, Warrington 
(Padgale 0925) 828009. 'Largest choice of specialist Hi-Fi in NW' All 
credit cards. 3 Oem rooms. Open 6 days. IZ1ml 

CHRIS BROOKS HI-FI, 29 Gaskell SI, Stockton Heath, Warrington. (0925) 
61212/3 Tues-Sat 10-6. 2 dem rooms. Credit facilities. All credit cards. 
Total absence of bull'·.. IZ1ml 

CONGLETON HI-FI, 1/la Duke SI, Congleton, Cheshire, CW12 lAP. 
(0260) 297544. Arcam, Linn, Naim Audio, Nakamichi, Epos, Audio 
Innovations, Marantz, Voyd, Royd, Rational Audio. Superbly appointed 
single speaker demo facilities. No appts nee, home trial facilities, free 
installation. 2 year guarantee on all equipment. Access, Visa. Mon-Fri 10-
6, Sat 9.30-5.30, Other times by appl. 

NEW DAWN HI-FI, 1-3 Castle SI, Lower Bridge St, Chester. (0244) 

324179. Linn, Quad, Technics, National Panasonic, Denon, Rolel, Dual, 

Meridian, Aiwa, Phi lips 

PETERS HI-FI, 4 SI Michaels Squ., Grosvenor Precinct, Chester. (0244) 

322063/319392 Linn, Arcam, Technics, Sony, Maranlz, Dual, Denon, 

Tannoy, Wharfedale, Quad. 2single spker dem rooms, no appls nee., free 

installation. service dept. Access, Visa, Amex, Peters credit chargecard. 

Man-Sal 9-5.30. 

SOUNDSTAGE, 99 Brook SI, Chester CHI 3DX. (0244) 341172. Linn, 

Alphason, Creek, Onix, Royd, Epos. NAD, Denon, Mission, Rotel. Two 
dem rooms. Home trial. Free installation. All major credit cards. Credit 

lacilrties. 9.30-6, 6 days. Evening dems by appl. Part exchange welcome. 

SWIFT OF WILMSLOW, 4-8 SI Annes Parade, Wilmslow. (0625) 526213. 

Arcam, Denon, Kenwood, Musrcal Frdelily, Maranlz, NAD, Cambridge. 2 

dem rooms. T ues-Sal 9.15-6pm No pressure' IZ1ml 

J r. r " 

ACTION ACOUSTICS, 155-157 High Street, Redcar, Cleveland TS10 

3AN. 0642 480723. Audio Innovations, Cambridge, Harman-Kardon. 

JBL, Michell, Musical Fidelity, Pink Triangle. Revox, Rogers, Thorens, 

etc. Dem Room. Appts nee. Home trral lacilitres, free installation, service 

dept. Access, Visa & H.P. Open 9.15-5.30. 

GILSONAUDIO L TO, 172 Borough Road, Middlesbrough. (0642)248793 

Linn, Exposure, Arcam, Mission, Gyrus, Denon, Marantz, Rotel, Pioneer, 

Audiolab, Tannoy. Demonstration facilities in main shop and 1 dem. 

room, appt nee, home trial facilities, free install on request, service 

department. Access, Visa, HP. 10-5 - 6  days. 

DEFINITIVE AUDIO.St Austell, Cornwall TR16 5NH. (0726) 844039. 
Voyd, Audio Innovations, Snell, Helius, Audio Note, System Dek, JPW, 
Deltec, Goldring, TEAC, SME. etc. Free Home Demo and Installations 
throughout Cornwall. Credit lacrlities. Open 7 days. 
TRURO HI-FI at ET S , 25 Kings Street, Truro. 0872 79809. Linn, Quad, 
Mission-Gyrus, A&R, Denon, Pioneer, Aiwa, Technics, Mordaunt Short, 
Tannoy. Single speaker demo room. Appls. avarlable if required by 
customer, free installation on many products, service dept. Access. Visa, 
instant credit up to £1000 sub1ect to status. Open 9-5.30 Mon-Sal. 

PETER TYSON, 6 Abbey SI, Carlisle, Cumbria CA3 8TX. "Cumbria's 
premiere hi-li- centre" Part exchange welcome. (0228) 46756. Linn, 
Musical Fidelity, Gyrus, Marantz, Denon, Philips, Nakamichi, Technics, 
Pioneer, Creek & more. Oem room. Oems without obligation. Home trial. 
Free Install. In-house servrce dept. Visa. Access, HP. 9-5.30. Closed 
Thurs. 

ACTIVE AUDIO L TO, 12 Osmaston Rd, The Spot, Derby (0332) 380385/ 
385185. Arcam, Ariston, Celestion, Denon, Exposure, Kef, Kef Reference, 
Gyrus, Marantz, Revox, Role I, Rogers, etc. Account and credit cards. Ring 
for opening limes and free 'Fact Pack'. The only BADA member in 
Derbyshire. IZ1ml 

CHELSTON HI-FI, 38 Walnut Road, Chelslon, Torquay, Devon TQ2 6HS. 
Tel: (0803) 606863. Oenon. Maranlz, Rotel, Musical Fidelity, Acoustic 
Energy, NAD, Castle, Heybrook, Celestion, JPW etc. 2 dem rooms. Home 
trial. Free installation. Access, Visa, Amex, Diners, Hi-Fi Markets 
Chargecard. Credit lacrlities. 9.30-7.30 Mon-Fri, 9.30-6 Sal. 
RADFORD HI-FI, 6 Fore SI, SI Marychurch, Torquay, (0803)326723Choose 
from a huge selection of the world's leading hi-fi manufacturers rn one of 
our 3 modern dem rooms. Expert advice and personal service guarantee 
your total satisfaction. FREE home trial, FREE installation. Visa, Access 
credit facilities. 9-5.30 Man-Sal. IZ1ml 

RAOFORO HI-FI, 107 Cornwall SI. Plymouth (0752)226011 2 dem 
rooms. Other details as above lilllillil 

RAOFORD HI-FI, 28 Cowick SI, SI Thomas. Exeter. (0392) 218895. All 
details as Torquay shop above. IZ1ml 

RICHLOW ELECTRONICS, 264 Torquay Rd, Preston, Paignton, Devon. 
(0803)523734. Pioneer, Technics, Panasonic, Toshiba, Goldstar, Yamaha, 
Harman Kardon, JBL, Cerwin Vega, Heco. Demo room, free rnslallalion, 
service dept, home trial facilities. Access, Visa, Amex, instant credit up to 
£1000 subject to status. Mon-Sat 9-5.30, closed for lunch 1-2.15, closed 
all day Wed. 

UPTON ELECTRONICS, 31 Torquay Road, Paignlon, Devon. (0803) 

551329. Pioneer, Oenon, NVA, Musical Fidelity, Tannoy, Ruark, Arcam, 

Cambridge, Linx, Revolver etc. Single speaker dem room. Home dems. 

Appls. pref. for dems. Free Install. Own service dept. Access. Visa, inst. 

credit up to £1000. 9-5.30 Mon-Sal. 9-1 Weds. 

SUTTONS HI-FI, 18 Westover Road, Bournemouth. 0202 555512. Call for 

details. mm:� 

DORCHESTER HI-FI, 15 High West ST. Oorchester, Dorset DT1 1UW. 

Aiwa. Celestion, Deltec, Heybrook, Infinity, Philips, Proneer, Rogers, 

Rolel, Spendor, etc. Srngle speaker demo lounge. Home trrals available. 

Free installation, Service department, guarantee on all products. Access, 

Visa. 9-5.30 6 days 

AUDIO T, Gants Hill, 442-444 Cranbrook Rd, Gants Hill, llford, Essex 1G2 

6LL Tel: 081 518 0915 Fax 081 554 8463. Great Hi-Fi from Linn, A ream, 

Oenon, Meridian, B&O, Mission/Gyrus, Role!, Yamaha & many more. 

Tues-Sati0-6. Wed lill 8pm. 2 single spker dem rooms. Free del. & instal. 

IZlml . 

1ST AND FOREMOST HI-FI CENTRE, 49-55 North Station Road, 
Colchester, Essex COt 1 RQ. Tel (0206) 549842. Fax: (0206) 762900. 

Tlx: 987873 SAIDG. Trio Kenwood, JVC, Akai, Aiwa, Sony, Pioneer, 

Technics, Nakamichi, Panasonic, Revox, etc. Home trial, free installation. 

Service depl. lnslanl credit available+ all credit cards accepted M on to Sat 

9am-6pm. 



The Choice Dealer Directory 
AUDIO T, 442/4 Cranbrook Ad, Gants Hill, llford. (081) 518 0915. Man
Sat, 10-6. Two dem rooms. Access, Visa. Sony Hi-Fi News Best Dealer '86 
& '88 (National) lll'llllil 

BRENTWOOD MUSIC & HI-FI CENTRE, 2 1ngrave Ad, Brentwood. (0277) 
221210. Alphason, Denon, Marantz, Quad, DNM, Rock/Giastonbury, 
EAR., Exposure, Kelvin Labs, Rote!, plus many more. Dem facilities, 
home trial, evening appts, (high end). Home installations. System problem 
diagnosrs. Man-Sat 9.30-5.30 (Thurs from lOam, Sat from 9am). Credit 
facilities, Access, Visa, Hi-Fi Markets Chargecard. Service facilities 
LYON AUDIO, 16 Peartree Business Centre, Peartree Road, Stanway, 
Colchester, Essex C03 SJN. (0206) 560259. Quad, Rogers, Mission, 
Den on, Gyrus, Marantz, Audiolab, Rote!, NAD, Wharfedale. Dem facilities. 
Mon-Sat 9-6. Installations. Access, Visa, Instant credit. Service dept 
RAYLEIGH HI-FI, 44a High Street, Rayleigh, Essex. (0268) 779762/ 
747571. 216 Moulsham SI, On-the-Parkway, Chelmsford. (0245) 265245. 
132-134 London Road, Southend-on-Sea. (0702) 435255. A&A, Creek, 
Gyrus, Den on, Epos, Ion, Linn, Mission, Naim, Quad, Aega, Roksan, Rote!, 
Royd. 0% finance m:t1111 

THOMSONS, 2 High Street, Great Baddow, Chelmsford, Essex. Tel: 
(0245) 71465, Fax 0245 77528. JVC, Kenwood, Mitsubishi, Toshiba, 
Tannoy, Mordaunt-Short, Wharfedale, Philips, Audio-Visual dealer. 
Home trial. Free installation. Service dept. Access, Visa, HP. Open 9-1,2-
5.30 Mon-Sat. Open 9-1 Wed. 

AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 58 Bristol Road, Gloucester. (0452) 300046 Audio 
Research, Arcam, Mrssion, Quad, Linn, Naim, NAD, Yamaha and tots 
more. Closed Mon m:t1111 

AUDIO T, 40-42 Albion SI, Cheltenham, Glos. GL52 2RQ. (0242) 583960, 
Fax (0242) 226435. Great hi-fi from Linn, Arcam, Denon, Meridian, 
Audrolab, Mrssion/Cyrus, Rotel. Sony and many more. M on-Sat 10-6pm 
Single spker dem room. Free del. and instal. lilllilll 

ROBBS OF GLOUCESTER, 13/15 Worcester Street, Gloucester GL 1 3AJ 
(0452) 419777. Sony. Technics, Aiwa, Pioneer, Denon, Bose, Celestion, 
Dual, Kenwood, JVC. Largest selection in Gloucestershire. Dem facilities. 
Home trial. In house service dept. Access, Vrsa. 9-5.30 6 days. 

I ) 

AUDI 0 T, 4 Feathers Lane, Basingstoke, Hants. RG21 1 AS. (0256) 24311, 
Fax (0256) 24430. Great hi-fi from Linn, Arcam, Denon, Meridian, 
Missron/Cyrus, Rote!, Sony and many more. Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30pm, 
closed Wed. Single spker dem room. Free del. and instal 
m:tll1l 

HAMPSHIRE AUDIO LTD. 2-12 Hursley Ad, Chandlers Ford. (0703) 
252827/265232 Quality CD and analogue agencies 5 dem studios. Large 
free car park. m:t1111 

HOPKINS HI-FI, 38/40 Frail on Ad, Portsmouth P01 SBX (0705) 822155 
Technics, Quad, Monitor Audio. Tannoy, Denon, Nad, Heybrook, Onkyo. 
Dual, Marantz, Rote!, Wharledale, JVC, Creek, Sansui, plus others.Dem 
room by appt. Access, Visa. 9-5.30. Open to 6 Thurs. Closed Wed. Service 
dept. 
JEFFRIES HI-FI (PORTSMOUTH), 29 London Road, Portsmouth P02 
OBH. (0705) 663604 2 dem rooms. Closed Mon. Late night Wed. Parking 
Bus Route. Credit lac. lllilllil 

MARTON MUSIC, 5 Ventnor Way, Fareham, Hants. (0329) 231773. AV 
International, Maranlz, Kelvin Labs, Townshend Audio, TDL, Spendor, 
Grant Amplifiers, Audio Technica, Dynavector, Origin Live. Demos by 
appt. Home Trial Facilities. Free Installation. Phone anytime. 
STANS, 8 The Mall. Bridge Street, Andover, Hampshire. Fax (0264) 
361624. Aiwa, Harman-Kardon, Musical Fidelity, Pioneer, Monitor Audio, 
Dual Bose, Kef, Celestion, Castle. Next day money back guarantee. 
Installation and delivery service, service dept. Access. Visa, credit facilities 
available - interest free on selected items. 9-5.30, late Thurs & Fri to ?pm, 
6 days 
TRU-FI SOUND & VISION, 10-12 Grosvenor Road, Aldershot, Hants. Tel/ 
Fax (0252) 26390/332424 Aiwa, Audio Techmca, B&W, Nakamichi, 
Mission, Mordaunt-Short, Nagaoka, Sony, Technics. Dem lac. Free 
install. Service dept. 0% tinance. Access, V1sa. Mon-Sat 9.30-6. 
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ENGLISH AUDIO, 95 Whitecross Road, Hereford HR4 ODG. (0432) 355081 
Musical Fidelity, Arcam, Pink Triangle, Denon. Marantz, Rogers, Audio 
Innovations, Rote!, Nakamichi, Heybrook and others. Dem room. Home 
trial. Free install. Service dept. Access, Visa, Credit arranged. Open M on
Sat 10am-6pm 
GOSPEL MUSIC AUDIO, 32A High SI Kington, Herefordshire. (0544) 
230254. Alphason, Alison, Revolver, Luxman, Yamaha, QED, Audio 
Systemline, Wharfedale, Jamo, Micromega,. No appts nee., home trial 
facilities, service dept. -5.30 +evening dems. 

ACOUSTIC ARTS L TO, 101 SI Albans Ad, Watlord, Herts (0923) 245250 
A& A, Audiolab, Audio Research, Apogee, De non, Krell, Marantz, Meridian, 
Quad, TDL. Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30 lllilllil 

DARBYS OF ST. ALBANS, 6 Market Place, near the clock tower, St. 
Albans. Herts. (0727) 50961. Alphason, A&R Cambridge, Bang & Olufsen, 
Den on, JBL. Harman Kardon, Musical Fidelity, Quad, Ruark, Sony, Home 
demonstrations, free delivery and installation. Sales rental service. In 
house credit. Lombard, T ricity. Mon-Sat 9-6. 
HYPERTEC, 6 Bancrolt Road, Hitchin, Herts SGS 1JQ. (0462) 452248. 
B&W, Denon, Marantz, Musical Fidelity, Pioneer Reference Point, Rote!, 
Tannoy, Wharfedale, Bang & Olufsen, Linx, Alphason. 2 dem rooms 
without appt. Private de m room +evening dem by appt. Home trial. Free 
install. Service dept. Access, Visa, Hypertec credit charge. 9.30-5.30. 
Closed Wed 
STUDIO 99, 82 High Street, Harpenden. (05827) 64246. Linn, Naim, 
Meridian, Rega, Nakamichi, Mission/Gyrus, Quad, Creek, KEF, Bang & 
Olulsen, Yamaha etc. Quiet single speaker dem room. Appts nee. Home 
trial, free install. Service Dept. Visa/c. Access/c & finance terms. 9-
5 30pm (Mon;Sal) Closed Weds. m:t1111 

THE AUDIO FILE, 27 Hockerill SI, Brshops Stortlord, Herts CM23 2DW. 
(0279) 506576. 9.30-5.30 6 days. Dealer Of The Year 1988/89. Linn, 
Narm, Rega, Quad, Gyrus, Arcam, Musical Fidelity. 0% credit 
m:tll1l 

MURRAY HI-FI, Princes Dock Side, Hull. (0482) 227867. Linn, Naim, 
Rega, Arcam, Yamaha, Royd, Epos, Creek, Nakamichi, Rotel. Full demo 
lacrlities. No appts nee. Free install & delivery. Service dept. Full 2 year 
guarantee on all products. Access, Visa, Lombard Tricity, Licensed credit 
broker. 10-6 Tue-Sat. 
JUST AUDIO, 2A Foston Lane, North Frodingham, Drillield. Tel 0262 
488700, calf for details 

HI-FI CENTRE LTD, 65 King Street, Ramsgate. (0843) 590321. A A , A1wa, 
Ariston, Celestion, Goodmans, Kenwood, Marantz, NAD, Radlord, Tannoy 
etc. + guaranteed recon. equip Dem room+ home dems. Hi-Fi repairs & 
servicing. Trade in & Cred facs. Mon-Sat (9.30-5.30) 
JOHN MARLEY HI-FI CENTRES. 2 Station Ad, West Canterbury. (0227) 
769329. Also at Dover - (0304) 207562. B&W, Heybrook, Magnum, 
MYST, Nakamichi, Pink Triangle, Rote I, Sansui, Technics, Quad. De m 
and home trail lac. Man-Sat 9-5.30 closed Thurs. Free install. Credit to 
£1,000. Access, Visa, Credit charge. Service dept. 
KIMBERLEY HI-FI, 193 Broadway, Bexleyhealh, Kent. (081) 304 3272. 
Pioneer, Technics, Kenwood. Denon, NAD, Aiwa, Tannoy, Mission, 
Wharledale, Castle. Separate dem room, no appt nee. Free installation 
Service Dept. Instant credit facilities. 9.30-5.30. No early closing. 
PHOTOCRAFT HI-FI, 40 High SI, Ash lord (0233) 624441. No I in Kent for 
Linn, Naim, Rega, Roksan, Exposure, Onix, Epos, Royd, Creek. But before 
you choose equipment choosewhereto buy it. Dem room,appts necessary. 
Home trial and free installation. Visa, Access, Bada Chargecard. 9-5.30 
mon-Fri (Wed &Satto 5 only). Service Dept. m:t1111 

PROGRESSIVE AUDIO, Rainham, Kent. (0634) 389004. Alphason, Audio 
Innovation, Conrad Johnson, Proac, Raymond Lumley, Rock Reference, 
Snell, TDL, Voyd and others. Dem by appt., please phone. Home trial. Free 
installation. Access, Visa 
STANDENS, 92a High Street, Tonbridge, Kent TN9 1AP. (0732) 353540 
P1nk Triangle, Kelvin Labs, TDL, Ruark, Marantz, Quad, Musical Fidelity, 
Micromega, NAD, Arcam, 2 Demo rooms. Home trials. Free installation 
and Service dept. Access & Visa. HP terms and Bada credit charge. 9.00-
5.30 Man-Sat except Wed 9.00-1 .00. m:t1111 

TONBAIDGEHI-FI, 96 Woodlands Road, Gillingham, Kent. (0634) 52858. 
Linn, Narm, Rega, Pink Triangle, Exposure, Creek, JRT, Sony, Auark, KEF, 
Arcam etc. If your interest is music pay us a visit & find out what we do 
TONBRIDGE HI-FI, 31 High Street. Tunbridge Wells. Kent. (0892) 24677 
Linn, Naim, Rega, Pink Triangle, Exposure, Creek, JRT, Sony, Ruark, KEF, 
Arcam etc. If your interest is music pay us a visit and find out what we do. 
VOLUME ONE, 41 Upper Wickham Lane, Welling, DA16 3AD. 081 304 
4622. Arcam, Creek, Dual, Epos, Exposure, Mordaunt Short, Monitor 
Audio, Nakamichi, Pink Triangle, Rotel. Large demo room, no appl nee, 
darts & snooker facilities. Evening dems in shop by appt. Home trial & 
demo, free delivery & installation. Access & Visa, credit up to £1000 
9.30-5.30 Mon-Sat. 
V J HI-FI, 29 Guildhall SI, Folkestone. (0303) 56860. Mon-Sat 9-6. NAD, 
Yamaha, Marantz, Cambridge Audio, Denon, Kenwood. Rogers, Dual, 
Musical Fidelity, Quad, Dem and home trial facilities, free install, credit to 
£1000. Amex, Diners, Visa, Access. Service dept. 
V J HI-FI, 119 High Street Margate. (0843) 226977. Man-Sat 9-6. NAD, 
Yamaha, Marantz, Cambridge Audio, Denon, Kenwood, Aogers, Dual, 
Musical Fidelity, Pioneer. De m and home trial facilities, free rnstallat10n, 
credit to £1000. Amex, Diners, Visa, Access. Service dept. 

MONITOR SOUND, 54 Chapel SI, Chorley. (02572) 71935. A&R, Denon, 
Dual, Pioneer, Quad, Rogers, Rote!, Spendor, Technics, Thorens, etc. 2 
dem rooms. Open Mon-Sat, closed Weds. Free installation. Credit to 
£1000. Access. Visa. Service dept. 

NORMAN AUDIO, 216 Church Street, Blackpool FY1 3PT. 0253 295661. 
For details see Preston branch entry ( below). Open 9-5 30. Closed Wed. 
m:tll1l 

NORMAN AUDIO, 131 Friargate, Preston PR1 2EE. (0772) 53057. Fax 
562731. Sony Hi-Fi News Area Winner. Aiwa, B&W Loudspeakers, 
Denon, Marantz, Mission. Gyrus, Monitor Audio, Nakamichi, Quad, 
Roksan, Rote! & many others' 2 lux. dem. lounge Home trial by 
arrangement. Free install. Service dept. Inst. cred. facs. with several 
companies Most credit cards accepted. 6 days 9-5.30. 
-

ALPHA AUDIO, 1-3 Guildhall Lane, Leicester LEt SFO. (0533) 530 330. 
Allison, AA, Denon, Luxman, Proton, Revox. Teac, Thorens, plus tots 
more. 3 demo rooms. Jovial, friendly, crazy stall. Relaxed atmosphere. 
Home trial facrtities, free installation, service dept on premrses. Credit 
facilities (sort of interest free). 10-5, closed Thurs alternoons (sometimes) 
MJS HI-FI, 80 Stapleton Lane, Barwell, Leicester LE9 8HE, (0455) 46977 
The Rock, Audio Innovations, Kelvin Labs, Snell. Helius, Sugden, Ruark, 
Concordant, Valdi, JPW. Dem and home trial facilities. Mon-Sat 9,30-
7.00. Free installation and service dept. Visa, Access 
THE LEICESTER HI-FI CO, 6 Silver Walk, St. Martrns Square, Leicester 
LE1 SEW Tel (0533) 539753. Fax (0533) 626097. Arcam. Creek, 
Marantz, Mission/Gyrus, Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi. QED Hi-Fi, Quad, 
Rogers, Roksan, "and oodles more" 2 dem rooms, home trial arranged, 
free install, service dept. Credit facilities Access. Visa. Diners. Amex. 6 
days 9.30-5.30. Leicestershire's first Bada member. 
m:tll1l 

SOUNDS AROUND, 146A Clarendon Park Road, Leicester LE2 3AE. 
(0533) 702442. (Specialists in used Hi-Fi) A.R. Cetestion. TEAC. Mordaunt 
Short, Tannoy, Marantz, Wharfedale, Phi lips. No appts necessary, free 
installation. Service dept. Access, Visa. Tue-Sat 10-5. 

BOSTON HI Fl CENTRE, 65a Wrde Bargate, John Adams Way, Boston, 
Lines PE21 6SG. (0205) 365477 Quad. Nakamichi, Arcam. Marantz. 
NAD, Castle, JPW, Rogers, etc. Separate demo studio. Home trial Free 
installation. Access, Vrsa. Tues - Sat 9-5 pm. m:t1111 

STAMFORD HI-FI ;CENTRE, 9 Red Lion Square, Stamford, Lines PE9 2AJ 
(0780) 62128. Proneer, Technics, Gyrus-Mission, Rote!, NAD, Yamaha, 
Kenwood, Marantz, Quad, plus all maJor speat<tr manufacturers. Expelt 
advice, compositor demonstrations, on two floors, part exchange Hi-Fi 
purchased for cash. No appointments necessary, home trial facilities, free 
installation, service department. Mastercard, Visa & credrt charge, finance 
available. M on-Sat 9-5 30pm. closed Thursdays 

ANALOG AUDIO, 849 High Road, London N12 (081) 4453267 Cambridge, 
Denon, Rote!, Yamaha, Marantz. Wharfedale, Teac. Mordaunt-Short, 
Cerwin Vega, Nad. Free install. Service dept Instant credit up to £1000 
Visa & Access. 9 30-6 6 days 
AUDIO ACOUSTIC, West Ealing (081) 998 9041. Audio Dimensions, 
Audio Innovations, Aud1on, Audio Note, ATC. D C.M. Glastonbury, 
Goldring, Helius. Infinity & Modulas, JPW. Lynwood, Mana Acoustics, 
Marantz Audiophile, Michell, Nova, Ongaku, Oracle, Originlive, Ortophon 
MC300011 + MC5000+ T3000, Pirates. Rata, Revox, Rotel. Rose Industries, 
Rock Reference, Snell. Supra, Systemdek, Target, Trrangle Products. 
Valdi, Vecture, Voyd & Reference Voyd Home demos. Free 1nstatt. Single 
Spker Demo. Free System Design. Free knowledgeable service. Access, 
Visa. 9.30-6pm Till late Mon-Sat. Demo by appt. please 
AUDIO CHOICES, 66 High Road, Leytonstone, Stratford E15. (081) 534 
6987. Marantz, A&R, Musrcal Fidelity, SD Acoustics, Rote!, Audio Technica, 
Ruark, Roksan. Moth, Nakamrchi. B&W. Van den Hut, Dual, Pink Triangle, 
Alison Acoustics. Dem room. home dems within M25 area 10.30-7.30. 
AUDIO VENUE, 24 Church Road, Crystal Palace, London SE19 2ET. (081) 
771 7787. Linn, Naim, Nakamrchi, Marantz, Dual. Cred1t available. 2 yr 
warranty. 2 demo rooms Closed Weds. 
AUDIO T, 190 West End Lane, West Hampstead, London NW6 ISO (071) 
794 7848, Fax (071) 431 3570 Great hi-fi from Linn, Arcam, Den on, 
Meridian, Mission/Gyrus. Rotel. Proac. Micromega. Yamaha and many 
more.Tue-Sat 10-6pm. 2 single spker dem room. Free del and instal 
m:tll1l 

BILLY VEE SOUND SYSTEMS. 248 Lee High Road. London SE t3. (081) 
318 5755. Linn, Rega, Naim. Nakamrchr. Quad. etc. 2 dem rooms. lnt. free 
credit. Access, Visa. Closed Thurs m:t1111 

CORNFLAKE SHOP, 37 Windmill SI ( JUSt off Toltenham Court Ad). 
London Wt. (071) 631 0472 Mon-Sat 10-7. Rega, Roksan, Naim. 
Monitor Audio. Koetsu, Marantz, Yamaha, SME, DNM, Epos. 3 dem 
rooms. Del and instal. service Credit facrlities. Access. Visa 
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The Choice Dealer Directory 
COVENT GARDEN RECORDS, 84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2 
HOJA. (071) 379 7427, Fax (071) 836 1345. London's premier digital 
audio centre, single speaker dem rooms, appointments suggested, 
installation service available, service department. All major credit cards 

accepted Man- Sal 10am-7.30pm. 
DOUG BRADY HI-FI, 14-18 Monmoulh SI. London WC2H 9HB. (071) 379 
4010. Wide range of top specialist hi-li from Britain, America and Japan. 
3 dem rooms ll1ilJJll 
DEANS, 283 Edgeware Road, London W2 1 BB. TEL (071) 402 666, FAX 
(071) 724 2135. Aiwa, B&W, Dual, Harman Kardon, JBL, JVC, Kenwood, 
Maranlz, Pioneer, Technics. Mail order, last efficient delivery, all goods 
dispatched same day. Service department. Guarantees on all products. All 
major credit cards accepted. Open 6 days to 6pm, Thurs till 8pm. 
GALAXY AUDIO VISUAL,230 Tollenham Court Road, London. (071) 637 
2624. Aiwa, Akai, Dual, Hilatchi, Phi lips, Pioneer, Sony, Rotel, Technics, 
Infinity. Demos available on request .In car audio dept. No appls nee. 
Service dept. Access, Visa, Amex, Diners, Switch, instant credit subject to 
status. 930-6pm 
GRAHAMS HI-FI, Canonbury Yard, 190a New North Rd, London NI 7BS. 
(071) 226 5500. Winner Sony/HFN Greater London Dealer Award 1986-
1989-1990. Linn, Nairn, Rega, etc. £400-£3000-£13,000. 
lllmi1 
JUST MUSIC, 52 Upper Tooting Road, London SW17 7PB. (081) 767 
1233. Aiwa, Dual, Denon, Marantz, Quad, Rogers, Thorens, Musical 
Fidelity, Sugden, Heybrook and many more. Dem facilities. Appls can be 
arranged. Home trial. Free installation available. Access, Visa, Amex, Hi
Fi Markets Chargecard, Creditcharge, finance arranged. 1 Oam-7pm Mon
Thurs, 10-6 Fri & Sat 
.KJ WEST ONE, 26 New Cavendish SI, London W1M 7LH. (071) 486 
8262/63 Fax (071) 487 3452. Arcam, Audio Research, Acoustic Research, 
Apogee, Arcam, Audiolab, Creek, Epos, Linn, Meridian, Musical Fidelity, 
Pink Triangle. Appls nee. Home trial. Free installation. Service dept. Major 
credit cards. Mon-Sal 10-6pm. (Late night Thur lil 7pm). 
THE LISTENING ROOMS, 161 Old Brompton Road, London SW5 OLJ. Tel 
(071) 244 7750/59, Fax (071) 370 0192. Linn, Epos, Quad, ARcam, 
Musical Fidelity, Meridian, Rogers, Acoustic Energy, Audiolab, Pink 
Triangle, etc. -See main advertisement-. Two dem rooms, appointments 
preferred, home trial facilities, free installation, service department. Visa, 
Access, Amex, Full credit facilities. including interest free. Mon-Sat t0-
6. 
NICHOLLS HI-FI, 430-434 Lee High Road, Lewisham, London SE12 
8RW. 081 852 5780. Sony, Technics, Harman, JBL, Mordaunl Short, 
Kenwood, Panasonic, Halter, Sumo, B&W. Demo facilities, no appt. nee , 
home trial facilities, free installation, service dept.. Credit available, Visa, 
Access. Open 930-6 Mon-Sat, Thurs 9.30-tpm. 
SOUND ORGANISATION LONDON, Un114 Pickfords Wharf, Link SI, 

London, SE1 9DG. (071) 403 2255/3088 Linn, Rega, Roksan, Micromega, 

Radford, Rotel, Nakamichi, Onix, Creek, Na1m, Exposure, Royd, Heybrook, 

Epos Interesting new equipment always under evaluation. Single speaker 

listening room. Credit facilities. Appls. preferred, free install, Service depl 
Open Tues-Sal t0-6. Late dem. by appt 

SOUND SENSE, 350 Edgeware Road, London W2 1DX. (071) 402 2100 

Alphason, B&W, Nakamichi, Celeslion, Cambridge Audio, Dual, Denon, 
Monitor Audio, Marantz, NVA, Sony ES. Appls preferred. Installations 
available. Access, Visa, Standard credit facilities. Mon-Sa\9.30-6.30. 
SOUTH LONDON HI-FI & VIDEO, 210 Brixton Hill, Streatham SW2. (081) 

674 4433/2033. Denon, Rotel, Yamaha, Kenwood, Tannoy, B&W, 

INakamichi, Dual, Thorens, Technics, Monitor Audio, Single speaker 

demo room. Appls. not nee. Installation available. Service Dept. Access, 

Visa, Amex. Interest Free & Standard credit. 9-6, 6 days. 
STUDIO 99, 79-81 Fairfax Road, London NW6. (071) 624 8855. Linn, 

Nairn, Meridian, Rega, Quad, Nakamichi. Mission/Gyrus, KEF, Bang & 

Olufsen, Yamaha, Creek etc. 2 single speaker dem rooms. Appts. nee 

Home trials. free install. Service dept. Visa/c. Access/c & finance terms. 

10-7 Mon-Fri, 10-6 Sat ll1ilJJll 
TIME AND TUNE. 218/220 Whitechapel Road. London E1 1BJ (071) 247 
0567/8/9 Akai, Aiwa, Bose, Hitachi. Kenwood, Mitsubishi, Panasonic, 

Philips. Pioneer, Sony, Technics. Home trial facilities. Free installation. 
Service dept. Instant HP. 930am-6pm Mon-Fri, 930am-2pm Sun, Sat 

Closed. 
TUNE INN, 124-126 St. Mildreds Road, Lee, London SE12 0RG 081 698 
4446. Huge range of fully guaranteed used equipment, Part exchange 
welcome. Full service facilities Great after sales. Demos available on all 
equipment. Best offers for unwanted equipment., collection arranged. 

Access. Visa. Amex, credit facilities. M on-Sat 10-6.30 

VOLUME ONE, 41 Upper Wickham Lane, Welling. (081 ) 304 4622 For full 
details see entry under Kent. 

C. Rf 

THE AUDIO COUNSEL. 12 Shaw Road, Oldham, Manchester OL1 3LQ. 
(061) 633 2602. Linn, Nairn, Rega, Rote I, Arcam, Micromega, EPOS, 
Creek, Nakamichi, Denon. 2 dem rooms Free install. Visa, Access, 
Licenced credit brokers up to £1000 instant credit 10 00-5.30 Tues. 
Weds, Sat; 10.00-730 Thurs. Fri. Closed Mon. 
CENTRAL RADIO, 30-32 Shudehill, Manchester M4 1 
EY. Tel: (061) 834 6700. JBL, Mission, B&W, Wharfedale, Grundig, 
Harman-Kardon, Panasonic, Technics, sony, Bose, Aiwa, Trio Kenwood 
Call for details 
CHRIS BROOKS AUDIO, 10-12 Oak Street, Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 
4EJ (061) 419 9050. Tues-Sat 10-6, 2 dem rooms, credit facilities. All 
credit cards. Just like the Warrington shop - total absence of bull"·-· 
ll1ilJJll 
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MURRAY HI-FI, 19 Middle Hillgate, Stockporl. (061) 429 7666. Linn, 
Nairn, Rega, Arcam, Yamaha, Royd, Epos, Creek, Nakamichi, Rotel. Full 
demo facilities, free installation & delivery, service dept. Full2yr guarantee 
on all products. Access, Visa, Lombard Tricity, licensed credit broker. 10-
6 Tue-Sat. 
SWIFT HI FIDELITY, 12 Chapel Street, Cheadle. (061) 428 7222. Arcam, 
Denon, Kenwood, Marantz, Nad, Gyrus, Rotel, Pioneer, Mission, Tannoy 
Demo room. 9.30-6. Closed Wed. ll1ilJJll 
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AUDIO T, 159a Chase Side, Enfield, Middx EN2 0PW. (081) 367 3132, Fax 
(081) 367 1638. Great hi-li from Linn, Arcam, Denon, Linx, Mission/ 

Gyrus, Phi lips, Rotel, Yamaha, and many more. T ue-Satt 0-6pm 2 single 

spker dem rooms Free del. and instal. ll1ilJJll 
HARROW AUDIO, 27 Springf1eld Rd, Harrow. (081) 863 0938. Man-Sat 

9.30-5.30. A&R, Audiolab, Gyrus, Den on, Dual, Heybrook, Linn, Monitor 

Audio, Musical Fidelity, Quad, Rotel, Tannoy etc liJiliJll 
NORTHWOOD AUDIO, 126 Pinner Road, Northwood, Middlesex HA6 

1 BP. (0927) 420877. Exposure, Marantz, Mission Gyrus, Monitor Audio, 

Musical Fidelity, Pink Triangle, Audio Innovations, Sansui, Rotel, Ruark. 

Dem room. Home trial. Free install. Access, Visa. 9-6 Mon-Sat 
RIVERSIDE HI-FI L TO, 422 Richmond Road, EasiT wickenham, Middlesex 
TW1 2EB. Tel. (081) 892 7613. Fax (081) 892 7749. AR., Arcam, Audio 
Innovations, Castle, Dual, Denon, KEF, Luxman, Michell, Musical Fidelity, 
Micromega, Maranlz, Nakamichi, Rotel, Spenhdor, Systemdek, Tannoy, 

Yamaha. One demo room, in-car demo for car hi-li systems. Appls not 

always necessary. Home trial facilities. Free installation, service dept 

Lombard Tricily, Access, Visa, Amex, Diners Club. Mon-Sat 9.30-6, 

Thurs. Fri 9.30-7. 

UXBRIDGE AUDIO L TO, 278 High SI, Uxbridge, Middx UB8 1 LZ. (0895) 

230 404, Fax (0895)273 626. Acoustic Energy, Arcam, Arislon, Audiolab, 

Castle, Creek, Gyrus, Denon, Epos, Exposure, Heybrook, Ion, JPW, Kef, 

Linn, Marantz, Meridian, Michell, Mission, MA, NAD, Naim, Nakamichl, 
QED, Quad, Revolver, Revox, Rotel, Rogers, Royd, Ruark, Stax, Tannoy, 

Thorens, Wharfedale. 2 dem rooms. Installations. 2 yr guarantee. 7 day 
exchangeService dept. Access, Amex, Diners, Visa. Mon-Sat 10-6. 

ll1ilJJll 
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WA BRADY & SON, 401 Smilhdown Rd, Liverpool L 15 3JJ (051) 733 
6859. 'Largest choice of specialist H1-Fi in NW. £100-£20K'. All credit 
cards. 3 dem rooms. Closed Monday ll1ilJJll 
IN CONCERT HI-FI, 144 Seaview Road, Wallasey, Wirral, Merseyside. 
(051) 630 5055. Denon, Kenwood, QED, G-Aiexander, Spica, Shan 
Acoustics, Systemdek, Musical Fidelity, Audio Dimensions, Voyd. Single 
speaker dem. room. Home trial, free installation. 10-6 - closed Mon. 
Access, Visa. 
PETERS HI-FI, 11 SI Werburgh Squ , Grange precinct, Berkenhead. (051) 
647 5626. 9-530 closed Thurs. See Cheshire branch for full details. 

PETERS HI-FI,8 High SI, Bromborough, Wirral. (051) 334 1874/2825.9-

5.30 6 days. See Cheshire branch lor lull derails. 
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AUDIO CENTRE MAINWAY, Sharing Asda Car Park, High Street, Bloxwich, 
Walsall, W. Midlands. (0922) 473499. /493499.Meridian, Kef Reference, 
Arcam, Quad, Rogers, Musical Fidelity, TOL, System Dek, Moth, QED 
Elect, Ariston, Linx, Audio Technica, JPW, Van den hut etc. The Midlands 
most exclusive Hi-Fi Centre with private listening studio. Open evenings 
byappt. Home trial. Free install. Own service dept. Inst. credit. Chargecard 
Interest free. Access, Barclaycard. Mon-Sat 9-5.30. 
BRIDGE HI-FI, 3 Tudor House, Bridge SI, Walsall. (0922) 640456. NAD, 
Dual, Yamaha, Kenwood, Technics, Pioneer, Mission, Celestion, Denon, 
Mordaunt Short. Appts required. Home trial & free install. Access, Visa, 
Diners, Amex. Credit to £1,000. 9.15-5.30 Man-Sat. Service dept. 
FRANK HARVEY Ht-FI EXCELLENCE, 163 Medieval Spon Street, Coventry. 
(0203) 525200. All major agencies. Free inst. Service dept. Part ex. 3 dem 
rooms. Mon-Sat 930-530. Wed til 8pm ll1ilJJll 
GRIFFIN AUDIO LTO, 94 Bristol Street, Birmingham. (021) 692 1359/ 
(021 ) 622 2230. Castle, Creek, Gyrus, Den on, Linn, Marantz, Naim, Quad, 
Rega, Rote!. Tues-Sat 10-6. ll1ilJJll 
HORNTON ELECTRONICS (1987) L TO, 8-9 Lower Temple SI. Birmingham 
B2 4JD. (021) 643 0972. Aiwa, Acoustic Research, Denon, Marantz, 
Mordaunt Short, JVC, Mission, Sony, Technics, Wharfedale. Credit to 

£1000. Access, Visa. 9-5.30 Mon-Sal. Service dept. 
MUSICAL APPROACH, 37 High Street, Aldridge, Walsall, W Mids 
(0922) 57926. Linn products, Arcam, Creek, NVA, Revolver, Onix, Epos, 

Marantz, Rote!, Quad & more. Dem facs. Home trial. Service dept. Credit 
facs available. Access, Visa. 9.30-5.30 Mon-Sat. 9.30-1 on Thurs. 

MUSICAL MATTERS, 351 Hagley Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham B17 

8DL. (021) 429 2811. Roksan, Nakamichi, Arcam, Audiolab, Musical 
Fidelity, Mission/Gyrus, Meridian, KEF, Monitor Audio, Pink Triangle. 2 
single speaker luxury demo rooms. Appts nee, home trial facilities, free 

installation, service dept. Access, V1sa, instant credit up to £1000, interest 
free credit available. T ue-Thur I 0 30-6, Fri 10.30-8, Salt 0-5.30. 

NAAM HI-FI VISION, 122-123 New Street, Birmingham. (021) 633 4944. 
Pioneer, Akai, Aiwa, Panasonic, Toshiba, Hitachi, Bose, Wharfedale, 
Sony. Demo facilities available, appointments preferred. Access, Visa, 10 
month interest free credit. Amex. Lombard T ricity Credilcharge. Mon-Sat 
9-600. 
SUPERFI, 67 Small brook, Oueensway, Birmingham B5 4HZ. (021) 631 
2675. Specialist Hi-Fi stockists of: Audio Lab, Musical Fidelity, Quad, 
Pioneer, Yamaha, Rotel, Wharfedale, Tannoy, Celestion and many more 
Single spker rooms by appt 
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BASICALLY SOUND, The Old School, School Rd, Bracon Ash, Norwich 
NR148HE. (0508) 70829. Area m, Linn, Nairn, De non, Spendor, Exposure, 
Audio Technica, Creek, Rega, Epos, etc. 2 comprehensive dem rooms 
Home triaL Free installation. Visa, Access, HP facilities. Tues-Sa\9.30-
1, 2-5.30. 
MARTINS HI-FI, 5 High Street, Kings Lynn. (0553) 761683. Est. 1968. 
ll1ilJJll 
MARTINS HI-FI, 85/91 Ber Street, Norwich. (0603) 627010. Est. 1968. 
ll1ilJJll 
SOUND APPROACH, 161a Unithank Road, Norwich. (0603) 622833. 
Kuzma,Ariston, Castle, De non, Exposure, Ion, Royd, NVA, Roksan, Ruark, 
etc. etc. Dem and home trral facilities. Mon-Sat 9-6.30. Free installation. 
Credit to £1,500. Visa, Access, D1ners Club. Service dept 

CLASSIC HI-FI + VIDEO, School Lane, Kellering, Northants. (0536) 
515766. Rotel, Musical Fidelity, Wharfedale, Monitor Audio, Yamaha, 
JBL, Dual, Marantz, Kenwood, Kel, Celestion, and many more. Home trial, 
free instal., service dept. Access, Visa, credit facs. 9.30-530pm. 
CLASSICAL SOUNDS, 84E Walling SI East, Towcaster NN12 7BS. Tel. 
0327 359588, call lor details 
THE AUDIO SHOP, Coffee Tavern Court, High SI, Rushden (0933) 56651. 
Denon, Goldring, Arislon, Tannoy, Royd, Mordaunt Short, JPW, Ion 
Systems, Rotel, Creek. De m room. Home trial and free installation. M on
Sat 9.30-5.30 (Thurs 9 30-2) Service dept. 

CHANTRY AUDIO. Chantry Walk, 18a El don Street, Tuxford, Nr Newark, 
Nolls NG22 OLH. (0777) 870372. Pink Triangle, Deltec, Rotel, SO 
Acoustics, Ruark, NVA, Michell, Art Audio, Croft Acoustics, Kelvin Labs, 
and much more. 2 dem rooms. Home trial, free installation. Access, Visa 
& credit facilities and mail order. Mon-Fri 10am-4.30pm. Sat 9.30-5.30. 
Sun & evenings home dem by appt. Closed Weds. 
DEFINITIVE AUDIO, (0602) 813562. For a carefully considered approach 
to building a true hi-fidelity audio system with componants derived lrom 
the following manufacturers, Systemdek, Goldring, Revox, Voyd, Audio 
Innovations, Snell, Audionote, SME, Helius, Impulse, TEAC, Deltec,Wadia, 
Ortolon Premier dealer, Pioneer dealer, Huygens loudspeaker stands. 
Demos by appt . Please phone for further details. Installation free of 
charge. Mon-Sat 10-7pm, Closed Wed a.m. 
NOTTINGHAM HI-FI CENTRE, 120-122 Alfreton Road, Nottingham. 
(0602) 786919. Over 25 years experience, superb demo rooms. extensive 
range, free parking Mon-Sat 9-5.30. ll1ilJJll 

LJ " 
ASTLEY AUDIO L TO, 3 Marketplace, Wallingtord (0491) 39305/34349 
Technics, Panasonic, Pioneer, Kenwood, Sony, Yamaha, Denon, Dual, 
Mission, Tannoy. Home trial, free installation. Service dept. Access, Visa, 
Amex, Diners. Instant credit. Tue-Fri 9-5.30, Sat 9-5. Records & COs 
stocked. 
AUDIO T, 19 Old High SI, Headington, Oxford OX3 9HS. (0865) 65961, 
Fax (0865)60415. Great hi-li from Linn, Arcam, Denon, Meridian, Mission/ 
Gyrus, Rotel, Yamaha, B&O and many more. rue
Sat 10-6pm 2 single spker demo rooms, A/V dept. free del. & instal 
ll1ilJJll 
OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS L TO, Cantay Hse, Park End Place, 
Oxford OX11JE. (0865) 790879. Oxford Acoustics,Audio Research, Krell, 
Magneplanar, Apogee, Aragon, Stax, Marantz, Wharledale, Cambridge 
Audio. Home trial and free installation. Instant credit, Access, Amex, Visa 
10-6 T ues-Sat. Service dept 
WITNEY AUDIO VISUAL, 28 High SI, Wilney, Oxford. (0993) 702414 
Aiwa. Akai, AR, Bose, B&W. Cambridge, Dual, Mordaunt-Short, NAD, 
Onkyo, Pioneer, Roberls, Sony & Sony ES, Tannoy, Wharfedate, Yamaha, 
Reference Point Dealer. Dem facilities. M on-Sat 9-5.30. Free installation, 
credit to £1 ,000. Access, Visa. Service dept. 
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AVON HI-FI, 12 Barker Street,Shrewsbury, Shropshire SY1 1QJ. (0743) 
55166. NAD, Quad, B&W, Arcam, Kenwood, Aiwa, Bose, Nakamichi, 
Revolver, Onkyo. Dem room. Home trial. Free install. Service dept. 
Access, Visa. £1000 instant credit. Mon. Tues. Wed, Frr, Sat 9-5.30. 
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CREATIVE AUDIO, 9 Dogpole, Shrewsbury (D743) 241924. Linn. Naim, 
Roksan, Mission, Arcam, Rogers, Denon, Marantz, Rotel. Celestion, etc. 
De m room. Home trial and free installation. Credit to £1 DOO. Access, Visa. 
Tues-Sat 9 3D-53D Service dept. 
SHROPSHIRE HI-FI, St. Michael's SI., Shrewsbury, Shropshire (D743) 
232D65. Ariston, Audio Technica, CambndgeAudio, Deltec, De non, Dual, 
Infinity, Kenwood, Mordaunt Short, Musical Fidelity, Etc. Demo room, 
tree parking, tree installation, repairs. 
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MIKE MANNING AUDIO, 11D Middle Street, Yeovil, Somerset BA2D 1 NE. 
(D935) 79361, Fax (D935) 32923, Mobile(D85D) 325965. Linn, Naim. 
Roksan, Pink Tnangle, A+R (Arcam), ION, NAO, Pioneer, Rotel, Oenon, 
etc. Dedicated listening lounge, tor relaxed and unpressured 
demonstrations. Appts not usually nee. but best to phone first. Home trial 
facilities on request, free installation, service department. Instant credit, 
Access & Visa, etc.9-530 closed Mondays 
PAUL ROBERTS HI-FI, 32 North St., Taunton. (D823) 27DDDD. For 
facilities see entry under Avon. 
WATTS RADIO - the engineers, Jim Badman, I West Street, Somerton. 
(D458) 7244D.Aiwa, Castle, Dual, Denon, KEF, Ortolon, Quad, Rogers, 
Tannoy, Thorens, Yamaha. Oem and home triallacil ities. Mon-Sat 9-1, 2-
5.3D, Wed 9-1. Free installation. Credit to £1 ,DDD. Access, Visa. Service 
dept. 
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ACTIVE AUDIO, 29 Market Street, Tamworth, Staffordshire. (D827) 53355. 
Arcam, Ariston, Celestion, Denon, Exposure, Heybrook, Kef, Gyrus, 
Musical Fidelity, Marantz, Revox, Rotel, Rogers, etc. etc. The only BAOA 
Member in Staffordshire. Full dem & home triallacs. Account and credit 
cards Ring for opening times and free Fact Pack. 
lllilllil 

ACTIVE AUDIO, 95 Stafford Street, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent. (D782) 214994. 
Arcam, Ariston, Celestion, Gyrus, Oenon, Exposure, Kef, Kef Reference, 
Marantz, Rogers, Rote I, etc. etc. The only BADA Member in Staffordshire 
Full dem & home trial lacs. Account and credit cards. Ring for opening 
times and free Fact Pack lllllllll 

GRANGE HI-FI LTD, 153 Branston Road, Burton-on-Trent, Staffordshire 
DE14 3DQ. (D283) 33655. Audio lnnovations, Arcam, Castle, Den on, Pink 
Triangle, Rotel, Rogers, Systemdek, SME, Quad, Voyd. Demonstrations 
lacil ities avai table, appointments necessary on Saturdays. Free installation. 
Service department. Access, Visa. 9.DD-5.30pm Closed Wednesday. 
Closed for lunch 12.00-1230 
INTERSOUNDS, 62 Bennetl Precinct, Longton, Stoke-on-Trent. (0782) 
336233. Arcam, De non, Dual, Mission, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, 
Revolver, Rotel, Systemdek, etc. G.OOO 8 different speaker manufacturers. 
2 dem rooms. Free install. In-house service dept. Access, Visa, £1000 
credit subject to status. 9.30-5.30 Mon-Sat. Closed Thurs. 
MUSICAL APPROACH, Unit 7, Woodings Yard, Bailey Sir., Stafford. 
(0785) 55154. Linn Products, Arcam, Creek, NVA, Revolver, Audiotec, 
Onix. Epos, Marantz, Rotel and more. Home trial. Free installation. Service 
dept. Credit facilities available. Access, Visa. 9.3D-5.3D Mon-Sat. 
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EASTERN AUDIO, 41 Bramlord Rd, Ipswich. (0473) 217217.Quad Audio 
Lab, Oenon, Dual. Marantz, Mission, NAO, Nakamichi, Technics, Arcam 
Mon-Sat930-6. lllilllil 

THE STEREO SHOP, 94 Norwich Road, IpswiCh, Suffolk. (0473) 233832 
Linn, Exposure, Musical Fidelity, Creek, Epos, Monitor Audio, Mordaunt 
Short, Marantz, Rotel, Phi lips, NAO, 2 single speaker listening rooms 
Multi rooms specialists. Free installations. Service dept. Plus 3 year 
guarantee. Access & Visa. Licensed credit broker. 1D.DD-6.00 Tue-Sat. 
Thurs tD.DD-8.0D (by appointment). 

AUDIO INC, 44 Walton Road, East Molesey, Surrey KT8 OOQ. (D81) 941 
4234. Acoustic Energy, Conrad, Johnson, JA Michell, Proac, Croft, VPI, 
Thorens, Pink Triangle, Rotel, Luxman. Single speaker demo room. Home 
trial facilities. Free installation. Access, Visa. Interest Free Credit on some 
items, standard credit terms. t0-6 Mon-Sat. 1D-8 Thurs. 10-4 Sun. 
AUDIO SOUTH, 5 Mead Lane, Farnham, SurreyGU9 7DY. (0293) 6t9295. 
Audio lnnovations, JPW, Luxman, Marantz. Ortolon, Rote I, Snell, Sugden, 
Teac, Voyd. Dem room and evening appointments available. Home trial 
facilities. Free installation. Access, Visa.1030-6 M on-Sat. Closed Tuesday. 
DATASOUNO, 23 South Street, Dorking, Surrey RH4 2JZ. (D306) 882897. 
Arcam, Celestion, Denon, Dual, Marantz, Mission, Musical Fidelity, NAO, 
Rotel, Tannoy. Dedicated listening room. Free install. Service dept. Up to 
£10DO instant credit subtect to status. 930-530 6 days 
PJ HI-FI - the Hi-Fi Shop, 3 Bridge Street, Guildford, SurreyGUt 4RY. let: 
(0483) 5D48D1. 9-6 Mon-Sat. Linn, Meridian, Creek, Arcam, Quad, 
Revox, Musical Fidelity, Rote I, NAO, Nakamichi, Marantz. lllilllil 

RIVERSIDE HI-FI, 422 Richmond Road, East Twickenham. TW1 2EB. let 
(D8t) 892 76t3. Fax (08t) 892 7749. See main entry under Middlesex 
ROGERS HI-FI, t3 Bridge Street, Guildford, Surrey. (D483) 61049. Aiwa, 
De non, Ouai,JPW, Marantz, Monitor Audio, Phi lips, Pioneer, Systemdek, 
Tannoy. Demonstration facilities available, no appointment necessary. 
Free installation. Service department. AccessNisa. Instant credit up to 
£,ODD subject to status. Monday-Saturday 9.3D-6pm, later by appointment 
SOUNDS EXCLUSIVE, 1 Kent House, High Street, Craneligh, Surrey GU6 
8AU. (D483) 268185. Marantz, Sumo, QED, Michell, Alphason, SME, 
Ortofon, Finestra, Proac, Bose. Home triaL Oems a pleasure. Appts. 
preferred. Service dept. Free install. Access, Barclaycard. 
SPALOINGS HI-FI, 352-4 Lower Addiscombe Rd, Croydon, Surrey (D81) 
654 t231/2D4D. 3 dem rooms and home dem. Free installation, credit. 
Mon-Sat9-6. Tues to8. Closed Wed. Service dept. lllilllil 

SURBITON PARK RADIO, 48Surbiton Rd, Kingston-Upon-Thames, Surrey 
(081) 546 5549. Quad, Dual, Den on, Kenwood, Nakamichi, Rotel, Pioneer, 
QED, B&W, Tannoy Oem and home trial facilities. Access, Visa. 9.3D-
5.DD T ues-Sat. Service dept 
SURREY HI-FI, 45 High Street, Godstone, Surrey RH9 8LS. (D883) 
744755. Parking, easy access - JUSI2 m ins off junction 6, M25. Marantz, 
Musical Fidelity, QED, Radlord, Tannoy, TDL, Kelvin Labs, Gyrodec, 
Reference Imports, Acoustat, Bas1s Turntables, MAS., Rotel, Chord, 
KEF. Single speaker demo room. Appts not necessary, home tnal 
facilities, free installation, service dept. Access, Visa, Mastercard. Open 
9-6, closed Wed. 
TRU-FI SOUND AND VISION, 2 Central Parade, Redhill, Surrey (D737) 
7674D4/766128 Aiwa, Audio Technica,B&W. Nakamichi, Mission, 
Mordaunt-Short, Nakoaka, Sony, Technics. Oem. facilities. Free 
installation. Service dept. 0% finance. Access, Visa. Mon-Sat 9 3D-6 
TRU-FI SOUND & VISION, tO Church Street, Leatherhead, Surrey. (0372) 
37878D. Sony, Technics, Panasonic, Mitsubishi, Ferguson, Aiwa, Pioneer, 
Sanyo, B&W, Mission. Free installation. Credit facilities. Access, V1sa 
9.t5-5.30 Mon-Sat. Closed Wed. Service dept 
UN I LET HI-FI, 35 High Street, New Maiden, Surrey KT3 4BY. (081) 942 
9567. Kef, Mission, Musical Fidelity, NAO, Nakomichi, Quad. Rotel, 
Tannoy. Dems. Amex, Access, Visa, etc. 
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HASTINGS HI-FI, 33-35 Western Road, St. Leonards, E. Sussex TN37 
6DJ. (0424) 442975. Linn, Musical Fidelity, Quad, Nakamichi, Arcam, 
Celestion, NAD, Den on, Yamaha, Tannoy. 21istening rooms. Home triaL 
Free installation. Service dept. All credit cards welcome. lnstant credit up 
to £1,000, written details on request. 9-6pm M on-Sat. 
JEFFRIES HI-FI, 69 London Road, Brighton, East Sussex. (0273) 609431 
2 dem rooms, closed Mon. late night Wed. Parking, bus route. Credit 
facilities. lllilllil 

JEFFRIES HI-FI, 4 Albert parade, Green SI, Eastbourne, East Sussex. 
(D323) 3t336. 2 dem rooms, closed Mon. Late night Wed. Parking, bus 
route. Credit lacs lllilllil 

LASER SOUND & VISION, 72 Terminus Road, Eastbourne, East Sussex 
BN21 3LX. (0323) 640911. Laserdiscs specialists PAL. & N.T.S.C. (new 
& secondhand). Phone for free catalogue, mail order throughout UK, Visa, 
Access. 9-6pm Mon-Sat. 
THE POWER PLANT, 66 Upper North Street, Brighton BN1 3FL. (D273) 
775978. Roksan, Musical Fidelity, Onix, Maranlz, Rotel, Yamaha, Bryston, 
Tannoy, Monitor Audio, JPW, etc. Comfortable single speaker 
demonstration rooms. No appts. nee. Home trial facilities, free install. 
Service dept. Credit facilities available on request. Mon-Sat t0-1.DD, 
2.DD-6pm 
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AUDIO DESIGNS, 26 High Street, East Grinstead, W. Sussex RH19 3AS 
D342 314569.Linn, Naim, Alphason, Arcam, Rotel, NAD, B&W, Tannoy, 
Thorens, TEAC, etc. Very comfortable listemng room. No appts nee , 
Home trial lacitities. free installation, servrce dept. AccessNisa 9-5.30 
Mon-Sat, late Tue till 8pm 
BOWERS & WILKINS L TO, t Becket Buildings, Little Hampton Rd, 
Worthing. (0903) 64141. B&W, Nakamichi, Castle, Denon, Dual, JVC, 
Mordaunt Short, Philips, Quad, Sony, Technics. 3 dem rooms. Mon-Sat 
9-5.30, Wed 9-1pm Home trial facilities, free install. Credit to £1000, 
Access, Visa. Service dept.' 
CHICHESTER HI Fl, 7 St. Pancras, Chichester, W. Sussex P019 1 SJ. Tel 
(D243) 7764D2. Linn, Naim,Rega, Creek, Nakomichi,A&R, Den on, Roksan 
etc. Tues-Sat, 10-1, 2-5.t5 (closed Mon). lllilllil 

MALCOLM AUDIO, t2 South Street, Chichester, W. Sussex. (0243) 
787562. Sony, Technics, Oenon, Yamaha, Sherwood, Mordaunt Short, 
Wharfedale, Atlison, Dual, NAD. Appointments necessary. Home trial 
facilities. Free installation. Service Dept. Access, Visa. 9.t5-5, Mon-Sat. 

BILL HUTCHINSON L TO, 87A Ciayton Street, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne let: 
(091) 230 360D. A R ,  Aiwa, Den on, Dual, JVC. Mission, Mordaunt Short, 
Omar, Technics, Yamaha, etc. Demonstration facilities. Free installation, 
service department. Instant credit. Access, Visa. Mon-Sat 1 0-6 
RED RADIO SHOP AND HI-FI CENTRE, 11 Olive Street, (Off Park Lane). 
Sunderland. (D91) 567 2087. Castle, Denon, Bose, JVC, Kenwood, 
Mordaunt Short, Michell, Teac, Tannoy, Shure. Dem room, large with 
comparator facility. Free install. Service dept. Interest free credit and no 
deposit interest free credit. 9am-53Dpm daily. 

NEWCASTLE HI-FI, 153 Kenton Road, Goslorth, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne 
NE3 4NQ. (D9t) 285 7179. Linn, Arcam, Creek, Marantz, JPW, NAD, 
De non, Ruark, Custom Design, Aiwa, etc. 2 single speaker demonstration 
rooms. Installation, delrvery, 2 yr guarantee on all products. Access, Visa. 
tD-5.3D Tue-Sat. 
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NAAM HI-FI VISION, 78 Lower Precinct, Coventry CVt t OX (D203) 632D86. 

Technics. Pioneer, Kenwood. AR, Akai, Aiwa. Panasonic, Toshrba, Wharledale. 

KEF. Demo facilities. Access, Visa. Amex. Lombard Tricity credit charge. 9.00-

6.00 Mon-Sat. 
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AUDIO T, 60 Fleet SI, Swrndon, Wills. SN1 IRA (0793) 538222, Fax (0793) 

487260. Great hi-li from Linn, Denon, Meridran, Mission/Gyrus, Rotel, Sony, 

Yamaha and many more. T ue-Sat 9.30-5.30. Single spker dem room. free del. 

and instaL 

WEST MIDLANDS AUDIO, 158 Ombersley Road, Worcester WR3 I HA. (0905) 

58046. Linn, Naim, Rega, Absolute Sounds, Meridian, Arcam, Ion Systems, 

Roksan. 3 dem rooms for budget & high end audio. Appointments necessary. 

Free installation. Service Dept. Access, Visa, Amex, Diners, Lombard/Hilachi. 

Mon-Fri 9.30-8.30 by appt Sat 9-5.30. 
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SCARBOROUGH HI-FI CENTRE, 53 Dean Road, Scarborough, N. Yorks 
Y012 7SN. (0723 374547. Aura, B&W, Mission, Quad, NAD, Oxford, 
Alphason, Rogers, Nakamichi, Ruark, Voyd. Dem room, appointment 
preferred. Home trial lacililies. Free installation. Service dept. Access/ 
Visa/Creditcharge/£1 ,000 instant credit/AmeX/Oiners 10-6 lues to Sat. 
HARROGATE HI-FI CENTRE, t5 Commercial Street, Harrogate. N. Yorks 
HG1 1UB. (0423) 504274. Aura, B&W, Mission, Quad, NAO, Oxford, 
Alphason, Rogers, Nakamichi, Ruark, Voyd. Dem room, appointment 
preferred. Home trial facilities. Free installation. Service Department 
AccessNisa/Credilcharge/£t ,DDO instant credit/Amex/Oiners. 10-6 
Tuesday to Saturday 
SOUND ORGANISATION YORK, 16 Gillygate, York Y03 7EQ. let (0904) 
627108. Linn, Naim, Rega, Roksan, Sony, Arcam, Mission, Oenon, Ion, 
Role!. 2 single speaker dem rooms. Appts. preferred. Home triaL Free 
installation. Service dept. Access, Visa. Instant iree credit available. 
10am-6pm lues-Sat. Sony dealer. Award nominated '86,' 87,' 88. 
lllilllil 

TRC HI-FI, 3 Kings Cross SI, Halifax HXt 2SH. 0422 366832. Full 
demonstration facilities at any time, no appts nee, free install, service dept. 
Access, Visa, Lombards credit charge available. 9-5.30 Mon-Fri, Closed 
Thur, 9-5 Sat 1D-4 
VICKERS HI-FI, 24 Gillygale, York. (0904) 629659. Audiolab, Harman
Kardon, Marantz, Musical Fidelrty, Pink Triangle, Quad, Syslemdek. 
Tannoy, Technics, & lots more. 3 demonslration studios (2 by appointment) 
superb showrooms, 2 year guarantee on all hi-li products. Appts as above, 
home trial facilities, free installation, service department. Qualified and 
experienced staff, over 20 years experience.t2 months interest free credit. 
t 0.30-5.30 Mon-Sat. 
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HI-FI STUDIO, 5 Norman Cres , Sunnyfields, Doncaster. (0302) 781387. 
Heybrook, Monitor audio, Art Audio, TOL, Michell, Sugden, Acoustic 
Energy, Alphason, Teac, Dual. Listening room demos. Home trial. Free 
installation. Licensed credit broker, 2 yr guarantee on all equipment. 
Service available. Access, Visa. 1 D-8pm 6 days. Phone for further inlo.& 
FREE fact pack 
MOORGATE ACOUSTICS, t84 Filzwilliam SI, Sheffield. (0742 756048. 
Roksan, Linn, Musical Fidelity, Denon, Meridian, Krell, Quad, Audio 
Research, Exposure, Nakamichi, 2 demo rooms. Free installation. Service 
Oept Access, Visa, Credit. 9.30-5.30 Closed Mon 
lllilllil . 

MOORGATE ACOUSTICS, 8 Westgate Chambers, Rolherham. (0709) 
370666. Roksan, Linn, Musical Fidelity, Oenon, Meridian, Krell, Quad, 
Audio Research, Exposure, Nakamichi. A multitude of demo rooms. Free 
installation. Service dept. Access, Visa, creditlacilities. 9.30-5.15 Closed 
Thurs. lllilllil 
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AUDIO PROJECTS, 45 Headingley Lane. Leeds. (0532) 304565. A&R, 
Audiolab, Creek, Heybrook. Linn, Musical Fidelity, Naim, Quad, Rega, etc. 
Tues-Fri 9.30-6, Sat 2.30-5.30 
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AUDIO VISION (BRIGHOUSE) L TO, 5 Belhel SI, Brighouse, W. Yorks H 

D6 1JR (1 mile from junc 25, M62) 0484 713996. Largest range of 

Technics hi-li in Yorkshire. Stockist of the new Techn1cs digital reference 

series. Aiwa hi-li seperates, Mordaunt-Short & Castle Acoustic speakers; 

Panason1c, Finlux & Mitsubishi Nicam Stereo TVs & hi-li video recorders. 

Technics dolbysurround sound systems, reproduction furniture. Excellent 

CD dems. using comparator lacilitiess from a choice of over 1000 

compact discs for sale. Please phone us. free expert instalL, in-store 

service dept. Visa, Access, Credit charge. Open M on-Sat 9-5.30. 

CLEARTONE (Formerly Erricks). Rawson Square. Bradford, (Near John SI 

Market). (0274)309266. A&R, Linn, Quad, Exposure. Nakamichi, Mission, 

De non, Kenwood. Private demo rooms, no appt nee, home trial facilities, 

free installation, service dept. Access, Visa, licenced credit broker. Man

Sal 9-5.30 (T ue 1 0-5.30) lll'ill1ll 
ERIC WILEY, 85 Beancrolt Rd, Castlelord. (0977)553066/556774. Arcam 

Audio, Cambridge Audio, Celeslion, Kenwood, Maranlz, NAD. Pioneer 

Reference Pion!, Rotel, Technics, Quad. Car audio specialists Demo 

facilities. No appls nee. Access. Visa. Lombard lricily credit chharge 

Mon-Sal 9-5.30, closed wed. 

HUDDERSFIELD HI-FI CENTRE, 4 Cross Church Si, Huddersfield. (0484) 

544668. B&W, Kenwood, Denon, Daal, Arcam, Musical Fidelity, Quad, 

NVA, Audio Lab, Philips, Mission, etc. Dem lacillies -appointment reqd. 

Mon-Sat 9-5.30, Thurs 9-8 Closed Wed. Free installation, credil lacililies. 

Access. Visa. 

IMAGE HI-FI Ltd. 8-10 SI Annes Rd, Headingley, Leeds. (0532) 789374. 

AR. Audio Lab, Den on, Linn, Maranlz, Meridian, Mission, Monitor Audio, 

NAD, Quad lill!llll 
IMAGE HI-FI, 17 The Springs, Wakelield, WF1 1 QE. (0924) 200272. AR, 

Audio Lab, Denon, Linn, Marantz. Meridian, Mission, Monitor Audio, 

NAD, Quad. ll1lllm 

T.R.C HI-FI, 3 Kings Cross SI, Halifax. (0422) 366832. Alphson, Castle, 

Denon, Harmon/Kardon, Kenwood, Quad, Rolel, Technics, Wharledale. 

Free Installation. Service dept, No Appl nee. 9.00-5.30, closed Thur. 

NORTHERN IRELAND 

LYRIC Ht-FI, 84 Bridge Street Portadown. Armargh, N Ireland. (0762) 358059 

Linn, Na1m, Rega, Arcam. Denon. Rote!, Musical Fidelity, Revox, MiSSIOn,Akai, 

Panasonic, etc. Mon-Sat 10am-6pm. lill!llll 
LYRIC HI-FL 163 Stranmills Road. Belfast (0232) 381 296. Linn, Nairn. Rega, 

Arcam, Denon, Rote!, Musical Fidelity, Revox, Mission etc. M on-Sat 10-6. Late 

n1ght Thurs. lll'ill1ll 
ZEUS AUDIO, 6 Hope Street, Belfast (0232) 332522. Audio Innovations. Pink 

Tflangte. Roksan, Marantz Celeslion, Linx, Mefldian, M1ssion Gyrus, Ortolon, 

etc. Mon-Sat 10.00-5.30, Late night Thurs. lll'ill1ll 
ASTON AUDIO, 17 H1llhead Road, Dundonald, Belfast 0247 872431 Akai, 

Technics, JVC, P1oneer M1tsub1Shi, Panasonic, Tosh1ba, Sharp, Sanyo. Demos 

available. No appts nee, serv1ce dept Please phone for directions. Mon-F" 2-

8, Sat 10-4 

ZEUS AUDIO, 23a Kingsgate Sir, Colraine, BT52 4LB. (0265) 56634. Marantz, 

Mission Gyrus. A1wa. Ak<a. Alphason. Sony, P<nk Tri, Celestion, Rote! Open 

Mon-Sat 1 0-5 30, Closed Thurs. lll'ill1ll 

CEOL PRODUCTS, 185 Lower Rathm<nes Road, Dublin 6. Tel: 0001 975984 
961358 Alphason, Audio Innovation. Exposure, Linn. Marantz, Monitor AudiO, 
Mordaunl Short. Musical Fidel1ty, Rega, Roksan. Single Speaker listening 
rooms. Free <nstallatlon. All major cards. M on-Sat 9.30-6.00. 

SCOTLAND 

HI-FI CORNER, 44 CowWynd, Falkirk. (0324) 29011 Nakam1Ch1, De non, TDL, 

Ruark, T echmcs, Luxman, Thorens. 9.30-5.30 M on - Sat Closed Weds. Demo 
room available. ll!iD1.i.1 

BILL HUTCHINSON Lid, 43 Clarke SI, Edinburgh. (031) 667 2877. AR, 

Aiwa, Denon, Dual, JVC, Mission, Mordauni-Shorl, Omar, Technics. 

Yamahaelc. Dem facilities. Mon-Sal 1 0-6. Free installation, instant credit 

Access, Visa. Service dept. 
HI-HI CORNER, 121 b Rose Street Pedestrian Precinct, Rose SI, Edinburgh 
EH2 3D D. 031 220 1535. Large range of products such as Nakamichi, 
Arcam, Audio Lan, Quad, Gyrus, Mission, Alii son, Proton, NAD, Technics. 
Mon-Sat , I0-5.30pm, Thurs 10-?.00pm 
RUSS ANDREWS HI-FI, 34 Northumberland SI, Edinburgh. (031) 557 
1672.Linn, Nairn, Rega, Arcam, Role!, Maranlz, Nakamichi, Quad, MS, 
MA, Yamaha. Demos. 10-5.30 Mon-Fri, 10-5 Sat. ll1lllm 
BILL HUTCHINSON Ltd. 43 Hope Street. Glasgow. (041) 248 2857 A R ,  Aiwa. 
Denon, Dual, JVC, MisSion, Mordaunt-Short, Omar, Technics, Yamaha etc. 
Dem laCililies. M on-Sat 10-6. Free <nstallation, instant credit Access, V1sa 
Service dept 
HI-FI CORNER. 52 Gordon Street, Glasgow (041) 248 2840 The best 1n 
unb<ased sound advice Open 10-5.30 Tues - Sat. 
Demo room etc. 
HI-FI EXPERIENCE 145 Bath SI, Glasgow. (041) 226 4268. Linn, Merd<an, 
DNM, Celestian, Quad, Mission-Gyrus, Den on, Wharledale, Ruark. 2 Demo 
Rooms. Tue-Sat 9 30-5.30. Contact James 
or Gordon. lll'ill1ll 

STEREO STEREO, 278 SI Vincent SI, Glasgow G2 5RL. (041) 248 4079 Linn, 
Nairn, Rega, Arcam, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Revox, PT, etc. Man-Sat 10-6 

Interest free cred1t lll'ill1ll 
THE AUDIO SUITE, 42 SI Andrew Street, Aberdeen. 0224 625635. 
Absolute Sounds. Morduanl Short, Creek, Alphason, Acoustal, Spectra, 
MAS.,Systemdek, Teac. Heco, Micromega Dem Room. Appts nee .. 
Home trial facilities, Free Installation & Delivery, service dept.. Access, 
Visa, Maslercard, Eurocard, Licensed credit brokers. Mon-Wed 9-7, 
Thurs 9-8, Fri-Sal 9-6. 
HOLBURN HI Fl Lid, 441 Holburn SI, Aberdeen (0224) 585713. Arcam, 
Audiolab, B&W, Celestion, Denon, Dual, Epos, Heybrook, ION, Kenwood, 
Linn. MA, Marantz, �eridian, Mission Gyrus, M.S., NAD, Nakamichi, 
Pioneer, QED, Quad, Revox, Rogers, Rolel, Ruark, Tannoy, Technics, 
Wharledale, Yamaha 9.30-5.30 Mon-Sat lll'ill1ll 
HIGHLAND ANALOGUE, 'Usmore', Avoch, Ross-shne IV9 8RF (0381) 20655 

Acoustat, Basis, Cary, CAT. Cogan-Hall, Diamond-Acoustics, Ensemble, MFA, 

NRG. SOLEN 1 demo room. appls nee, home trial facilities, free installalions , 

owner IS trained electronics technic<an. UK's most northerly h1gh-end dealer. 

Open 7 days 

HI·FI CHOICE 

[\) [[ f 

JD. BROWN, 28-36 Castle SI. Dundee DD1 9NZ. (0382) 26591. Technics, 

Pioneer, Rotel, QED, Castle, Celestion, Mordaunt Short, Wharledale, 

Base. All equipment ready for demonstration. Noappl nee, free installation, 

service dept. Mon-Sal 9-5.30 

W.M. COUPAR, 33 Reform Street, Dundee, Tayside. (0382) 29588. Bang 

& Olulsen, NAD, Technics, Denon, Kenwood, Dual, Nakamichi, B&W, 

Acoustic Research, JBL. No appointment necessary, free installation, 

service department. All demonstration systems wired through a 

demonstration comparilor Licensed credit broker, Access. V1sa. Monday

Saturday 9.00 am-5.30 

ROBERT RITCHIE HI-FI, 102 Murray SI, Monlrose, Angus (0674) 73765. 

Linn, Nairn, Rega, Quad, A&R, Cambridge, Creek, Epos, Pioneer, Kenwood, 

Sony & Technics. 2 demo rooms (1 single speaker). Appls nee., home trial 

lac., free installation, service dept. Access, Visa, credil lacililies. 9-5.30, 

except Wed 9-1 pm. 

1\tjlijt,i 

ELECTRO TRADER, 19 Colwyn Crescent, Rhos On Sea, Colwyn Bay, 

Clwyd. (0492) 48932 Ariston, Arcam, B&W, Heco, Infinity, Onkyo, Rotel, 

Tannoy, TDL, Yamaha etc. Dem room. Appls preferred. Home trial. Free 

installation. Access, Visa, American Express, Diners. 9.30-1.00, 2.00-

5.30 Mon-Sat. 

nvr 

LEWIS AUDIO, 2 Queen Street, Carmarthen, Dyfed. (0267) 236463. 

NAD,Dual, Kenwood. Harmen-Kardon, Rolel, Maranlz, Denon, JPW, 

Wharledale,JBL, De m. room. Home trial facilities, free installation, Service 

dept.Access, V1sa, Amex, £1000 instant credit Phone for details. Mon

Sat 9.30-5. 15. 

AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 134 Crwys Road, Cardiff. (0222) 228565. AudiO Research, 
Krell, Linn, Nairn. NAD, Yamaha, Quad, Arcam, Mission+ tots more. Closed 
Mon. lll'ill1ll 
AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 9 High SI, Swansea (0792) 474608. Audio Research, 
Linn, Arcam. Mission. Quad. Naim. NAD, Yamaha, etc Closed Man lill!llll 

( \\ 

I&H GRIFFITHS & SONS, 313 High SI, Bangor LL57 1 YA. (0248) 370655. 
Yamaha, Tannoy, Teac, Goodmans, Dual, Sherwood, Wharledale. Demos 
available, no appts nee. home trial facilities, free installation, sevice depl 
Access, Visa. Lombard credit charge. Mon-Sal 9-5.30, Wed 9-1. 
PETERS HI-FI, Victoria Buildings, Moslyn Ave , Craig-y-don, LLandudno. 
(0492) 876788. 1 single spker dem room. Open 9-5.30, closed Wed. See 
Cheshire branch for lull details. 
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DEA LE R G U ID E 

ENGLAND 

': BEDFORDSHIRE 

WENTWORTH AL:DIO 
ll1 I 1 Spn1.dJ'h 

<.OOD SOV\D �OR A SOL-.1) I'RI< t. 
TWO BASEMENT OEMONSTRATION ROOMS 

BRANDS STOCKED 
Marantz, Musical Fidelity, Pink Triangle, Pioneer. 

Quad. Sony. Systemdck etc. 

/lr/o WORTH ACCESSORIES FREE 
with any sale over £100. rrom Scpt-Dcc inclusive 

INTEREST FREE PR0:'\10110N ALSO 
\\Lnl\\Otlh Audw XI ll1gh StJ�.:..:I :-.,;orth Dun,t,1hk H�.:lh 

ll h ]JJ 1�.:1 l>un,t.1hk 6fo1\XI 
OpL11 I un to S<Jt Hl-(1 

FOf< 

Technics SONY 
JVC W H A R F E D A L E 

plus much more. 

21 THE BROADWAY, BEDFORD 
TEL. 0234 356323 

TAVISTOCK SOUND& VISION 

Aiwa, Akai, Bang & Olulsen, Bose, B + W, Cambridge, 
Celestion, Denon, Dual, Heco , Heybrook, JPW, Kef, 

Kenwood, Marantz, Mission, Mitsubishi, Monitor Audio, 
Monster, Mordaunt/Short, NAD, Nagaoka, Nakamichi, 

Ortofon, Panasonic, Phi lips, Pioneer, QED, Quad, Revolver. 
Rogers, Rotel, Sennheiser, Sony, Tannoy, Target, Technics, 

TDK, Thorens, Wessex, Wharfedale, Yarnaha. 

Ask about Free delivery & Free installation 
11-12 Market Place, Reading* Tel: 0734 583730 
18, King Street, Maidenhead* let: 0628 73420 
4, Priory Road, High Wycombe Tel: 0494 35910 
62, North Brook Street, Newbury Tel: 0635 32474 
Princess Square, Bracknell* Tel: 0344 >424556 

DEMONSTRATION ROOMS* 

University Audio 
MISSION/CYRUS, 
NAKAMICHI AND 

AUDIO PLAN 

On Permanent Demonstration 
At 

I &2 PEAS HILL. CAMBRIDGE CB2 WP 
TEL: 0223 - 354237 FAX: 0223 - 322079 

ARCAM, CASTLE ACOUSTICS, CREEK, DENON, EPOS, 
EXPOSURE ELECTRONICS. JPW, LINN PRODUCTS, 

MARANlZ, MICROMEGA. MISSION, MORDAUNT SHORT. 
NAIM AUDIO, NAKAMICHI. REGA RESEARCH 

O'lo Interest free credit 

SPECIALIST AUDIO RETAILERS (0223) 
110 MILL ROAD, CAMBRIDGE 60442 

CHESHIRE 

HI-FI SPECIALISTS 

r�'' �c'"'"'" · YAMAHA · REVOLVER 
MONITOR AUDIO· CAMBRIDGE· 

AURA· WHARFEDALE · B & W · 

AKG · TANNOY · SENNHEISER 
MARANTZ ·DUAL· DENON 4 WEST STREET, 

ALDERLEY EDGE, 
CHESHIRE, 

QUAD· SANSUI· TECHNICS· 
SPENDOR ·MISSION· SME · 

NAKAMICHI· AUDIOLAB · 
ROGERS · AUDIOQUEST · 

TEL: 0625 582704 

===�=""•'·' 
DISCOUNT CD A TAPE 
EXTENDED GUARANTEE 
INTEREST FREE CREDIT 

.. The� 

lli-Ei 
Showroom 

IP�-MMitM 

MORDAUNT-SHORT · 
MERIDIAN· DELTEC 

ROKSAN · ARCAM · 

AUDIO-TECHNICA · 

KEF · NAD· 

• AIWA • ALBARRY 
• ALPHASON 
• AUDIOLAB • AURA 
• B & W • CASTLE 
• CELESTION • CREEK 
• DELTEC • FERGUSON 
• HARMON KARDON 
• HITACHI . INFINITY 
• MORDAUNT SHORT 
• MUSICAL FIDELITY 
• PANASONIC. PHI LIPS 
• PINK TRIANGLE. QED 

4 Duke Street, Congleton : �5X��v:��N�
OTEL 

(0260) 273206 • SYSTEMDEK.TANNOY 
1 Stanley Street, Leek. • TEAC • TECHNICS 

(0538) 383780 • THORENS 

� 

�-
6 ABBEY STREET, CARLISLE 46756 
CUMBRIA'S PREMIER HI-Fl CENTRE 

MISSION GYRUS, MARANTZ, DUAL, LINN, DENON, 

AIWA, WHARFEDALE,TECHNICS,PIONEER, PHILIPS, 

MUSICAL FIDELITY, CREEK, NAKAMICHI, REVOLVER, 

AUDIO INNOVATIONS, ALLISON 

DEMONSTRATION AND PART EXCHANGE AVAILABLE 

SEARLE AUDIO 
STOCKING: 

AIWA, B&W, BEYER , CELESTION, 
CAMBRIOCE AUDIO, DENON, DUAL, KEN WOOD, 

MARANTZ, NAD, SONY ES, TARGET STANDS, 
TECHNICS & WHARFEDALE. 

Demonstrations Kiven with pleasure- No hnrd St'llinx- All 
t>quipmenf guamnlt'I'tf with full in llOilSl.' �nlin·

Credit facilities awilnblc 

WELL WORTH A VISIT 

BARROW-IN-FURNESS 
223-229 RAWLINSON ST. 

(0229) 821233/839692 
CALL FOR DETAILS 

DERBYSHIRE 

-
VIS< 

-

Active Audio 
ARCAM, AUDIO INNOVATIONS, CEtESTION, C'VRUS, DE�N,_KEF 
REFERENCE, MERIDIAN, MARANrL, NAKAMICHI, PIONEER, REVOLVER, 
RAYMONO LUMLEY, ROkSAN, ROGERS, ROTEL, TANNOY ETC, ETC 

FULL DEMONSTRATION AND HOME TRIAL FACILITIES 
ACCOUNT AND CREDIT CAKDS 

Active Audio 
12 Osmaston Road, The Spot, Derby 
Tel: (0332) 380385/385185 

DERBYSHIRE 

EAST MIDLANDS 

AUDIO SERVICES 

STUDER REVOX 

SALES SERVICE SPARES 

REVOX R77 HS MK TWO, USED £800.00 

REVOX B77 HS MK ONE, USED £700.00 

REVOX PR99 MK ONE, TROLLEY £1 400.00 

REVOX A700 TWO TRACK £780.00 

REVOX B215 CASSETTE EX DEM £1 000.00 

REVOX B260 FM TUNER EX DEM £700.00 

REVOX B126 CD PLAYER EX DEM £500.00 

STUDER B67 STEREO 2 TRACK £1 800.00 

REVOX G36 MK 11 NS 2 TRACK £ 550.00 

STUDER B62 STEREO 2 TRACK £1 200.00 

REVOX B77 MK 11 NEW HS £1 400.00 

REVOX C270 STEREO 2 TRACK £2 800.00 

REVOX B226S CD PLAYER £895.00 

REVOX B126 CD PLAYER £710.00 

REVOX B215 CASSETTE DECK £1 440.00 

REVOX B7BO RECEIVER £400.00 

REVOX B250 A�PLIFIER £1 270.00 

REVOX B250S AMPLIFIER £1 325.00 

RE VOX B260 FM TUNER £967.00 

REVOX M3500 MICROPHONE £12B.OO 

REVOX B260S FM TUNER £1 015.00 

REVOX B260S RDS TUNER £1 118.00 

REVOX H ONE CASSETTE DECK £975.00 

REVOX H TWO CD PLAYER £808.00 

REVOX H FIVE AMPLIFIER £950.00 

REVOX H SIX FM TUNER £795.00 

REVOX H NINE TURNTABLE £1 100.00 

REVOX B242 POWER AMP £1 400.00 

ALL PRICES PLUS VAT 

WE WILL SERVICE ALL REVOX PRODUCTS 

INCLUDING 36 SERIES TAPE MACHINES 

CALL 0246-275479 

, .. sounds �!!!!!!!!!!!!����������� outstanding 

ADC· AKAI· ARCAM• ·BANG & OLUFSEN · CELESTION 
I CAMBRIDGE AUDIO• · DUAL · HARMAN kARDON 

MERIDIAN · MORDAUNT-SHORT · MUSICAL FIDELITY 
PIONEER · QUAD" · RUARk · SONY YAMAHA 

•fppinJ: .md Sdf(ron WJidm only 

148 HIGH STREET· EPPING ESSEX· TEl' 10378174242 

2& KING STREET SAFFRON WALOEN ·ESSEX· TEL: {()7qcn 21728 

70SOUTH STREET · BISHOP'SSTORTFOIO · HERTS · TEl: (027q)ll%401 



DEA L 

HAMPSHIRE 

RLTERnRTIVE 
SGUnDS 

9 Dragon Streel. Petersfield (0730) 66554 See us also at: 
10 Eastgate Square. Chichester, West Sussex P019 lJH 

Tel: (0243) 784710 
MISSION, SONY, ROTEL. CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, 

MARANTZ. MUSICAL FIDELITY JPW, YAMAHA. 

TANNOY, KEF, also the TOWN'S OFFICIAL 

AUTHORISED NAKAMICHI DEALER 

One Hi-Fi Demonstration Room. One Audio 

Visual Room. Home Trials, and Free 

Installation Service Department. 

Credit Available, Access. Visa 

9.30- 5.30 Mon-Thurs 9.30- 6.00 Fri-Sat 

The Audio 
Gallery 

51 Town lane.Sheet Green, 
Sheet, Nr Petersfield, HANTS. 

GU32 2AF 

Micromega, Audio Innovations, Rogers, MANA TABLES, 
Pioneer, Acoustic Energy, QED, Wadia, Threshold, NAD, Fone. 

Pink Triangle, De/tee, Denon, Moth, Mordaunt-Short, Teac, 

Van Den Hul, Ortofon, Dual, Monitor Audio, Royd. 

Good quality Records & COs £10.99. 
Cables and Interconnects. Home Demos. 

- Single Speaker, Demo Room 2 yr guarantee on -=
� some products. Carparkin on site.10-5Tues-Sat � 

HEREFORDSHIRE 

ENGLISH 

audio 
IN HEREFORD 

Arcam, Audio Innovations, Celestion, Creek, 

Cyrus, Deltec, Denon, Dual, Heybrook, JPW, 

Marantz, Micromega, Mission, Moth, Musical 

Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, Pink Triangle, 

Rogers, Rotel, Ruark, Systemdek, Tannoy 

Free instaUations; Credit Facilities; Service Dept. 

M on-Sat I 0-6 
95, Whitecross Road, Hereford (0432) 355081 

ER G UID E 

HERTFORDSHIRE 

A"lrdto 
File 

Quality 

is not expensive 
it's priceless 

Lion, Nairn, Meridian, Quad, Rega, Arcam, Sony, Denoo, 

Rotel, Mission, Audiolab, Pro Ac, Acoustic Energy, 

Monitor Audio, Roksan, etc. etc ..... . 

27, Hockerill St, 
Bishops Stortford, 
Herts. 0279 506576. 

HUMBERSIDE 

MANDERS 
�I·FIUO. 

For: Nakamichi,Quad,Dual, 
Kef, Michell, Denon,Revox, Harman-Kardon, 

A+R,Thorens,QED,Spendor,Monitor 

Audio,Rotei,Ariston,Revolver,Technics, 

Musical Fidelity,Wharfedale, Celestion, 

Meridian, Proton, A. E. Speakers etc. 

Two year gusrsntee on hi-fi. 

2 Edward St, Grimsby, 
Humberside 

(0472) 351 391 

� 
(I r1 1. jMARI'AUL._ 

KENT 

Come in and listen. 
Mupaul Hi Fi, 3a lM Parade, Ash Road, 

Hardey, Dartford. Kent, DA3 BHE 
0474 703098 

Radford CD, Pink Triangle, SME, Moth, Ortofon, Audio 
Technlca, Croft & Radlord valve amps, Monitor Audio, 
Mordaunt Short, SO Acoustics, Kammerzelt -kers, 

plus KEF, Mentmore & Sound Research valve amps. 
Valve Repair Service Aval

Gille us a call for our best prlce5 
& to Book an appointment. Parl<ltr# Available. 

!!!::! ill 

LANCASHIRE 

• A & R Cambridge • 
Ariston • B&W • Castle 
• C elestion • Cr eek • 

Denon • Dual • Foundation • Kenwood 
• Marantz• Monitor Audio • Mordaunt Short 
• Pioneer • Philips CD • Quad • Rogers • 
Rotel • Revox • Sony • Sp endor • 
Tan n oy • T ech nics • Thorens • 
Whariedale • Yamaha etc. 

Two year guarantee 
Private li stening room 

Excellent comparator demonstrations 

54 Chapel St., Chorley, Lancs. 

Telephone (02572) 71935 

LEICESTERSHIRE 

SOUND ADVICE 
ESTABLISHED 13 YEARS 

THL MIDLANDS LEADING BRITISH 
EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS, 

FOR OVER A DECADE 
'\ \1\lell'\'\e\110(()\11 (,.\ei\IISSI<lNCYRLSe 

1u n1 MLI >loem n>xe 

SI.'\'\IIIISIHei{Oille' ·\\1AIL\e'\,\K.\\11UIIe 

II'OSeCRHKeiU C.\eJI'\\'eAI{C\I\1e 

lilY IIR<XJKe \1( JRI J\L'\1 -SII < JR I 

I XCI LSIVI RI C.\.\CI '\T: 

LLillSITRSI H RL& 'Orl 1'\( ; HA\1SHIRI 

TIT LOUCHBOROL:CH : 0509 21825-1 

• 

SOUND EXPERIENCE 
Makes �nusic �nakes sense 

The High·Fidelity Shop 
Stocking all accessories, tapes and high 

quality CD & records 

Home demonstration and installations. 

Record Cavern Now Open In the Basement. 

• - 437 High Street, Lincoln c:::::::J 
c�: Tel 567636 � 

OCTOBER is MISSION month in London and 
at most stores. Special displays and 

demonstrations. Plus the latest information 
and some exclusive Super Deals. 

Tel. Enquiries to (071) 580 3535 
LONDON - 227 Tottenham Court Rd · BIRMINGHAM 
GLASGOW· LEAMINGTON· BELFAST· BRADFORD 



D EA LE R G 
LONDON 

27 Bond Street, Ealing, London WS SAS 
Tel: 081-567 8703 

A & R Cambridge, Bang & 0/ufsen, 

Beyer Dynamic, Cambridge Audio, 

Castle, Denon, Dual, Infinity, Kef, 

MissionjCyrus, Monitor Audio, 

Mordaunt Short, Musical Fidelity, NAD, 

Nakamichi, Onix, Proton, Rogers, Rote!, 

Sennheiser, Tannoy, Target Audio, 

TEAC, Thorens, Wharfedale. 

Opening hours: 10-6 Mon, Tues, Frl, Sat. 
10-7.30 Thursday. Closed Wednesday 

GALAXY 
AUDIO VISUAL 

Audio - Video -

Hi Fi - Television 

Tel: 071 637 2624/5 

Audio, Video, TV, Hi-Fi. 

218/220 Whitechapel Road, 

London E 11 BJ 
Tel: 071 247 0567 

Fax: 071 247 2736 

350 Edgware Road 
London W2 

Tel: 071-402 2100 
Fax: 071-724 7750 

AIWA. ARCAM. ALPHASON. ARISTON. B&W. CASTLE. CELESnON. 

CELEF. DENON. DUAL. GALE. H.K .. INCA-TECH.INFINITY. JBL. KECKUN

FLOAT. JfW. HEYBROOK. KUZMA. LINX. LOGIC. MARANTZ. MONITOR

AUDIO. MORDAUNT -SHORT. NAKAMICHI. ORTOFON. PHIUPS. 

PROTON. P10NEER. QfD. REVOLVER. ROTEL. SANSUI. SONY. TANNOY. 

TEAC. THORENS. TOWNSHEND. WHARFDALE. VAN DEN HUL 

�UDieTENUE 
-AUDIO CONSULTANTS AND RETAILERS • 

24, CHURCH ROAD, CRYSTAL PALACE, 
LONDON SE19 2ET- TEL: 081-771 7787 

Stockists of: Mana Acoustics, Linn Hi-Fi, Nairn 
Audio, Creek, Rote!, Audio Tech, Epos, 
Denon, Dual, Revolver, BLQ, Yamaha, 

Marantz, Monitor Audio, Cambridge etc. 
Ring for special deals on Nakamichi. 
2 single speaker demonstration rooms, 

Interest Free credit facilities available. 

All equipment delivered & installed. Comprehen
sive turntable rebuilds etc. 2 year warranty. 

Open 1 0-5.30pm 
Closed all day Wednesday and Sunday 

ME a Entertainments Ltd. 
Suppliers of Hi Fi Audio, and Video Units. Also 
Speakers, Mixers, Cartridges and Styluses. Plus 

a full range of Audio and Video leads and 
Accessories. 

MCQ Entertainments Ltd. 
218 Walworth Road, London SE171JE 

Tel: 071 701 3204 

30-32 SHUDEHILL, MANCHESTER M4 1EY 
Tel: 061-834 6700 

Main Agents for: 
JBL, Mission, B&W, Wharfedale, Aiwa, Teac, 

Hannan-Kardon, Dual, Thorens, Panasonic, 
Pioneer, Technics, Sony, Bose, Trio-Kerrwood 

MIDDLESEX 

NORTHWOOD AUDIO 
HI-FI SPECIALISTS 

STOCKISTS OF: 
AIWA, AUDIO INNOVATONS, 

CASTLE ACOUSTICS, CYRUS, DUAL, 
EXPOSURE, HECO, LINX, LUXMAN, 
MARANTZ, MICROMEGA, MISSION, 

MONITOR AUDIO, MORDAUNT SHORT, 
MOTH, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, PINK 
TRIANGLE, PROTON, ROGERS, ROTEL, 

ROYD, REVOLVER, SANSUI, S.D. ACOUS
TICS, SNELL, TANNOY, TEAC, THORENS, 

T.D.L. ELECTRONICS,WHARFEDALE, 
PLUS MORE. 

Northwood Audio, 126 Pinner Road, Northwood, 

Middlesex HA6 I BP. Tel: 0927 420877 

Open 9-6 Mon-Sat. 

' 
WEST MIDLANDS 

Norman H. Field �i ·'Ji 
Consultants for Home High Fidelity 
•

�w 
•

n-• 

I
NADI • Denon a Tannoy 

• Castle • Yamaha 

• 
Dual • ·KenWOOd 

a Mordaunt-Short 
a Technics 

Two-year guarantee 
Private Natenlng room 

HURST STREET 
BIRMINGHAM B5 4BJ 

Telephone: 021-622 2323 

�MAiN�� 
THE MOST EXCLUSIVE INDEPENDENT HI-FI STUDIO 
Instant credit up to £1,000- Open 6 days a week 

· Ample parking - 2 year guarantee · Free 
defivery - Service department 

MERIDIAN, KEF REFERENCE. AACAM, MAAANTZ. DEL TEC. 

SYSTEMDEK, QU A D, AUDIO TECHNICA , CAMBRIDG E .  

HARMAN, JPW , LINX, MICAOMEGA, MISSION. MOTH, 

MUSICAL FIDE LITY, OATOFON, QED. ROGER$, SOUND 

FACTORY. ARISTON. TDL. VAN DEN HUL. WHARFEDALE. 

XPL, YAMAHA. •• ... .,.., � 
Just off the High Street __ ., I �/ E.:!....l 
Bloxwich , l ,,., 1:!_ :l!l!:l: 
Walsall, West Mids. -· · -·�·J \ .. 
Tel: 0922 473499/493449 _ • .::..... . ..... � 

U ID E 
MIDLANDS 

BRIDGE HIFI 
3 Tudor House. Bridge Street. Walsall. (09221 640456. 

NAD, Dual, Yamaha, Sennheiser, Wharfedale, Bowers & 
Wilkins, Kenwood, Technics, Pioneer, Mission, Celestion, 

Deoon, Mordaunt Short, Marantz, Aiwa, Akaj. 

Dem onstrations, Hom e trial and free 
installations. Access. Visa. Diners, Am ex. 

Credit to £1,000. 9.15 -5.30. Mon-Sat. 

J!:! Service Dept. 
Z 

nAAm HI-FI VISION nAAm 

Binningham City Ceotre's Biggest range of 

Hi-F� TV & Nicam Video Recorder.; 
AIWA, AKAIIOI DEALER OF DISilNcnON, ROSE. CANON, 

HITACHI, KEF, KENWOOD CEJ"{fRE DEALER, PANASONIC, 

PIONEER REFERENCE POlNT, SHARP. SONY, TOSHIBA. 

WHARFEDALE 

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 9-6PM 

122-123 NEW STREET. BIRMINGHAM 82 4JU 
021 633 4944 

NORFOLK 

.4; ·Jr" . · i! . �"' Near Norwich 
i'-� .· "g� N f lk t llni ' , - . . . " 'lf·u or 0 . 

.;,;- .o..:::'..:::.c:� "'}�� Tel: 

Basically Sound of Norfolk (OS08) 70829 

Arcam. Linn. Nairn. Rega, Exposure,Creek, 

Epos. Acoustic Energy. 

Quality Audio& Music Recording Specialists. 

The Expertise of a Professional Sound Engineer. 
AUDIO IN NOV AT IONS o ACOUSTAT o A fC 

DELTEC o SOL EN o TDL 

REFERENCE IMPORTS SPECIALIST: 

BAS!S o CHORD o MASo1\!RC oi'INK TI<IANCLE 

ENSEMBLE o COCAN HALL CABLES 

Please ri11g Keitl1 Jordan for our Julf i11Jormatio11 
pack or dt•mo11stratio11 by appointme11t 

011 0953 789562- fllllffime. 
Musical Preference, Bunwell, N"orfolk, NR161NA. 
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PETER ELLIS AUDIO 

A comprehensive range of Hi-Fi 
separates in stock including: 

AKAI, TECHNICS,DENON, NAKAMICHI, 
KENWOOD, TEAC,YAMAHA, 

ARCAM, MARANTZ, SUGDEN, CASTl.E, CELESTION, CREEK, 
KEF, TANNOY, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, PHIUPS, GOODMANS, 
QUAD, STAX, MUSICAL ADEUTY, QED, ONYX, ROGERS, 

MORDAUNT-sHORT, BAYER, SENNHEISER, THATS. 

29, KIRKGATE, NEWARK, NOTTINGHAM. 

., 

(0636) 704571 

OXFORDSHIRE 

., t!. � 't ... ., 
arc am !inn products 
acoustic energy marantz 
audio! ab meridian 
creek mission 
cyrus mordaunt-short 
de non naim audio 
dual quad 
epos rote I 
heybrook systemline 

jpw yamaha 

3 Church Lane. Banbury. Oxen 
(0295) 272158 

IF 

1:, 

You like talking to helpful 
people with sound advice. A 
shop that has demonstration 
facilities, workshop, and after 
sales care: PLUS stocks of well 
known Hi-Fi, Video, and TV 

THEN PHONE 

WITNEY AUDIO VISUAL 

28 High SI. Witney OXON 
TEL. 0993 702414. FAX 0993 779584 

SHROPSHIRE 

4, HoUand Court, Dawley, Telford, Shropshire. 

Tel. & Fax. (0952) 630172 

J�_I_I_IJ-E[J QJJ 
demonstration lounges. Access, Visa. Open six days 

a week, Sundays and eve��ings by arrangemmt. We 
specialise in audio visual a11d surrotmd sound 

(Marantz SPSO) also pub/club sound systems (no 

labour charges). 

1J;-� �. 

SHROPSHIRE 

SHROPSHIRE HI-FI 
THE HI-FI SPECIALIST 

ARISTON. AUDIO TECHNICA, CAMBRIDGE 
AUDIO, DELTEC, DENON, DUAL, INFINITY, 

KENWOOD, MARANTZ, MORDAUNT SHORT. 
MUSICAL FIDELITY. MONITOR AUDIO, 

ORTOFON, PIONEER, PROAC, QED, ROKSAN, 
RUARK. ROTEL, SONY. TANNOY. TARGET, 

TEAC THORENS, TOWNSHEND. 
WHARFEDALE. ETC 

2 Demonstration Rooms. Free Parking. 
Free installation. Repairs. 

SHROPSHIRE HI-FI, ST. MICHAEL'S 

STREET, SHREWSBURY 0743 232065 
SMC GROUP 

SHROPSHIRE'S HI-FI CENTRE! 
Quad 

B&W 
Ken wood 

TEAC 
Celeslion 

I 
NADI 

A&R 

Nakamichi 

.Hi-Fi 
Beyer Dynamic 

Limited 
Dual 

Active Audio 
ARCAM, AUDIO INNOVATIONS, CELESTION, CYRUS, 0ENON, KEF REFER
ENCE, MERIDIAN, MARANTZ, NAKAMICHI, PIONEER, REVOLVER, 
RA VMOND LUMLEY, ROKSAN, ROGERS, ROTEL, TANNOV ETC, ETc 

FULL DEMO STRATION AND HOME TRIAL FACILITIES 
ACCOUNT AND CREDIT CARDS 

Active Audio 
29 Market Street,Tamworth, Staffs �

.
1 1 

Tel: (0827) 53355 -

Active Audio 
ARCAM, AUDIO INNOVATIONS, CELESTION, CYRUS, DENON, KEF 
REFERENCE, MERIDIAN, MARANTZ, NAKAMICHI, PIONEER, REVOLVER, 
RA YMOND luMtEv, RoKSAN, RocERS, RoTEt, TANNOY ETc, ETc 

FULL DEMONSTRATION AND HOME TRIAL FACILITIFS 
ACCOUNT AND CREDIT CARDS 

Active Audio 
95 Stafford Street, -
Hanley, Stoke-On-Trent 

-
Private Carpark 

Tel: (0782) 214994 At Rear 

Fed up with "Top-En� Hype" 
and the sound of CDs? 

contact-

"The Cartridge Man" 
It doesn't have to cost an arm and a 

leg to get the best - listen to my 
Koetsu-and-Decca-eater. 

Also agents for Croft, Sugden, Thorens, 
Pentachord Speakers & Nottingham 

Analogue. 

081-688 6565 

SURREY : 

�URREYHIFI 
SPECIALIST HI-FI OUTLET 

DEMONSTRATION ROOM - PARKING 

. CHORD. MARANTZ. 
• METAXAS. BASIS. KEF. MUSICAL. 

• FIDELITY • MICHELL • TDL. 
.TANNOY. ROTEL. 

'REFERENCE IMPORTS DEALER' 
Just 2 minutes off June. 6 M25. (A25) 

GODSTONE 0883 744755 
45 High St, Godstone, Surrey RH9 8LS 

HI-TECH AUDIO 
69 HIGH STREET, REIGATE, SURREY RH2 9AE. 

TEL: 0737 242197 

SAI.ES & SERVICE 
AR. ALL/SON BOSE CASTLE .CELESTION DENON 

D UAL. HARMAN. INFINITY. JBL. KENWOOD 

MARANTZ MISSION MORDAUNT SHORT NAD 

PIONEER PH/LIPS .REVOLVER .ROTEL SENNHEISER 

SANSUI. TANNOY. TARGET YAMAHA 

Demonstration Room. Free Delivery & Installation 

p 
H 
A 
s 
E 

3 

ACCESS VISA AMEX 

Hi Fi Sales Demonstrations 
& Service 

NAD, Denon, Yamaha, Marantz, Dual, 
Kenwood, Rotel, Musical Fidelily, Aiwa, Aura, 

Ariston, Kef, Tannoy, Wharfedale, B&W, 
Spender, Celestion, Rogers, Sennheiser, 

Audio Technica, Ortofon. 

53 Brighton Rd, Worthing, Sussex 

0903-206820 

definitive 
audio 

Hear the range of Audionole loudspeakers 
redefine the previously accepted performance 

levels at their price poinls and above' 

Unit 8, Dyke Road Mews, 74-76 Dyke Road, 
Brighton Tel: (0273) 208649 

T uesdoy-Solurdoy 1 Oom - 6pm 
Telephone appointments preferred 

Late opening and home demonstrations by appointment 

Audio Innovations. B&W. Calitle. Celestion. Dehec. 

Micromega. Musical Fidelity. Nakamichi. 

Pink Triangle, Oracle, QED, Quad, Radford, JPW, 

Spendor. Tannoy. Target. Yamaha and many more. 

16, Albert Parade, Green Street, Eastbourne, 

BN21 1SD.Tel: (0323) 25828 
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WARWICKSHIRE 

nAAm-HI-FI VISION-nAAm 
AIWA - AKAI101 CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
KENWOOD CENTRE- PIONEER REFERECE 
PONIT - SONY- TECHNICS- WHARFDALE -

-

PANASONIC - KEF- BOSE- CANON - AR 
78 Lower Precinct, Coventry, 

Warwickshire CV1 1 OX 
0203 632086 

<tiastle :Mi1'i 'Et?l W -

WARWICKSHIRE'S NEWEST 
SPECIALIST DEALER 

Stockists of all leading brands. 

Castle Hi Fi Ltd 
59 Smith's Street 

Warwick, Warks CV34 4HV 
Tel: 0926 499 963 

SUPERB RANGE OF 
HI FIAT 

COMPETITIVE PRICES 

PIONEER, TECHNICS, KENWOOD 

PANASONIC, DENON, AKAI, 

TANNOY, MORDAUNT-SHORT, 

.JPW, B&W 

5, King Street 
Melksham 

Wilts 
(0225) 708045 

58 Castle Street 
Trowbridge 

Wilts 
(0225) 777799 

21, High Street 
Devizes 

Wilt 
(0380) 724 787 

YORKSHIRE 

.&udio�ision 
(B�righou•e) l.fd 

ESTABLISHED OVER 30 YEARS 
PERSONAL SERVICE AND EXPERT ADVICE 

SPECIALIST MAIN AGENTS • SALES • SERVICE 

Technics 
Digital Reference 

IF YOU WANT TO SEE PROBABLY THE 
LARGEST RANGE OF TECHNICS 
HI-FI SYSTEMS & SEPARATES 

IN YORKSHIRE 
CALL US NOW! 

SPECIALIST DEALERS IN 
MATCHING ,;w, SEPARATES. 

EXCELLENT COMPACT DISC DEMONSTRATIONS 
USING MOROAUNT-SHORT & 

CASTLE ACOUSTICS LOUDSPEAKERS. 
We make comparison easy! 

g (0484) 71:J!J!I(j 

I 

YORKSHIRE 

�OUND�STYLE 
LINN-NAIM-REGA 

ARCAM, Etc. ... 

... AND ALL THATS BEST IN HI-FI 

81 NETHER HAll RD DONCA5TER C�. lOA 
TEL: 0302 • 321421 

NORTH WALES 

ACTON GATE AUDIO 
THE HI-FI CENTRE IN 

WREXHAM 
B&W, NAD, Yamaha, Quad, Ortofon, Rotel, Mission, Gyrus, 

Thorens, Wharfedale, Cambridge, Tannoy, Celeslion, 
Marantz, Audio Technica, Acoustic Research, Radford, 

Proton, ARCAM, Rogers, Spender, Michell, Nakamichi Rega. 

4 RUABON ROAD, WREXHAM 
TEL: 0978 364500 

ELECTRO-TRADER HI-FI 
Plume John Hodkin.wm fin· expert ud•·ice, 

penonul 1en•ice & keen price 
PRODUCT LIST: 

RO TEL, YAMA HA , HARMANIK ARDON, 

TEAC, NAKAMICHI, ALPHASON, ARISTON, 

B&W, HECO, INFINITY ,JBL ,MISSION, 

MONITOR AUDIO, T ANNOY, TDL, THORENS, 

& MORE! 

t'l ( 01 \\\ '- ( IH S( • '-I. RI IOS-0'-·S· \. 
(01\\\'- 1!\\. '-ORIII \\\t.S. 
I' 11 0 '- • : 11 4 'I 2 5 4 X 'I .1 2 

EIRE 

DUBLIN 

Cliiii;Y 55 MAIN STREET 
BLACKROCK 
DUBLIN. 
TEL: 01·2889449 

2888471 
FAX: 2834887 , 

MAGNEPLANAR TECHNICS 
MUSICAL FIDELITY SPEND OR 

NAKAMICHI APOGEE 
ARCAM ROGERS 

PHI LIPS CLASSE 
LINN DELTEC 

NAIM CREEK 
REGA SONY 

AND THE BEST FO THE REST!! 
CLOSED MONDAY- OPEN LATE TIU 9 PM THURSDAY/FRIDAY 

Cuss1c -6l\ Auvw 
ARCAM >AIWA > BOSE >CELESTION 

KENWOOD > LINN > MUSICAL FIDELITY 
NAD > Q.E.D. > ROGERS > REGA > SANSUI 

SENNHEISER >TANNOY > YAMAHA 

DOLBY PRO LOGIC AND SURROUND 
A. V. SPECIALIST 

4 Catha/ Brugha Sr., Dublin 1. Te/:745910 

EIRE 

DUBLIN 

STUDIO (OnE 
VIDEO Hf-FI T.V. 

DENON : MISSION : REGA : DUAL : 
SENNHEISER : AR : SONY : 

TECHNICS : PIONEER : NAGAOKA 
Trade ins taken 

17/18 Upper O'Connell St., 

Dublin I, Ireland. 

Tel. 742550 

SCOTLAND 

ANDREW THOMSON 
Arcam, QED, Ken wood, Quad, Denon, Technics, 

Nakamichi, B+W, Tannoy, Monitor Audio 

19-23 High St., 1 195 Morningside Rd, 1 3 Whytescauoe Way, 
Dunfermline Edinburgh K.ircaldy 

Tel: Tel: Td: 
(0383) 724541 (031) 447 5229 (0592) 1b5997 

(031) 447 6880 

MAIL ORDER RETAIL 

-�hh·� 
... ����· 
=ELECTRONICS== 

Akai, Aiwa, A&R, Celestion, Dual. Goodmans. Harman 

Kardon. JBL, JVC, Ken wood, Marantz. Panasonic. Scnnhciscr, 

Sony ES range. Tannoy. Technics. Wharfcdale. Yamaha. 

Send to: 
BARBER ELECfRONICS 

1.58 UXBRIDGE ROAD, WEST EALING, LONDON Wl3 8SB 

TEL: 081 579 6315 

PANATEC SOUND & VISION CENTRE 
L TD 83b High street, Gillingham, Kent. 
0634 573141 Kenwood, Pioneer, Sony, 
Technics, Bose, Tanno y, B&W, 
Goodmans. 

ACCESSORIES 

Fed up with spending a lot for a 
litlle improvement? 

THE TURNTABLE DISC 
Fits on the planer of your turntable. it blocks 

motor vibrations and resonances travelling up 
through the turntable to the stylus or needle. 
Even if you are using a quality isolation shelf 

you will notice the difference. 

*Cleaner sound* 

* Tighter, more real Bass * 

* Instruments betler identified and separated * 

Works on High end as well as Budget 
Turntables eg. my own Townshend Rock. 

See for yourself at 
Hi-Fi Confidential 

34 Buckingham Palace Road, 

London SW1 W ORE. 

Call: 071 233 0774 
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ACCESSORIES. 

eve 
audioevisual 

'I/� 

Specialist in 

Audio & Video 

Accessories 

�rofessional Vidcu] 
AUDIOHI-FI accessory centre 

11 Sheffield Ko•d, 
Chesterfield S41 71.1. 
Tel: (0246) 2097% 

campaign audio design 

"Cables to make your mouth water!" 
SOLID SILVER, SOLID CORE. 

O.Sm ...... gold phono plugs ... ..... .. .... £24.99 

1 m . ......... gold phono plugs... . .......... £44.99 

•14 day money back guatantee. 

'Post and pockaging FREE! (UK ONLY). 
*Will supply any termination your little hear desires. 
•Allow 28 day delivery. 

Campaign Audio Design 
Hollins Grove (HFC). Manchester M12 SRR 

Tel: (061) 225 2438 

FOR SALE TRADE 

• Shan Acoustics • Aural Alchemy 
• Audio Dimensions • 

UK Agent 

ATS Sales and Marketing 

49 Ty-Mawr Rd, Cardiff CF3 BB3 

Tei/Fax: (0222) 793924 

Lynwood 
Electronics 

COLEY LANE FARM, 
WENTWORTH, 

ROTHERHAM S62 7SQ. 
Super Analogue Phono Stages 

Plinth Mounting Head Amp 

Valve Phono Stages 

Audio Mains Cleaners 

£99.00 
£99.00 
£295.00 
£49.95 
£195.00 
£295.00 

Are you fatigued with CD? 
Best buy a high-end, moving 
coil cartridge sounds much lke 
the master-tape, unequalled 
value £55 Excelsior. 
Tel;081 905 6331 

TRU·FI 
(Sound+ Vision) LTD 

HI·FI VIDEO DISCOUNT 
10-12 GROSVENOR ROAD, 

ALDERSHOT, HANTS. GU11 3BY 
PHONE (0252) 26390/332424 FAX 

-AND ANSAPHONE AVAILABLE 
Hours 9.30 a.m. - 6 p.m. 6 DAYS 

SUB WOOFERS 

SUB-WOOFERS 
For the audiophile 

o hype, no overcharging, no bother. 
Just the easiest to install and the deepest bass 

around. 

Call for the Factpack:- 0656 766093. 

Or drop a line to:-

REL Acoustics, 
(you'll hear more from us) 

66 Fairfield Road, Bridgend, 
Mid Glamorgan, CF31 3DU . 

MUSIC 

Incorporating 
Peter Russell ' s 
Hot Record Store 
Est 1959 

Mail Order Specialists for Jazz, Latin-American, Big 
Bands, Blues, R&B, Nostalgia etc. Huge stocks of COs, 

LPs and tapes: Noted for Jazz Books and Videos. 
Free lists. Callers welcome by appointment. 

GROVE HILL, VICTORIA ROAD, BARNSTAPLE 
DEVON EX32 8DS. TEL: 0271 43477 

the Cll\SSICSDIRECT service 

For the best in classical music- on CD, tape & video 

Call for our comprehensive brochure, 
or simply phone or write with your requirements. 

Free Post & Packing: Prices below RRP 

Compact Classics Ltd, Freepost, London Wl l 2BR. 

071 221 1735 (24hrs) 

AERIAL INSTALLERS 

'cru CAI 
I/ � Approved 

Installers 
\ for other members please phone 

081-902 8998 

TV Radio Aerial Services 

106 London Road, 

Hemel Hen�pstead, 

Herts 

0442 252051 

Con�bined Aerial Services 

4 Spinney close 
New Longton 

Preston 

0772 615785 

RAS Communications 

133 Woking Ad, 

Reading 

0734 666092 

Waverly 

10 Marston Ad 

Farnhan1 

0252 726336 

WANTED 

BUY! SELL! EXCHANGE! 
We accept for cash or exchange 

ALL 2nd hand Audio & Video 
equipment. EveJYthing 

accepted in ANY 
condilion -ABSOLUTELY nothing refused! 

MUSIC & VIDEO EXCHANGE 
56 Notling Hill Gate. London Wll 

Open 7 days I Oam - 8pm 
Tel : 071 243 0506 

HEADPHONES & TAPES 
SEN HERISER HD560's; £89.99 HD540's; £73.99 HD530's; £60.99. TDK AR90's; £1.08 SA90's; 

£1.45 MA 90's £2.05 MA-X90's £2.75 ALL BRAND NEW. FULL U.K. GUARANTEES. POSTAGE; 

5 TAPES, £1.00, 6-9£1.50, 10+£2.50. HEADPHONES £2.50. 

CHEQUES TO: IAN HARRISO , 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY. (0283) 702875 

SERVICES 

TRU-FI 
(Sound+ Vision) LTD 

HI·FI VIDEO DISCOUNT 
2 CENTRAL PARADE, WARWICP. 

QUADRANT, LONDON HILL, 
REDHILL, SURREY 

PHONE (0737) 766128n67404 FAX-AND 
ANSAPHONE AVAILABLE 

Hours 9.30 a.m. - 6 p.m. 6 DAYS 



The Directory 
The Hi-Fi Choice Directory was conceived 

as a reference guide to all the audio 

products reviewed by Choice that are 

currently available. The products are split 

into suitable categories, each with its own 

introduction containing information about 

the product type and its applications They 

are particularly relevant to the uninitiated 

first time buyer and help sort out the order 

of priorities when buying a piece of 

equipment. 

Each product along with its retail price 

is placed in its respective category in 

alphabetical order. For instance, the 

Acoustic Research EB101 is presently at 

the beginning of the Turntables and 

Tonearms section; however, the Ariston 

Superior heads the Motor Units section as 

it is solid and was reviewed as a separate 

component - requiring a separate arm. 

Where there are several products with the 

same name but different model numbers 

these are in price ascending order. 

Then come the ratings for the standard 

achieved in laboratory and listening tests, 

with the exception of certain product 

groups where lab tests were not carried 

out. One important point to remember is 

Pre-packaged one-make systems have 

been commercially very successful, with 

advantages like cosmetic consistency, 

competitive pricing, and (assumed) 

technical compatibility. However, despite 

the mass market clout of the consumer 

electronics giants, the hi-fi tradition of 

specialised separate components seems to 

be as strong as ever, and certainly 

represents the route taken by those who 

place sound quality first. 

Yet those who choose the separates 

route still have lingering doubts- usually 

completely unjustified - over the 

compatibility of components from different 

manufacturers. Gross incompatibilities are 

very rare nowadays, only likely to rear their 

heads amongst the most exotic 

components. Here the delicate art of 

'supercompatibility' really takes over the 

major role and might be regarded as the 

key to 'real' hi-fi. 

There are now three different 

prerecorded music media competing for 

the attention of the hi- li user, and to go for 

all three will either cost a lot of money or 

involve substantial compromises in the 

sound quality of each. For this reason 

many separates purchasers may start with 

just one source, adding others or a tuner 

when funds permit. 

There wi 11 always be controversy over 

the relative qualities of LP, CD and 

cassette. LP is still the choice for ultimate 

sound quality - particularly for those 

prepared to spend a substantial sum on a 

good quality turntable system. 

Cassette has never really challenged 

vinyl's superior quality, but it is a multiple 

role format, offering 'go anywhere' 

that they cannot be used to compare 

products from different categories - for 

example a cassette deck rated 'excellent' in 

sound quality will not usually offer the 

same standard of fidelity as a similarly 

rated turntable or CD player (unless you 

can get hold of first generation copies of 

the master tape!) 

The Comments column contains a 

potted summary based on the original 

review, emphasising the salient points of a 

product's character and sonic 

performance. The space available doesn't 

allow for great detail but in the 20 or so 

words we have attempted to put across the 

essence of the review, in some cases using 

quotes from the review itself. Obviously, 

important information on compatibility or 

auxiliary equipment used in the test cannot 

be included, and we would advise you to 

refer to the original review for this, of 

which more later. 

The next column varies from category 

to category but is usually either features or 

specifications, the former being facilities 

available on a cassette deck or amplifier or 

the type of drive system on a turntable. 

Specifications vary with product type 

flexability, a uniquely useful recording 

capability, plus a broad catalogue of 

prerecorded musicassette material. As a 

hi-li medium cassette suffers from 

prerecorded material which has been 

improving but is still patchy in quality, and 

can usually be bettered by a home 

recording. There is also the worry that a 

tape made on a specific machine usually 

plays best on that machine, which may 

cause aggravation when upgrading a few 

years hence. 

CD is the latest challenger to these two 

established media, using a digital instead 

of analogue storage format. The sound 

quality remains controversial, hailed as 

near perfect by its fans but derided by vinyl 

freaks, so it is probably fairest to say that 

CD is fine for most listeners, but may not 

suit everyone; certainly the lack of 

background noise, defects and 

deterioration are major strengths. 

While there will always be arguments 

about the different music storage and 

transmission formats available to the hi-fi 

listener, there is also controversy over the 

relative importance of the different 

components which make up the system 

chain - by which is meant the source, the 

amplification, and the loudspeakers (and 

for the pedantic the room itself, though 

there's often little that can be done here) 

For many years the 'weakest link' 

theory proposed that the loudspeakers 

needed the most attention, that amplifiers 

merely had to have sufficient power, and 

that turntables were pretty well perfect. 

However, this perspective has become 

steadily discredited by an alternative 

'theory of precedence', which stresses that 

but usually relate to suitability or 

capability, for instance in the case of arm 

matching, figures are given with the 

cartridges, which tie in with the mass 

figures for the tonearms themselves, 

making it easier to avoid compliance/mass 

mismatches. 

Perhaps the most influential letters in 

the Directory are those found in the Value 

column, the Rs and BBs denoting the 

Recommended and Best Buy ratings that 

are appended to products we consider 

meritworthy. The Best Buy tag means that 

a product not only offers good sound 

quality but is reasonably priced as well. 

With source components a price limit of 

approximately £300 is usually used as a 

guide. Recommended means that either 

the performance of a product is particularly 

good irrespective of price or, alternatively 

that a good value standard is achieved but 

overall attainment falls short of Best Buy 

classification. An ideal situation would be 

to choose suitably priced Best Buy or 

Recommended products from relevant 

categories and create a Best Buy system, 

but, due to the variety in tonal balance that 

exists in much audio equipment 

no subsequent component can make up 

for the inadequacies of its predecessors 

- all it can do is supply its own additional 

degradations. In such a context it is not 

uncommon to find more than half the 

system budget allocated to the record 

player, with scrimping and saving made on 

amplifiers and loudspeakers. 

Choosing the components of a system 

is only part of the task of getting the 

system as a whole working as well as 

possible. Good turntables and 

loudspeakers both benefit to a surprising 

degree from proper support -from stands 

that enable them to give their best 

performance, whether floor-standing or 

wall mounted. 

Siting of components within a room 

can play a significant role, as can the room 

itself. Some people may prefer an 

acoustically more 'live' room than others, 

but most will agree that the larger it is the 

better, because this tends to provide 

smoother and better extended bass 

reproduction All rooms create reflections 

and standing waves, and the effects of 

these are more severe if all opposing walls 

are parallel, similar distances apart, and 

with hard reflective surfaces. Provided that 

the loudspeakers can be placed fairly 

symmetrically, slight asymmetry elsewhere 

in the room is usually helpful. 

The loudspeakers are most critical of 

placement, because it is their job to create 

the stereo image, and it will be impossible 

to do this if the sound from each is not 

roughly similar at the listening position. 

Each loudspeaker should operate in a 

similar immediate acoustic environment, 

unencumbered by other furnishings and 

(especially the electromagnetical elements 

- that is to say the cartridge and the 

speakers), system building is unfortunately 

not quite that simple. These ratings make a 

useful guideline for shortlisting 

components, but only experiencing the 

actual combination will tell you whether it 

works for you. 

The final column contains a reference 

to the issue of Hi-Fi Choice which featured 

the complete review. If you wish to get a 

better idea of a product by reading the 

complete review it is possible to order a 

copy (if still in print) through our back 

issues department. Every Choice issue 

contains a Back Issues page for this 

purpose. 

The Hi-Fi Choice Directory is 

constantly updated with the latest reviews 

and price changes as well as having any 

discontinued products removed. If a listed 

product is updated to a 'mark two' form 

and the alterations are purely cosmetic or 

not too extensive, we sometimes leave the 

product in with its current model number, 

together with an asterisk in order to denote 

that it has changed since our original 

review was published 

structure, and a similar distance from each 

listener, nearby walls, and corners. Some 

loudspeakers are designed to operate 

close to a rear wall, others a metre or so 

out into the room, but all loudspeakers 

benefit from being closely mechanically 

coupled via proper stands to the floor. 

Mixing and matching the components 

of a record player to get optimum results 

can be something of a black art, over and 

beyond the fairly simple business of 

choosing a cartridge of roughly the right 

compliance to suit the arm effective mass. 

Certainly the combining of turntables and 

tonearms is not a simple matter, and this 

is where a good specialist dealer will come 

into his own, both in terms of 

recommending good combinations from 

the models he holds in stock, and then in 

correctly carrying out the sometimes tricky 

set up procedures which are often required 

to get the best resu Its. 

The key to getting the best results from 

a separates system lies in finding an 

experienced and skilled dealer in the first 

place, one who takes the trouble to find out 

what you really want and then 

demonstrates some likely alternatives. 

The Directory has been compiled so 

that it can be used by Choice readers as a 

buying guide. A guide in the sense that 

that you should use the information in it to 

make a shortlist of equipment suited to 

your needs and budget, and then audition 

it at a dealers' before taking the plunge. 

Because tastes inevitably differ it would be 

unwise to buy purely on the basis of our 

recommendation and dealers are the most 

experienced people around when it comes 

to making systems work as a whole. 
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TURNTABLES & TONEARMS 

The schizophrenic split between consumer 
electronics and 'real hi-li' is most obvious 
amongst turntables. The former are supplied 
simply as a means of playing vinyl in a system 
context. Cheaply manufactured in the Far East. 
these are complete players with a variety of 
automatic facilities, sometimes tied into system 
remote controL But engineering compromises 
severely limit sound quality, cartridge choice 
may be P-mount restricted, and such machines 
are rarely stocked by specialist hi-li dealers 
these days. 

Specialist turntables offer big sound quality 
improvements, but lack so-called convenience 
features (that practised users o�en find irksome). 
Such turntables at the cheaper end of the market 
(sub-£350) tend to be supplied with matching 
tonearm, and often include a 'starter' cartridge. 
Still better quality is found at higher prices 
amongst the separate motor units and tonearms. 
Careful partnering and set-up is essential for 
these individual components, but 'naturally 
sympathetic' combinations do exist, and the good 
dealer can help. 

Listed separately as integrated players 
and as turntable motor units and tonearms, 
our sound quality rating is based on results 
achieved using a high quality system- but in 
point of fact the turntable is usually the 
limiting factor soundwise in any system. Lab 
performance summarises the speed stability, 
vibration generation and environmental 
isolation of turntables, along with the friction, 
alignment and adjustment of tonearms. The 
tonearm's physical characteristics also define 
a range of compatible cartridges. 

INTEGRATED TURNTABLES 

• MODEL • LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE •ISSUE 

• PRICE • SOUND ARM EFF. MASS 

Acoustic Research EB·101 Good This genuine high fidelity product offers an impressive package at a competitive price Subchassis, manual, 13.5g BB 48 

£230 Good 

Alphason Solo/Xenon MCS Average The deck is warm and euphonious with high levels of clarity. Wow artefacts occasionally just Suspended motor unit, optional 67 

£440/£320 Good audible quartz PSU,13g 

Alphas on Sonata/HR-1 DOS Very Good Good sound in all areas- bass, clarity and neutrality all in the top class and bettered by Bell drive, suspended, optional R 79 

MCS/Atlas £760/£500/£360 Very Good very few decks. Atlas PSU expensive but worthwhile PSU, 13g 

Alphason Super Nova Good Informative, easy to listen to and quite lively deck with good detail and occasionally uneven Subchassis, manual, bell drive, R 91 
£300 Good bass. Build quality of review sample not perfect detachable arm.12g 

Ariston Forte Average - Heavy on engineering, short of soul? The Forte almost makes it, losing out only because of Manual 2-speed bell drive player 67 
£350 Average some residual pitch variations and a lack of bass power. The arm is modestly good and detachable arm, 1 Og 

Ariston Icon Good A thoughtful and efficient design that offers good sound, excellent value and semi-automatic Belt drive, suspended, semi- BB 79 
£215 Good operation too! Good vibration isolation eases siting automatic, 1 Og 

Ariston Pro Good Remarkably clear and detailed tor the price, very neutral. Benefits from cartridge upgrade Manual, belt drive.12g BB 91 
£180 Good 

Ariston Q·Deck Good Well engineered and good sounding low cost package which is both easy to set up and to use Semi-auto, belt drive, solid BB 67 
£165 Average+ 

DuaiCS430 Average Ragged, sometimes unpleasant cartridge mixes with a modest pleasing player in a very sharply Belt drive, with cartridge, auto R 67 
£100 Average- priced package return, 5g 

Dual CS5000 Average The rare 78 facility may give grandma's collection a new lease of life but the player did not Electronic, bell drive. 48 
£230 Average+ merit recommendation on price vs sound subchassis, 1 Og 

Dual CS503·2 Good - Not wholly inspiring; generally coarse and wally sound is at least not offensive, but easily Semi auto, belt drive, 1 Og R 91 
£145 Average bettered by the CS505-4. Good value in material terms 

Dual CS505·4 Good - The old-time favourite which never gives up. Sound is enjoyable if not perfectly clear, Semi-auto, bell drive BB 91 
£170 Good - all-round value is excellent 

Goldmund ST4 Very Good The Studio turntable takes on a cheaper tonearm than the T3F, yet provides a similar Solid subchassis, direct drive, R 60 
£4589 Excellent reference standard objective and subjective perlormance at £2,000 less, in a neatly parallel arm, detachable h/shell 

integrated though bulky package 

Heybrook TT2 turntable & arm Average A gradual process of informed evolution and a sensibly designed arm combine to make this a Manual subchassis motor with arm, R 67 
£424/£269 Good+ good sounding middle of the road package. Well supported by dealers belt drive, 14g 

JVC AL·FQ555 Average - Clear midband sound but woolly bass and crude treble. Ease of use however ranks highly, and Auto, direct drive, 55g 67 
£170 Poor there's little to go out ol adjustment 

Kuzma Stabi/Stogi Reference Very Good Beautifully made in a solid oak plinth, the Stabi also sounds very clear, detailed and Manual, belt drive, subchassis.12g R 91 
£900/£699 Very Good extended. Stogi Reference is also most capable. 

Linn Axis/Akito Good - A neat, attractive and well-made package which delivers a rather harsh sound with a Bell drive, semi-suspended, 79 
£443 Average+ 'one-note' effect in the bass, but it's well suited to mid market systems electronic PSU, 1 Og 

Linn LP12·Lingo/Ekos/Troika Good+ The classic reference is improved (at a price) by the Lingo but character remains the same - Manual, subchassis, belt drive, 9g -/R/- 91 
£1149/£1 097/£798 Good+ not as detailed or neutral as the best. Ekos arm, though pricey, is well made and suited to 

many decks 

Manticore Mantra/Musician Good+ Well engineered deck with satisfying sound. The arm is particularly fine and very good value Belt drive, suspended, 15g R 79 
£340/£170 Good+ 

Marantz TT400 Average - Everything one hopes a budget deck won't be; coarse, confused, muddled and woolly. Manual, belt drive16g 91 
£150 Poor Construction isn't wonderful, either 

NAD 5120 Average A number of running improvements have given this player a range and tautness denied its Semi-auto bell drive, detachable BB 67 
£90 Average lazier sounding antecedents. armtube/weight, 9g 

Omega Point Silver/Black Good An avowedly stripped down turntable that lacks even an on/off switch, the Omega Point Silver Manual, solid, belt drive, 55 
£895/£295 Good+ offers fine midrange clarity and good stereo, but some HF compression and a lack of 'wellie' unipivot, 11 g 

Opus 3 Conlinuo/Decca London Poor Heavyweight motor unit with many fine properties, but which needs further development. The Bell-drive manual, damped 67 
International (Revise £599/£99 Good idiosyncratic arm is a suitable (though not ideal) ptattorm for the Decca cartridge. For all unipivot arm, 12g 

its faults though, the whole transcends the sum of the parts 

Rational Audio Aura 01 Poor Poor lab results reflect bad rumble, but midrange and treble are very pure and clean; Manual, belt drive, linear R 91 
£189 Good idiosyncratic sound and styling should be tried I tracking arm10g 

Rega Planar 2 Average+ A remarkable product at the price, surprisingly articulate and confident Manual, 115g BB 48 
£155 Good 

Rega Planar 3 Good A long time leader in its price category, the '3 (with its excellent RB300 arm) sounded Manual, 11.5g BB 48 
£207 Good nicely 'musical' in a balanced and coherent manner 

Revolver Rebel Average Quite lively and detailed but not the strongest on subtlety, with slightly lumpy bass. Motor Manual, belt drive, 91 
£185 Good - breakthrough audible, and watch for bent motor shaft on deliveryr semi-suspended 12g 

Revox 8291* Average - Sound quality ranks as below average. Subjective bandwidth is narrow and the music lacks Automatic, remote controllable, 55 
£892 Average - grace and energy. Ease ol use however is unrivalled direct drive parallel arm, 

prefitted cartridge 

Rotel RP·855 Good Great sound for the money - detailed and clear with good bass and no irritating nasties Bell drive, solid, speed adjust, BB 79 
£160 Good 9g 

Systemdek IIX Good Poised, clean sounding deck, lorward and explicit in character. A good value deck under £250, 2 speed belt drive manual 67 
£248 Average+ and a relatively cheap and satisfactory suspended model turntable and arm, 11 g 
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INTEGRATED TURNTABLES 

• MODEL •LAB • COMMENTS 
• PRICE • SOUND 

Technics SL-0033 Average As with the QD33 though better value 
£110 Average 

Technics SL-L20 Poor A rather lightweight parallel tracker achieving a poor overall rating, with little to 
£115 Average- recommend it unless you dig facilities 
Technics SL-QD33 Average The quartz speed controlled version of the DD is short on sound quality but not features. But 
£140 Average it did have fair focus and some depth 

Technics SLBD-22 Average- Not bad for the price and a great improvement on the L20, it performs reasonably when not 
£90 Average- stretched 

Thorens TO 166 Mk V Good Classic suspended-subchassis deck with clear. stable sound of no particular character. 
£200 Good Unlikely to make enemies 

Thorens TO 280 Mk 11 Good- Legendary Thorens build quality on the cheap- slightly unsubtle sound but eminently 
£180 Good- liveable-with and very good value 

Thorens TO 316 Mk 11 Good Very solid deck with neat split-chassis construction. Sound is a bit insecure in the bass, 
£220 Good- but it could suit classical music lovers well 

Thorens TD2001 Good Similar to TD320 but much dearer- why? Sound is comfortable but not very detailed 
£630 Good-

Thorens TD320 Mk 11 Good Good, consistent sounding deck with much improved (but not ideal) arm. A little expensive for 
£350 Good performance offered 

Townshend Rock Excellent Overall the closest reproduction to master tape we've yet heard, with stunning real bass and 
Reference/Excalibur £1995/£695 Excellent excellent neutrality. Front end damping trough improves LF detail significantly 

Voyd Relerence/Helius Cyalene n/a Voyd's flagship is equipped with three of the biggest motors in the business, a Lexan platter 
£5299/£1 066 

Well Tempered WTAT 
£1690 

Zarathustra 54/Piuto SA 
Prestige/PSU £1500/£2500/£500 

MOTOR UNITS 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Ariston Superior 
£598 

CEC ST930 
£599 

CS Audio Resan kit for Rega 
£90 

Michell Gyrodec 
£595 

Michell Syncro 
£265 

NVA Senior 
£450 

Oracle Alexandria Mk Ill 
£1195 

Oracle Paris 
£595 

Origin Live Oasis A 
£495 

Origin Live Oasis B 
£199 

Oxford Acoustics Crystal 
Reference £2495 

Pink Triangle Anniversary 
£1175 

Pink Triangle Export 
£676 

Pink Triangle Little Pink 
Thing £392 

Revolver 
£150 

Systemdek IIXE 
£248 

Systemdek IV 
£495 

Voyd 0.5 
£3062 

Voyd Valdi 
£868 

VPI HW·19Mk3 
£1500 

TONEARMS 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Airtangent 1 B 
£1990 

Alphason Delta 
£190 

Excellent and a real brute of a power suppy (it dwarfs most power amps'). A strong contender for best 
turntable in the known universe 

Average Intriguing and challenging design. Musically it is not ideal, but it has a limpid quality and 
Very Good a lack of artificiality that sets standards as well as turning the ear, though it's not 

completely uncoloured. A charmer yet mainstream enough in its virtues to be viable 

n/a The very well made and finished heavy platter S4 with the superb Pluto arm make a devastating 
Excellent combination ranking up there with the very best 

•LAB • COMMENTS 
• SOUND 

Good+ Good but slightly damped sound quality, with powerful and stable bass. The pro quo is a 
Good certain lack of pace, energy and resolution 

Good A rarity- a serious hi-fi product that loses nothing to budget rivals in finish or 
Very Good convenience. Good clean sound, very stable and assured 

Good- After-market kit to convert Rega 2 or 3 to semi-suspended subchassis style. Looks good and 
Good sounds tidier than original. Feedback is much reduced 

Good Sweet and natural sounding player, well exploited by the Rega RB300 arm. Aesthetics, and the 
Good acres of acrylic, are unique 

Good A happy blend of qualities endows the Synchro with a blend of subtlety and force- the mailed 
Good fist in the velvet glove. Easy on the ear in the best sense. 

Good- Very high sensitivity to low-frequency vibration, especially on NVA stand, gives strange 
Average subjective bass response and confused sound. Looks are unusual but pleasing 

Very Good One of the most beautifully presented players made, and fully supported by superb separation, 
Very Good dynamics and a euphonious style of delivery. 

Good- Looks good but sounds coarse, confused and uneven, with bass liable to thump 
Average 

Good - Rather coarse sound with lack of detail resolution- but lively presentation may appeal. 
Average Appearance is industrial 

Average Aesthetics are not its strong point, but its lively and articulate- if idiosyncratic sound 
Average+ will please some tastes. Highly resonant construction is very sensitive to feedback 

Very Good This big, open and powerful sounding turntable works beautifully with Airtangent arm to give 
Excellent superb 3-D imagery. Recently updated to mk.ll form 

Excellent Possibly the most detailed, clear, neutral and therefore accurate deck around. Likeness to 
Excellent master tape is almost uncanny 

Very Good Basically a PT TOO with built-in power supply. Retains features of great transpareny and 
Excellent neutrality. Review sample had high ish motor noise- presumed untypical 

Good+ Leads the field for clarity and neutrality at this price or a good bit more. it also looks 
Very Good very smart! Excellent value. Arm cut-out suits Rega or Linn style 

Average Nicely balanced, but unimpressive timing and lightweight bass made this deck rather average 
Average for the price. Manufacturer has since made several changes, but not re-submitted for review 

Good Fine, honestly specified and well built player which easily betters its closest stablemate, 
Very Good the IIX. Frankly, at the price it's a sonic bargain 

Good The level of wow is a theoretical concern at least, but elsewhere this player shines, 
Very Good combining euphony, information and imaging in a polished, untemperamental package 

n/a Based on the standard 3-motor Voyd but with upgrade options (better bearing, platter, etc) 
Excellent which take it half way to a Voyd Reference, so we've dubbed it The Voyd Plus. Superb build 

Good- Recent power supply upgrade has resulted in alround improvements. This Perspex plattered, two 
Very Good motor deck is remarkably competent, revealing and neutral 

Very Good Built to accommodate parallel tracking arms, lhis large bul elegant deck produced clean, 
Very Good smooth sound when fitted with an SME arm. Good bass 

• LAB • COMMENTS 
•SOUND 

n/a 
Excellent 

Good 
Average+ 

A complex but superbly built arm for high quality systems, giving excellent stereo and 
resolution 

A highly competent design from Alphason gives good sound quality but with slight blurring and 
treble fi11 

• FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 
ARM EFF. MASS 

Automatic, direct drive, solid BB 48 
plinth, 7.5g, P-mount 

Electronic, solid plinth, Sg, 48 
P-mount 

Automatic, Quartz, direct drive, R 48 
solid plinth, 75g, P-mount 

Semi automatic, solid plinth, R 48 
electronic, 6g P-mount 

Belt drive, suspended, 12g BB 79 

Belt drive, solid, electronic BB 79 
PSU, 12g 

Belt drive, suspended, electronic 79 
PSU, 12g 

Semi-auto, belt drive, subchassis 91 
15g 

Semi-auto two speed belt drive,14g 67 

Belt drive, suspended, electronic R 79 
PSU, front-end damping, 12g 

Belt drive, 3 motors, subchassis, Coli. '90 
outboard PSU,12/14g 

Manual 2-speed, damped, 67 
suspended arm, 7.5g 

Subchassis, manual, available R 72 
without PSU 

• FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 

Belt drive, subchassis, electronic 55 

Belt drive, external PSU, 78 79 
speed inc. 

Conversion kit. all work 79 
reversible 

Manual, belt drive, suspended 55 
motor unit 

Manual, belt drive, suspended R 67 
motor unit 

Belt drive, electronic PSU, two- 79 
part plinth 

Manual 2-speed belt drive 67 

Belt drive, semi-suspended, 91 
electronic 

Belt drive, external mains 79 
filter, 33rpm only, suspended 

Belt drive, 33Gy1/3Gyrpm only, 79 
solid plinth/subchassis 

Manual, belt drive, subchassis, R 60 
stand 

Suspended, belt drive, R 91 
electronic, motor on subchassis 

Suspended, belt drive, electronic R 91 

Belt drive, semi-suspended, 79 
electronic PSU 

Manual, belt drive, solid plinth 48 

Manual 2-speed, external PSU R 67 

Two-speed manual belt drive R 67 

Belt drive, 3 motors, subchassis, R 72 
outboard PSU 

Belt drive, suspended subchassis, 79 
electronic PSU 

Belt drive, suspended subchassis R 79 

• ARM EFF, MAS • VALUE • ISSUE 

75g (vertical) 60 

16g R 48 
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TON EAR MS 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Alphason HR1 DOS 
£440 

Alphason Opal 
£130 

Alphason Xenon 
£260 

Ariston Enigma 
£99 

Audio Technica AT1130 
£186 

Decca London International 
£49 

Eminent T�chnology 
£1000 

Goldmund T3F arm 
£4400 

Helius Orlon 2 
£490 

Kuzma Stogi Reference 
£699 

Linn Ekos 
£1097 

Moth Arm 
£78 

Naim Aro 
£699 

Rega RB300 
£115 

Roksan Artemiz 
£669 

Roksan Tabriz 
£165 

SME 3009 Series Ill 
£253 

SME 3009 Series IllS 
£182 

SME 3009R 
£335 

SME 309 
£495 

SME Series IV 
£810 

SME Series V 
£1247 

CARTRIDGES 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Arcam C77 
£22 

Arcam C77Mg 
£30 

Arcam E77Mg 
£50 

Arcam P77Mg 
£60 

Arcam PMX10 
£100 

Audio Technica ART1 
£800 

Audio Technica AT·420E 
£35 

Audio Technica AT95E 
£19 

Audionote 102VDH 
£895 

Audioquest AQ 404i·L 
£400 

• LAB • COMMENTS • ARM EFF, MAS • VALUE • ISSUE 
• SOUND 

Very Good This S-shaped arm sounds smooth, but nevertheless reproduces transients with fine attack 10g R Coli. '86 
Very Good 

Good This is a straightforward adequate sounding low cost arm, priced just above where it rightly 10g 55 
Average belongs 

Good A trimmed down HR100S, the Xenon has inferior bearings and a simpler finish, but sounds crisp 12.75g R 55 
Good+ and coherent Fits any Linn cutout 

Average Good but not the best in its class: mid-band sounds a little uneven: treble a trifle "brash" 11.5g 48 
Average+ 

Good Well suited to most cartridges including high compliance ones, the AT is smooth and tonally 8.5g 67 
Good neutral, if slightly lacking in 'balls' 

Average+ This uni-pivot design gives a rather rich tonal balance and some bass muddling. Could be good 12g 48 Summ 
Average+ with Decca cartridges, but not well built 

Good+ One of the best sounding tonearms around, the linear tracking Eminent delivers impressive 9g (vertical) Coli. '86 
Very Good stereo imagery, focus and transparent sound 

Excellent This complex parallel tracker created an "ear-opening" experience when tested with a (since 16 5g R Coli. '87 
Excellent updated) Goldmund Studio turntable 

Very Good Excellently engineered with rigid bearings, free from slack. lt remains expensive but the 12g 48 
Very Good level of performance deserves Recommendation 

Very Good A large, solid and well-made arm that holds the cartridge firmly, giving exceptionally clear 12g R 79 
Very Good sound with just a hint of brightness 

Very Good Superb, stale of the art design which builds significantly on lttok's strengths 9g R 67 
Very Good 

Good The ultimate budget arm? Refined, detailed, sweet and natural- performance improves in line 12g BB 60 
Good+ with the rest of the system 

Good Designed for use on the Linn LP12, the Aro is a little bright and congested. 10 5g 91 
Good-

Very Good Despite ifs modest price this sets exceptional performance standards and could be used on a 10-11g BB 60 
Very Good number of high-quality turntables 

Average Interesting design which works a treat on the Xerxes deck. Fits Rega cut-out 8g 67 
Good 

Good Though obviously targetted at Roksan's own Xerxes, it is also a goodalternative to the Rega 9g 91 
Good+ arms in many applications. A trifle bright 

Good Comprehensively adjustable and very well made, suited to MM and high compliance MC cartridges 5g 48 
Average+ 

Good A simplified less flexible (as regards adjustment) Series Ill with a similarly 'soft' sonic 5g 48 
Average+ character 

Average+ A higher mass version of the Series Ill designed for low compliance MC cartridges 12g 48 
Average+ 

Very Good Beautifully made, finished and presented, this arm is fully and easily adjustable and a 10g 79 
Very Good highly neutral performer 

Excellent Superb engineering and finish with a finely balanced sound giving impressive stereo focus and 10.5g 60 
Very Good low coloration 

Excellent Excellent in terms of design engineering and sound quality, this arm arguably sets a new 10.5g 60 
Very Good reference standard regardless of price 

Very much the 'slave' of turntable and tonearm 
and to some extent undermined by the supply of 
free 'starter' cartridges on many turntable 
systems, the cartridge is still worth taking 
seriously. The quality of both the stylus itself and 
the cartridge's tracking performance are 
important in preserving that most important part 
of the hi-li system- the record collection- and 
the cartridge also plays a significant role in 
determining the overall balance of a system. 

Cartridges fall into two groups: high output 
models, capable of working directly into any 
amplifier, and more expensive low output 
models. 

transformer to cope with the low output 

Stereotypically, low output cartridges use 
the moving coil principle of operation, have 
better mechanical integrity and lighter tolerances, 
and give better performance but at much higher 
cost Most under-£150 amplifiers and many 
valve designs need either an extra head amp or 

Cartridge/amplifier interfacing can be 
very subtle, but even basic high output 
moving magnet designs benefit in overall 
balance from optimised amplifier capacitance 
loading. Still more important, the mechanical 
cartridge characteristic of cantilever 
compliance ('springiness') needs to be 
considered in the light of the effective mass 
of the tonearm which will be used. 

•LAB • COMMENTS •ARM • VALUE • ISSUE 
• SOUND • OUTPUT/TYPE 

Average+ A sensible moving magnet package with good bounce at a competitive price 6-16g BB 48 
Average+ Normal, MM 

Average - Punchy sound quality with plenty of extra energy to liven things up. The solid body seems 4-8g BB 67 
Average well worth the extra £1 0 Normal, MM 
Average Our sample had a disappointing stylus, but gave a coherent, rich and laid back sound, with 3-8gN R 48 
Average good 'scale' Normal, MM 
Average+ Cautiously recommended, the P77Mg was preferred to its cheaper partner by virtue of a better 4-9g R 48 
Average+ tip. Channel balance could have been better Normal, MM 
Good+ Not the very clearest in complex high-frequency sounds, but lively and exciting, good 5-11g R 85 
Very Good transients Low, MC 
Good+ This is a delicate and very fluid-sounding MC that tracks well, offers very low distortion 9-18g R 72 
Very Good and exceptionally good stereo separation Low, MC 

Average Better suited to pop recordings, this MM bears some of the sonic hallmarks of the Linn K5 7-14g (damp) R 67 
Average Noma!, MM 

Average - Clear, dynamic if richly balanced, the magnetic '95E is a definite Best Buy 8-14g BB 48 
Average Nromal, MM 

Good One of the best, giving 'an extraordinarily relaxing mid range clarity', needs a transformer 8-18g 43 
Very Good Very low, MC 
Very Good Slight harshness detracted from the performance of this otherwise clear-sounding and detailed 8-16g 84 
Good+ cartridge Low, MC 
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CARTRIDGES 

• MODEL •LAB • COMMENTS •ARM • VALUE • ISSUE 
•PRICE •SOUND • OUTPUT/TYPE 

Audioquest AQ 7000 Good Stunning stereo imaging and good detail at low levels are spoiled by less-than-perfect 6-20g 91 
£1200 Good+ tracking and high sensitivity to arms. Low, MC 

Audioquest MC5 Average Offers high-output benefits but the drooping frequency response and severe VTA error preclude 10-20g 54 
£220 Average recommendation Normal, MC 

Cello Chorale Average+ Now available through a new distributor at a saving of some £300, the Chorale is still 3-9g 72 
£750 Good blessed with a delicate but highly detailed treble. Arm matching is a problem Low, MC 

Denon DL 103 Average This classic spherical stylus model gives a lively sound with powerful bass, and is popular 6-16g 48 
£99 Good in broadcast studios Low, MC 

Denon DL110 Good Firmly recommended as a line all-rounder, this high-output moving coil model is likely to 6-16g BB 48 
£69 Good perform well in nearly all circumstances Normal, MC 

Denon DL160 Average+ Although listeners just preferred the 110. its brother here proved a twin in lab tests and is 6-16g 43 
£89 Good still "thoroughly competent" Normal, MC 

Dynavector 1702 Very Good Clear, detailed, neutral and generally very informative - excellent . 6-18g L R 91 
£280 Very Good ow, MC 

Oynavector DV-50X Good A high-output MC model with impressive lab performance, but whose tip and sound quality both 6-14g R 48 
£99 Average disappointed Normal, MC 

Dynavector DV1 OX IV Average Fine sounding and realistically priced, damping is recommended to ensure successful tracking 8-18g N R 48 
£125 Average+ ability Normal, MC 

Dynavector DV23RS Average+ Sound quality was described as "shut-in", lacking energy and sparkle but with some "edginess" 10-22g 28 
£230 Good in high frequencies Low, MC 

Oynavector XX -1 Very Good Good, but not immensely competitive at the price, and not helped by comparison with the low 7-15g 84 
£680 Good+ output version Normal, MC 

Dynavector XX -1L Very Good Very clear, very detailed, no troubles with tracking; response lilt around 20kHz seems to do 7-13g 84 
£680 Very Good no harm Low, MC 

Empire Benz-Micro MC-2 Average Similar to both the Empire MC1000 and vdH MC2 in design, the Benz offers a warmer and very 5-12g R 72 
£699 Good+ transparent account of the music. Its tracking prowess is slightly limited Low, MC 

Glanz GMC-10EH Good The rising HF trend of this high o/p MC may cause problems in certain systems but with a 8-14g R 67 
£50 Good favourable wind its seductive qualities will win out Normal, MC 

Glanz GMC-1 OLX Average+ Bearing some of the hallmarks of the '10EH, the '10LX is still less competitive in the sonic 7-15g L 67 
£80 Average+ stakes Low, MC 

Glanz GMC-20E Good+ Very good tracking, smooth sound and good detail. Very slight surface noise enhancement 5-10g R 91 
£129 Good+ Low, MC 

Glanz MFG-110EX Average A little bright but giving detailed bass and clear treble, this was competitive at the price 6-16g R 43 
£25 Average Normal, MM 

Glanz MFG-31 OLX Good+ Detail and treble outstanding for sub-£1 00 cartridge. Slight coloration may be due to body 6-10g BB 85 
£50 Very Good resonance Normal, MF 

Glanz MFG-61 OLX Good+ Similar to cheaper '310 but slightly clearer transients and bass. Benefits from lowish 3-10g 85 
£90 Good+ impedance loading Normal, MF 

Goldmund Clearaudio Average+ Something of a mixed bag overall, its sonic character bears a strong resemblance to the 5-12g Low, MC 60 
£1500 Very Good Pradikat though it shares some of the hallmarks of the more expensive Accurate 

Goldring 1012 Good+ Slightly harsh sound but plenty of life and quite good detail. Some very high frequency 6-12g 85 
£40 Good coloration apparent Normal. MM 

Goldring 1022 Good+ As with 1012, a touch harsh; detail and transient purity improved. though, and it goes well 5-11g 85 
£60 Good with electric guitar' Normal, MM 

Goldring 1042 Good+ Not terribly subtle, and not such good value alongside 1012 and 1022. Quite lively, though 7-12g 91 
£85 Good Normal, MM 

Goldring Elan Average+ A lightweight and frisky-sounding MM that appears to be based upon the same body as the 7-15g R 67 
£16 Average Nagaoka mm4 Normal, MM 

Goldring Epic 11 Average An excellent budget choice though the limitations of the stylus are rather obvious at higher 5-12g R 67 
£26 Average+ frequencies Normal, MM 

Goldring Eroica Good More confused and coloured than its low-output sibling - high output less of an issue in 8-15g 84 
£100 Good - these days of cheap MC-compatible amplifiers Normal, MC 

Goldring Eroica LX Good+ Not the most subtle cartridge in the world; can sound edgy at times, but lively and 8-14g R 84 
£115 Good informative Low, MC 

Goldring Excel Average+ Goldring's most expensive cartridge to date errs on the warm and heavy side of neutral. 6-13g 72 
£500 Good Strong bass lines are its forte though its ability to resolve subtle treble details is weaker Low, MC 

Grado ZF3E + • Average - Downtilting balance disguises the brightness of this cartridge; bit of a mixed bag at this 9-20g (damping) 54 
£47.50 Average price Normal, MM 

Grado ZTE +1 Average - Bass and treble are a trifle coloured but the midband proved highly enjoyable. Ideal for 6-13g (damping) 54 
£26.50 Average budget systems Normal, MM 

Kiseki Blackheart Good This cartridge demonstrated refined poise and a delicate but at once potent security, 6-16g 60 
£1795 Good however, the price did seem a little on the high side compared to other Kisekis Low, MC 

Kiseki Blue Goldspot Very Good Good bass and imaging, but hints of spit and coloration let the side down slightly 8-15g 84 
£450 Good+ Low. MC 

Kiseki Lapis Lazuli Good Combining very sensible design concepts at a silly price, the Lapis Lazuli is best thought of 4-12g 60 
£4000 Very Good as combining the detail of the MC3000 and the fluidity of the Clearaudios Low, MC 

Kiseki Purpleheart Sapphire Good+ Rare, beautiful to look at and sweet to listen to, our review of this high-flyer conjured up 5-14g 48 
£799 Good+ images of Japanese art Low, MC 

Koetsu Black S Average TheS is an OEM design built to Koetsu's blueprint. lt features a sturdier lixing plate and 8-15g 72 
£612 Good+ offers a brighter, faster and more tactile sound than the earlier K Low, MC 

Linn Asaka Good+ Disciples of Linn who are trying to realise their true "Karma" may find that saving money is 9-18g Coli. '86 
£373 Good+ not a short cut to heaven Low, MC 

Linn K5 Average Not as crisply focused as the costlier Linn magnetics, the K5 offers a smoother presentation 7-16g 67 
£39 Average+ Normal, MM 

Linn K9 Average Linn threw this model into the leading pack by beefing up the Basik's bodywork, adding a 6-15g BB Coli. '86 
£89 Good super stylus, and keeping the price fair Normal, MM 

Linn Karma Very Good A specialist which is strongly recommended for Linn-based systems; results may be less 9-18g Coli. '86 

£564 Very Good predictable in more general application Low, MC 

Linn Troika Very Good Good all-rounder, but still some hint of unhappiness at very high levels. Good imaging and 6-18g 91 
£798 Good+ bass. Low, MC 

London Maroon Average Now manufactured under the London brandname this Decca cartridge is as iconeclastic as ever 9-20g (damp) 67 
£149 Average+ Normal, MM 

London Super Gold Poor Immediate and (in the mid range at least) detailed, but very coloured, very nonlinear and 9-15g, damp 84 
£300 Average - questionable effect on records. Devotees swear by it Normal, fixed stylus MM 

• 
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Milltek Aurora Good+ An overall feeling of relaxed ease characterised this clear and atmospheric Kiseki-buill 8-16 g R CoiL '86 
£249 Good+ cartridge Normal, MC 

Milltek Olympia Average+ Warm and detailed sound- packs the punch of the best MCs with high output as a bonus 12-20g, (damping) R 5 4  
£349 Good+ Normal, MC 

Nagaoka MM4 Average- Clear punchy sound that delivers the rudiments of a good performance 6-16 g R 5 4  
£9 Average- Normal, MM 

Nagaoka MP1 0 Average High frequencies sounded "shut-in" with this spherical-stylus model, but mid and mass were 5-13g R 48 

£18 Average energetic, bouncy and punchy Normal, MM 

Nagaoka MP11 Boron Average Responding well overall in PM's equipment and listening room, this model was mildly 5-13g BB 48 
£40 Average+ criticised for low level and dynamic limitations Normal, MM 

Nagaoka MP11 Gold Average- There were mild criticisms directed at most areas, but in general the sound was clear, open 3-8g 48 
£47 Average+ and even Normal I, MM 

Nagaoka Stilton TS10 Good- Stilton-designed solid body (with three-point mounting) certainly gives remarkably 5-10g R 85 
£5 0 Good resonance-free sound, but tip and generator are less good- a little rough at times. Normal. MM 

Nagaoka Stilton TS11 Good- Differs from TS10 in having Vital stylus with better tracing but still some high frequency 5-10g 85 
£70 Good harshness. Normal, MM 

Ortofon 510 Good For the price, a good blend of virtues- weight, clarity and neutrality. 3-ttg BB 85 

£30 Good+ Normal. MM 

Ortofon 520 Average Very sensitive to load capacitance this new Ortofon maintains the company tradition for a 7-16 g 6 7  

£5 0 Average+ lively, effervescent SO Normal, MM 

Ortofon 530 Good+ Very clean and assured sound; transients not quite perfectly pure but plenty of detail. 4-11g 85 
£80 Good+ Normal, MM 

Ortofon 540 Average- Graced with an advanced FGII stylus our sample possessed too high a compliance for broad arm 3-8g 6 7  
£100 Average matching. lt could also sound a litlle unforgivin Normal, MM 

Ortofon MC1 0 Super Average "What a delightfully sweet-sounding cartridge this is .. "we said 5-15 g BB 48 
£70 Good Low, MC 

Ortofon MC20 Super Average+ An "inviting" sound quality; polite rather than exciting it approaches much more expensive 6-15 g R CoiL '86 
£200 Good+ models, but does not better them Low, MC 

Ortofon MC30 Super Very Good Beautifully engineered and well-balanced, it was slightly criticised as bland, though some 5-14g CoiL '87 
£270 Good+ may appreciate the lack of rough edges Low, MC 

Ortofon MC3000 Mkll Very Good Low levels of body resonance are a real ear-opener Nothing to criticise elsewhere; one of 9-16 g R 84 
£85 0 Excellent the very best Low, MC 

Ortofon MC5000 Good+ Review sample could not be fully run-in, which might explain limited tracking ability and 12-20g 91 
£15 00 Good bright and forward sound, though imaging is excellent. Fussy about s. Low, MC 

Ortofon Quartz Good+ Lively, quite detailed, and a touch bright, the Quartz has many qualities of the much dearer 3-12g R 91 
£120 Good Quasar Low, MC 

Ortofon Quasar Very Good Many of the qualities of the MC3000, although a touch bright. Good detail and delicacy 8-15 g R 84 
£300 Very Good Low, MC 
RATA RP20 Average- Good integration, a clear dynamic mid range and the beginnings of fine stereo imagery merits 6-14g R 48 
£22 Average clear recommendation Normal, MM 

RATA RP40 Average The '40 did a good job of sorting out the layers and complexity of the mix, with good focus, 6-15 g R 48 
£44 Average + excellent stereo spread and fine scale Normal, MM 

RATA RP70 Average Clearer and sweeter than the '40 this also seemed heavier and less lively. For £99 you can 6-14g 43 
£7 7" Average+ have a van den Hul stylus Normal, MM 

RATA RP70vdH Average+ Able to retrieve bags of musical detail (thanks to the vdH stylus), RATA's lop cartridge 11-18g R 6 7  
£99 Good ranks as one of the most articulate MM's available Normal, MM 

Rega Bias Average Difficult to mount in some arms due to its shallow build, the bias offers a gentile, refined 4-10g 6 7  
£34 Average+ SO that certainly makes it worthy of audition Normal, MM 

Rega Efys Good Clearly superior to the Bias, despite their common heritage, the Elys is both more detailed, 8-15 g  R 6 7  
£74 Good accurate and musically convincing Normal, MM 

Revolver Average+ This modified AT-95E enjoys a very lively mid and treble even if the bass is somewhat 8-16 g BB 6 7  
£20 Average 'slower' in comparison. A firm budget buy Normal, MM 

Roksan Corus Black Good+ Recognisably related to Corus Blue, but distinctly more civilised and smoother. 7-12g R 91 
£110 Good Normal, MM 

Roksan Corus Blue Good+ Roksan-specified modified Gold ring 1012; slight harshness detracts from otherwise good sound. 7-11g 91 
£6 5 Good Normal, MM 

Shure M104E Average- Capable in many ways, but giving no substantial improvement over the 92E in our view 5-15 g 38 
£36 Average Normal, MM 

Shure M105E Average A slightly 'spitty' sound lacking deep bass and dynamic contrast, but can be used in 5-12g 38 Summ 
£49 Average- virtually every system where it will perform "unobtrusively" Normal, MM 

Shure M11 OHE Average Sound quality was thought eminently presentable, but not exciting; smooth clear high 5-10g 38 Summ 
£6 0 Average frequencies, but a loss of bass definition Normal, MM 

Shure M111HE Average Early reviews of this cartridge complained principally of the price- which has since come 5-10g 38 Summ 
£72 Average down Normal, MM 
Shure M92E Average- Though lacking depth, the overall sound quality was competent, but treble was not its forte 10-15 g 43 
£17 Average Normal, MM 
Shure M99E Average- Sister to the 92E this is a solid but not particularly exciting cartridge 5-10g 38 Sum m 
£29 Average- Normal, MM 
Shure ME75EO Average Rather bright and splashy in the high frequencies but nevertheless a competent model 5-10g 38 
£26 .5 0 Average- Normal, MM 
Shure ME97HE Average lt won't turn a sow's ear of a turntable into a silk purse, but will at least keep going and 8-20g R 48 
£49 Average+ produce an acceptable result Normal, MM 
Shure ML 120HE Average+ Quite decent sound quality and a generally fine balanced performance 6-18g 48 
£95 Average+ Normal, MM 
Shure ML 140HE Average+ Qualitatively the treble of this well-balanced moving magnet model was a match for many 6-16 g 43 
£120 Good moving coil cartridges Normal, MM 
Shure Ultra 500 Good There was no doubling the accomplishments of what could well be the finest moving magnet 6-14g 48 
£499 Good cartridge around Normal, MM 
Shure V15 VMR Good Initial listening gave promising results, but extended familiarity gave the feeling of a lack 5-12g 38 
£215 Average + of energy and a "shut-in" sound Normal, MM 
Shure VST V Very Good Quite exceptional assurance with difficult material; very stable and clear sound. One of the 4-11g R 85 
£173 Very Good best. Dynamic Stabilizer actually works' Normal, MM 
Stilton/ AT ·f3 Good+ At a premium of some £40 this modified AT-F3 offers a startlingly refined performance and is 8-18g R 6 7  
£110 Good+ strongly recommended Low, MC 
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van den Hul MC One Good This extended all the positive qualities of the '1 0 but added greater authority and scale- 6-12g R 60 
£699 Very Good worth it for the extra money Low, MC 
van den Hul MC Two Good Connected directly to any standard MM input the vdH MC Two rewards with a highly detailed yet 6-13g 72 
£899 Very Good fluid and musically convincing portrayal Normal, MC 
van den Hul MC1 Super Very Good Slight softening effect on transients was the only real flaw, but it didn't quite seem to 8-15g 84 
£800 Very Good have that special touch one expects for the money Low, MC 

van den Hul MC10 Good A neutral balanced performer giving transparent midrange, fine depth and focus with firm 5-10g R 60 
£499 Good+ extended bass. Gosh! Low, MC 

AMPLIFIERS 

The amplifier sits at the heart of the system, 
processing the outputs from all the various music 
sources as necessary and then driving the 
loudspeakers. These two (quite separate) 
functions are integrated into a single box at the 
low-to-middle price points; separated pre- and 
power amplifiers become increasingly common 
as one moves upmarket. At the upper end of the 
specialist market, valve amplifiers provide a 
popular alternative to the transistor types 
amongst enthusiasts. 

former are bleakly simple, avoiding all 
unnecessary features to provide the most direct 
signal path in the interests of best sound quality. 
The latter range from models with just basic tone 
controls and tape recorder switching, to those 
with elaborate facilities such as graphic 
equalisers, remote control (including volume), 
surround sound options etc. etc. 

driven)- but again, paradoxically, this 
doesn't necessarily correspond to the 
loudness capability of the amplifier, which 
has as much to do with the elegance of the 
overload characteristics within a given system 
(valve amplifiers invariably sound more 
powerful than their rating would suggest). The 
listing of features provides some indication to 
the complexity of an amplifier: many users 
prefer to retain the option of tone controls to 
'shape' the overall sound according to taste; 
many others have found living without tone 
controls surprisingly easy, with additional 
benefits in terms of transparency. 

There is a substantial difference between 
specialist (sound quality oriented) amplifiers and 
the consumer electronics style models. The 

Lab measurement provides some useful 
data, particularly in regard to an amplifier's ability 
to drive a wide range of different types of 
loudspeakers, but this is only obliquely related to 
sound quality. We also include our measured 
power output (RMS, 8ohm load, 1 channel 

• MODEL • LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 
• PRICE 

Acoustic Research A03 
£170 

Acoustic Research ADS 
£200 

Acoustic Research A07 
£300 

Aiwa XA-005 
£130 

Aiwa XA-006 
£130 

Akai AM-52 
£230 

Akai AM-65B 
£299 

Akai AM-93 
£550 

Alphason Apollo 
£300 

Amadeus Gold 
£360 

Amadeus Silver 
£270 

Aragon 4004 
£1795 

Arcam Alpha 2 
£195 

Arcam Delta 1101120 
£720/£520 

Arcam Delta 60 
£300 

•SOUND 

Average+ New slimmed down version of the A04 with less power and facilities but also a slightly 
Average 'fuzzy' sound 

Good+ Capitalises on the strengths of the A-03 and A-07 but escapes the ignominy of their 
Good+ deficiencies. The amp for all AR-based systems 

Very Good Relatively smooth but ineffectual sound quality that lacks some weight and impetus at very 
Average + low frequencies 

Good+ A technically competent amp with big, friendly but not overly engrossing sound quality 
Average -

Good 
Average 

Competent enough performer with plenty of facilities. A gutsy sound though one that's rougher 
via CD than MM. 

Average+ Basically equipped, this amplifier offers a comfortable but hardly over-detailed sound 
Average -

Good 
Average 

Average 
Average-

Average
Average+ 

Average
Good 

Average
Good 

Good 
Good 

Good 
Good+ 

Good+ 
Good 

Good 
Good+ 

On-board 18-Bit DAC's actually give better sound than standard CD inputsr Punchy via MM disc 

Unfortunately Akai's on-board D/A convertors were less successful than its conventional 
analogue CD input. 

Our early production sample was beset with a variety of niggling problems. Laid-back though 
not unmusical sound. 

There is some indication of instability but otherwise sounds very rich, warm and musical. 
High-ish IMD 

Limited headroom via disc but still offers a sweet, lush sound. Limited current delivery 

Despite its imposing bulk, the Aragon is something of a softy at heart. lt can deliver oodles 
of power but its musical presentation is more laid-back 

Very confident, convincingly musical and punchy sound that sets the standard for other budget 
amps 

Overall performance is limited by the power amp - in isolation the PDM-preamp offers a 
remarkably open and detailed sound, particularly in 'digital' mode. 

Very refined and highly detailed sound via MM and CD without any of the hardness noted via 
the MC stage 

Arcam Delta 90.2 Average+ Dark but slightly dead or conservative sounding version of the original Delta 90. Improved 
disc stage £410 Average+ 

Ariston Amp Average 
£219 Average+ 

Slightly veiled and thin sound but proved suitably attractive in the listening tests 

Audio Innovations Series Poor This valve combination offers awesome dynamic range with superb transparency and power to 
1000!2nd Audio £1399/£2999 Excellent match. Compatibility with other brands is unpredictable 

Audio Innovations Series 200 Poor Like most 'Innovations valve power amps, compatibility with other brands is unpredictable. 
£449 Very Good Hardly a powerhouse, but nicely 'open', transparent and dynamic sound in small( ish) systems 

Audio Innovations Series 300 Poor Something of an anomally, the 300 is an integrated valve amp that looks awful in the lab but 
£499 Very Good sounds remarkable in a system - now in mk 11 guise 

Audio Innovations Series 30011 Poor Under-powered and over-distorted yet capable of realising an open and captivatingly 
£500 Good+ expressive sound. Sensitive speakers are a must 

Audio Innovations Series 400 Poor Superior styling and better build quality than the Series 300 make for a very attractive 
£669 Very Good integrated valve amp Capable of fine results in the right system, but can sound too 'thin' 

Audio Note Ongaku n/a An out and out audiophile product, a single ended, zero negative feedback, triode, line level 
£29,950 Excellent integrated amp. Probably the best amplifier in the world I 

Audio lab 8000A Very Good Recent mods have cured the slightly glassy treble, replacing it with a smoother but richer 
£410 Very Good and more solid style of music making 

Audiolab 8000C/8000P Very Good Audiolab has revamped its pre/power combo though the very distinctive almost stark neutrality 
£375/£545 Good that resulls will not appeal to all listeners. Good value engineering, nevertheless 
Audion CD-1 Average+ Nicely presented valve (line-only) preamplilier with fine bandwidth and enjoyable, musical 
£399 Very Good sound. Great- if you can JUStify the cost. Well worth hearing 

38W, MM disc, CD direct and 3 aux 
inputs 

67W, 2 tape, 3 line and both 
MM/MC inputs Tone defeat 

75W, 4 line, 2AV and MM/MC 
inputs 

61W, MM 5 line inputs, 
source-dire et 

67W, MM and 5 line i/p's plus 
independent rec out. 

95W, MM/MC disc, 5 line inputs, 
loudness 

101W, MM, 6 line, digital inputs 

112W, coax and optical dig 
inputs. MM/MC 

54W, 5 line, tape and MM/MC 
inputs. Solid wood fascia 

56W, MM/MC plug-in cards, 3 
line inputs 

37W, MM/MC, 3 line inputs 

231 W power amp 

41W, 4 line and MM inputs BB 

112W power amp, MM/MC R/
+ 4 line inputs+ coax/opt digital input. 

59W, 4 line, MM/MC inputs, no R 
tone controls 

73W, MM/MC, 4 line inputs, tone 
bypass, bi-wire 

32W, full logic control, MM and 4 R 
line inputs 

15W, MM, 6 inputs, monobloks R 

12W R 

IOW, MM, 6 inputs BB 

9W(!) integrated valve amp with 
tape, 31 ine and MM disc inputs 

12W, MM and 4 line inputs R 

6 line inputs, 27W R 

81W, 3 tape, 4 line and both R 
MM/MC inputs Tone defeat 

157W pow amp+ bi-wire outputs. 3 
Tape, 4 line+ MM/MC on preamp 

5 line inputs 

74 

97 

68 

80 

92 

74 

80 

68 

92 

74 

80 

72 

68 

92 

68 

74 

68 

63 

77 

63 

97 

77 

Coil '90 

97 

97 

77 
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Aura VA-40 
£190 

Aura VA-50 
£200 

Beard 506 
£1195 

Beard Audio CA35/P35mkll 
£695/£895 

Beard M70 
£1995 pair 

Bryston 0.5B/2B 
£695/£695 

Bryston 12B/4B 
£1295/£1395 

Cambridge P25 
£180 

Cambridge P50 
£200 

Carver CM-1090 
£495 

Cello Audio Suite 
£1200 

Chord SPM-900 
£1850 

Concordant Excelsior 
£856 

Conrad-Johnson Motif MC-8 
£1995 

Conrad-Johnson Premier 7A 
£8995 

Conrad-Johnson PV-1 0 
£1100 

Creek CAS 4040s3 

£200 

Creek CAS 414052 
£230 

Croft Series 4S 

£850 

Croft Series 4SA 
£1000 

Croft Super Micro A 
£549 

Cyclone Catalyst 
£1995 

Deltec DPA 1 DOS 
£2200 

Deltec DSP·50S DPA·50S 
£725/£925 

Denon DAP-2500/POA-4400A 
£550/£600 p r. 

Denon PMA-25011 
£130 

Denon PMA-350 
£160 

Denon POA-6600 
£1000 pr. 

DNMJA 
From £1000 

Dual CV-5670 
£250 

Dual CV5600 
£160 

E.A.R. 549 
£3628 pr 

E.A.R. 802/509mkll 
£1098/£1868 

Entire Sound EX50 
£500 

Exposure VI/VII* /VIIIS 
£320/£500 

Exposure VII/VIII 
£430/£470 

Exposure XI/XII/VIII Super 
£1600 

Goodmans GSA-600 
£140 

Grant G60AMS 
£948 pr. 

Hailer DH120 assembled 
£360 

Hailer DH120 kit form 
£295 

• SOUND 

Average 
Average+ 

Based on ITL's earlier MA80. lhis amp sounded slightly withdrawn or 'dead' if inoffensive 

Good Superficially similar lo lhe cheaper VA-40 bul with much more of the old MA-80's magic I Great 
Very Good sound from a slimline package 

Good+ A versatile valve preamp the bass sounded lively if a touch softened, while the treble was 
Good+ detailed but lacked a little sparkle and air. 

Average+ Good build quality and a very smart finish combine with a characteristic valve sound to make 
Very Good a first class amplifier capable of giving hours of musical enjoyment 

Good A substantial British monoblok power amplifier, but not a great deal more impressive than the 
Good + P35 at half the price 

55W, MM 41ine inputs, MOSFET 
oulpul 

65W, one tape, 4 line and MM 
only. New tape monitor switch 

4 inputs MM/MC 

35W, MM/MC, 4 inputs 

70W 

Very Good Very rugged Canadian pre/power combo that sounds cool, confident and punchy. Headamp 65W, MM and 41ine sources, 
Good available to suit MC cartridges overload LEDs on power amp 

Good+ Bryston's massive 4B power amp stood out as the backbone of this combo, the preamp sounding a 272W, bridgeable to 800W. 6 line, 
Good trifle unbalanced between MM and MC inputs 2 disc inputs, subsonic filter 

Good+ Despite clocking-up a solid set of measurements the sound of the P25 proved to be as grey as 37W, 4 line and MM/MC inputs+ 
Average its appearance. tone defeat. 

Good A pleasant enough sound with full bass yet with a slightly mechanical quality that reduced 56W, 41ine inputs+ MM/MC 
Average+ its sense of 'naturalness' +tone 

Average Looks very professional with its meters and handles but suffers from a loose and dirty sound 141W, 2 tape, 41ine and MM disc. 
Average+ thal shies away from busy lracks Sonic Holography feature 

Excellent Cello's preamp represents a whole new ball game in flexibility and sound quality (or war of Optional inputs MC elc 
Excellent attrition on your wallet) 

Average+ Technically very interesting, this mini-powerhouse uses a switched-mode supply to deliver a 
Good+ crisp and refined sound 

Very Good Cottage industry styling might not inspire confidence, but sonically this preamp is 
Excellent tremendously vivid and detailed. Real high-end performance. We loved it! 

Very Good A cheaper alternative to the '7, this preamp is an undoubted success in maintaining the Motif 
Very Good sound but does not compare on sound quality 

n/a Price has increased since we tested it but at this price who cares? The 'Seven is designed 
Excellent without compromise, and it's clearly one of the finest (valve) preamplifiers money can buy. 

Excellent Pricey, yes, but a fabulous preamplifier which confirms C-J's high reputation in the Stales. 
Excellent Beautiful imaging, superb detail, plenty of gain on the phono stage- classy build quality 

Good Now in mk3 guise the '4040 offers a dry but tidy sound via disc and one that's slightly 
Good leaner and better focussed on CD. 

236W with protection into lower 
loads 

MM plus 3 line inputs. External 
power supply 

MM/MC 

MM, 4 line inputs, sep Rec Out, 
versatile cartridge matching 

MM plus 4 line inputs 

41W, 3 fine and one MM disc i/p. 
Tone controls. 

BB 

R 

R 

R 

R 

Average Disc headroom still poor but the open and detailed, if slightly bright, sound wins through 
Good 

40W, MM/MC, 3 line inputs, mono R 
and mute 

Good The original IV is still available now supplemented by the higher price and power (S); both 
Good are fine performers 

Good Featuring tuned components chosen for their sound quality, the 'A' variant is an impressive 
Very Good example of Croft's technique in valve design 

40(60)W channel 

60W special supply regulation 

Average+ The looks are somewhat improved, while this 'hot rod' version with tuned components performed 4 inputs, MM, straight line 
Very Good very well indeed. There is still no gain on the line inputs. Now in mk.ll form 

R 

R 

Good+ Exceptionally load tolerant and very refined in delivery. Extra options available in future 
Very Good 

74W, external MM or MC stages, 3 R 
line inputs 

Very Good A top-quality transistor power amp, sounding fast, articulate and well controlled, though 
Very Good maybe a touch clinical for some tastes 

Excellent Remarkable pre/power combo based around the highly linear DH-OA32 hybrid op-amp. 
Excellent Unmatched detail resolution, control and transparency 

BOW 

63W, external feedback wiring. 3 
line, MM/MC no tone controls 

Very Good Denon's fully-fledged preamp also incorporates D/A convertors that did not improve the sound 
Good of our £299 CD player. The power amps are brill! 

172W, monobloks Opt/Coax dig+ 2 
tape, 4 line and MM/MC inputs 

Good Spacious yet tactile and gutsy sound via all inputs. Worthwhile upgrade over original PMA-250 
Good+ 

53W, MM 3 line inputs, 
sou ree-d i reel 

R 

Average+ Bold claims were made at its launch but the sweel and inoffensive sound, though very 
Good pleasant, is not mould-breaking at the price. 

88W, 5 line and MM disc inputs+ R 
source direct 

Excellent Delivers abundant high quality sound, solid engineering expertise and content clearly 250W monoblok, remote power R 
Very Good compensating for any compromising of purist audiophile principles - now in revised A form 

Good+ The DNM3 in its acrylic case is a remarkably revealing and neutral stale of the art preamp 5 inputs MM/MC twin vol controls R 
Very Good 

Very Good Magnificent build and prodigious output to its credit, the CV-5670 still fails to capture the 
Good delicacy and enthusiasm of its cheaper companion 

Good+ Made by Rotel and possessing the highly articulate vocal/string quality of their best budget 
Very Good amps. Very communicative, especially with a good CD player. 

Very Good A valve monoblok that measures like a solid state amp is itself an achievement, but 
Very Good exceptional power delivery and bass 'slam' is not fully matched by delicacy and transparency 

128W, 5 line, 2 tape and MM/MC 
inputs+ loudness and CD Direct 

57W, 3 line, 2 tape and one MM 
input. CD direct 

200W monoblok, bias setting 

BB 

Average Extremely well made and combining the sonic strengths of both transistors and valves this EAR 100W, MM, 6 inputs, monobloks R 
Very Good combo warrants attention 

Average- A new and fairly costly Mosfet power amp of limited output. Resolution of detail is pretty 
Average+ good but sound is cold-hearted. 

40W Power amp. Internal P/S 
included for ES preamp 

Good An established company like Exposure could do more to improve the 'look' of these amps which, 
Very Good nevertheless. sounded confident, dry and musical. Dual version no longer available 

63W, Super mod. 4 line and 2 disc R 
inputs wilh full rec-out switching 

Very Good Supplied as a combination without the separate preamp power supply, this pre power 
Good combination performed satisfactorily especially on the moving coil input 

Good New preamp and improved power amp led to a smooth and refined sound, MM/MC less 
Very Good transparent than CD 

50W, MM/MC, 3 inputs. straight 
line 

61W, MM/MC, 51ine inputs 

Good Designed to form the heart of a Goodmans separates system, the wishy-washy and faceless sound 76W, tape, 31ine and MM inputs. 
Poor of lhis amp fails to stack up Remote control 

Good This neal and compact 60W valve monoblok gave good sound on lhe 8ohm lap. better still on 60W monobloks 8ohms 
Very Good 4ohms. The midrange was particularly natural 

Very Good Sound quality results were decent enough, but this power amp won't set the world on fire at 60W 
Average this price 

n/a Er, we didn'l build one; see assembled version below 60W 
Average 

R 

R 
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The Directory 
AMPLIFIERS 

• MODEL • LAB • COMMENTS 
• PRICE •SOUND 

Halter SE·100/SE·120 Good+ The smallest of Hailer's pre/power range but still imbued with the open. sparkling quality of 
£365-375/£375 Good+ their bigger models. Preamp sounds significantly better via CD than MM or MC 

Hailer XL·&OD Very Good Sounds remarkably open, transparent and inherently 'musical'. XL -600 is tremendously powerful 
£1145 Very Good and very compatible 

Harman Kardon Citation 25/22 Good Not as outrageous as previous Citation amplifiers but neither as punchy nor exciting in the 
£699/£899 Average+ sonic stakes. A good all-rounder but lacks sparkle 

Harman Kardon HK61 00 Good Re-packaged version of the popular PM635. Still offers very up-beat and exciting sound 
£170 Good 

Harman Kardon HK6200 Good Supposedly a beefier version of the HK6100 but in practice there's little to distinguish the 
£250 Good two amps 

Harman Kardon HK6500 Good+ The best of HK's current range A firm sound that enjoys an impressive grip on the most 
£380 Good+ complex music. Great bass' 

Harman Kardon HK6600 Good+ This amp comes as a real disappointment after the HK6500. Differences in design yield a flat 
£500 Average+ and uninspiring sound 

Harman Kardon HK6800 Good+ Smoother and more evenly paced than previous H/K superamps, this model sounded both 
£700 Good confident and nimble. A fine result 

Heybrook C3/P3 Average+ There's a chance our power amp was a dud for the combo sounded very disappointing on the 
£400/£500 Average - whole - glassy and uncouth 

Jadis JP30/JA30 Average Two-box preamp plus monoblok power amps, classic valve design gives stereotype valve sound. 
£4145/£4200 Excellent Beautiful build, nostalgic styling and delightful sounding midrange transcend limitations at 

Jeff Rowland Coherence One/ Very Good The technical design of these amps is very elaborate but ensures they achieve an 
Model 7 £3950/£9900 Very Good extraordinarily transparent and potent sound. However, the CD i/p is clearly superior to the 

JVC AX·A3TN Very Good A true minimalist amp from the masters of mass-production' Offers a very comfortable, 
£140 Good accessible sound yet with some loss of deep bass and extreme treble. 

Kelvin Digital Integrated Good+ Not so Class A as before but now fitted with a PDM DAC which offers a smooth, detailed and 
£550 Very Good naturally 'musical' sound 

Kelvin Integrated Good Recent mods have reversed the Integrated's previous good fortune, this unit was just too 
£449 Good syrupy 

Kelvin Labs Absolute Zero/M30 Good+ Latest versions of the M30 offers a true 30W Class A and a slightly muddled but very 
£395 + £295/£595pr. Average+ comfortable sound. MC preamp is a very linear design 

Kenwood KA-3020 Good+ An unassuming little amplifier that turns in a remarkably balanced and entertaining sound. 
£140 Good+ Lively, detailed and engaging 

Kenwood KA·4020 Good+ On paper this is a beefier version of the '3020 yet our listeners thought it sounded weaker. 
£170 Average+ lacking richness and detail 
Kenwood KA-5020 Very Good Something of a powerhouse on the cheap this amp can keep pace with the most challenging of 
£220 Good+ dynamics. Its sound is vibrant but some fine detail is lost. 

Klyne SK5a Very Good Beautifully made and presented. this American thoroughbred has a good lab performance, but 
£2590 Very Good although versatile, is rather expensive for the quality of sound offered 

Lecson Quattra Average+ Underpowered but with the flexibility of four independent power amps Very deep, captivating 
£350 Good sound with 3D soundstaging. 

Lectron JH50 Average Sexily presented valve power amplifier from France. Lovely valve sound too, with delicate and 
£2300 Very Good airy top end. Not especially powerful and rather expensive- but very desirable' 

Linn LK1/LK280 Good A very modern, logic-controlled amp with distinctive and inoffensive sound quality. Its 
£598/£763 Good - restrained sound could do with extra insight and zip. 

Linx Nebula Average+ Ambitious both in style and design this amp was less impressive in the sonic arena positive 
£500 Average+ but two-dimensional 

Magnum MP150/MF150 Average+ This is no technical masterpiece but the strain-free. fluid sound augers well for CD-based 
£320/£320 Good systems. Excellent value 

Marantz PM·30SE Very Good The breathed-on version of Marantz' PM-30 offers an engagingly detailed and spacious sound 
£180 Good+ though one that's warmer via MM disc than CD. 

Marantz PM·40SE Very Good The improved version of their basic PM-40 model has itself been updated to provide a bigger 
£240 Good+ and more exciting sound. A good 'un 

Marantz PM·50 Good+ One of Marantz's new breed, the PM-50 has a big and beefy sound yet one that lacks refinement 
£250 Average + 

Marantz PM· 75 Good 
£500 Average 

More successful than most amps with on-board DACs but still not as balanced as other Marantz 
products 

• FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 

96W, bridging option. 2 Tape, 3 R 
line+ Aux or MM/MC 

426W in stereo mode, 1.5kW in R 
bridge 

138W, MM/MC full range of input 
and record out 

47W, MM, 5 line inputs. tone 
controls 

SOW, 5 line inputs+ MM, tone 
controls 

74W, 31ine, 2 tape and MM/MC. R 
Tone controls+ loudness 

87W, 2 tape, 4 line and MM/MC 
inputs. Tone defeat 

115W, 41ine + 2 tape i/p's + R 
MM/MC 

138W with plenty of current. 
Passive line inputs 

30W 2-box pre-. monoblok power, R 
MM-only, 4 line inputs 

448W monoblok MM/MC, variable R 
loading options Balanced topology 

SOW. 31ine. 1 tape and MM i/ps. R 
CD DiRt and 'Bass Compensator' 

34W, digital, line and MM i/p's 
only 

21W with 10-12W in Class A. Four 
line+ MM/MC 

33W monoblok MC only+ 4 line R 
inputs. Separate L/R balance 

66W, 2 tape, 3 line+ MM disc. BB 
Source direct 

1 03W, 2 tape, 3 line+ MM/MC. 
Source direct 

115W, 31ine. 3 tape and MM/MC. R 
Source direct. 

Balanced output, versatile 
cartridge loading 

19W via all 4 channels. Sline 
and MM/MC inputs. 

sow 

84W, compact amp CMOS sw. for 2 
tape, 21ine and MM/MC. xlr 

88W, logic-controlled i/p 
switching 

89W, 3 line+ MM/MC i/p's. No 
tone cont. 

SOW, 3 line, 2 tape and MM disc. R 
Source direct 

61W, tape, 3 line+ MM/MC disc. R 
Source Direct 

92W, MM/MC, 41ine inputs, 
source- direct 

136W, opVcoax dig inputs. 61ine 
+MM/MC 
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LECSON QUATTRA . THE FIRST INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER TO OFFER 81-AMPING . 

"We were all 

struck by the 
wonderfully open 

and deep sound 
soundstage that 
seemed large and 
tactile enough to 
walk into." 
Paul Miller

Hi-Fi Choice 

LISTEN TO IT. THE CRITICS HAVE . 

"Time shift into four

amp drive. Now we 

began cooking. The 

presentation opened 
out giving more 

insight into the music 
and the performance " 

Malcolm Steward for 

Audiophile, March 

Audio Magazine Germany - The Ouattra has a higher rating than Linn lntek. Naim Nait, Mission Gyrus Two. Price £349.90 1991 

The quattra plus and the radical Lecson loudspeaker systems to be shown for the first time at the Heathrow Penta Show room 1157 

Advanced Assembley Service Ltd, 81·2 Edison Industrial Estate, St lives, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, PE17 4LF, 0480 65552 
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The Directory 
AMPLIFIERS 

• MODEL • LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 
• PRICE 

Marantz PM-80 
£400 
Marantz PM-95 
£2000 
Meridian 201/205 
£695/£500 each 

Mission Cyrus I 

£230 
Mission Cyrus 11 
£350 
Mission Cyrus PSX 
£2SO 
Musical Fidelity A1 
£299 
Musical Fidelity A100 
£499 
Musical Fidelity 81 
£200 
Musical Fidelity 8200 
£349 
Musical Fidelity MA50 
£875 pair 

NAD 3020i 
£150 
NAD 3225PE 
£160 
Nairn Separates 
£7SO plus 
NVA P70MC/A60 
£830 
Dnix OA-21S/SDAP 
£350/£180 
Orell SA-040 
£359 
Orell SA-040SE 
£400 
Philips OFA-888 
£300 
Philips FA-880 
£200 
Phi lips FA890 
£230 
Philips FA960 Mkll 
£300 
Pioneer A-300 
£160 
Pioneer A-400 
£230 
Proton 520 
£115 
Proton AP-1 000/AA-1150 
£250/£395 
QED A240 CD 11 
£199 
QED A240 SA 11 

£2S9 
QED A270 
£299 
QED A270CD/PA 
£300/£400 

QED C300/P300 
£300/£300 
Quad 34 
£366 
Rational Audio 
£17S 
Ray Lumley Model 75 
£1995 pr 
Revox 8150 
£1047 
Revox 8250 
£1467 
Rose RV-23 
£39S 

Rotel RA·81 OA 
£120 
Rotel RA-820AX 
£150 
Rotel RA-8208X4 
£190 
Rotel RA·8408X4 
£250 
Rotel RA·8708X 
£300 

• SOUND 

Very Good Technically robust with an equally beefy and tactile sound. Great sense of power and control 
Good+ but spatially a little llal 
Very Good Beautifully constructed, this amp was less convincing via its digital input than via line. 
Average+ Class A option best suited to sensitive speakers. Costly 
Very Good A fine preamp with additional luxury option of full system remote, plus competent and 
Good+ attractive monoblok power amplifiers with generally good performance 
Very Good Crisp, meaty and exquisitely detailed, this latest Gyrus amp had us enthralled via CD. MM/MC 
Very Good enjoyed a lesser clarity 

Very Good Recently updated this popular favourite captured our attention, once again, with its robust 
Very Good and very convincing sound. 
Very Good The PSX does make the Gyrus Two sound better; and also improves the PCM 11 CD player giving 
Very Good more wallop and clarity 
Average+ Just scraping a recommendation, this current A1 sounded lush but sleepy -lacking the bite 
Average+ and sparkle of old 
Good+ This is another one recommended for fine sound with which you could keep your Chinese carry-
Very Good outs warm 
Average+ The subject of much controversy, this SOW wonder offers a very deep, solid and powerlul sound 
Good+ 

Very Good Running cooler than other MFs, the 8200 delivered fine musical and dynamic sounds with plenty 
Good+ of power 

Good An audiophile bargain. One of the best sounding power amplifiers made 
Excellent 

Very Good The most balanced and communicative of NAD's 3020 series. Great at revealing subtle musical 
Good + clues without aggression 
Average+ Light and detailed if not as rich or weighty sounding as others. MM input sounds warmer than 
Average+ CD 
Very Good A consistent and coherent series of 'building blocks' for conventional passive or active 
Good operation. Sound quality ignores conventional audiophile standards of presentation. but 
Average NVA's speaker cables are a must, the amp offering well-integrated but not particularly crisp 
Average+ sound 

133W, 3 tape, 4 line+ MM/MC. R 
Class A option 
1S1W with 30W available in Class 
A. Opt + coax inputs 
100W MM/MC 6 line inputs remoteR/
capable straight line 

34W, 4 line+ MM/MC i/p's with R 
dual-cone vol. 
60W, 4 line and both MM/MC disc. R 
No tone controls 
Auxiliary power supply R 

26W with 9W of Class A 4 line+ R 
MM/MC inputs 
SOW MM/me S inputs straight fine R 

SOW, MM/MC, S fine inputs, tape R 
monitor 
BOW MM/me 4 line inputs straight BB 
line 

SOW, monoblok R 

31W with tone controls, 3 line+ 
MM inputs 

BB 

42W +lOW dyn. headroom; soft- R 
clipping, MM only 
40-70W, MM/MC etc R 

68W, MC, 3 passive line inputs 

Average+ Via MM disc this amp comes alive with a fresh and vibrant sound though its CD input sounds 60W, 1 tape, 3 line and either MM 
Good - utterly dead by comparison. or MC. Outboard PSU option 
Good This promising newcomer from a brand new company sounded pretty good and should improve as 45W MM/MC, 4 line inputs, R 
Good + production settles straight line 

Average Very natural, relaxing if not overly exciting via CD, the sound closed-in to become 'pinched' 64W, 5 line+ MM/MC i/p's 
Average+ or lettered via disc Tweaky components. 

Good As above but including a modified disc input and onboard OAC. Sounds tight but also slightly 107W, as above+ opt and coax 
Average thin digital inputs 

Good A new and cheaper design from Philips that sounds best via MM disc. Can appear soft and 108W, MM/MC source-direct tone 
Average unbalanced via CD 
Good+ Based on their FA880 model but tarted-up with a remote control facility. Inoffensive, 
Good - civilised but unexciting sound is retained 
Good+ The Mkll '960 still failed to grasp our listeners' attention, but it remains a competent amp 
Average nonetheless 
Very Good The cheapest of Pioneer's dynamic duo gives off its best with CD rather than MM disc which 
Good failed to shine quite so brightly. 

Very Good Pioneer's design concept snaps into focus with the A-400, an amp that seems to bubble with 
Very Good musical detail. A bench-mark that other manufacturers should strive for. 
Average Very well equipped budget amp with a slightly llat and undynamic sound - acceptable at the 
Average price though 
Good+ Bags of headroom available from this pre/power combo, but can seem bloated or unrefined via 
Average+ MM 
Good+ Latest 240CD is fine value for CD and has competent MM disc input as well 
Good 
Very Good Redesigned 240SA has s significant improvements over its predecessor. and provides a good 
Good+ moving-coil disc input in a competitive price 
Good - Building on the strengths of the '240, the '270 sounds weighty, fast and dynamic. A bit 
Good+ 'lumpy' via MC 
Good Recent updates have bolstered the output of the A270 without adding to its colourations. The 
Good+ PA option is now looking a touch expensive 

Good A cost-effective combo, limited in its resolution but no less beguiling as a result. Disc 
Good stage is sweeter but samey 
Very Good This well-built durable preamp has useful filtering and above average tone controls but was 
Average found lacking in sound quality (viz: detail/dynamics) 
Average- This wacky newcomer from Czechoslovakia offers a very open and fluid sound via CD but its 
Average+ performance via MM depends very much on the cartridge's load impedance 
Average Monstrous valve monobloks which represent good value. What they lack in musical subtlety they 
Good + make up for in sheer muscle. And these are Lumley's small monobloks! 
Very Good Beautifully constructed but hampered by Revox's convoluted logic control. Open and smooth 
Average+ sound. Still costly. 
Very Good With much improved sound over its predecessors plus amazing remote control facilities, this 
Good could form the heart of a round-the-dream-house system 

Good Beautifully built classy British 'hybrid' preamplifier. You can spend more to get a more 
Very Good transparent sound- but it's hard to criticise the Rose given the competitive price 
Very Good As a cut price RA820AIIthis is a very successful little amp that loses little in sound 
Average quality to its predecessor. Excellent value 
Very Good The spacious, detailed and very musical performance of this budget amp is almost too good' 
Very Good 
Good+ Very authoritative but creamy-smooth and delightfully musical. Spatially convincing too, yet 
Good + not as open as RA-820AX 
Good Very sedate and controlled in presentation but check phasing for optimum stereo effect 
Good+ 
Very Good A powerful blockbuster with solid and well focused sound, good versatility and fine load 
Good+ tolerance 

120W, 61ine +MM/MC 
logic-controlled input switching 
122W, 6 line & 2 disc inputs+ 
tone controls 
55W, 3 line, 2 tape and MM. 
Independent rec out facility. 
71W, 31ine, 2 tape, MM/MC. 
Independent R-out switching. 

R 

BB 

31W, MM/MC, variable MC gain, R 
4 line inputs 
67W, MM/MC, adjustable MC gain, 
S line inputs 

4SW MM S line inputs straight line BB 

45W MM/MC S line inputs straight BB 
line 
S1W, S line and 2 disc inputs, R 
pre-out 
61W, 2 tape, 3 line+ MM or RI-
MM/MC from PA board 

SBW, 2 tape, 31ine, MM/MC+ R 
mono/biamp opt. 

4 inputs MM/MC tone controls 

129W, caters for line and MM disc 
sources but has no i/p selector. 
75W monoblok 

117W, CMOS sw. for 3 I ine, 2 tape 
and MM 

15CW MM/MC system/house remote 
tone controls 
MM plus 3 line inputs R 

20W, MM, S inputs. hdph, tone BB 
controls 

47W, MM, 4 line inputs BB 

39W, 4 line+ MM/MC, dual-cone. R 
volume. 
63W, MM/MC, 41ine inputs, lone 
controls 
8SW MM/me ?line inputs tone R 
controls 
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The Directory 
AMPLIFIERS 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Rotel RC!RB-850 
£140/£160 

Rotel RC!RB·B70BX 
£220/£230 

SAE P102/A202 
£499/£599 

Sansui AU·X111 
£120 

Sansui AU·X911DG 
£700 

Sony TA·F630ESD 
£350 

Sony TA·F730ES 
£450 

Sugden A21a 
£395 

Teac A·X400 
£115 

TEAC A·X5000 
£229 

Technics SU-81 0 
£130 

Technics SU·V90D 
£511 

Threshold FET 1 De 
system/Stasis SA-4 £5824/£6028 

Yamaha AX·33De 
£100 
Yamaha AX ·550 
£240 

YBA 1 power amp 
£2995 

YBA 1 preamp 
£2895 

YBA 2 pre & pwr 
£1395/£1695 

YBA Model3 
£995/£995 

I 

LOUDSPEAKERS 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Acoustic Energy AE1 
£764 

Acoustic Energy AE2 
£916 

Acoustic Energy AE3 
£1650 

Acoustic Research AR-112 
£125 

Acoustic Research AR-122 
£150 

Acoustic Research AR-132 
£200 

Acoustic Research AR-152 
£373 

Acoustic Research Red Box 
£100 

Alexander SE11 
£299 (stands £69) 

Alexander SE5 
£199 

Allison AL10D 
£120 

Allison AL105 
£150 

• LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 
•SOUND 

Very Good Quality separate pre and power amplifiers at near budget integrated amplifier prices. A 60W MM/me 41ine inputs tone BB 
Good+ notable achievement controls 

Excellent Reduced price makes the 870 combo better value but, despite mods to the preamp, it is the 
Good+ power amp that must take the lion's share of credit 

128W or 208W bridged CD direct, R 
4 line, 2 tape and MM/MC 

Average+ Microprocessor-conlrolled pre and power amp that sounds much better al low rather than high 
Average+ volume levels. Pro-oriented aesthetics 

151W, MM/MC+ CD tuner and 2 tape 
tone memory, spk switching 

Good Sansui has engineered an amp that's both solid and flexible for the price, but its sound is 
Average rather bland compared to competition in the £110 sector 

Sline inputs, MM, 52W 

Very Good At its best when used with the on-board MASH/PWM DAC where it sounds technically neutral but 112W, 4 dig, 3 line and MM/MC R 

Good+ still emotionally charged i/p's. Rec-out 

Good Based on the '530 but equipped with PDM D/A convertor Amp is competent but DAC sounds truly 130W, as above+ opt. and coax R 
Average magnificent! digital inputs 

Very Good A very stable and coherent amp but one that lacks a crucial sense of involvement 133W, MM/MC, 3 tape, 21ine. full 
Good rec-out 

Average+ The modern-day relative of Sugden's original Class A amp and one that offers a smooth, 25W power amp with a good 16W in 
Good easy-going sound. Best partnered with sensitive speakers. Pure Class A. 

Average Sibilance and a lack of crisp vitality hamper the performance of this amp, as does the 59W, 4 line+ MM+ tone+ mic i/p 
Average stringent protection circuitry level control 

Good This amplifier is compromised by a grey and muddled sound that taxed the concentration of our 1 07W, 3 tape, 3 line+ MM/MC. 
Average - listeners. Better via MM disc Source Direct 

Average+ Our sample started off sounding fast, taut and well-integrated yet eventually failed on the 66W, 21ape + 31ine +MM. Tone+ 
Average MM disc input loudness 

Very Good Massively built but with a light, fresh and essentially very neutral sound. Bulk 125W, 5 line and both MM/MC 
Good+ notwithstanding it's not particularly suited to life with a difficult speaker inputs. Tone controls+ power amp. 

n/a Almost valve-like limpidity and excellent soundstaging are star qualities of the Threshold Component FET phono stage, line 
Very Good amps. Line input resistive loading is too low pre, FET power amp 1 OOw 

Average+ An improvement on earlier efforts but still a little bland or lack-lustre. Very compatible 48W, MM, 3 line inputs. 
Average+ though source-direct option 

Very Good Beautifully built and offering the flexibility of remote control, the AX-550 sounds tidy and 131W. 5 line+ MM/MC. Pure Direct 
Good neutral yet lacks the ability to involve on an emotional level +remote control 

Good This equally well finished power amp offers front rank stereo staging and transparency, and 85W 
Excellent is capable of driving the most difficult loads 

Very Good A front line French audiophile product. Great stereo and a line Krell style finish 
Excellent 

MM/MC, 3 inputs, straight line R 

Very Good Superbly finished French separates, with very good space and transparency, slightly softened 
Very Good bass. Needs extra transformer ( £300) for MC cartridges 

70W MM (MC extra) straight line R 

Good Suited to high ish sens. loudspeakers this duo produced see-through, ethereal stereo images 
Good that were more convincing towards the centre of the soundstage than at the edges 

56W stereo amp MM only with 3 
line i/ p's. 
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Last item in the hi-li chain, to some extent the 
loudspeaker is merely the slave of what has gone 
before, capable only of reproducing a signal as 
good as it is fed. Nevertheless the distortions 
(colorations and stereo effects) introduced by 
loudspeakers (and rooms) tend to be more 
immediately obvious than those anywhere else in 
the chain, so careful choosing according to taste 
is very important. 

units hidden behind a removable grille. Inside the 
box lurks a simple electrical circuit known as a 
crossover, which divides the incoming (full 
range) signal into the right bits for the drivers to 
handle. Variations on the above lormula are 
specifically identified in the entries. The 
designer's primary task is to balance the 
sensitivity of the loudspeaker (how loud it goes 
for a given electrical input) against the bass 
extension (how low does it go) for the given box 
size. After that such subtleties as coloration and 
dispersion come into the equation. 

Careful placement of the loudspeakers 
within the room is as important as the initial 
choice of model. 

•LAB 
• SOUND 

Good 
Very Good 

Good 
Very Good 

Very Good 
Very Good 

Average 
Average-

Average 
Average 

Average+ 
Average-

Good 
Good-

Average 
Average 

Good 
Good 

Average 
Average 

Average-
Average 

Average 
Average -

The average loudspeaker consists of a 
smallish enclosure, much of which may have 
begun life as part of a tree, plus a couple of drive 

• COMMENTS 

To the author's knowledge, the most awesomely dynamic and articulate miniature 
ever made 

Dynamic, solid and lively, a great all rounder if a bit small considering the 
price. AE proves that metal cone/dome drivers really work 

Solid, authoritative and impressively accurate- if a shade ponderous and slow 
- AE's latest 'big one' is a much better bet than the earlier '4, combining 

Nicely presented and engineered, but sounds a bit small and boxy without true 
coherence 

Despite a promising enough list of ingredients, the 122 failed to excite real 
enthusiasm amongst the listening panel 

Good presentation and detail engineering was not sufficient to counter bass 
heavy balance problems on auditioning 

Large bookshelf size model with luxury finish has a slightly thin overall 
balance. but fine coherence and agility makes it well worth considering 

Lively and balanced if a bit crude and uneven, this econobox succeeds partly 
because of its simplicity, and works well with some rear wall assistance 

Clearly better than its cheaper slablemates, the metal jacket delivers a 
different- and in some respects superior- sound than the wood-based 

Particularly well suited to surround sound A/V applications, the SE5 can give 
any miniature a run for its money on bass performance; hardness and coloration 

Loud and lively budget wall-mount is bigger and beelier than most of the 
competition. if lacking some subtlety and refinement 

Pretty enough in appearance, sonically the AL 105 doesn't really make the grade 
at the £150 asking price 

•SIZE 
• PLACEMENT 

29.5 x 18 x 25cm semi-
open space 

39 x 23.5 x 29.5cm 
heavy stands, free 

63 x 26.5 x 37cm low 
stands in lree space 

36 x 19 x 18.5cm 
stands near rear wall 

38.5 x 19 x 22cm 
stands near rear wall 

44.5 x 23 x 25.5cm 
stands 1ft from rear 

44 x 23.5 x 28cm stand 
1-2ft wall 

32 x 19.5 x 17cm close 
to rear wall 

52 x 14 x 17.5cm 
stands close to wall 

40.5 x 12 x 15cm ALS 
stands near wall 

33.5 x 24 x 21.5cm 
stands against wall 

37 x 24 x 21cm high 
stands against wall 

For good stereo they need to be more or 
less the same distance from nearby walls. and 
preferably on rigid stands. The listener should 
be about the same distance from and listening 
angle to each loudspeaker The ideal 
placement depends on the way a particular 
model has been balanced (not to mention a 
number ol other factors), and our recommen
dation is given in the entries. 

• SENSITIVITY • VALUE • ISSUE 
• BASS FROM 

88dB/w 59 
60Hz 

88 5dB/w 66 
45Hz 

85dB/w 86 
23Hz (in room) 

87dB/w 66 
75Hz 

87dB/w 68 
68Hz 

87dB/w 66 
50Hz 

87dB 98 
25Hz in room 

87dB/w R 74 
85Hz 

86dB/w 82 
25Hz (in room) 

82dB/w 78 
50Hz (in room) 

87dB/W BB 94 
30Hz (in room) 

87dB/w 78 
45Hz (in room) 
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• MODEL •LAB •cOMMENTS •SIZE • SENSITIVITY • VALUE • ISSUE 
• PRICE •SOUND • PLACEMENT • BASS FROM 

Allison AL120 Good Cleverly engineered compact floorstander is pretty well balanced if slightly 63 x 28 x 27cm floor, 88dB 98 
£429 Average mid forward, but sound quality is a little disappointing for the price clear of walls 30Hz (in room) 
Allison CD& Average An unusual cube-shaped model designed for wall mounting gives exceptional bass 28.5 x 28.5 x 28.5cm 88dB/w R 71 
£290 Good- extension from a small box, though it's also a bit heavy, coloured and slow stands against rear 45Hz 
Alphason Amphlon Good This fine-sounding, nicely finished compact wall-mount is just a little too 44 x 23 x 27.5cm high 88dB/w 78 
£680 Good expensive for formal Recommendation, but is a good performer for all that stands against wall 47Hz (in room) 
Alphason Artemis Average Pretty little minialure sounds nicely unboxy but is also a bit short of punch 27 x 17.5 x 22cm 86dB/W 94 
£299 Average+ and balanced rather too bright. stands 1ft from wall 50Hz (in room) 
Alphason Orpheus Good Large hi-tech two-way features unusual, sweet-sounding isodynamic tweeler; 65.5 x 28 x 34cm 87dB/w 71 
£1000 Good+ well engineered and balanced if a shade odd in appearance slands near rear wall 43Hz 

Apogee Caliper Signature Good+ Pretty bul power hungry full range panels have remarkable transparency and 122 x 59-70 x 6.5-28cm 81dB/w 81 
£3350 Very Good delicacy, though loudness and bass 'grunt' are both a bit lacking floor, free space 30Hz (in room) 
Arcam Alpha Good lt has its own coloralions to be sure, but delivers a fine room balance wilh 46 x 26.5 x 26cm 89dB/w BB 82 
£200 Good unusually good dynamics, timing and 'life', and is fine malerial value stands close to wall 30Hz (in room) 
Arcam Delta Two Average+ Pretty luxury compact sounds a shade forward and coloured but has dynamic and 37.5 x 22.5 x 27.5cm 87dB/W 94 
£340 Good lively bass for its size stands 1-2ft from wall 40Hz (in room) 
Ariston Image Average - Despite a sweet treble character, the Image fails to impress with a 'lumpy' 42 x 22 x 27.5cm 89dB/w 82 
£180 Average- over-rich balance that has room integration problems stands in free space 28Hz (in room) 
Ariston Q Average+ The prettily shaped 0 delivers a good impression of scale from a small box, 35 x 16.5-25 x 20-27cm 85dB/w 86 
£395 Average but a ralher laid back, ponderous and over-rich overall sound high stands in free 30Hz (in room) 
ATC SCM20 Very Good Massively built to no-compromise Pro monitoring standards, the SCM20 is 44 x 24 x 31 cm stands 82dB/w 86 
£1320 Good+ invariably informative but the rather forward presentation can be uncomfortable close to rear wall 28Hz (in room) 

Audio Electronics TC10 11 Good- Oddball appearance is rescued by a respectable lechnical performance, 70 x 33.5 x 33.5cm low 87.5dB/w R 68 
£599 Good+ interesting and impressive engineering and fine sound quality stands in free space 40Hz 

Audioplan Kontrapunkt Good Cute little German miniature sounds as sweet as it looks, dressed expensively 31 x 24 x 13cm free 83dB/w R 86 
£799 Good+ in real wood with malching stands. Not for bass or loudness freaks space, matching stands 48Hz (in room) 

B&W 620 Good Good value floorstander has well balanced, laid back and slightly lazy sound 74 x 23.5 x 30cm 89dB/W BB 94 
£299 Good thal is pleasantly easy on the ears; could do with its own spikes floor, free space 25Hz (in room) 
B&W CM1 Good Cleverly thought out luxury design package is also fundamentally well 24.5 x 16 x 22cm close 84dB/w 74 
£400 Average engineered, if a shade pricey on 'sound for pound' basis lo rear wall 90Hz 
B&WDM550 Good+ Beautifully presented, well engineered near-miniature with precise sound but a 35 x 20.5 x 22.5cm 86dB/w 71 
£149 Average - distinct lack of 'wellie'. Ideal for considerate flat dwellers stands in free space 70Hz 
B&WDM560 Average+ Fine cosmetic presentation and good engineering for the price; overload 49 x 23.5 x 30cm 88dB/w 66 
£199 Average- protection may be handy but listening panel was underwhelmed stands in free space 55Hz 
B&WDM600 Good+ Attractive hi-tech appearance and clever engineering makes for an impressively 35 x 20.5 x 25cm 85dB R 98 
£150 Average+ smooth overall balance, but sound is a touch bland with it stands 1-2ft from wall 30Hz (in room) 
B&W Matrix 801 Good+ Lacks the transparency of the best panels, and the drama of the best dynamics, 77/99 x 56 x 43cm 86dB/w 81 
£3295 Good+ but is something of an acoustic tour de force, with low coloration and fine imaging floor or stands, free <20Hz (in room) 

B&W Matrix 805 Very Good A genuine compact monitor, stylish, with remarkable imaging properties, good 42(max) x 26 x 22.5cm 87dB 98 
£915 Good balance and low coloration, though less successful at communicating musical Slate stands in free 30Hz (in room) 

B&W Vision DS1 Average Although significantly hampered by upper bass cabinet coloration, the DS1 36 x 21 x 19cm stands 91dB/w 82 
£120 Average - cleverly combines high sensitivity with a rich and generous soundstage quite close to wall 40Hz (in room) 

B&W Vision DS2 Average Although the box is generous for the price, the DS2 is a rather uneven 50 x 24 x 25cm stands 89dB/w 86 
£180 Average - performer, both on lhe measurement and listening. in free space 43Hz (in room) 

Bose 305 Average A bit of an oddball, fine dynamic liveliness and a good room match more than 28 x 45 x 23cm high 88dB/w 78 
£350 Good- make up for the strange stereo imaging and treble stands near wall 40Hz (in room) 

Bose 901 MK6 Good Still controversial after all these years. the pre-equalised multi-driver 901 33 x 54 x 32cm rigid (92dB/w 86 
£1600 Average is cleverly engineered to deliver exceptional loudness. stands in free space midband) 28Hz (in room) 

Bose lnteraudio 3000XL Average Lots of perceived value and well enough balanced, but low cost cabinet and 46.5 x 29 x 23cm 89dB/w 71 
£150 Average - driver engineering results in a crude and unsubtle sound stands in free space 45Hz 

Boston A120 Average+ Ugly but cleverly engineered, the 120 combines a tiny main driver with much 62.5 x 31.5 x 25cm 89dB/w R 86 
£349 Good- larger ABR to give a generous, bighearted and lively sound despite little bass stands in free space 48Hz 

Boston A4011 Average Competent performance for size and price but below average relative to the UK 34 X 21 x 20cm on 88.5dB/w 41 
£120 Average - competition stands near wall 63Hz 

Boston Acoustics T830 Good A lot of speaker for the money, the T830 is a smooth and accomplished 82.5 x 25.5 x 24cm 87dB/w 82 
£399 Good performerr with a big and easy- or alternatively a lazy and laid back - sound floor. away from walls 30Hz (in room) 

Cambridge SoundWorks Average Attractively styled sub-miniature sacrifices sensitivity in the interests of 28 x 18 x 14cm close 83dB/W 94 
Ambiance £179 (mail order only) Poor bass extension, but manages to lose dynamics along the way too to wall 45Hz (in room) 

Castle Chester Good A brilliant throwback, using horn-type approach to provide startling midrange 94 x 23 x 27cm floor, 87dB BB 98 
£599 Very Good dynamics and coherence. experiment 45Hz 

Castle Durham Average+ Listening results were encouraging, well engineered and finished, but lean on 41 x 21.5 x 25cm near 89dB/w R 46 
£259 Average treble and a bit weak on bass; still recommended rear wall 67Hz 

Castle Pembroke Good Comfortably recommended. a sweet smooth sound with good overall balance of 55 x 37.5 x 30.5cm 88dB/w 31 
£379 Average+ engineering-based performance open space on stands 46Hz 

Castle Warwick Good Excellent presentation and fine engineering with overload protection. but a 46.5 x 25 x 23cm 88dB/w 66 
£229 Average - sonic disappointment in bass and dynamic qualities stands 1ft from rear 50Hz 

Castle Winchester Very Good This unconventional and beautifully crafted model is physically large for its 114 x 24 x 47cm in 87dB/w 90 
£1400 Very Good bass extension but is engagingly agile and sounds attractively open and airy free space 25Hz 

Celef CF2 Nimbus Good- Nicely balanced overall but a little uneven with it, this lively and dynamic 46 x 25.5 x 24cm 88dB/w 71 
£230 Good- largebookshelf model came close recommendation stands in free space 55Hz 

Celef Cirrus Average it's nice to see Celef back in the UK, with this decent sounding small reflex 39 x 20.5 x 23cm 84dB/w R 66 
£180 Good box that seems unusually tolerant of siting stands in free space 60Hz 

Celestion 3 Average+ This attractive little wall-mount gives good balance and stereo imagery, with 31 x 18.5 x 21cm high 86dB/w R 78 
£109 Average a character which leans more towards inoffensiveness than excitement stands against wall 55Hz (in room) 

Celestion 5 Good Cunningly conceived and balanced, the 5 may be a little slow for some tastes, 35 x 20.5 x 26cm heavy 89dB/w 90 
£149 Average but is well suited to eo-oriented budget systems stands close to wall 30Hz 

Celestion 6000 Very Good A genuine fullrange audiophile quality speaker system with Star Wars styling Complex, on floor in 82.5dB/w 60 
£1470 Very Good to suit a high tech environment free space 

Celestion 7 Average Good value, good looking large bookshelf size wall-mount has lively up front 45 x 24.5 x 32cm heavy 87dB 98 
£200 Average+ presentation. Can sound a bit coarse and stand selection is critical. stands close to wall 30Hz (in room) 

Celestion Dl6 Series 11 Good Good tonal colouring and plenty of bass for the enclosure size; the metal dome 45.4 x 24.5 x 26.2cm 87dB/w 59 
£179 Average tweeter is excellent. but bass and mid lack clarity and 'bite' near wall, on stands 65Hz 

Celestlon Dl8 Series 11 Very Good A refined middle market speaker has a smooth but slightly dull quality, with 50 x 27.5 x 27.8cm 87.5dB/w R 59 
£199 Good good definition and deep, if slightly boxy bass open, stands 60Hz 
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Celestion SL 12Si Average Careful setting up does reveal elements of fine sound quality, but this 'grown 53 x 20 x 27cm 85dB/w 66 
£599 Average up' SL6 variation has a lumpy response alongside its improved power handling matching stands clear 50Hz 

Celestion SL&OOSi Good + This Aerolam high tech miniature has certain remarkable qualities that some 27 x 20 x 23cm free 82dB/w 68 
£799 Good will find irresistible, but needs careful system and room matching air on tall stands 52Hz 

Celestion SL&Si Average+ This stereotype luxury compact can sound a bit dull and congested, but really 37.5 x 20 x 25cm 86dB/W 94 
£399 Average+ opens up on Slate Audio stands; favours CD stands 1-2ft from wall 30Hz (in room) 

Creek CLS20 Good Looks good material value, but sound is distinctly over-rich and thick in the 49 x 24.5 x 24cm open 88dB/W 90 
£200 Average- mid-bass region; maybe the box is a little too large. frame stands, free 30Hz 

Dahlquist DQB Good Large floorstander uses out-of-box tweeter to give delightfully out-of-box 1 00.5 x 36 x 28cm 88dB/W R 94 
£850 Good presence and treble; bass is much less impressive floor, free space 30Hz (in room) 

Dali 700 Very Good Good material value and fine bass extension for size and price, but overall 11 0 x 28 x 35cm clear 88dB/w 90 
£600 Average sound is disappointing, perhaps due to complexity of driver array of walls 20Hz 

DCM Timeframe TF250 Average + Neat and unusual floorstanding presentation, marred by indifferent build and 86 x 32 x 16cm close 88dB/w 90 
£350 Average cuddly but rather coloured sound, especially on spoken word to rear wall 45Hz 

Doxa 5-2 Average The high sensitivity and seductive midband makes an obvious partner lor valve 98 x 21 x 28cm floor 91dB/w R 82 
£900 Good amplifiers, though obtaining a good room match may prove a little tricky well away from walls 30Hz (in room) 

Duntech PCL1000 Crown Princen/a Immensely 'listenable', refined sounding speaker capable ol creating lifesize 180 x 30.5 x 43.5 free 90dB/w R 72 
£6120 Excellent musical images. Not overly transparent to source, but very civilised standing away from 42Hz 

Duntech PCL500 Marquis n/a Better value for money than the Crown Prince- and arguably more dynamic, with 147.5 x 27 x 40cm free 92dB/w R 65 
£3998 Very Good real bass 'slam' but a little less refined in the higher registers standing away from 48Hz 

Eltax Linear Response 8 Average- Good material value Danish floorstander suffers from 'loudness contour' 97 x 21 x 33cm floor, 88dB 98 
£399 Average+ balance due to twin main drivers, but nevertheless has pleasing coherence free space 22Hz 

Epos ES11 Good Pretty luxury compact uses integral baffle/driver to give a remarkable 37.5 x 20 x 25cm 86dB/W BB 94 
£300 Good+ combination of low coloration, transparency and speed; bass is a bit shy stands 1ft from wall 45Hz (in room) 

Epos ES14 Good Substantial stand mount model delivers delightful mid range focus and delicacy 49 x 22.5 x 29cm own 85dB R 98 
£449 Very Good with good bass control. Tends to be system sensitive stands 1-2ft from wall 25Hz (in room) 
Equation 0 Average + Expensive but most attractive floorstanding miniature. Bass is limited and mid 85 x 20 x 35.5cm 85dB/w R 90 
£1290 Very Good tends to shout but sound is fast and lively with fine dynamics and timing floor, c1ft from wall 45Hz 

Faraday Siren Average- Interesting if ugly high mass concrete cabinet is let down by imbalance of 46 x 27 x 27cm stands, 87dB/W 94 
£330 (direct sale) Average- ageing driver combination free space 48Hz (in room) 
Goodmans 8-Max/Maxim 2 Poor Stick with the Maxims on their own until you can afford some real grown up 60 x 21 x 26 see 89dB/w 78 
£100/£90 Average- loudspeakers above, suck and see 55Hz (in room) 

Goodmans HIM 440 Good Amazing perceived value, sensitivity and good bass extension, marred by 87 x 38 x 40cm low 94dB/w 90 
£350 Average- serious cabinet coloration, a nasty tweeter and a difficult amplifier load stands clear of walls 24Hz 

Goodmans M100 Average + Effectively a Maxim on the cheap, the M1 00 measures more smoothly but sounds 20 x 17 x 26cm close 85dB/w 86 
£80 Average- somehow less involving than its more famous stablemate. to rear wall 50Hz (in room) 

Goodmans M300 Average Conveying much of the charm and life which has made the Maxim 2 so popular, 38.5 x 21.5 x 17cm 89dB/w R 82 
£100 Average- the M300 is sensitive, bu hampered by upper bass cabinet coloration stands close to rear 50Hz (in room) 

Goodmans M500 Average Large 'bookshelf' size means plenty of speaker for the money plus good 47 x 24.5 x 21.5cm 89dB/W 94 
£130 Average- sensitivity, let down by unruly mid/bass performance and indifferent build stands, free space 50Hz (in room) 

Goodmans Maxim 2 Average+ More wham-bam-thank-you-mam sound that imitates much bigger speakers when 26 x 17 x 19cm near 86dB/w BB 59 
£90 Average you let these babies yell. (A well-controlled yell) wall on shelf or stand 85Hz 

Harbeth HL Compact Very Good The clean and neutral sound lacks resolution and gives rather unsubtte though 52 x 27.2 x 28.1cm 87.5dB/w 59 
From £539 Average well differentiated stereo. Can be bi-wired to advantage open space, on high 65Hz 

Harbeth LS3/5A Good Still a classic miniature, though not to every taste, and none the better for 30.5 x 19 x 16cm 81dB/w 66 
£343 Average the recent update under our listening conditions. Limited dynamic range stands in free space 60Hz 

Heco Interior 120 Good Drab appearance belies a lively enough character, though the balance is 32 x 23 x 23cm high 88dB/w 78 
£169 Average altogether a bit bright for UK tastes stands against wall 50Hz (in room) 

Heco Interior 430 Good This tall floorstanding enclosure delivers an impressively even sound balance 85 x 24 x 27.5cm free 88dB/w R 71 
£429 Good- with good bass extension, if not the lively dynamics to satisfy enthusiasts space 43Hz 

Heco Interior 90 Good Neatly finished and engineered miniature, but the disappointingly 'lifeless' 27 x 18 x 16cm on high 87 5dB/w 74 
£159 Average- sound left the listening panel decidedly underwhelmed stands 90Hz 
Heco Interior Plus 404 Average+ Odd shape and size; twin main driver arrangement creates a slight 58 x 26 x 31cm low 88dB/W 94 
£400 Average+ 'boom'n'tiu' effect, but mid focuses well and bass extension is impressive stands free space 25Hz (in room) 
Heco Superior 740 Good A similar sonic package to the cheaper Interior 530, these Superior clothes 84.5 x 22 x 25cm on 88dB/w 78 
£599 Good- are very pretty indeed, though spikes are still awaited floor in free space 30Hz (in room) 
Heco Superior 940 Good This large and beautifully finished floorstander has an impressively smooth 110 x 26 x 31.5cm free 88dB/w 86 
£999 Good and attractively transparent midband. Bass is well extended but follows rather space 20Hz 

than drives the music along 

Heybrook HB1 53 Average+ Latest version of long established favourite delivers good liveliness and fine 47 x 29 x 24cm HBS1 88dB BB 98 
£250 Good coherence for the price, even though the shape looks a bit dated stands close(ish) to 30Hz (in room) 
Heybrook HB1 DO Average+ Well matched for wall siting, the HB1 00 is a lively and informative performer 47 x 26 x 28cm stands 86dB/w BB 66 
£279 Good in the tradition of the popular HB1 near rear wall 50Hz 
Heybrook H8150 Average Convincingly communicative but a bit coloured and congested, this lively 40.5 x 23 x 22cm 89dB/w 82 
£369 Good compact wall-mount is nicely finished but a little costly for the content stands close to rear 42Hz (in room) 
Heybrook H8200 Average This luxury successor to the HB2 is lively and informative, but sounded 46 x 23 x 26cm stands 87dB/w 66 
£429 Average insufficiently balanced to convince our listening panel against rear wall 55Hz 
Heybrook Point 5 52 Good Lively, revealing and enjoyable wall-mount can sound unruly with multi-strand 37.5 x 23 x 24.5cm 85dB/W BB 94 
£179 Good but comes dramatically into focus with solid core cable. HBS1s against wall 28Hz (in room) 
Heybrook Point 7 Average Physically an attractive package, but not entirely convincing in lab or 40.5 x 23 x 23cm 85dB/w 68 
£185 Average listening panel test; interesting for all that stands against rear 60Hz 
Heybrook Solo Average+ Discreetly styled wallmount sounds a little untidy in both bass and treble but 36 x 23 x 22cm HBS1 87dB/w R 90 
£159 Average+ handles complex rhythmic material much better than most stands close to wall 28Hz 
Infinity Kappa 6 Good Interestingly styled US loudspeaker has unusual high tech drivers and good 63 x 38 x 24cm stands, 85dB/w 66 
£795 Good neutrality, but the sound seriously lacks excitement free space 35Hz 
Infinity Kappa 8 n/a Very nicely made and unobtrusive but large four-way speakers which have a 118 x 51.5 x 17.5cm 89dB/w 72 
£1850 Very Good tendency to sound bass heavy unless used with solid core cables floor standing, open 33Hz 
Infinity Modulus Good Luxury high-tech miniature is carefully conceived and beautifully executed. 30 x 18 x 26cm high 84dB/W 86 
£695 Average + Undeniably attractive in the mid range and treble, the Modulus failed to handle stands 1ft from wall 45Hz (in room) 

the bass end of the spectrum as successfully 
Infinity Reference 10 Average Follows the Infinity tradition in providing an engaging and lively sound from 36 x 23 x 23cm stands 87dB 98 
£149 Average a prettily finished and substantial small bookshelf size model in free space 50Hz (in room) 
Infinity Reference 50 Average Despite hi-tech drivers, attractive presentation, good bass extension and 86 x 26.5 x 25cm floor 89dB 98 
£499 Average- sensitivity, this three-way floorstander suffers from a forward, coloured sound in free space 25Hz (in room) 
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Infinity RS2001 Average A little coloured and unruly in the treble, the 2001 nevertheless retains the 36.5 x 22.5 x 20cm 87dB/W R 78 
£180 Average+ lively dynamic bounce of its predecessor; pity the price has gone up lightweight stands 50Hz (in room) 
Jamo Concert 11 Good A thoroughly respectable 'bookshelf' performer that needs free space siting 41 x 24 x 25cm stands 85dB/w 66 
£250 Average- but includes attractive cabinetwork and a neat grille in free space 48Hz 
Jamo Concert VII Average+ Beautifully built large floorstander uses unusual double reflex bass system, 96 x 28 x 31.5cm 87dB/W 94 
£650 Average unsuccessfully as far as low frequency resolution is concerned floor, free standing 25Hz (in room) 
Jamo Cornet 40 Average- Pretty little Danish-built miniature with respectable rather than exceptional 32 x 20 x 22cm stands 86dB 98 
£100 Average sound quality for the price 1-2� from wall 48Hz (in room) 
JBL Control 1 Plus Average Sub-miniature with forward midrange and no real bass; high ish price partly 23 x 15.5 x 14cm close 89dB/W 90 
£229 Average justified by cute, near-indestructible Pro styling and build to rear wall 50Hz 
JBL L20T3 Average- Compact bookshelf model delivers bouncy miniature-type sound when free space 39 x 23 x 20.5cm 87dB/W 94 
£249 Average- mounted; pleasant enough but uneven and undistinguished stands free space 48Hz (in room) 
JBL LX33 Average+ A bit of a cheat, but a lot of speaker for the money, which manages a better 80 x 25 x 21cm floor, 89dB/w R 82 
£259 Good room balance than many 'large bookshelf' rivals, and delivers a fine acoustic 1ft from wall 48Hz 
JBL LX44 Good - This generously built model offers good power handling, bass extension and 58.5 x 30 x 29cm 89dB/w 71 
£339 Average dynamic range, but suffers from the 'three-way syndrome', with middle muddle stands in free space 40Hz 
JBL TLX12 Good - This smart near-miniature has a 'boppy', lively bottom end, but beware of the 37 x 23 x 23cm stands 87dB/W 71 
£149 Average fizz in its top O.Sm lrom rear wall 55Hz 
JBL XE2 Average- Budget Danish-buitt 'bookshelf' model has anomalous 'laid back' balance and 38 x 23 x 23cm stands 88dB 98 
£149 Average- lacks the genuine JBL spirit in free space 48Hz (in room) 
JBL XPL 90 Good Though undoubtedly pretty and very expensively engineered, this elaborate 39.5 x 24 x 24cm 85dB/w 86 
£699 Average+ near-miniature didn't really convince our listeners. stands in free space 45Hz (in room) 
JPWAP2 Good Few grounds for criticism but purchasers should check out the treble qualities 46 x 26 x 25cm 40cm 89dB/w R 53 
£175 Good to avoid hammering the ear anvils from wall on 45cm 65Hz 
JPW AP3 Good Pretty good stereo and well balanced overall it had its own character which is 52 x 25 x 29.5cm near 90dB/w R 46 
£225 Average+ well suited to vinyl replay wall on stands 57Hz 
JPWMinim Average+ Very civilised but dynamically limites, the Minim is well suited to the 27.5 x 18 x 19.5cm 85dB/w R 82 
£85 Average- smaller room and where limited loudness is acceptable stands against wall 28Hz (in room) 
JPWP1 Good Honest and basically articulate if not very sophisticated, resolution is good 44 x 25.9 x 26.1cm 89dB/w R 59 
£145 Average+ but it can sound a little wearing in bright systems or with rough sounding material free space on stands 60Hz 
JPW Sonata Good Well balanced and integrated, this near-miniature offers fine sound if limited 32 x 23 x 20cm stands 86dB/w BB 71 
£115 Average+ bass and dynamic range, plus real tree wood at a nearly silly price near rear wall 55Hz 
JPW Sonata Plus Average This luxury variation on the redoubtable Sonata theme features a metal dome 32 x 23 x 21 cmabout 87dB/w 90 
£135 Average - tweeter, and is not the better for it 1ft from wall 30Hz 
JRT AD1 Average+ A most auspicious Choice debut for relative newcomers JRl A fair share of 59.5 x 28 x 36cm own 86dB/w R 86 
£500 (stands £1 00) Good+ cosmetic deficiencies do little to spoil the impressive coherence and timing stands close to rear 28Hz (in room) 
JRT AD1 Micro Average Beautiful bijou miniature has delightful life and coherence and gives surprising 28 x 17 x 21 cm stands 87dB/W R 94 
£389 Good impression of scale; some aggressive tendencies but very open to system tuning against wall 50Hz (in room) 

Kammerzelt Reference Mini Average+ Lovely miniature has a beguilingly sweet sound with good pace and drive, but stands 1-2ft from wall 50Hz (in room) 94 
Monitor £545 Good scale is restricted and presence a little dulled cons1dering the high price 85dB/W 

KEF 104/2 Very Good A reference point for dynamics, preffered without KUBE, suited to many rooms. 90 x 28 x 41.5cm floor 92dB/w R 60 
£1,295 Very Good Good stereo, high sound level standing in lree space 50Hz 

KEF C15 Good One of the tiniest around delivers a surprisingly 'big' and well balanced 26.5 x 18 x 14cm 85dB/w R 71 

£129 Average sound, with excellent stereo from free space siting stands in free space 60Hz 

KEF C25 Average+ Very safe and competent, but rather short on inspiration, the '251acks the 34 x 20.5 x 17cm high 87dB/w 78 
£159 Average- brio and flair of its smaller C15 brother stands near wall 60Hz (in room) 

KEF C45 Good Conventional and competitively priced, C45 delivers an impressively consistent 47.5 x 28 x 24cm 87dB/w 86 
£239 Average - and competent sound. As one listener commented: "Offensively inoffensive uncritical 30Hz (in room) 

KEF C55 Good Similar to but less good value than C75, the '55 provides Uni-0 stereo 48 x 24.5 x 25cm 91dB/w 82 
£269 Average+ stability but not real wood veneer or good low frequency room match stands, free space 30Hz (in room) 

KEF C75 Good Compact floorstanding model's Uni-0 driver provides fine crossover integration, 72 x 24.5 x 25.5cm 90dB/w R 71 

£429 Good giving stable stereo and fine dynamic range within a slightly rich tonal balance floor in free space 45Hz 

KEF C85 Good Essentially a simplified vinyl finish version of C95, the 85 delivers a 88 x 25 x 22cm well 89dB/w R 90 
£599 Good similarly coherent, neutral, rich and slightly lazy sound clear of walls 27Hz 

KEF C95 Good Rich and lazy, but nonetheless very endearing in a cosy sort of a way, the '95 is a 88.5 x 24.5 x 31cm 90dB/w R 78 
£699 Good lot of speaker lor the money, and delivers a big sound with grace and sublety floor in free space 28Hz (in room) 

Lindley New Age Average- Attractively different presentation with classy finish, this tall cylindrical 105 x 23 x 23cm clear 86dB/w 90 
£1100 Average+ floorstander has fine bass extension but a rather uneven overall balance of walls 25Hz 

Linn Index 11/KuStone Good Combination of stand and speaker looks and sounds very good for the price, with 44 x 21 x 23.5cm (box 86dB/w BB 90 
£235/£109 Good good bass extension and control, fine dynamic range. Clean, clear if a shade slow only) close to rear 28Hz 

Linn Kaber LS500 Average Discreet wall-mount package trades sensitivity for fine bass extension and mid bass 93 x 19 x 28cm floor 86dB/w R 82 
£1098 Good+ performance; can be a little relentless but has prodigious dynamic capabilities against rear wall 28Hz (in room) 

Linn Kan 11 Average+ A niche product for those prepared to tolerate its strong character for the 30.5 x 18.5 x 16.5cm 82dB/w 78 
£439 Average+ sake of its fine bass performance and near invisibility Kan stands against 35Hz (in room) 

Linn Nexus LS250 Good Good features include a solid, meaty bass plus good imagery and tonal balance. 49 x 23.5 x 30.4cm 89dB/w 59 
£458 Average The catch is that Nexus lacks resolution and timing near rear wall 60Hz 

Magneplanar MG1.4 Good+ Replaces the stalwart MGic with a revised panel layout. Offers a very crisp 155 x 8 x 57 cm open 88dB/w R 72 
£1190 Good+ and articulate sound, particularly revealing of upper mid vocal details space 40Hz 

Magneplanar MG2.5R Good Offers the low coloration and profound musical insight of better electrostatic 183 x 56 x 4.5cm Open 83-85dB/W R 60 
£1998 Good loudspeakers but without loss of low frequency extension space 35Hz 

Magneplanar MGIIIa Good Another excellent true-audiophile loudspeaker this American panel speaker 180 x 62 x 38cm well 84-86dB/W R 46 
£2700 Very Good helps to convey much of the original character of the music clear of walls 35Hz 

Magneplanar SMGa Average - Tonally 'rich', in the right room it proved a satisfactory musical experience 122 x 48 x 4.5cm on 85dB/w 46 
£675 Average floor clear of wall 56Hz 

Marantz LD·50DMS Very Good Well behaved larger two-way has fine balance, stereo and integration with good 106 x 22 x 32cm floor, 88dB/w R 71 
£230 Good bass extension, albeit with mild boxy, chesty and fizzy effects free space 30Hz (in room) 

Martin Logan CLS 11 n/a Much improved high resolution design, fussy about system set-up and demanding 60 x 28 x 7.5cm open 86dB/w R 72 
£3998 Very Good of ancillaries and software alike. lt rewards the efforts though space 45Hz 

Meridian Argent 1 Good+ Beautifully built, finished and shaped but pricey compact has fine bass 33 x 27(max) x 83dB 98 
£1,200 Good+ extension and virtual absence of 'boxiness'; needs a big amplifier 27(max)cm Slate stands 28Hz (in room) 

Meridian Argent 2 Good+ This beautiful but pricey high-tech 'large compact' delivers an extended, 48.5 x 21 x 29.5cm 85dB/W 94 
£995 Good smooth and neutral sound with fair speed. Slate Audio stands are almost essential stands free space 23Hz (in room) 

Meridian M30 Average+ Pricey but easy on the ears and worth considering especially where space is at 38.5 x 18 x 32cm free Active 46 
£895 Average a premium space on stands 40Hz 
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Mission 760 Good Smart presentation and an engaging sound, this sensitive budget miniature 29 x 18 x 20cm stands 88dB/w BB 90 
£100 Average+ sounds notably more I ivety and less boxy than most of its peers close to wall 50Hz 

Mission 761 Average One helluva speaker for the price, if a shade small and short of subtlety and 38 x 21 x 21 cm stands 87dB/w BB 66 
£140 Good refinement- should prove a worthy successor to the 70 and 700 near rear wall 60Hz 

Mission 762 Average Mission's 'bookshelf middleweight' offers high sensitivity and loudness 50 x 25 x 27cm stand, 91dB/w 66 
£200 Average - capability, but at the expense of a somewhat untidy and rather 'heavy' sound experiment advised 55Hz 

Mission 763 Average+ A very artful combination of generous volume and good bass extension at a 77 x 25 x 32cm near 86dB/w BB 68 
£300 Average+ modest price. Works well in the listening room despite a few rough edges rear wall 40Hz 

Mission 764i Good Despite improvements, this large floorstander still lacks low frequency 1ft from wall, below 20Hz 94 
£480 Average authority, which is probably a function of its comparatively modest price freestanding 87dB/W 
Mission 767 Very Good Magnificent and massive part-active monoliths have fine acoustic subtlety and 138 x 29 x 43cm floor, 91dB/w R 81 
£2500 Very Good impressive loudness capability, ultimately limited by partnering (Cyrus) electronics flexible <20Hz (in room) 

Mission Cyrus 780 Good Pricey but very pretly miniature based on Mission 760 but with beefed up box 29 x 18 x 26cm light 88dB/w R 90 
£180 Average+ and crossover network to enhance sound quality still further stands close to wall 50Hz 

Mission Cyrus 781 Average+ Properly run in, the pretty little 781 delivers a last, dynamic and 43 x 22.5 x 28cm 88dB/w R 86 
£250 Good informative sound which more than justifies its price. matching stands 1ft 28Hz (in room) 

Mission Cyrus 782 Good - Lively, articulate and beautifully finished, this compact wall-mount model 50 x 25 x 32.5cm Cyrus 90d8/w 71 
£350 (stands £80) Good - with twin main drivers has good integration but a rather rich, 'Loudness' balance stands near wall 50Hz 

Monitor Audio MA1200 Average This smooth and civilised slimline tloorstanding loudspeaker is well built and 94 x 20 x 26cm in free 85dB/w 68 
£900 Average+ nicely presented. But it is also expensive space 48Hz 
Monitor Audio MA1800 Good Atlractive and beautifully finished, even when ballasted with lead shot the 106 x 22 x 32cm floor, BBdB/w 81 
£1400 Average+ 1800 inclines towards upper bass richness and lacks genuine extension free space 30Hz (in room) 
Monitor Audio Monitor 11 Average This tall and slim and atlractive free space compact has an extra driver to 52 x 20 x 24cm stands 87dB/W R 94 
£330 Good help out in the bass. giving extra urge at some price in delicacy free space 48Hz (in room) 
Monitor Audio Monitor 14 Average Floorstanding version of M11 suffers from excess upper bass, giving a thick, 78 x 20 x 24cm floor 86dB 98 
£400 Average chesty coloration beneath a quite lively and well focused mid and treble well clear of walls 30Hz (in room) 
Monitor Audio Monitor 7 Average - This lively and punchy near-miniature looks pretty enough and is good value 34 x 16.5 x 17cm 84dB/w 74 
£180 Average but is let down by an unruly and indifferently integrated tweeter stands 111 from wall 70Hz 

Monitor Audio Monitor 9 Good Despite a much better treble balance than the 7, the Monitor 9 is less 37 x 20 x 21cm high 85dB/w 78 
£220 Average engaging and lively at low frequencies than its smaller sibling stands near wall 30Hz 

Monitor Audio Studio 10 Average Expensive, luxury build/finish and all-metal driver diaphragms provide 40 x 20 x 25cm heavy 87dB/w 90 
£1200 Average+ engagingly transparent midrange and treble, spoilt by over-strong mid-bass. stands clear of walls 45Hz 

Monitor Audio Studio 5 Average+ All metal diaphragm luxury miniature has splendid presence coherence but sound 32 x 18 x 20cm stands 83dB 98 
£500 Average+ can be aggressive and lacks welly. close to wall 28Hz (in room) 
Mordaunt-Short MS 3.10 Average Probably the liveliest and most communicative miniature around, this 28.5 x 17.5 x 20cm 88 5dB/w BB 78 
£110 Average+ beautifully presented design is probably better suited to budget 'real hi-li' 48Hz 

Mordaunt-Short MS 3.20 Average All the charm of its BB-rated £99 baby 3.10 brother, plus a smidgeon more bass 35.5 x 18 x 20cm open 85dB/w 82 
£140 Average+ for those in a suggestible frame of mind stands against wall 50Hz (in room) 

Mordaunt·Short MS 3.30 Average A little too mid-forward for neutrality or formal recommendation, this 46 x 23.5 x 27cm high 87dB/w 78 
£200 Average+ attractive, good-sized model nevertheless has more than enough appealing stands 1-211 from wall 38Hz (in room) 

Mordaunt-Short MS 3.40 Average+ 1t looks pretty and sounds civilised, but the 3.40 failed to ignite any degree 57 x 23.5 x 27.5cm 87dB/w 86 
£260 Average of enthusiasm amongst our listeners. Low frequency stand and room matching is stands in free space 30Hz (in room) 
NAD 8100 Average+ Floorstanding variation on attractive 8225 miniature adds some half convincing 75 x 20 x 25cm floor 88dB R 98 
£269 Average+ extra bass thump and saves the price of stands - very cost effective clear of walls 25Hz (in room) 
NAD 8225 Good Notwithstanding lacklustre styling and an unprepossessing appearance, this NAD 34 x 20 x 18cm stands 87dB/w R 86 
£150 Average+ miniature has a smooth and even midband plus an appealing overall jauntiness. close to wall 45Hz (in room) 
Naim NA IBL Average+ This tiny and elaborately engineered floorstanding wall mount delivers outstanding wall, freestanding 30Hz (in room) 94 
£798 Good dynamics, speed and detail, marred by pronounced upper mid forwardness 84dB/W 
NVA Cube 1 Good- Atlractive, cube-shaped semi-omni is very sturdily built, and gives an 33 x 32 x 32cm own 85dB/w R 71 
£600 (stands £200) Good+ idiosyncratic but unusually open, spacious and informative sound stands c0.5m from wall 52Hz 
NVA Cube 2 Average A rude but exciting miniature, with unusually accomplished bass capabilities 28.5 x 27 x 28.5cm NVA 85dB/w R 82 
£380 Good for its size stands against wall 48Hz (in room) 
NVA Cubix Average Too idiosyncratic for formal recommendation, the Cubix possesses remarkable 60 x 32.5 x 32.5cm 84d8/w 78 
£1100 Good bass extension for its size, but is tricky to optimise 28Hz (in room) 
Opus 3 Capella Good The sound of this Scandinavian curiosity certainly benefits from the crushed 32 x 40.5 x 26(ave)cm 86.5dB/w 66 
£599 Good marble enclosure, though presentation is strictly DIY amongst books in 45Hz 
Opus 3 Credo Average Credo's odd-shaped silicate-based cabinet confers good box and bass 32 x 28 x 32cm stands 88dB/w 74 
£399 Average performance, but the sound could be more neutral for the price in free space 65Hz 
Pearl & Oakley Victoria 200 Average - Extraordinary- and to many very attractive- 'ginger jar' presentation in 93 x 33 x 33cm on 87dB/w 78 
£1099 Average - Staffordshire ceramics, but let down by need for further acoustic development floor in free space 30Hz (in room) 
Philips FB815 Average An impressively- indeed imposing- physical package for the price, clever 63 x 27 x 27cm low 85dB/w 86 
£250 Average engineering gives a very competent if slightly hard and brittle sound quality stands infree space 30Hz 
Philips FB820 Good Big-but-less-than-beautiful three-way is well enough balanced but lacks 86 x 27 x 35cm floor 87dB 98 
£450 Average communication skills in the time domain clear of walls 28Hz (in room) 
Philips FB825 Good Generous sounding and impressively uncongested for the type, loudness and bass 110 x 29 x 41cm on 88dB/w R 90 
£650 Good extension don't quite match the large and rather plasticky box cones clear of walls 25Hz 
QLN Model One Good Similar to Signature at two thirds the price, Model One exaggerates the 35 X (16-25) X 85dB/w 82 
£700 Average latter's rich and heavy midbass and lacks its velvet smoothness (21-27)cm pillar 28Hz (in room) 
QLN Signature Good Beautiful but expensive luxury compact has a rather laid back and 'heavy' 37 x 18 x 36cm heavy 83dB/w 78 
£1100 Good sound, but coloration is low and stereo imaging very good stands in free space 30Hz (in room) 
Quad ESL-63 Good+ With its unusual but subtle characteristics this classic electrostatic may not 92 x 66 x 27cm open 84dB/w R 60 
£2072 Very Good be punchy in the bass, but has strengths that some cannot live without stand well clear of 34Hz 
RAM Hermes Average- Slim small floorstander is a bit tall for its footprint. Good sensitivity is 70 x 21.5 x 23cm 91dB/W 94 
£425 Average+ combined with an attractively lively sound, but it's uneven and not truly coherent floor, freestanding 45Hz (in room) 
Richard Allan COS Average- This neatly presented small reflex design can sound engagingly communicative, 38 x 19 x 23cm on 88dB/w 68 
£184 Average- but is flawed sonically and technically and quite expensive too rigid stands 80Hz 
Rogers LS2a Average Provides very good engineering and stereo performance for the price, alongside 36 x 23 x 21cm low 88dB/w 82 
£193 Average some 'boxiness' and certian dynamic constraints stands 111 from wall 50Hz (in room) 
Rogers LS4a Good This artfully voiced and well balanced compact gives a fair flavour of the 43 x 25.5 x 24.5cm 87dB/w R 78 
£255 Good - classical 'BBC sound' at a very reasonable price stands 1ft from wall 32Hz (in room) 
Rogers LS6a Good Stereotypically a Rogers model with impressively even balance, prospective 51 x 27.5 x 28cm 86dB/w R 86 
£316 Good purchasers will have to weigh the fine midband naturalness against slightly stands in free space 25Hz (in room) 

lazy dynamics and timing 
Rogers LS7t Good+ A fine combination of classic qualities at reasonable price produces the "R" 56 x 27 x 28cm free 88.5dB/w R 59 
£449 Good+ tag, but try to get a pair home on approval to check for bass 'heaviness' space on 40cm stands 48Hz 
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Rogers Studio 1 a Very Good The classic BBC monitor style sound sensitively updated- transparent and 63.5 x 30.5 x 30.5cm 87dB/W R 66 
£612 Good - natural with line stereo, but a touch 'heavy' in balance stands in free space 36Hz 

Roksan Darius Good Now totally realigned, the current Darius provides an exceptionally impressive 47 x 27 x 40cm own 82dB/w R 86 
£1569 (£389 integral stand) Very Good combination of transparency and delicacy with line information retrieval and speed stands angled in space 20Hz 

Rord A1411 Average Not the smoothest or prettiest around, this is still an informative if 40 x 26 x 23cm stands 87dBNJ R 94 
£199 Good sometimes aggressive large bookshell model, with plenty of welly for the price 1ft from wall 30Hz (in room) 

Rord A7 Series 11 Average+ Lively clear sound; good upper bass and dynamics, but treble "ramp" made 31 x 20 x 17cm shell 86dB/w 53 
£115 Average vocals sound shut in. Try before you buy or 50cm stands near 75Hz 

Rord Apex Average+ Not the smoothest sound around, it more than compensates with an impressively 85.5 x 20 x 30cm on 87dB/w R 78 
£485 Good communicative and informative musical presentation floor close to wall 33Hz (in room) 

Rord Eden Average Delightful mid/treble speed and transparency but determinedly bass light, this 31 x 20.5 x 18.5cm 87dB/w 66 
£235 Average+ oddball miniature threatens cult status but could use a sweeter tweeter stands close to wall 85Hz 

Royd Sapphire Average+ Neat little miniature sounds a touch cold and thin but unusual main driver 30.5 x 20.5 x 21 cm 88dB 98 
£200 Good- delivers remarkable speed and coherence for such a reasonably priced model frame stands 1ft from 28Hz (in room) 

Royd Sintra Average+ Balance is bass light and a little bright, but superb dynamics, speed and 30.5 x 20.5 x 19cm 88dB/w R 90 
£330 Good timing make this luxury miniature musically very informative and satisfying stands close to wall 50Hz 

Ruark Swordsman Good Very attractively styled and finished, the Swordsman is a well built 'small 38.5 x 20 x 27.5cm 84dB/w 71 
£219 Average bookshelf' model that delivered better test than listening results stands 0.5m from wall 50Hz 

Ruark Swordsman Plus Good This real wood variation on the established Swordsman theme looks and measures 38 x 20 x 28cm stands 84dB 98 
£269 Average rather better than it sounds, probably due to rather prosaic drivers 1-2ft from wall 27Hz (in room) 
Ruark Talisman Average Clever and beautifully finished compact floorstander has some coloration but 83.5 x 21.5 x 31 (max) 86dB/w R 90 
£629 Good is impressively informative and communicative, with fine pace and timing cm close to rear wall 30Hz 
SO Acoustics OBS Average Recent changes have added some refinement to a seductive midrange, good timing 102 x 35 x 25cm floor, 92dB/w R 82 
£845 Good and fine sensitivity, though bass extension is limited and coloration obvious angled, away from 30Hz (in room) 
SO Acoustics Ribbon Average Entertaining but a little underdeveloped and rather amplifier sensitive, the Ribbon 152 x 30 x (15-30)cm 91dB/w 81 
£2150 Good+ is a lively and loud hybrid marred by some colorations; some like it, others don't floor, angled, away 30Hz (in room) 
SO Acoustics SOl Average A large scale, airy and unusually detailed system with excellent dynamics. 123.5 x 38.2 x 31.9cm 90dB/w R 60 
£1350 Very Good Current model has more civilised top-end and warmer balance than original model free space 50Hz 
SO Acoustics SD3 Average Neither cheap nor perfect, this near miniature sounds unusually lively and 38 x 19 x 29cm stands 83dB/w R 86 
£379 Good dynamic within inevitable physica constraints. Both engaging and entertaining! 1 Ocm from wall 

Seventh Veil Srstem IV Average Lacks welly and loudness but delivers astonishing results with female vocals 72 X 44 X 21 X 29Cm 84dB/w R 86 
£1290 (£340 integral stand) Good+ in particular. Antithesis of the 'good all rounder' own-stands close to 28Hz (in room) 
Shan Shimna Average+ Pretty little miniature with resin-based enclosure has a bright, thin but 31 x 21 x 17cm own 84dB 98 
£315 Good- sweet and communicative sound; loudness and welly are both limited stands 1ft from wall 48Hz (in room) 
Snell Type C n/a Pricey, yes, but an extremely capable loudspeaker. Musical and transparent; 112 x 38 x 33cm free 90dB/w 65 
£2350 Very Good excellent bass extension which improves with the addition of a Pirate plinth standing, free space 35Hz 

Sony APM·101ES Good Big hearted sound from small bookshell successor to BB '1 OES, sounds a little 39.5 x 22.5 x 23.5cm 86dB/w 71 
£100 Average untidy at frequency extremes, so suits CD better than vinyl stands, free space 52Hz 

Sony APM·121ES Average Good percieved high tech value, but the balance has an artificial 'loudness' 43 x 25 x 28cm stands, 86dB/w 86 
£150 Average- character, too rich in the bass and too strong in the treble free space 25Hz (in room) 

Sony APM·141ES Average A great deal olloudspeakerlor the money, the rich sounding '141 needs a big 61.5 x 26 x 32cm 88dB/w R 78 
£200 Average room and still shows significant 'loudness' (boom'n'tizz) tendencies stands in plenty of 30Hz (in room) 

Sony APM·181ES Very Good Big and beefy but equally fat and bass heavy, this well engineered 3-way has 57.5 x 29 x 36cm low 87dB/W 71 
£300 Average notable strengths but lacks transparency and sounds better at lower levels stands, free space 40Hz 

Sonr APM·66ES Average+ Powerful heavyweight sound with a brilliant mid band - clear articulate and 66 x 38 x 36.5cm low 89dB/w 59 
£700 Average+ transparent. But bass is on the boomy side and the treble can sound grainy stands, free space 60Hz 

Spendor SP1 Very Good A very subtle and musical performer that works particularly well with digital 63.5 x 29.5 x 30.5cm 87dB/w 60 
£800 Good materiaL An exceptional allrounder stands, free space 41Hz 

Spendor SP2!2* Very Good Conceding little to the SP1, this 30 litre model displayed good tonal balance 50 x 25 x 30cm stands, 87dB/w 59 
£500 Good+ with a highly articulate midrange, only slightly marred at frequency extremes free space 45Hz 

Spica Angelus Good A little bass shy and soft in the bass and lower mid, the free standing 116.8 x 53.3 x 26cm 86.5dB/W 60 
£1295 Average Angelus is otherwise tidy, extremely lively and fluid, if uneven overall away from walls 50Hz 

Spica TC50 Good - This triangular-profile 'grown up' miniature is a shade boxy and laid back but 40.5 x 33 x 29cm 88dB/w 71 
£599 Good has good rhythmic and musical integrity stands in open space 55Hz 

Spica TC50SE Good - A heavily UK-modified TC50, the SE sounds less boxy and more spacious, but 40.5 x 33 x 29cm 88dB/w 71 
£799 Good lacks some of the urgency of the standard model stands in open space 55Hz 

Studio Power DMS1 00 Average+ Close to a BB rating, and in many respects remarkable value for money. Delivers 51 x 26 x 32cm open 86dB/w 82 
£249 Average+ an impressively smooth and large sound, but sheer ugliness will limit its appeal stands 1ft from wall 25Hz (in room) 

Tan nor DC1 000 Average The smaller of two DC models with dual concentric drivers, the '1 000 is much 50 x 24 x 25cm 91dB/w 71 
£210 Average - less well balanced than the larger, floorstanding '2000 53Hz 

Tannor DC2000 Good Remarkably high sensitivity from unique dual concentric driver that has an 68.5 x 26 x 27cm floor 93dB/w R 66 
£340 Good involving but characteristic sound. Bass could be better in free space 55Hz 

Tannor DC3000 Good Giving new meaning to terms like dynamic range and headroom, the magnificent 94 x 26 x 31cm Floor 94dB/W R 78 
£670 Good '3000 is a must for those who enjoy high-level monitoring. 1ft+ from wall 30Hz (in room) 

Tannor Ell Average Fundamentally turgid and slow, thanks to leaden upper bass and 'shut in' treble, 39 x 21 x 22cm stands, 87dB/W 82 
£140 Average - though stereo images are convincing, as are the reasonably uncoloured vocals free space 45Hz (in room) 

Tannoy J95 Good Substantial cabinet engineering explains the unusually authoritative bass delivered 93 x 26 x 32cm floor, 90dBNJ R 94 
£520 Good by this big, good value floorstander, though the upper range is a bit dull and shut in freestanding 30Hz (in room) 

Tannoy M15 Good Somehow lacking the magic of its predecessors, the M15 remains a fine value 50 x 25 x 21cm 88dB/W R 78 
£190 Average+ compact that needs careful set-up to give optimum results Blu-tack to stands 40Hz (in room) 

Tannor M20 Good Alongside fine build and presentation, the M20 provides an unusually clever 50 x 25 x 22cm stands 87dB/w 86 
£260 Good combination of the 'traditional' virtues of transparency and low coloration in free space 25Hz (in room) 

Tannor Westminster n/a These awesome horn loaded speakers are remarkably controlled and impressive, Huge, llat against 96dB/w (manu!.) R Coli '87 
£3600 Good+ if only suited to a few pockets and rooms rear wall, away from 

TDL Monitor Very Good Fine solidity and good accuracy, with enough bass extension to satisfy even 118.5 x 30 x 47cm O.Sm 85dB/W R 66 
£1799 Very Good organ freaks. Needs a big room and can sound a bit lazy and a shade tinkly from walls 28Hz 

TDL Studio 0.5 Average This tiny floorstanding transmission line has good agility but doesn't provide 55 x 20 x 30cm own 85dBN/ 94 
£399 Good the coherence or even balance of the slightly bigger Studio 1 stand, free space 40Hz (in room) 

TDL Studio 1 Average+ Delivering genuinely extended bass from a compact floorstanding enclosure, the 76 x 23 x 33cm 84dB/W 78 
£599 Good Studio is very detailed but a shade clinical and detached in presentation 25Hz (in room) 

Technics SB·CS5 Average Clearly line material value for money, the CS5 nevertheless betrays its midi 42.5 x 25 x 24cm 86dB/W 86 
£70 Average system heritage, the quest for size for its own sake compromising the Stands in free space 48Hz 

performance of both enclosure and main driver 

Technics SB·EX2 Average- Nicely presented, well built and decent size enclosure sounds solid but 48 x 23.5 x 27cm 86dB 98 
£179 Average somewhat dull, thanks presumably to rather ordinary, low cost drivers stands clear of walls 20Hz (in room) 
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Technics SB-RX50 Very Good With its unique coaxial drive unit the RX50 proved a smooth and well balanced 48 x 30 x 26cm free 86dB/w 46 
£600 Average+ loudspeaker, its minor weakness being a mildly excessive low bass space on 40cm stands 40Hz 

Technics SBC 250 Average+ Despite a fairly even tonal balance, the 250EK sounded muddled in the midrange 36.5 x 23.5 x 20.5cm 86dB/w 46 
£140 Average - and dull in character free space, stands 60Hz 

Toshiba SS33·M Average Providing a benchmark for budget loudspeakers, this Toshiba-inspired but UK 40 x 26 x 21.5cm 86dB/w BB 68 
£100 Average designed and manufactured model is a lot of loudspeaker for the money stands in free space 55Hz 

Townshend Glastonbury liS* n/a What? No bass? Actually, like the KEF 107, Glastonbury 11 goes down so low you 91.5 x 28 x 4 6 free 88dB R 65 
£1700 Very Good might not notice how good it is. A truly remarkable performer. Superb standing in room 27Hz 

Townshend Glastonbury Tor Average - Prodigious bass extension. stunning stereo locus and low cabinet coloration. 99 x 26.5 x 33cm well 82dB/w 90 
£1495 Very Good but limited loudness from low sensitivity and power handling clear of walls below 20Hz 

Vandersteen Model One Average+ This compact American lloorstander's elegant staggered baffle arrangement 100 x 30.7 x 25.6cm 87dB/w 86 
£1000 Average+ contributes to a refreshing freedom from boxiness, but the price is quite high floor clear of walls 23Hz (in room) 

Vecteur Premiere Average Expensive for its material content, this pretty French compact nevertheless 34 x 19.5 x 25cm light 88dB 98 
£695 Good has a beguiling sound quality that indicates painstaking development stands clear of walls 48Hz (in room) 

Videotone Minimax 2 Poor Cheap in build and QC as well as price, but cheerful (if coarse) with it� if 27.5 x 17 x 20cm near 84dB/w R 74 
£80 Average - a little too cheerful after extended listening rear wall 90Hz 

Visonik David 6001 Average - Sharp styling a classy looking miniature makes, but the complex grillework 20 x 12 x 13cm against 87dB/w 74 
£173 Poor worsens a sound which starts off with too much top and not enough bottom rear wall 130Hz 

Wharfedale 410 Good One step up from the Diamond, this attractive and sensitive small bookshelf 34.5 x 22 x 22.5cm 89dB/W 94 
£130 Average- model sounds smoother but is also rather bland and uninvolving stand against wall 45Hz (in room) 

Wharfedale 505.2M Average+ Luxury red mahogany finish version of 505.2, confirms that this well balanced 44 x 25.5 x 25.5cm 87dB R 98 
£260 Good- design remains fully competitive nearly three years after the original stands in free space 45Hz (in room) 

Wharfedale 505/2 Average This lively Wharfedale provides plenty of speaker with unusual refinement for 44 x 25.5 x 24cm 86dB/w BB 66 
£190 Good the money, and should be fairly tolerant of room siting stands 111 from wall 55Hz 

Wharfedale Coleridge Average Compact. beautifully finished and extravagantly engineered box sacrifices bass 48 x 26 x 26.5cm 91dB/w R 82 
£499 Good extension in the cause of high mid band sensitivity; communicative stands 1ft from wall 48Hz (in room) 

Wharfedale Delta 30.2 Average- This hundred pounder has a bigger main driver than many of its rivals, and so packs 38 x 22 x 17cm stands 88dB BB 98 
£100 Average a bit more welly and loudness. Coloration is rather obvious, but timing uis good close to wall 48Hz (in room) 

Wharfedale Diamond IV Good Thanks to a new metal dome tweeter, the new Diamond is much more civilised 27 x 18 x 18.5cm 86dB/w R 90 
£109 Average + than its predecessors, with an attractive lively bounce but some boxiness stands close to wall 48Hz 

Yamaha NS 1 DOOM Good Living up to its monitor label, and tonally well suited to digital material, 67.5 x 37.5 x 32.5cm 90dB/w R 46 

£900 Good + the NS 1000M is superbly crafted and capable of high levels 30cm from wall, stands 40Hz 

CASSETTE DECKS 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Acoustic Research RD-06 
£300 

Aiwa AD·F500 
£150 

Aiwa AD·F700 
£199 

Aiwa AD·FBOO 
£250 

Aiwa AD-F81 0 
£200 

Aiwa AD-R470 
£150 

Aiwa AD-WX616 
£150 

Aiwa AD-WX777 
£180 

Aiwa AD·WX888 
£250 

Aiwa XK-007 Excelia 
£400 

Aiwa XK-009 Excelia 
£550 

Akai GX-32 
£170 

Akai GX-52 
£250 

•LAB 
•SOUND 

Average 
Average 

Average 
Good 

Good 
Average 

Good 

The bad odour of copyright theft hangs around 
the compact cassette, but there is no doubt it is 
the world's most versatile and ubiquitous music 
storage medium. Hi-li buffs may wrinkle their 
noses pointedly, but are still happy to use 
cassette decks to make up tapes for the car or 
personal� at the same time complaining loudly 
about the quality of pre-recorded material. (In fact 
the very best decks can do a surprisingly good 
job with musicassettes.) 

There is no problem in connecting a cassette 
deck to any normal amplifier. but some care 
needs to be taken in choosing the best tapes for a 

• COMMENTS 

specific machine. (Trial and error is one effective 
technique, but many decks have manual bias 
adjustment and some match up to the tape 
automatically.) 

Lab performance and sound quality often go 
hand in hand, and are frequently somewhat 
dependent upon factory alignment. The 
mechanical integrity of the mechanism itself is 
another crucial factor. that is often reflected in the 
asking price. 

All modern hi-li decks have Dol by B and the 
majority have Dolby C besides; the very 
worthwhile HX Pro system is becoming steadily 

more widespread. Remote control remains 
rare, though sometimes it is available as a 
system option. 

Three-head recorders allow simultane
ous checking of the recording being made. 
Auto-reverse is a useful convenience feature, 
but usually with some mechanical 
compromise, while double-mechanism 
'dubbing' decks of dubious quality are 
fashionable at the bottom end of the market. 
The welter of different 'music search' systems 
available is some indication of their frequent 
ineffectiveness 

• FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 

Acceptable middle market player with very simple facilities and cramped control section, but Dol by B/C/HX Pro, fine bias, 69 
unusually good looks counter memory, repeal 

Noise levels are a little higher than usual, but sound quality is otherwise very good - open. Dolby B/C/HX Pro, cue/review, R 93 
explicit and very neutral tonally. line bias. record sensitivity adjust 

Somewhat less than the sum of the (most line) individual parts, this deck has an artificial Dol by B/C/HX Pro, fine bias, CD 75 
quality which spoiled the efforts of a fine transport Direct input 

Close to first class performance- and superb value. The Aiwa is purposeful and finely 3 head, dual capstan, Dolby BB 75 
Very Good engineered. 11 provides a near irresistible blend of good mechanics and electronics B/C/HX Pro, tape calibration 

Good First class budgel 3-head machine with a dual capstan transport that really works at reducing Dolby B. C. HX Pro, bias adjust, BB 99 
Good the 'fudge' factor track search. variable hdph 

Average For once, an auto-reverse deck with the performance of a decent uni-directional one at a Dolby B/C/HX Pro, auto reverse, BB 69 
Good similar price. The Aiwa is modern in concept , and has good. transparent electronics cue & review, bias adjust 
Poor Sonically sub-standard twin transport deck which has sensible range of well implemented Twin lull logic, 1 records, Dolby 93 
Poor features, yet which sounds compressed and uneven. B/C track search 

Very Good Excellent, middle price dual deck with quick side change and a living, breathing sound - Twin auto-reverse, one records. BB 75 
Very Good though prerecorded tapes sound bright Dolby B/C, line bias 

Good Inaccurate set-up spoils metal tape operation, but with other tapes the deck works well. This Dual auto-reverse twin deck, R 75 
Good deck oilers fine engineering, facilities and sound Dolby B. C and HX Pro 

Good Downmarket version of XK-009 with simplified bias/equalisation adjustment section and more Dolby B. C. dbx, HX Pro, 3 Head, 63 
Good forgiving but less informative sound. Still good, but less exciting than XK-009 tape alignment 

Very Good Excellent detail, stable articulate midband and slightly obvious treble. The most interesting Dolby B. C. dbx, HX Pro, 3 Head, R 63 
Very Good Aiwa for yonks tape alignment. CD direct 

Average Constrained and smeared sum up this deck well. lt has poor bass and treble definition alike, Dolby B/C, variable bias, 69 
Poor though it proved well aligned for prerecorded cassettes headphone out, track search 

Very Good Well finished and a pleasure to use, this well specified deck sounds clean and defined with Dol by B. C. HX Pro, track locale BB 57 
Very Good all tape groups, with or without Dol by features 
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CASSETTE DECKS 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Akai GX-65 
£300 

Akai GX-95 
£400 

Akai GX-9511 
£400 

Akai GX-R35 
£200 

Denon DR-750A 
£250 
Den on DRM-51 0 
£140 
Denon DRM-700A 
£230 
Denon DRW-650 
£200 

Duai5850RC 
£230 

JVC TD-R431 
£170 

JVC TD-V531 
£260 
Kenwood KX-5030 
£200 

Kenwood KX-7030 
£260 

Marantz CP230 
£330 

Marantz CP430 
£400 

Marantz SD-40 
£170 

Marantz SD-50 
£220 

Marantz SD-60 
£350 

Marantz SD315 
£180 

Marantz SD515 
£350 

Memorex SCT-5 
£150 

Nakamichi Cassette Deck 1 
£700 

Nakamichi Cassette Deck 2 
£300 

Nakamichi RX-202E 
£545 

Philips FC870 
£250 
Pioneer CT -676 
£250 

Pioneer CT -900S 
£500 

Pioneer CT -91 a 
£560 

Pioneer CT -93 
£800 
Revox 8215 
£1727 
Revox 8215-S 
£1826 
Revox H1 
£1,145 
Rotel RD-845 
£130 
Rotel RD-855 
£180 

Rotel RD-865 
£230 

SAE C102 
£549 
Sansui D·X211 HX 
£170 
Sansui D·X311WR 
£250 

• LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 
•SOUND 

Average Fine ungimmicky middle ranking deck with simple, purposeful controls, works best with metal 3-head, dual capstan, Dol by C/HX 87 
Average tapes. Performance standards fair to good Pro 

Good Well designed and finished cassette deck with features well judged to please the audiophile - Dolby B/C/HX Pro, 3 head, manual R 69 
Very Good especially switchable Dol by HX Pro and switchable panel display. The calibration system is tape set-up 

simple and effective, and the deck sounds great 

Good Sharp, clear and articulate sounding deck, with superb performance extending to frequency 3 heads, dual capstans, tape R 99 
Very Good extremes calibration, Dol by B/C/HX Pro (switchable) 

Average Middling sound quality at best with Dol by B; deteriorates with Dol by C and unsatisfactory Auto-reverse (optically 99 
Average anyway with testing material due to loss of low level information triggered), Dol by B/C/HX Pro, 

bias adjust, track search 

Average Workmanlike and simply equipped dual deck which is more appealing on audio grounds than most Dual transport, Dol by B, C & HX R 99 
Average of its type Pro 

Good An amnesic Dol by switch and lack of timer standby detract from an otherwise strikingly 2 heads, Dolby B/C/HX Pro R 99 
Average+ successful deck with a consistently good performance 

Very Good Simple but adequate features, lacks only timer stand by. Musically this deck equals the best Dol by B/C/HX Pro, fine bias, 3 BB 93 
Very Good at this price level despite some clouding of transients with Dolby B. heads, record return 

Average This simply equipped model is a little fiddly to operate at time, partly because of the way Twin transport, Dol by B/C/HX Pro R 93 
Average the single set of transport keys is assigned. But sound quality is generally workmanlike -
good value 

Poor Average-to-middling deck which does most things well and skates over the more subtle things. Dol by C/HX Pro, bias adjust 87 
Average Control system is uninspired but easy to master. Overpriced 

Poor Modestly specified auto-reverse cassette deck which suffers the usual problems of the breed, 2-head, Dolby B/C/HX Pro, auto 99 
Poor to whit unstable, homogenised sound quality reverse 

Average A simple but potentially Good deck with an excellent transport, let down by poor setting up. 3 heads, dual capstans. Dolby 99 
Average With all tapes, sound quality was thin and lacking in both substance and colour B/C/HX Pro, var bias 

Good confusing mishmash of listening impressions caused by poor set-up afflicting metal tapes and 2 head. Dol by B/C/HX Pro, 99 
Average Dol by C in particular. Promising otherwise auto-bias, track search 
Good Fine, articulate middle price cassette deck whose only (mild) failing with some programme 3 heads, dual capstans, Dol by R 99 
Good material is a just perceptibly synthetic glaze B/C/HX Pro, auto bias 

Average This is a competitively priced portable recorder though not suited to replay of musicassettes Dol by B, bias adjust R 52 
Average 

Average Uniquely flexible and compact package for outside work which at a pinch can double as a Portable 3 head, dbx, fine bias, 87 
Average dometic cassette deck. dbx is useful for location work; results with Dol by B are acceptable charger/adapter 

Average Obstructive aesthetics are offset by apparently good build and sensible features, but sound Dol by B/C/HX Pro, fine bias 93 
Very poor quality is uneven or worse. 

Good Fine, exacting all-rounder offering good stereo, precision and focus. Good with prerecorded Dol by B/C/HX Pro, track & intro 81 
Very Good tapes too. search, variable bias etc 

Good A first rate, highly capable deck offering energetic yet refined sound largely due to good 3-head, Dol by B/C/HX Pro, R 81 
Very Good electronic design variable bias & sensitivity 

Average Sound quality is promising, but somewhat offset by 'shut in' top end. Pitch integrity suspect Dol by B/C/HX Pro, twin 93 
Average . Dol by C sound quality and dubbing performance poor transports, one rec/play, one 

play only. Mic input 

Poor Good electronic design is let down by mediocre alignment and poor transport stability. Twin auto-reverse, both 93 
Poor + Disappointing at the price. transports record, Dol by HX Pro, 

parallel record capable 

Poor Poor example of a twin cassette deck where everything has been sacrificed on the altar of 1 rec/play, 1 play only 87 
Poor flexibility transport, Dol by B/C 

Good New modernised Nakamichi is still curiously old fashioned in many ways, but offers unusually Dol by B/C, 3 heads. dual 99 
Good articulate sound of great insight capstans, var azimuth 

Very Good Not completely neutral, this deck is assured, dynamic and quick, with abundant detail and Dol by B/C, manual tape type 93 
Very Good some coarseness. Stable transport but only rudimentary features accompany fine engineering selection, bias adjust 

Good Fine, clear and articulate sounding player. Excellent with prerecorded material, but Auto reverse, Dolby B, C, 2 head R 63 
Very Good idiosyncratic and sometimes obstructive control 
Average Disappointing at the price, this is a well equipped deck with off-tape monitoring, but a Dol by B/C/HX Pro, 3-heads, 81 
Average somewhat listless, smeared musical style track/intro search etc 

Average Dull, compressed and hard sounding deck, which is hamstrung by high measured transport Dol by B/C/HX Pro, auto tape 99 
Poor flutter. Good points include sophisticated (and accurate) tape alignment · alignment, 3 heads 

Good High spec and well built derivative of CT-93, but disappointingly lacklustre sound Dol by B/C/S/HX Pro, dual 99 
Average capstans, 3 heads, auto tape alignment 

Very Good Superb, near state of the art recorder with an excellent dual capstan transport and very 3-head, tape calibration, Dol by R 75 
Very Good capable electronics. At the price. this one is a mould breaker B/C/HX Pro 

Excellent State of the art deck, built like something out of NASA's shuttle, with superb all round Dol by B/C/S/HX Pro, auto tape R 99 
Excellent performance. Dol by S can muddle ambient information, but increases effective dynamic range align, 3 heads, dual capstans 

Very Good Fine, consistent and solid sound quality, with excellent under the skin engineering and many Dol by C/HX Pro, 3 heads, dual R 87 
Very Good useful features- but you're also paying for the same capstans, auto tape align 

Very Good This is a superbly engineered deck with a classically fine performance that almost transcends 3-head, dual capstan, Dol by R 75 
Very Good the stereotypes. Ergonomics are flawed but the user interface is both powerful and flexible B/C/HX Pro. auto calibration 

Very good Bare bones version of B215 is still a sophisticated piece of kit, and lacks for none of the 3 heads, Dol by B/C, auto tape 99 
Very good 215's engineering prowess align, semi-auto record level set. 

Average - Extremely fine transport and clean sounding electronics for the price. Bass lacks weight, but Dolby B/C, manual tape selector 81 
Average + deck works remarkably effectively with chrome tapes 

Average The transport is OK and the various frequency responses are erratic, but good basic Dolby C memory stop & repeat, 87 
Good electronics help the Rotel deliver. Coherent, enjoyable and informative track search 

Good Fine, architecturally solid sound quality in a package with a low gimmick count and strong Dolby B/C/HX Pro, fine bias BB 75 
Very Good audiophile appeal 

Average Looking most unlike a cassette deck designed in the States and proving competitive in its Real-time counter, track search, 52 
Good price group. Not sonically that outstanding, however Dol by B & C 

Good Clean, stable and open sounding recording quality distinguishes this player.- and Auto reverse, Dol by B/C/HX Pro. R 93 
Good+ auto-reverse too. A great improvement on earlier mid price Sansui models, and excellent value. bias adjust 
Poor Not wholly successful auto-reverse deck which suffers because it has tried to be all things Twin optically triggered 99 
Poor+ to all people. Lack of clarity is the main limitation auto-reverse, Dol by B, C & HX 

Pro, track search 
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CASSETTE DECKS 

• MODEL 
•PRICE 

Sherwood DS·1135C 
£100 

Sherwood OS· 7000R 
£230 

Sony (WMD&C) Pro Walkman 
£249 

Sony K870ES 
£350 

Sony TC·K520 
£170 

Sony TC·K570 
£200 

Teac V·270C 
£89 

Teac V-5000 
£300 

Teac V-7000 
£400 

Technics RS·B965 
£350 
Yamaha KX-250 
£150 

Yamaha KX-330 
£180 

Yamaha KX-530 
£230 

Yamaha KX-650 
£300 

Yamaha KX-930 
£400 

OAT RECORDERS 

• MODEL 
•PRICE 

Aiwa HD-S1 
£600 

Aiwa XD-S1100 
£550 

Aiwa XD-S260 
£500 

Denon DTR-2000 
£800 

Grundig Fine Arts DAT-9000 
N/a 

Kenwood OX· 7 
£500/£150 

Kenwood DX-7030 
£700 

Luxman KD-117 
£1499 

Sony DTC-1 OODES 
£1299 
Sony DTC·55ES 
£550 

Sony DTC-M1 DO 
£799 

Sony TCD·D3 
£500 

•LAB •COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE •ISSUE 
•SOUND 

Average Excellent value. There is a low level constant background drone, and Dol by C recordings sound Dol by B/C/HX Pro R 87 
Average flat and coloured. Elsewhere sound quality exceeds expectations 

Average Rough and ready cassette deck in which sound engineering has been sacrificed on the altar of 3-head Dolby B/C/HX Pro 87 
Poor extra selling features, namely three heads for real time off-tape monitoring 

Good One of the finest sounding cassette decks on the market today. A mandatory Best Buy, which Dol by B, & C BB 60 
Very Good also fits in your pocket 

Average+ Good but not outstanding deck which proved slightly disappointing on audition. This model is 3 heads, dual capstan transport, 99 
Average+ no standard setter Dol by B/C/HX Pro, tape calibration 

Average Fine, assured and detailed performer with a very well designed and straightforward user Dol by C/HX Pro, variable bias, BB 87 
Good interface display on/off 

Good Good if slightly untransparent sounding recorder, comfortable with all noise reduction 3 heads, Dolby B/C/HX Pro, bias R 99 
Average+ circuits and all tape groups adjust 

Average Not quite cheap enough to compete solely on price, the V-270C is a rather messy and unstable Dolby B & C, bias adjust 63 
Average sounding deck 

Average+ Fine middle ranking heavyweight with blemish free overall performance, beaten only on 3 heads, dual capstans, bias/sensitivity 99 
Good- subtleties by the best at the price adjust. Dol by B/C/HX Pro 

Good Intrinsically sharp, clear and solid sound spoiled by exaggerated detail with prerecorded 3 heads, quartz locked dual 99 
Good material and losses imposed by Dol by circuits capstans, tape align, Dol by B/C/HX Pro 

Very Good Messy control layout. but ultra capable deck with clear electronics and excellent headroom, 3 head, dual capstan, Dol by R 93 
Very Good low noise. an ultra-stable transport - and first rate sound quality. B/C/HX Pro. dbx, assisted tape alignment. 

Good Excellent if somewhat fiddly deck with all mod cons. Play trim helps bring recalcitrant tapes Dol by B/C/HX Pro, Intra Scan. BB 93 
Good back into line. Refined, expressive sound quality and stable transport Play Trim 

Average Cramped control panel but a strong, dynamic and comparatively stable performance distinguish Dol by C/HX Pro, optional remote R 87 
Good this strong middle-price deck control 

Good Excellent all-rounder that does most things at least competently and many things welt. One of Dol by C/HX Pro. 3 motors. BB 87 
Good the best middle price decks optional remote control 

Average+ Fine audio manners, especially in the midband and treble, mark this high class deck out from 3 heads, dual capstans . Dolby R 99 
Good the crowd B/C/HX Pro, play trim, bias adjust 

Good Worthy but ultimately slightly disappointing mixture of fussy ergonomics and tidy but 3 heads, dual capstans, Dolby 87 
Average cluttered sanies C/HX Pro, remote control 

OAT, or digital audio tape, has been on the 
market for quite some time now but has never 
really 'made it' as a consumer medium. probably 
due to the fact that very I ittle prerecorded software 
has been made available. 

In the last year or so it has began to carve 
itself a niche at the top end of the market 
replacing reel to reel tape recorders as the 
audiophile's tape based medium. 

The OAT standard specifies a 48kHz 
sampling rate. which is higher than CD, so direct 
copying in the digital domain is only possible on 
those machines with dual sampling frequencies. 
ie 48kHz and 44.1kHz. Some machines also 
record at 32kHz to give a longer recording time 
for a given length of tape. 

Copy Management System. a device which 
enables you to record from a CD but not to 
'clone' one digital tape from another 

Portable machines are now entering the 
market but make sure the price you are 
quoted includes an analogue to digital 
convertor, with some portables these have to 
be purchased seperately and increase the 
price considerably. 

To try and get around the copying problem 
many machines incorporate SCMS, the Serial 

• LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE •ISSUE 
•SOUND 

n/a 
Average 

The first OAT recorder. and already looking expensive and a little under endowed. 
Nevertheless. good build, controls and display help, and sound quality is adequate. 

Poor A muddled fascia detracts from the appeal of this inexpensive deck, but the real no no is a 
Average - significant loss of the liner virtues: detail, imagery etc 

Poor Unlovely sounding deck lacks weight, clarity and presence. Low pricing and mini dimensions 
Poor excuse many sins however 

Good Not cheap, but first rate OAT recorder, good to excellent fidelity in all modes. with a 
Very Good slightly cool detached quality when differences are detectable. 

only, digital fade, fine cueing, remote control. 

Good Conventional OAT recorder offering standard facilities. The deck is well made and equipped, 
Good and is engineered to a satisfactory quality standard. lt performs to an acceptable standard, 

though it is not state of the art. 

n/a Sound quality is pretty fair, but a little rougher than the best of the breed. Controls are 
Average good. the display however is poor - and most users will require the accessory pack 

Average Bland sounding deck that lacks low level clarity and imaging. No analogue LP mode. Build 
Average- quality is good however and ease of use ranks highly 

Good Slightly soggy, earth-bound sound quality, this model trails the other OAT decks tested so far 
Good 

Very Good Only available from professional outlets. Fine, consistent performer with accomplished tape 
Very Good handling and good build quality 

Very Good Broadly comparable to a middle ranking CD player sonically, the Sony is particularly well 
Good equipped and well priced. 

Very Good Only available from professional outlets. Clean clear sounding second generation model with 
Very Good most of the features and sound of the OTC-1000ES 

interfaces 

n/a Compact, well equipped, easy to use and excellent sound, it undercuts rivals by a clear £100 
Very Good At the time of writing, this model represents the state of the art. and beats all comers. 

OAT recorder with separate NO 
converter/battery unit. SP only, 
mic/line i/p 

SCMS, analogue, coaxial & optical 
in/outputs. full subcode editing 

SCMS. optical/coaxial and 
analogue in, optical and analogue out 

Digital LP/digital & analogue SP R 
record/play, LP analogue play 

2/4 hour recording, mic inputs, 
digital in/out 

AC powered recorder. no analogue 
LP mode. Optional accessory packs 
adds battery/ ADC & case 

SCMS Remote control, stand-alone 
DAC facility, analogue/optical/coaxial 
in/out 

Two analogue inputs, remote twin 
address 

Standard track ID and search, 
remote 

OAT with all record modes, inc 
LP (analogue) record 

Midi-width, alpha-numeric R 
display, remote, optical 

OAT recorder. detachable BB 
rechargeable power pack, LP/SP 
record modes 

94 Supp. 

99 

99 

93 

69 

94 Supp 

99 

63 

63 

93 

63 

94 Supp. 
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CD PLAYERS 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Acoustic Research CD·06SE 
£450 

Aiwa XC-333 
£149 

Aiwa XC-700 
£170 

Akal CD·55 
£230 

Akal CD-62 
£330 

Akai CD·73 
£450 

Arcam Alpha 
£420 

Arcam Black Box 1 
£210 

Arcam Black Box 2 
£260 

Arcam Black Box 3 
£360 

Arcam Delta 170.2 transport 
£620 

Arcam Delta 70.2 
£600 

Arcam Delta 70.3 
£699 

Ariston CD1 
£345 

Ariston Maxim 
£500 

Cambridge Audio CD3 
£649 

Carver TL-3100 
£340 

Carver TL-3220 
£495 

Carver TL-3300 
£695 

Deltec PDM·One 
£500 

Denon DCD 960 
£300 

Denon DCD-2560 
£550 

Denon DCD-860 
£250 

DuaiCD5150 
£300 

Ferguson CD007 
£130 

Ferguson CDOOB 
£150 

Goodmans GCD-435 
£140 

Grundig CD9000 
£1000 

Harman Kardon HD7450 
£300 

Harman Kardon HD750011 
£350 

Harman Kardon HK7300 
£200 

Harman Kardon HK7500 
£330 
JVC XL-V231 
£149 

Now nearly a decade old, this all digital music 
source is well established despite high disc 
prices and the opposition of many hi-fi 
enthusiasts. Compact Disc's strengths over 
conventional vinyl are complete freedom from 
surface noise, ease of use, and more robust 
software. Remote control is just about standard 
on all new players. 

sound less involving than top quality vinyl. 
Prices average out at a little over £200, 

although entry level models are now available for 
little more than £100. Even the most basic 
models can sound very good indeed and employ 
state of the art decoding chips and the most 
useful play features. Extra money can buy 
remote volume control, audio 'tweaks', plus 
improved build and component quality control. 

Digital outputs facilitate an easy upgrade 
path. 

However, many vinyl enthusiasts find COs 

Machines can be split into bitstream and 
multi-bit with each school having its 
adherents. Bitstream is the newer technology 
and will probably win in the end. although the 
development time spent on multi-bit systems 
means that excellent results can stil l be 
obtained. 

• LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 
•SOUND 

Average
Average-

Average
Average 

Basic Phi lips machine with beefed-up chassis and a revised analogue board. Distortion is 
higher than normal while the sound lacks both immediacy and clarity. 

Looks costly, well featured, well balanced technical performance and sound for money 

Remote control, programming but 
no direct track access. 16bit 4x 

multi bit, keypad remote, hdph 
(fixed) 

Good+ Generously equipped player that harbours a top Phi lips' Bit Stream DAC. Offers a 
Very Good characteristically smooth and effortless 'bitstream sound'. Exceptional value 

Remote control plus index skip, BB 
midship transport and 7350 PDM DAC 

Good Budget model which fails to compare with the CD52 Remote, hdph, Good programming 
Average-

Average Looks. build quality and the technical specification are right up to date. As it stands it sounds very Remote, programme, hdph, 
Very Good good but if the indifferent lab performance could be improved, it would probably sound even better comprehensive display etc 

Good A little uneven musically, the Akai tends to smother fine detail, but has first class Track entry keypad remote. menu 
Average dynamics and stereo imagery. Worth auditioning display (switchable) 

Very Good Arcam's new star. its best CD player yet and great value Remote. etc, coax dig. out 
Very Good 

n/a This rich. powerful and articulate sounding DAC transforms the majority of medium price CD 
Very Good players 

Very Good An addition to the BB I, it also offers improved sound and more inputs 
Very Good 

Good + Top of a series of three decoders it can offer a high sonic standard with top class transports 
Very Good 

Very Good An upgraded Delta transport, it sounds different but not really better. More research is 
Good required here 

Needs D-out CD players 

Optical and wired input digital 
decoder 

Ritsream. auto input switching, 
optical & coax 

Transport only, display off, 
usual programming 

BB 

BB 

R 

BB 

R 

Very Good Now in Mk 11 form a further improvement is seen in features. performance and sound quality. 
Good Solidly built and British 

Now adds simple remote vol + std R 
features; also display off 

Good Latest in a line of Delta 70 CD players and one that offers a distinctly rugged, beefy 
Good+ sound. Plenty of power behind individual instruments but lacks a feeling of involvement 

Good Easy on the ear compact disc for those who like their music Radio 2 flavoured. And it looks 
Good good 

Remote control. display dimmer, 
variable and digital outputs. 

digital output. remote control 

Good+ Re-worked Phi lips player with chunky alloy casework and sophisticated analogue stage Narrowly Remote control, coax digital 
Good+ escaped a Recommendation with its dynamic and purposeful sound. Slightly grainy treble output. 16bit 4x chipset. 

Poor Unique internal configuration gives the CD3 a fluid and detailed sound falling off at the Optical/electrical digital out, 
Good + frequency extremes. The controls and displays are primitive remote control 

Average The sound quality did not live up to the excellent fascia. Carver's DTL did not aid the DTL sound shaping, usual 
Average - indifferent sound facilities, remote, memory 

Good A lightweight player with primitive display. We thought it sounded rather sparse and dry, and Remote control with volume keys, 
Average though Carver's DTL feature certainly fleshed-out the bass it also softened the stereo focus 'Digital Time Lens', 18bit 8x 

Good + Carver needs to listen critically to CD sounds; in our opinion. DTL does not improve the DTL. remote, programming, digital 
Poor recipe output 

R 

Average A no frills audiophile bitstream converter at an affordable price Coax-in, special cable and mains R 
Very Good filter options 

Good + A fine feature package with sood lab results, but unfortunately an unexceptional sound quality Remote inc vol. hdph, keypad, 
Average well featured 

Very Good Beautifully built and. once again, generously equipped yet with a sound that's decidedly Remote, pitch and tape edit 
Good sluggish or reserved, particularly through the bass. Vocals are more forward but can sound a features. opVcoax digital 

little glassy output, 20bit 16x. 

Average+ This is a well designed and generously equipped budget player that offers a very spacious Remote. pitch and full tape edit 
Good+ and appealing sound. There's a hint of treble emphasis but it still sounds great at high volumes! facilities. 18bit 8x. 

Very Good In a real sense cloned from the rave Rote! RCD-855, this is also a great value all rounder: keypad remote. hdph (fixed). 
Good + multi bit rules OKI Phi lips based 

R 

BB 

Good The cheapest recommendation in the test group; don't expect the earth but the value is good Manual, digital output, headphone R 

�� �� 
Average Not as strong as its relatives. sample fault perhaps? Though performance is fair enough Remote, midi digital output, 2x 
Average overall 0/s, timeshare 16 bit 

Poor Goodmans has the poweer to source with more care than this, music centre quality! multibit, remote, basic facilities 
Average-

Good 
Good 

Good 
Average 

Good+ 
Good+ 

Average 
Average-

Aimed at a market which puts external styling above sound quality. Although this player is of Remote, programme, hdph socket, 
slightly above average competence. in most departments it is expensive calendar display etc 

A very stylish machine but one that is let down by its aggressive and dirty treble quality which Remote control but no headphone 
pierces through most types of music. Weak bass resolution undermines the 'roots' of the player socket. MASH/PWM bitstream DAC. 

An update of the original HD7500 but featuring superior analogue electronics to the HD7450. Remote, variable, digital and R 
Tonal integration is much improved, packed with detail that's expressed with youthful enthusiasm. headphone outputs. MASH/PWM DAC 

Budget low bit technology, does not deliver enough for a recommendation No remote, no digital out; basic 
control features 

Average + Decided improvement over 7300 in all respects. Still fairly unimpressive sound 
Average 

Remote. hdph + vol, good 
programming 

Excellent Text book lab result but below par sound, nice and boring. Must be some potential here 
Average-

Remote, hdph (fixed), JVC 1-bit 
PFM 

95 

88 

95 

83 

70 

62 

83 

60 

76 

88 

88 

76 

95 

87 

95 

87 

76 
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95 
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The Directory 
CD PLAYERS 

• MODEL 

• PRICE 

JVC XL -Z1 01 0 

£499 

JVC XL·Z431 

£200 

Kenwood DP-4030 

£180 

Kenwood DP-7030 

£300 

Kenwood DP-X9010 

£500 

Luxman 01 05u 

£699 

Marantz CD-40 

£200 

Marantz CD-41 

£230 

Marantz CD-50SE 

£330 

Marantz CD-60 

£330 

Marantz CD-60SE 

£380 

Marantz CD-80 

£550 

Marantz CD-95DR 

£1500 

Memorex C01650 

£200 

Meridian 200 

£750 

Meridian 203 

£495 

Meridian 2068 

£950 

Meridian 208 

£1575 

Meridian 602 

£1500 

0 c 
c 
c 

0 

• LAB • COMMENTS 

• SOUND 

Good Despite some high tech design and a good lab result , this model did not deliver good sound 
Average - quality 

Very Good This is a player that started life off the back of the successful XL-V231 but whose 
Average- performance fails to come up to scratch. The sound is weak and uninspiring - poor use of 

JVC's PEM DAC. 

Good+ 
Good+ 

Good+ 
Good+ 

Average 
Average+ 

Average 
Average 

Kenwood's first and cheapest bitstream player enjoys a deceptively detailed and refined 
sound but one that is mildly veiled right across the spectrum. Excellent value nonetheless. 

By adapting established Sony bitstream technology Kenwood has moulded its own exceptionally 
smooth and polite sound. Very nicely built machine with midship transport mechanism. 

Compromised by jitter, RF noise and poor clock selection this transport generally encourages 
a dynamic but bright and edgy sound with most DACs 

Visible valves are essentially for show inthis rather ordinary player - both sound and lab 

Very Good Like the Phi lips CD620 equivalent, this is the Philips/Marantz performance/value equation at 
Good + its best 

Good Based on Philips' CD624/634 but stashed in the older CD-40 case, this player suffered from a 
Average loose, boomy bass quality together with an impure treble. Not a good advert for PDM Bit Stream. 

Very Good Souped up CD50 delivers reference performance in its class. Worthy successor to the '65SE 
Very Good legend 

Very Good Lacking the SE flair, the 0 remains a fine player by market standards. Second best is more 
Very Good than good enough 

Very Good Luxury '50SE with superior remote volume and variable headphone socket; a fine performance 
Very Good all round 

Very Good A dynamic and bold sound from a machine that is equally bold in appearance. 11 betrays no 
Good fear of the most thundering crescendos yet can sound a little hard or glassy with pop CD's. 

Very Good At its best with Philips-based DACs, this transport sounds confident if not totally pure, 
Good sparkling or fresh 

Poor An overpriced music entre player. Surely the giant Tandy carp. can get a better standard than 
Poor this? 

Very Good Broadly compatible with most DACs and offering a light, fresh and very bubbly sound that is 
Very Good both natural, engaging and unfatiguing 

Very Good Exceptionally lucid, transparent and solid sound 'bitstream' converter. Always tidy and easy 
Excellent on the ear, but doesn't bulldoze the craggy bits 

Excellent What a stunner! Audiophile quality from the reference one box CD player, and at a most 
Excellent realistic price 

Excellent State of the art CD sound combined with a decent preamp and full remote control 
Excellent 

Very Good This dedicated CD transport teams-up most successfully with the 606 DAC. Otherwise it lacks 
Good � and pizzaz of the 200 

$ I 

c > 
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• FEATURES • VALUE •tSSUE 

32 track prog., disp. off, auto 
fade, 2 digital op 

Remote operation, motorised 
volume + tape edit. PEM bitstream DAC 

Remote, variable and opt digital 
outputs. NPC bilstream DAC 

Remote, index scan, variable and R 
optical outputs. Sony PLM bitstream DAC 

CD transport, optical+ coax 
outputs, Class 2 

"valves", remote inc vol. hdph, 
well equipped 

Multi bit, remote, hdph (fixed) BB 

Remote, index scan but no digital 
output. SAA7321 PDM DAC 

Full remote, power volume. Hdph, BB 
(fixed). FTS. Good programming 

Multi bit, remote inc. vol., BB 
hdph, FTS etc 

Optical digital output, full BB 
remote, power vol. FTS, hdph 

Remote, motorised volume + FTS 
programming, 16bit 4x. 

CO transport, optical + coax 
digital, Class 1 

remote, keypad, multi bit, midi 

CD transport, optical + coax 
outputs, Class 1 

Stand alone converter, 32-48kHz, BB 
optical/electrical i/p 

Differential bits! ream, keypad 
remote. prgming 

Hdph +remote level. Programming, R 
phase invert, various outputs 

CD transport, optical + coax 
outputs, Class 1 

76 

95 

95 

95 

96 

88 

88 

95 

83 

88 

83 

95 

96 

88 

96 

87 

88 

83 

96 



The Directory 
CD PLAYERS 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Micro Seiki COM1 00 
£3850 

Micromega Duo BS 
£499 

Micromega Optic BS 
£695 

NAD 5425 
£200 

NAD 5440 
£290 

Nakamichi CD Player 4 
£300 

Philips CD 85D 
£400 

Philips CD624 
£200 

Philips CD634 
£250 

Philips CDD882 
£500 

Philips CDV185 
£350 

Pioneer PD-7500 
£280 

Pioneer PD-8500 
£400 

Pioneer PD-91 
£899 

Pioneer PD-93 
£1400 

Pioneer PD-9300 
£499 

Proton AC-120 
£180 

Radford DAC1 
£895 

Radford WS2 
£1095 

Revox 8126 
£649 

Revox B226S 
£840 

Hotel RCD-855 
£250 

Hotel RCD-865 
£300 

SAE 0102 
£700 

Sansui CD-X211 
£200 

Sansui CD-X711 
£600 

Sharp DX150 
£129 

Sharp DX750 
£179 

Sonographe SD1 (by CJ) 
£799 

Sony CDP-228ES 
£400 

Sony CDP-338ESD 
£600 

Sony CDP-790 
£200 

Sony CDP-990 
£300 

Sony CDP-X77ES 
£10�0 

Stax Quattro 
£2995 

Teac CD-P3000 

£169 

Teac CD-P4000 
£299 
Teac CDP-400 
£249 
TEAC P-10 
£1400 
TEAC P-2 
£2750 

TEAC P-500 
£600 

• LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 
•SOUND 

Very Good One of the hernia inducing bricks of hi-li, the Micro is extravagantly styled, finished and built. 
Good The good lab performance led to an 'only good' sonic display when the price demanded excellent 
Good With a good transport it delivers a sweet musical sound at a high quality level 
Excellent 

Average 
Good+ 

A bitstream rebuild of a Philips chassis, this player shows promise for the future 

Balanced output, remote, display 
blanking 

Bitsream D/A convertor, auto 
input switching 

Bitstream, remote, hdph (fixed) 

Very Good Not much in the way of facilities on offer but a sound that is both wonderfully open, detailed 
Very Good and appealing. This is a very communicative player that sounds positive without being brash 

Worthless remote control, track BB 
skip/scan. MASH/PWM bitstream DAC 

Very Good The 'no compromise' version ol NAD's 5425 but still rather lacking in facilities. Its sound 
Good+ is smoother and richer than the 5425, preferring to seduce with subtlety rather than have 

you perch on the edge of your seat 

Remote with direct track access, R 
variable output, MASH/PWM DAC 

Average+ Attractively styled but suffers high-ish distortion for a modern CD player. Best suited to up-beat Remote with track access, 
Good- pop tracks rather tha classical works which seem to lack focus and secure soundstaging headphone, coax dig. output. 18bit 8x 

Very Good An upgrade of the 840, Phi lips has got bitstream to work well here. A fine alrounder 
Very Good 

Bitstream, keypad remote, FTS BB 

Good Phi lips' cheapest Bit Stream machine is still equipped with a vast array of features. Sounds 
Good- pretty civilised too but tacks the crispness and freedom necessary to set it apart. 

Good The all-singing all-dancing version of Phi lips' budget Bit Stream player and one that seems 
Good- better able to cope with the pizzaz and dynamics of a decent recording. Nevertheless 11 

still lacks the lucidity and conviction of the best at this price. 

etc. etc 

Remote. FTS programming, digital 
output. SAA7321 Bit Stream DAC 

Remote, FTS + Title + personal 
programming SAA7321 Bit Stream 

Good A butchered CD880 CD player-cum-CD transport that pairs up well with most Philips-based DACs.CD transport, optical+ coax 
Good Dynamic and lively but can also sound a little mechanical outputs, Class 

Average+ Hard to value with the video singles facility but it all works well enough for a Video singles+ CD scar!+ 
Average recommendation digital out etc 

Very Good Has potential but has not brought it off on sound. Good aspects of earlier models have been Low bit dual DAC, full remote, 
�� �d����� � 
Very Good A genuine 20bit unit, the PD-8500 enjoys a thoroughly unrestrained and full-bodied sound. Remote with tape edit and fader 
Good+ lt rarely sounds hard or abrupt but prefers civilised classical CD's over pop, it has to be said. controls. Variable o/p. 20bit 8x 

Excellent Close to state of the art in nearly all areas- soundstaging, clarity and simple lack of Track entry remote, calendar 
Excellent artificiality. A well made and sophisticated player display 

Very Good The extremely civil, understated feel of its music contrasts markedly with the over-engineered Remote with fader and index 
Good+ construction of this player. lt will not offend anyone but then neither will it spark much excitement facilities. Two dig o/p's. 20bit 8x 

Excellent A mid price flagship of excellent build and lab performance but only average sound - Remote, 24 track programming, 2 
Average interesting though dig. op 

Average Fine styling, low price but barely average performance 15 track memory, simple design, 
Average - remote, hdph 

Good Fine but slightly dated and costly package in performance terms- but flexible, musical and DAC with 2 electrical +optical 
Good well built i/p, tape out 

R 

Good Prompted a mixed reaction on audition, responding well to our jazz and classical selection Remote control, display defeat, variable 
Good+ but sounding bright and grainy with the pop CD's. RF emission is very high and digital outputs, 16bit 4x chipset. 

Very Good Made in Switzerland so the build quality and technical performance is high, but then so is Programming, Revox system 
Good the price and the sound quality is only good compatible 

Good Top quality build and finish for the Revox system enthusiast. For high value sound look Remote vol, hdph, 19 track 
Average elsewhere memory, digital op 

Good Stripped for action, this well built Phi lips technology player delivers fine performance and Remote, 20 track prog, 1 audio BB 
Good + sound. First rate value op, 1 digital op 

Average Curious mixture of bold musical presentation and foreshortened imagery Grows on you though. 'bitstream', remote control R 
Good One to audition with care 

Good Considering the high price ol this player, most of the innards seem fairly prosaic. Sound 
Good quality and lab performance are both respectable enough, but hardly justify the price premium 

Good+ A new cheapie based on Phi lips' successful CD582 technology with a bold orange display and 
Good+ an equally bold, invigorating sound that is mercifully free of brightness or grittiness 

Excellent Luxury features, finish and sound from this classy Sansui; no excuses required here 
Very Good 

Average This is one oversampled player which is rather outclassed for technical and sonic merit by 
Average the vast majority of the competition. Pretty enough but would you want to put discs in it? 

Average 1t has a remote control but it's too like the 150 which is rather outclassed for technical 
Average and sonic merit by the vast majority of the competition 

Good Distinctive with oak end-cheeks, using Phi lips based 14 bit x 4 oversampling, Conrad Johnson 
Very Good electronics make this a musically rewarding player 

Very Good Good value, this is Sony's best mid price design and comes superbly equipped 
Average+ 

Excellent Only a bit better than the 228, the 338 is a good machine, but not quite good enough for 
Good formal recommendation at the price 

Good Great on the test bench but new tech sounds worse than its predecessor. Who does the 
Average listening? 

Very Good Every feature under the sun is available on this busy-looking machine though its sense of pace 
Good+ and drive at bass frequencies is less hectic. Treble detail is crisp and sparkling by contrast. 

Excellent Rather like Pioneer's PD-93 this flagship player is beautifully put together but simply 
Good+ lacks the thrill or conviction of cheaper and perhaps more ragged-sounding machines. Still, 

this sample was well-used from demonstration stock ... 

Very Good Now in mkll guise this substantial player recreated exceptionally strong and convincing bass 
Very Good lines together with a beguilingly musical mid band 

Good+ A new budget bitstreamer though one that fails to match the success of recent NAD and 
Average Kenwood players. Pleasantly open and airy sounding but lacks guts and solidity. 

Good+ An updated version of the CD-P400 but one that seems less successful with its rather thin 
Average- and scratchy sound. Very poor bass resolution dilutes the impact of all recordings. 

Good Fine in the lab, but good build quality is not reflected in the rather average sound 
Average 

Good A chunkier and altogether more successful transport than the P-500 with an especially beefy 
Very Good and compelling sound. TEAC's best 

Very Good TEAC's flagship CD transport is beautifully styled and constructed but its sound is bleached 
Good and generally less inspiring than that of the P-1 0 

Good Provides a smooth and very sympathetic sound with most DACs yet is also rather vague, lacking 
Good+ the crispness and resolution of its peers 

Remote (inc volume), skip, scan 
etc. 

Simple remole, programming and BB 
shuffle play. 16bit 4x 

Hdph +vol. remote full 
programmrng 

Programmable, skip, search, repeat 

Remote, programmable, skip, 
search, repeat 

Full search programme and timing 

R 

Hdph, remote, rem vol. custom file R 

Custom file, remote, rem vol, 
hdph, shuffle etc 

Low bit, full remote, 
comprehensive facilities 

Remote, Custom File program on R 
scrolling display. PLM bitstream. 

Remote, everything but Custom 
File tilling. Complementary PLM 
DAC 

18-bit DACs, 20-track memory, R 
fuii iR remote, variable o/p 

Most facilities moved to remote. 
Midship drive. MASH/PWM DAC 

Most features on remote, two 
parallel outputs on player. MASH/PWM 

Low bit, keypad remote, hdph, 
versatile prgm'ing 

CD transport, coax + optical 
outputs, Class 

CD transport, coax+ optical 
outputs, Class 

R 

CD transport, coaxial and optical R 
outputs, Class 2 

72 

88 

88 

95 

95 

95 

88 

95 

95 

96 

76 

88 

95 

64 

95 

76 

76 

87 

95 

70 

76 

76 

87 

58 

95 

83 

70 

70 
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76 
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CD PLAYERS 

• MODEL 
•PRICE 

Technics SL-P277A 
£160 

Technics SL-P550 
£220 

Technics SL-PA10 
£450 

Wadia WT-2000/Digimaster 
2000 £5495/£6500 

Wadia WT2000 
£5495 

Wadia WT3200 
£1995 

Yamaha CDX-530E 
£180 

TUNERS 

• MODEL 
•PRICE 

Aiwa XT-003 
£100 

Akai AT-52L 
£150 

Akai AT-93L 
£250 

Arcam Alpha 2 
£185 

Arcam Delta 80 
£340 

Creek T40s3 
£220 

Denon TU-260L 
£100 
Harman Kardon Citation 23 
£600 

Harman Kardon TU9400 
£250 

Linx Theta 
£475 

Magnum Dynalab FT101 
£599 

Marantz ST -40L 
£130 

Meridian 204 
£595 

Nairn NAT 01 
£1294 

Nakamichi ST -7E 
£750 

Pioneer F-447L 
£130 

Pioneer F91 
£350 

Proton AT-300 
£199 

Quad FM4 
£399 

Revox B260 
£1120 

Rotel RT -830AL 
55 

Rotel RT -850AL 
£180 

Rotel RT -870L 
£230 

SAE T-102 
£449 

Sony ST -S530ES 
£200 

Technics ST-G70L 
£200 

•LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE •ISSUE 
•SOUND 

Very Good High value, budget priced, yet well equipped and finished, a strong example in its group Remote, programming, hdph + BB 83 
Average+ level. No d. op. 

Very Good Superb, slick presentation, well equipped, average sound, fine build Hdph, rem. prog., ediVfade, dig. 83 
Average optical 

Good+ Built to partner the SU-MA10 upmarket integrated amp/DAC, this transport has the unusual CD transport, optical output 88 
Good limitation of only optical output. Reasuringly solid and more immune to vibration than most only, remote 

n/a Very high grade player which provides state of the art in believable music making from CD, TransporVmulti bit DAC - 32, Coli. '90 
Very Good and promises a degree of upgradeability 44.1 , 48kHz O/S 

Very Good Based on TEAC's P-2 with outboard mains transformers, active digital output and solid alloy CD transport, AT& T opt+ direct 96 
Good+ casework. Its dynamic and crisp sound is best realised with Wadia DACs. coupled coax outputs, Class 1 

Excellent Based on Marantz's CD-95DR with new casework, active digital output and revised grounding. CD transport, AT& T opt +direct R 96 
Very Good Very clean, clear and authoritative sound with Wadia and Phi lips-based DACs coupled coax outputs, Class 1 

Average+ A well balanced example using established DAC technology- worthy of consideration if not Multi bit, keypad remote, hdph 88 
Average recommendation (fixed) 

The radio medium operates at a much lower 
profile than TV, but in areas outside pop music 
the BBC service is the envy of the world. Live 
Prom concerts can rival all other sources from a 
hi-li perspective Only the FM (VHF) bands give 
stereo hi-li sound. though AM (MW & LW) are 
useful for certain transmissions in the UK. 

Something of a hi-li afterthought, tuners are 
often selected merely to match a chosen amplifier 

cosmetically. However, the task they carry out is 
far from simple (or cheap), combining the skills 
of RF (reception) and audio (signal processing) 
engineering The importance ol the former will 
depend on local reception conditions, but money 
invested in a high quality outside aerial system is 
well spent. 

Tuners come in two basic types. Analogue 
models tune gradually (and usually manually) 

acrossthe bands, and can have analogue or 
digital displays; they are often preferred for 
sound quality, and are certainly best for AM 
bands. Digital tuners offer convenient 
automatic tune facilities and hold many 
station positions in pre-set memories. (The 
Lab and Sound results for models tested in 
issue No. 65 refer to FM only. For AM results 
see under Comments ) 

• LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 
•SOUND 

Average Economically designed and built in the UK, but trade-offs have a marked influence on FM and 
Average- AM sound quality. 

Very Good Holds its own on FM against many much more expensive tuners, but AM is very poor 
Very Good 

Good+ By AM standards presentable (good) while FM delivers the goods 
Good+ 

FM/AM digital, 30 presets, no 
signal strength meters. 

All bands BB 

All bands, aerial switch 

Good Re-styled to blend in with the Alpha system, Arcam's cheapest tuner makes up for its lack of FM/AM analogue, no presets, R 
Average+ features with a sensitive front-end and mellow sound. manual tuning+ AFC 

Very Good Hi-li sound on FM, good on AM, a dependable British all-rounder 6AM, 6FM presets. FM/MW/ LW BB 
Very Good display, manual tune 

Average+ Creek's FM-only analogue tuner is now in series 3 form, though the aesthetics remain unchanged FM-only analogue, no presets. 
Average Our sample had an obvious bass 'hump' though production units are said to be cured manual tuning+ AFC 

Very Good A new cheapie from Denon with the bare minimum of features. Careful designwork promises a FM/AM digital, 20 presets, manual BB 
Good+ surprisingly open and vivacious sound, so don't overlook it! and auto tuning. 

Good Fine performance, interesting features and ease of use are this tuner's fort�. and the sound FM/AM seek/manual adjustment R 
Very Good quality is top notch muting 16 presets remote control 

Good Striking in appearance and with a sound to match, this new digital tuner comfortably exceeded FM/AM digital, 24 presets,auto R 
Very Good our expectations. On stereo FM it's HK's best yet. -tuning+ hi-blend+ signal str. meter. 

Good A Magnum Dynalab on the cheap with the hallmark styling of this small British newcomer. Some Manual analogue tuning, no R 
Very Good of the best midrange from any tuner presets, signal strength meter 

Good Although expensive for its fairly minimum set of facilities, its excellent sound makes up for Analogue manual tuning, no 
Very Good what it lacks elsewhere presets, signal strength meter 

Average+ A little slow to tune but once accomplished it provides a meaty and dynamic sound on FM. AM FM/AM digital, 30 presets, 
Good too has a little extra bite to its performance manual/auto tuning 

Good+ Pleasant sounding with a fine finish but does not make the grade at this price FM only, auto scan, digital, 
Good remote, timer 

Very Good There may be better sounding tuners in the world, but we have yet to hear one No presets. Two box, flywheel 
Excellent tuning FM only, Analogue 

Good+ 
Good+ 

Average+ 
Average+ 

Excellent 
Good+ 

Good 
Good 

Exceptionally good for weak-signal areas, and good all round 

Equipped with a various IC-controlled servo and tuning aids, great fun to play with but of 
little practical benefit. Sounds OK but. on past form, we would expect more from Pioneer. 

Easy to use, this model has excellent RF performance and scored very high ratings on the 
listening tests 

The AT-300 is pretty on the outside, orthodox on the inside and rather dear. AM- poor 

Very Good Fine sound, excellent ease of use, good build and finish and a more than satisfactory 
Good + technical performance 

Excellent Sophisticated and expensive, the B260 is ideally suited to the rest of the Revox range and 
Very Good should also work well in other systems 

Good+ Fine sounding budget audiophile material, no frills, no fuss 
£110 Good 

Good+ Scoring well on lislening tests and one of the best sounding tuners at its price level, it 
Good+ was a bit let down on AM but RF performance was good 

Very Good Rotel's top tuner is ruggedly built and includes plenty of sophisticated electronics. it's a 
Very Good very slick machine to use with a sound that's equally confident and refined. 

Good+ Expensive for all the radio you get, but sounds interesting AM - poor 
Good+ 

Good+ 
Good 

Good+ 
Good+ 

The cheaper version of Sony's revered '730 certainly looks and feels the part but its sound 
is, welt, less startling. Civilised, yes, but tacks much enthusiasm. 

Another very polite and refined-sounding tuner but one that does retain just enough sparkle 
to keep your interest. Plenty of widgets to play with too ... 
facility, decent signal strength meter. 

16 AM/FM presets, auto time 
digital 

FM/AM digital, 36 presets, CCTS + R 
SS+ manual/auto seek tuning. 

FM/AM 24 presets 

FM/MW only R 

7 presets. Digital R 

FM - virtually everything R 

Manual dial analogue. FM. MW, LW 

FM/AM, digital BB 

FM/AM digital, 16 presets, IF/RF 
+ RF attenuation+ signal readout. 
FM/MW only R 

FM/AM digital, 30 presets, 
hi-blend+ Gal tone+ manual/auto tuning. 

FM/AM digital, 39 presets, R 
selectable RF/IF + fine tuning 
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The Directory 
HEADPHONES 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Alwa HP·V99 
£50 
Aiwa HP·X30 
£30 
Alwa HP·XBO 
£50 
Aiwa HPEX·200 
£90 
AKG K1000 
£500 
AKG K135 
£33 
AKG K145/S 
£60 
AKG K240 Monitor 
£60 
AKG K280 Parabolic 
£90 
AKG K340 
£140 
AKG K44 
£40 
Audio·Technica ATH·609 
£31 
Audio·Technica ATH·611 
£51 
Audio· Technica ATH-909 
£60 
Audio·Technica ATH·910 
£70 
Audio·Technica ATH·911 
£80 
Beyer DT 325 
£32 
Beyer DT330 Mk 11 
£50 
Beyer DT550 
£61 
Beyer DTBBO 
£80 
Beyer DT990 
£102 
Beyer IRS690 
£203 
Jecklin Float Electrostatic 
£399 
Jecklin Float Model One 
£79 
Jecklin Float Model Two 
£99 
JVC HA·D990 
£65 
Koss K/&X Plus 
£30 
Koss TD/60 
£20 
Pioneer SE· 72 
£30 
Quart Phone 30 X 
£40 
Quart Phone 70 
£70 
Quart Phone 95 X 
£100 

Realistic Pro· X 
£25 

Ross RE·2760 
£35 
Ross RE2530 CD 
£20 
Ross RE2560 CD 
£25 

bypass switch to the loudspeakers. There are a variety of different approaches to 
headphone design, and examples of each turn up 
in this group. Amongst the more expensive 
esoteric models, electrostatic drivers are used in 
square open-backed phones such as the Jecklin 
and Stax models. 

The more down to earth models feature 
dynamic drivers in circular open-backed designs. 
The advantage of open backs seems to be a 
correspondingly open sound and a less 
claustrophobic feel to the music. 

which are useful in situations where it is 
necessary lo block out background noise. 
Another means of distinguishing different 
types is the way they sit on your head. 

There are three styles: circumaural 
models enclose the ear and rest on the side 
of the head; supra-aural designs press on lhe 
outer ear (pinna); and intra-aural types rest 
inside the ear and are popular amongst users 
of personal stereos. 

The majority of these come with some form 
of transformer which takes the signal initially 
from the speaker terminals on the amplifier. The 
actual speaker cables then travel from this unit 

One can also of course hear external noises, 
as well as irritating the hell out of people on 
public transport. 

The third category are closed-back designs, 

• FIT • COMMENTS •TYPE • VALUE • ISSUE 
•SOUND 

Good - Horn loaded in-ear miniatures with plenty of guts but not enough transparency or bass to 
Average+ compete with the head banded competition 
Good A flashy personal stereo phone which alternatively could be used at home. A slight LF tonal 
Good - preference slightly colours the response, but it ain't a bad can 
Good A headphone that's highly suited to non acoustic music and portable sources, nicely made and 
Good slickly finished. Sound quality doesn't quite match the price 
Good Modern looking and well finished, the Excelias, as they are dubbed, had meaty bass and 
Good sounded reasonably open for the type 
Very Good One of the best moving coil headphones on the market, hooks directly to speaker outputs and 
Excellent makes much of the competition sound lame. Looks a lad weird 
Poor Despite a very appealing design the K135s don't live up to the usual AKG standards, though 
Average lhey do have the ability to reproduce rhythm well 
Good+ Electrostatic tweeters combine with a dynamic mid/bass unit to create very confidenl sounds 
Good+ in a comfortable headphone. Balance is on the bright side 
Very Good Something of a classic, these AKGs are very user friendly in all respects; sonically on lhe 
Good warm side of neutral 
Good A very revealing and unusual twin driver design that uses the same principle as a salellite 
Very Good dish to beam sound into the ear 
Good Heavyweight cans in most respects, the K340 with its electrostatic tweeter is a very 
Excellent revealing headphone. Gives the total electrostatics a good run for their money 
Good+ Good quality personal oriented phone, could have a better sense of space but is musically 
Average quite communicative 
Average Warm feeling and sounding with impressive physical substance for the price, could be more 
Average- relaxed and open 
Average Same basic design as 609 but bigger lhinner diaphragm makes this a more relaxed and 
Good informative headphone 
Average Quite impressive in lhe treble though a bit bass shy, the 909s worked well al high ish levels 
Average 
Average The closed-back 910s are an improvement on the 909s with a nice rhythmic quality rarely found 
Good with headphones 
Very Good Nicely finished dynamic headphones with all the trimmings, plus a very clean and subtle sound 
Very Good 
Very Good Lightweight in more ways than one, the 325s may be a little bright for some systems and 
Average tastes bul will suit duller sources 
Good Not the most revealing 'phones encountered, the 330s were nevertheless enjoyable and rarely 
Poor offended 
Good On their own the 550s sound articulate with a slightly 'gritty' lreble and 'keen' midrange; 
Good not suitable for headbangerst 
Good Well made cans with a warmish sound but fairly solid midrange, though they're not thal 
Good informative for the price 
Very Good The 990s are definitely a significant pair of dynamic headphones; they have a smooth and yel 
Very Good revealing neutral sound that is hard to criticise 
Good+ High quality infra-red headphones with soft comfy earpads and mellow but informative sound 
Very Good quality which is hard to dislike 
Good One version of the state-of-the-art, these eleclrostatics have an openness of sound rarely 
Excellent found in the breed, with good dynamic range to boot 
Good Whilst very unusual in appearance, the Floats give remarkable sound quality and openness at a 
Very Good reasonable price 
Good Helmet shaped and pretty unflattering but open sounding and comfortable in the long term. 
Very Good Nole lack of adjustment means you should try before you buy 
Good+ Good looking well made cans that offer good sound quality for the money. Sonic nature is of 
Good+ the easy-going, laid-back variety 
Average 'Sixties-style 'phones from the good ale US of A, their sonic style is unique and can make a 
Poor system sound quite different 
Good Although they're devoid of channel identification and have a decidedly Stateside approach to 
Average sound, these are very listenable phones for the price 
Good+ Neat, very nicely made pesonal stereo phones along the lines of Sony V3s. Sound is on the 
Average - veiled side, good for agressive sources 
Good SI ightly dark character makes these more suitable for some sources/material than others, 
Average specifically music that needs bass weight 
Good Competenl performers that were hard to criticise but lacked the life and sparkle of which 
Good some of the competition are capable 
Good+ Can sound even handed, relaxed and open with a good drive system but may be a bit too 
Good+ transparent for lesser headphone outputs 
Poor Robust, unanimously uncomfortable and heavily veiled in sonic terms - not a great success 
Average -

Poor 
Average 
Average 
Average 
Good 
Average+ 

Stylish white cans from the only British firm in the business. Unfortunately sound quality is 
not up to par in this price range 
Rather an 'average' £20 phone that some found uncomfortable due to high pressure on the ears. 
Sonic balance is on the bright side 
If you're not too fussy about quality of finish and don't have an elfin head then these 
British phones warrant attention. Sound could be smoother 

Intra-aural, closed-back, dynamic 

Supra-aural, closed-back, dynamic 

Supra-aural, closed-back, dynamic 

Circumaural, closed-back, dynamic 

Extra-aural, open-back, dynamic 

Supra-aural, semi-open, dynamic 

Supra-aural, semi-open, 
electrostatic/ dynamic 
Circumaural, semi-open, dynamic 

Circumaural, open-backed, 
dynamic 
Circumaural, closed-back, 
electrostatic/dynamic 
Supra-aural, open-back, dynamic 

Circumaural, open-back, dynamic 

Circumaural, open-back, dynamic 

Circumaural, semi-open, dynamic 

Circumaural, closed-back, 
dynamic 
Circumaural, open-backed, 
dynamic 
Supra-aural, open-back, dynamic 

Circumaural, semi-open, dynamic 

Circumaural, semi-open, dynamic 

Circumaural, semi-open, dynamic 

Circumaural, open-back, dynamic 

Circumaural, open-back, dynamic 

Circumaural-ish, open-back, 
electrostatic 

R 

R 

R 

Circumaural-ish, open-back, BB 
dynamic 
Circumaural-ish, open-backed, R 
dynamic 
Supra-aural, closed-back, R 
dynamic 
Supra-aural, closed-backed, 
dynamic 
Supra-aural, closed-back, dynamic 

Supra-aural, closed-back dynamic 

Supra-aural, open-back, dynamic 

Circumaural, closed-back, �namic 

Circumaural, open back, dynamic R 

Supra-aural, closed-back, dynamic 

Supra-aural, closed-back, dynamic 

Supra-aural, closed-back, dynamic 

Supra-aural, semi-open, dynamic 

75 

75 

75 

63 

99 

63 

75 

63 

63 

75 

99 

99 

99 

55 

55 

63 

63 

55 

55 

63 

55 

75 

55 

55 

63 

75 

63 

75 

75 

99 

63 

99 

75 

63 

75 

75 
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HEADPHONES 

• MODEL • FIT • COMMENTS • FEATURES 
• PRICE • SOUND 

Sennheiser HD40 Very Good Very light and comfortable headphones with an even sonic balance that will suit most sources, Supra-aural, semi-open, dynamic 
£20 Good - but jack is 6.3mm and not suited to personals 

Sennheiser HD45011 Good+ A neat looking supra that makes quite acceptable noises with a variety of outputs, could Supra-aural, open-back, dynamic 
£40 Good- sound more spacious but is pleasantly relaxed 

Sennheiser HD480 Classic 11 Good+ The same basic design as the 450 but improved sound quality as a resull of aluminium coil and Supra-aural, open-back, dynamic 
£60 Good extra damping, natural with good bass 

Sennheiser HD520 Good + A very comfortable and musically capable headphone. If you've got this sort of bread to blow Circumaural, semi-open, dynamic 
£65 Good + on cans, give 'em a blast 

Sennheiser HD530 Very Good One of the beller dynamics in its group, the 530s create a sense of space that eludes most Circumaural, semi-open, dynamic 
£75 Good + sub £100 cans, and they're dead comfy to boot 

Sennheiser HD540 Rei Gold Good The 540 Golds prove that dynamic headphones can be subtle, informative and capable of Circumaural, open-back, dynamic 
£160 Very Good creating a remarkable sense of space 

Sennheiser HD560 Ovation 11 Very Good A comfortable and nicely styled headphone that could be more natural sounding at HF, but is Circumaural, open-back, dynamic 
£120 Good+ detailed and open with good power 

Sony A21EX Good - Forward facing in-ear drivers on a folding plastic band provide exceptional clarity for such Intra-aural, semi-open, dynamic 
£20 Good - an inexpensive phone. However, no bass, and fit isn't to everyone's taste 

Sony MDR-CD3000 Very Good Better than most of the headphone outputs around so hard to make the most of, potentially up Circumaural, closed-back, 
£300 Very Good there with the electrostatics dynamic 

Sony MDR-CD350 Good+ Very impressive for the price the 350 is possibly the most open sounding cheap closed back Circumaural, closed-back, 
£32 Good can around, lightweight in balance but transparent dynamic 

Sony MDR-CD550 Good+ A very competent headphone for the price, creates a remarkable sense of space for a closed Circumaural, closed-back, 
£50 Good+ back design and sounds natural to boot dynamic 

Sony MDR-R10 Excellent Costly stale of the art sealed moving coil design built to the highest standards using the Circumaural, closed-back, 
£2500 Excellent finest materials. Sound quality reflects this care, being big, clear, sweet and refined dynamic 

Stax Gamma pro/SRD-X pro Very Good The Gamma pros are like a stethoscope for your hi-li. revealing subtleties that many Circumaural, open-backed, 
£296/£230 Excellent loudspeakers fail to resolve electrostatic 

Stax Lambda Signature!SRM-T1 Very Good The Signature when combined with the SRM-T1 valve driver must be the most transparent Circumaural, open-backed, 
£470/£895 Excellent headphone available electrostatic 

Stax SR Gamma Very Good The next model down the Slax range from the Lambda, the Gamma is an excellent headphone with Circumaural, open back, 
£299 (inc SRD-6 Adaptor £1 00) Very Good little to criticise but the price electrostatic 

Stax SR Lambda Pro!SRD-7SB 11 Very Good A bit of an industry reference, the Pros are frighteningly revealing, bringing across more Circumaural, open-back, 
Adaptor £360/£185 Very Good information than loudspeakers costing twice as much electrostatic 

Stax SR Lambda Pro/SRM-1 Very Good This combination extracts layers of information that other headphones only hint al. The SRM-1 Circumaural, open-back, 
Energiser £360/£635 Excellent has more edge that the SRM-T1, but it's good electrostatic 

Stax SR34 Average The least expensive Slax headphones around, the SR34s are lively and rhythmic with good tight Supra-aural, open-back, eleclrel 
£140 Very Good bass and a sweet mid range 

Stax SR84 Very Good The stepping stone between dynamics and full electrostatics, these eleclrel phones are Supra-aural, open-backed, eleclret 
£210 Very Good revealing, open and highly enjoyable 

Yamaha YHL-006 Average Unusual personal stereo oriented phones that curl up when not in use. Earphones are like golf Supra-aural, open-back, dynamic 
£30 Average balls and balance is well suited to Walkmans 

PERSONAL STEREOS 

• VALUE • ISSUE 

BB 75 

99 

R 99 

R 75 

R 75 

R 55 

99 

BB 75 

R 99 

BB 99 

BB 99 

R 72 

R 63 

R 72 

R 55 

R 55 

R 75 

55 

R 63 

75 

Whilst not exactly hi-li components, personal 
stereos probably play more music to more ears 
than all manner of domestic systems and as 
such demand some attention. 

CD players are still relatively expensive, 
although prices have come down a lot, and don't 
lend to vary that much on the features front, 
rather the amount and quality of accessories 
differs. Rechargeable batteries are extremely 
useful and increasingly popular, some can now 
be recharged within the unit and charge 
capacities are also being increased. 

have a proportional relationship to price and 
integrity of construction- wow and flutler 
being quite obvious on the cheaper models. 

PERSONAL CASSETTES 

Now that personal CD players have joined 
the ubiquitous Walkman in the market. the 
variety and standard of sound quality is huge, 
with obscurely named cassette players 
practically falling out of your cornflakes packet 
and the top Discmen going for £300 or more. 

Despite their diminutive size personals 
attempt to incorporate as many gimmicks and 
features as possible, cassette players often 
incorporating tuners, Dol by noise reduction or 
even graphic equalisers 

Most models come with a mains adaptor, 
which in some cases doubles as a battery 
charger and some include a wired remote 
control. A few are now appearing with infra-red 
remote control although this is more applicable 
to CD players. 

Sound quality on the cassette front seems to 

CD players become less noisy as they 
gel dearer and also reduce in size; one 
drawback of the latter seems to be that 
immunity to shock suffers as a consequence, 
although newer models are starting to buck 
this trend Cassette players do, on the whole, 
seem better suited to the outdoor life than 
their digital counterparts, as does the 
software. 

Bear in mind that the sound and lab 
ratings given below cannot realistically be 
compared to those in other categories or 
between cassette and CD personals 

• MODEL • LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 
• PRICE 

Aiwa HS-PL300 
£110 

Aiwa HS-PX303 
£150 

Panasonic RQ-P505 
£100 
Panasonic RQ-P525 
£120 

Saisho PS90R 
£40 

Sharp JC-27DE 
£130 

• SOUND 

n/a 
Average 

n/a 
Good 

n/a 
Poor 

n/a 
Average + 

Poor 
Poor 

n/a 
Average -
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Good looking, simply laid out player with a sensible selection of features and reasonable 
sound quality for a small player of this price 

Chunky and macho styling combines with comprehensive features and a half decent transport to 
make a powerful personal 

Very attractive and neat little player with nicely designed controls and XBS bass boost, but 
sonically it's limited by distinct wow and flutter 

Fitted with what is effectively a bass only tone control and harbouring all the necessary 
features, the 525 also has a knack with tape replay 

A bit of a jumble of features and gadgets, the PS90R has on-board speakers, an extending 
aerial and even records, but sound quality is dubious 

Slightly old fashioned design combines with a basic feature count and mediocre sound quality 
to make an apparently uncompetitive player 

Dol by NR, chrome/metal eq, 78 
remote 

Dol by BC, chrome/metal EO, R 78 
remote 

Dol by, chrome/metal eq, remote 78 

Dol by B & C, chrome/metal eq, 78 
remote 

Graphic EO, types I, 11 & IV, 56 
AM/fm, recorder 

Dol by, chrome/metal eq, remote 78 
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PERSONAL CASSETTES 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Sony Walkman Pro 
£249 

Sony WM·701C 
£200 

Sony WM·BF65 
£90 

Toshiba KT-4549 
£80 

PERSONAL COS 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Aiwa DX·P50 
£150 

Denon DCP-100 
£250 

Denon DCP·50 
£180 

Goodmans GCD·10 
£120 

Kenwood OPC-41 
£150 

Kenwood DPC· 77 

£270 

Kenwood DPC-81 
£200 

Ph llips AZ6897 
£150 

Sanyo CP-12 
£260 

Sony D·350 
£300 

Sony D·66 
£180 

Technics SL·XP1 
£130 

• LAB • COMMENTS 
• SOUND 

Good+ One of the finest sounding cassette decks on the market today. A mandatory Best Buy, it takes 
Very Good other personals to the cleaners (except on weight and power consumption) 

n/a Beautiful little machine with all the necessary buttons'n'switches and a fundamentally 
Good - exceptional sound quality, marred unfortunately by wow and flutter 

n/a Regular size radio/clock/cassette player with a bright even open balance and Sony's forward 
Average+ facing phones. Not as glamorous as slightly more expensive models but sonically not bad 

n/a Fully equipped with 10 preset radio and alarm clock, the KT-4549 is a bit aggressive on the 
Poor sonic side and the bass boost system lacks balls 

•LAB •COMMENTS 
• SOUND 

n/a A tad aggressive both through earphones and domestic systems, not very walkable but it has 
Average - got two stage bass enhancement 

n/a Solidly constructed and nicely finished in the slightly impractical Velvex, almost walkable, 
Good competent if uninspiring sound quality 

n/a Not very walkable, but lightweight and nicely finished in a nextel like grey. Sound through a 
Average+ system is a tad unexciting but not too bad 

Average - Cheap, llashy and not short on accessories, the GCD-1 0 is a rather noisy player that left a 
Poor lot to be desired on the sound quality front 

n/a Lightweight, not very walkable but nice control layout. Sound through the phones is on the 
Average - thin side, through the line output it's pretty average for a portable 

Good+ Very chunky and well made, the DPC-77 is the only player to include a digital output and 
Very Good sounds very good through its analogue output - a suitable domestic alternative 

n/a Chunky metal cased player that makes pretty confident sounds through a system but sounds dry 
Good+ via earphones and ain't exactly walkable 

n/a Unusually designed and equipped with a radio the Phi lips is almost joggable, it sounds 
Good+ remarkably good via a system and a little cautious through the phones 

Average Sonically amongst the more enjoyable personal CD players and capable of revealing the musical 
Good+ aspects of a disc in an interesting and entertaining lashron 

n/a More buttons and widgets than any of the others but not the sound quality or walkability to 
Good go with it 

n/a One of the few walkable CD players on the market, sound quality is a little muddled but not 
Average+ offensive 

n/a Remarkably competent and enjoyable player that you can actually use on the move and sounds 
Good+ enthusiastic through a domestic system 

• FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 

Dol by B, C, types I, 11 & IV, BB 52/56 
record, line in/out, varispeed 

Dol by B & C, chrome/metal eq, 
remote, folding phones 

Dol by, chrome/metal eq, radio, 
alarm clock 

Dol by, chrome/metal eq, radio, 
alarm clock 

• FEATURES 

Digital output, mains adaptor, 
remote 

Remote, mains adaptor, no 
earphones, rechargable balls 

No headphones, remote, mains 
adaptor 

13.5 x 3.7 x 18cm, 478g, mains 
adaptor 

Mains adaptor, rechargable balls 

12.8 x 3.5 x 14.5cm, 750g, 
digital output, mains & in-car 
adaptors 

Remote control, mains 
adaptor/charger and balls, 
digital output 

Mains adaptor with built in plug, 
wired remote, clock 

12.5 x 2 x 12.7cm, 380g, wired 
remote, mains adaptor 

Mains adaptor, clock, 
comprehensive facilities 

Mains adaptor, rechargable 
battery pack 

Rechargable balls, mains 
adaptor/charger 

78 

78 

78 

• VALUE • ISSUE 

94 Supp 

94 Supp 

94 Supp 

66 

94 Supp 

R 66 

94 Supp 

BB 94 Supp 

R 66 

94 Supp. 

R 94 Supp. 

BB 94 Supp. 

CABLES AND CONNECTIONS 

Although cables and connections are sometimes 
thought to be the least important items in an 
audio system there has been a growing 
awareness in recent years that they have a 
significant effect on sound quality. To this end 
there is now a vast array of exotic cables and 
interconnects available to those intested in 
experimentation. The key observation on cables 
is that they are much more than mere 
accessories. Carrying the audio singal, just as 
any amplifier does, it's really not too surprising 
that they can influence sound quality. 

The characteristics of any cable are determined 
by the materials and topologies utiilsed in its 
construction. The purity of the conductor, nature 
of the insulator dielectric, mechanical 
construction, physical geometry, RF 
characteristics, efficiency of screening and finally 
the connectors themselves, all play vital roles inn 
the sonic character. These factors tend to vary 
more with interconnect cables which are used to 
carry the signal between active components like 
pre and power amplifiers. The interconnects 
summarised here were tested in 1m terminated 

lengths and therefore the results and prices 
relate to that length - some cables may well 
perform differently when used in longer 
lengths. Whaty's more, most cables are 
significantly cheaper if you are prepared to fit 
the plugs yourself. 
The features column contains information on 
the material makeup of the different cables 
with the following abbreviations: OFC
oxygen free coppper, OFHC - oxygen free 
high conductivity (Audionote defines HC as 
high crystal), PC-OCC - pure copper by ohno 
continuous casting, LC-OFC - linear crystal 
oxygen free copper. 

INTERCONNECT CABLES 

• MODEL •LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 
• PRICE • SOUND 

Audio Technica AT6115 Very Good This cable sounds somewhat 'quieter' than the original LC-OFC interconnect, but is also less PC-OCC copper coaxial 59 

£40 Average transparent and three dimensional 

Audionote Copper ANA Average ANC sounded punchy with a laintly lean but tightly-focused bass character. This crystalline OFHC copper twin-axial R 59 

£44 Good precision waned slightly at higher frequencies 

Audionote Flexible Silver ANS Average ANS scored a hit with its transparent midband and revealing but quite unforced treble Silver signal & Copper screen R 59 
£99 Very Good quality. Bass transients were slightly softened 

Audionote Silver ANV Poor Far weightier-sounding than the flexible ANS, ANV interconnect also possesses a fair degree 21 strand silver Litz 59 

£154 Excellent of treble clarity and sparkle 

Audioquest livewire Ruby Average Smoother sounding than the Topaz, the extended crystal Ruby is less grainy and coarse, better FCL copper twin axial R 59 

£49 Good able to resolve complex passages 

Audioquest livewire Topaz Good Sounding 'bigger' and faintly richer than Reference 2, Topaz was also slightly grainy at the Gold-plated plugs, OFHC copper 59 
£35 Average top end 

Budget OFC Average Subjectively, this cable did lift much of the aural fog experienced with scrawny standard OFC 59 
Circa £7 Average hook- up leads. 

Budget Patch Cords Average As thrown in gratis with cassette decks and the like - frequency extremes were restricted and Thin coaxial 59 
(see text) Poor performances were veiled 

Chord Mono·! Average+ Offers a slightly rolled-off treble but its rich sound is an upgrade from patch-cords Unsymmetrical 4-conductor cable R 83 Supp. 
£27/1.2m Average+ 
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INTERCONNECT CABLES 

• MODEL •LAB • COMMENTS 
• PRICE •SOUND 

Deltec Black Slink Excellent Inherently neutral, the cable faithfully reproduced broad and deep stereo soundstages with 
£152 Excellent precise focus and a sense of tactility 

Deltec Gortex Black Slink Very Good A true reference quality cable providing an exceptionally detailed and transparent sound 
£152 Excellent 

Deltec Slink Good Ideally used in lengths of under 4 metres, it errs on the lean side of neutral but has an 
£32 Very Good uncommon transparency in the midrange 

Denon LC·OFC Very Good Supplied with Denon's dearer CD players, this cable introduced a peculiar 'twangy' coloration 
N/A separately Average at high frequencies, and a slightly soft bass 

DNM Solid-core Average Transparent in the midband and full of sparkling detail in the treble, low bass was slightly 
£23 Good curtailed (unterminated price £2.30 per m.) 

lsoda Electric HC·05·PSR Good A pleasantly lively and fluid sounding cable though softens some subtle, midband detail 
£54 Good 

Kimber Kable KC-1 Very Good Tonally faintly leaner and brighter than the more open-weave PSB, KC-1's treble detail was 
£65.55 Average just too sharp and grainy 

Kimber Kable PSB Very Good An exceedingly transparent midband but slightly 'clanky' treble. 11 always managed to sound 
£41.40 Very Good remarkably uncluttered and open 

Monster lnterlink 300 Average+ A big, larger-than-life sound but with some emphasis of mid band detail and loss of bass 
£24 Average 

Monster lnterlink 400 Good Bass is solid and punchy, counterpointed by a slightly overblown midband which tends to make 
£34 Good vocalists sound larger-than-life 

Origin Live Soli-Core Super Good Improves over previous Soli-core samples in stereo depth and bass weight, but a 'loud' treble 
£60 Average presentation remains 

QED lncon Graphite GP1 Gold Average A shielded version of I neon P1, it sounded thicker at the frequency extremes, the top end 
£18.95 Average being coarser and more out of focus. Good for long runs though 

QED lncon P1-Gold Good A lively open presentation that just borders on the lean side of neutral, the quick and lucid 
£15.95 Good delivery affording considerable musical insight 

Sterling Average Possessing a neutral if faintly rich overall balance, it supplies a pleasantly open and 
£250 Good transparent perspective. (Reviewed in pre-production form.) 

Supra EFF-1 Average A new, costly and mildly disappointing addition to the range. Edgy, smeared sound 
£60/0 75m Average 

Thorens SAC 1 00 Good Performance is undermined by a slightly coarse and splashy treble, not necessarily bright, 
£50 Average simply rather confused - and fine detail lacks resolution 

van den Hul MC·D3DOII Poor 11 tended to highlight some upper mid detail, but a generally open and spacious acoustic 
£45 Good proved its saving grace. Slightly soft at LF 

van den Hul MC·Gold Average 11 possesses a rich and beguiling treble balance that matches a weighty, slightly warm bass 
£250 Good character. Seductive balance may prove worthwhile in some circumstances 

van den Hul MC·Silver Good Although remarkably transparent for an asymetric design this costly cable was not considered 
£750 Good to be of 'state-of-the-art' standard, and is bettered by cheaper models 

van den Hul MCD-102111 Good Possessing the same endearing qualities as the D300, it presented open and transparent 
£69 Good soundstages and improved timbral resolution 

van den Hul Thunderllne Good Thunderline essentially parallels the sonic performance of the cheaper D102. HF is 
£150 Average occasionally tainted by a 'tiuy' 'coarseness', bass is tight and dry 

Yfere LC·OFC Quad Very Good New cable with a very refined sound. Very transparent with good sense of focus and space 
£85 Very Good 

LOUDSPEAKER CABLES 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Absolute Wire Force 4 
£4.75 per metre 

Audio Innovations OR-200 
£16 per metre 

Audio Technlca AT6120 
£10 per metre 

Audionote AN-SP 
£100 per metre 

Audioquest Livewire Black 
£15 per metre 

Audiospec Latitude L4 
£3 per metre 

Bell wire 
12p per metre 

Deltec SS 
£144 - 5m pair 

Deltec Gortex Black 16 
£528 - 4.5m pair 

DNM Solid core 
£3 per metre 

Exposure 
£2.50 per metre 

Furukawa FS·2F09 
£3.50 per metre 

Furukawa FS·2T15S 
£50 per metre 

Kimber 4VS 
£7.15 per metre 

Kimber Kable 4PR 
£54 - 5m pair 

Kimber Kable 4TC 
£17.65 per metre 

• LAB • COMMENTS 
•SOUND 

Good 
Average+ 

Average+ 
Average+ 

Average+ 
Average 

Average
Excellent 

Good 
Good 

Average+ 
Average+ 

By current standards there was a loss of fine, sharp detail at the frequency extremes, but it 
has a big, friendly sound 

Open and detailed throughout the midband but a gra1ny coloration tended to corrupt subtle 
timbral information at very high frequencies 

Compared to earlier LC-OFC cables, this PC-OCC derivative sounded smoother and less 
aggressive 

A clean and open sounding cable that offered a deep and pleasantly detailed perspective. Bass 
was slightly restricted, but seemed tight and coherent 

11 proved clear and punchy but with some grain across the treble. Nevertheless Black remains 
an interesting concept and proved better than Livewire Green 

Warm, ruddy but also mildly muddy sound with some slight emphasis of bass notes 

Poor Broadly speaking it delivered a bright and tiuy sounding treble with a fairly open and 
Average - detailed mid with little or no bass resolution 

Good The unerring transparency and detail resolution of 8S throughout the midband makes it a 
Good+ cleaner and more spacious sounding cable than others at the price 
Very Good Improvements in bass resolution, transparency and treble poise maintains status of this cable 
Excellent 

Average 
Average 

Good 
Good 

Good 
Average+ 

A good general-purpose solid-core, though too bandwidth limited for high-end applications. 
Sounds great in some systems 

lt could sound a trifle matter of fact but this emotive flattening was also somewhat 
dependent on the music program. 11 is also highly suited to long runs 

Some loss of bass weight but otherwise offers a fresh and open sound. Good value 

Good+ An advanced solid-core cable with a highly fluid, detailed and inherently musical sound 
Very Good 

Average+ Similar construction to 4TC but dissimilar materials infer a slightly tizzy sound 
Average 

Average 
Average+ 

Good 
Good+ 

This directionally marked cable benefited from an open and airy treble quality but seemed 
notably leaner than 4TC. Bass was well round and satisfyingly taut 

4TC made a great impression in the listening tests with an open midband, a smooth and 
unfatiguing treble with slightly rich but suitably weighty bass 
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• FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 

8 silver plated OFC strands PTFE R 59 
dielectric 

Symmetrical, 8-conductors, R 83 Supp. 
Gore-lex ins. 

4 silver plated OFC strands PTFE BB 59 
dielectric 

LC-OFC, non-magnetic gold plated 59 
plugs 

Single strand nickel-plated 59 
copper. Unshielded 

Aluminium+ brass multristrand 83 Supp. 
cable 

Multi-gauge PTFE dielectric 59 

OFC, PTFE dielectric BB 59 

Screened, symmetrical cable 83 Supp 

Multi-guage R 59 

Solid-core gold-plated AT plugs 59 

OFHC Graphite shielding 59 

OFHC, gold plated Deltron plugs BB 59 

2 silver strands per conductor 59 

Screeded, symmetrical dir. cable 83 Supp. 

Silver-plated OFC, coaxial 59 

Silver plated single strand VdH 59 
plugs 

Silver & gold plated copper 59 

19 silver plated copper strands 59 

Twin axial silver plated copper 59 

Silver plated 'matched copper' 59 

Symmetrical, star-quad with R 83 Supp 
screening 

• FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 

744 OFC strands, PVC dielectric 

200 LC strands, polyurethane and 
cotton dielectric 

PC-OCC, PVC dielectric 

15 silver strands. polyethylene 
dielectric 

OFHC, surface only - foam core R 
construction 

Fig.-of-eight multi-strand, PVC R 
diet. 

0.5mm single strand, PVC 
dielectric 

4 silver plated OF copper R 
strands, PTFE 

Silver -plated OF copper with R 
Gore-tex ins. 

0.65mm single strand, webbed PVC R 
dielectric 

56 OFC strands, webbed PVC 
dielectric 

Multi PC-OCC stranding, PVC 
dielectric 

Single 1 .5mm Super PC-OCC R 

Open-weave, multistrand, PVC ins. 

4 x 7 copper strands per 
conductor, PVC diet. 

OF copper, PTFE dielectric R 

64 

64 

64 

64 

64 

83 Supp 

64 

64 

83 Supp 

64 

64 

83 Supp. 

83 Supp. 

83 Supp. 

64 

64 
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LOUDSPEAKER CABLES 

• MODEL •LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE •ISSUE 
• PRICE • SOUND 

Linn K20 Good Subjectively, it erred on the forward and bright side of neutral but enjoyed an essentially 56 OFC strands, webbed PVC 64 
£2.95 per metre Average clar and punchy delivery dielectric 
Marantz ML-555 Average Subjectively, this cable offered a loose and splashy treble which, though not overtly bright, 30 OFC strands, 3 conductors PVC 64 
£30 - 10m Average did compromise both tonal and timbral accuracy diet. 
Mission Cyrus Average+ Because of its impedance characteristic this cable will deliver a smooth and unfatiguing 0.8mm single strand, PVC BB 64 
£2.50 per metre Good treble balance with loudspeakers offering an easy load dielectric 
Monitor PC Silverllne PC4 Good Sonically, it laboured under a heavy and claustrophobic balance, lacking the see through 2072 x 0.07mm silver plated 64 
£5.75 per metre Average transparency and lucidity of the better solid core cables copper strands 
Monster Original Good Original sounded relatively congested and murky at higher frequencies but possessed weight Multistrand 64 
£3.49 per metre Average+ and conviction in the bass 
Monster SCI16-4 Average Not as thick-sounding as early Monster cables but still slightly unbalanced. Versatile 4 x 16-gauge conductors, OFC 83 Supp. 
£3 per metre Average construction strands 
NVA LS1 Average+ A light and breezy sounding cable best suited to short lengths, NVA benefited from a clear 7 x 0.25mm silver alloy strands, R 64 
£6 per metre Good and transparent outlook PTFE 
Origin Live Soli-Core Ordinary Good Subjectively it bettered the performance of the costlier Super version, affording a 1.8mm and 0.5mm single strands R 64 
£1.80 per metre Average+ pleasantly detailed and spacious soundstage with firm bass but slightly coarse treble 
QED 79-Strand Good For much of the last decade QED 79-Strand has been the first port of call for enthusiasts on 79 strand, PVC dielectric R 64 
£1 per metre Average the upgrading ladder, a tradition that should still hold true today 
QED Flat 200 Good I detected a degree of confusion at low frequencies but this did not stifle the acoustic 200 strands, flat webbed PVC R 64 
£2.20 per metre Good atmosphere which remained open and positive dielectric 
QED lncon Graphite Average+ This graphite version of lncon sounded cruder and generally more heavy handed than the OFHC, polymeric screen 64 
£2 per metre Average+ cheaper unshielded type. Overall presentation was mildly restricted and cloaked in a faint 

aural fog 
Rote I Supra 10 Good+ Supra 10 provided a very free and open sound that was unhindered by any excess al low 2,562 OFC strands, webbed PVC 64 
£8.95 per metre Good frequencies. Worth its weight in scrap copper! dielectric 
Rotel Supra 4 Good+ Ideal for both long and short runs, it furnishes a big sound that benefits further from a 1,036 OFC strands, webbed PVC R 64 
£3 per metre Good smooth, unfatiguing treble dielectric 

I 
Solid core lighting cable Average+ lt enjoys much of the smooth treble and articulate midrange usually associated with the 1.5mm square, 3 cores, PVC BB 64 
36p per metre Good better solid core derivatives. Lean but taut and rhythmically coherent dielectric 
Sterling Average This pre-production sample possessed a strangely muddled and reserved sound quality. lt Pure Silver, PTFE dielectric 64 
£99 per melre Average suffered from a progressive instrument modulation 
Townshend lsolda Average+ lsolda possessed a truly dark background out of which rose a very solid and extended bass 8 coax cables per conductor - 64 
£400 - 5m pair Good together with an excellent sense of transparency through the upper octaves very thick 

van den Hul CS-122 Average+ Characterised by a driving and powerful bass, CS-122 is a heavy sounding cable. Mid treble 19 x 0.45mm silver plated R 64 
£5.95 per metre Good - detail was refreshingly clear but there was a slightly muted air about the extreme treble strands, webbed rubberised 

dielectric 

van den Hul CS-352 Good Subjectively it sounded like CS-122 only more so, the deep rumbling bass tending to overwhelm 7 x 0.76mm + 168 x 0.125mm silver 64 
£12.95 per metre Average+ subtle musical details. lt also appeared a trifle peaky in the treble plated strands, rubberised diet. 

van den Hui SCS-12 Good+ SCS-12 set a high standard with a tight and welliocused soundstage populated with tactile 19 silver plated strands of 12 64 
£29.95 per linear metre Good+ stereo images. Bass wasn't as extended or resolved as some other cables different guages, PTFE dielectric 

van den Hul SCS-2 Good+ Overall it was commendably neutral and transparent but nothing less would be acceptable 665 silver plated matched crystal 64 
£99.95 per linear metre Good+ bearing in mind the tremendous cost of a stereo pair copper strands. PTFE dielectric 

Vecteur R-CV30 Average Subjectively the better of Vecteur's cable line-up offering a neutral overall perspective but 4 x 0.8mm LC-OFC PTFE insulated BB 64 
£5.40 per metre Good slight loss of detail resolution at both frequency extremes strands 

STANDS AND SUPPORTS 

it's becoming more and more apparent that all the 
components in a hi-fi system benefit from being 
placed on the right kind of support. lt is already 
acknowledged that performance of electro
mechanical transducers, such as turntables and 
loudspeakers, can be greatly improved by using 
highly rigid supports. This notion has been 
expanded to include electronics such as 
amplifiers and compact disc players, and 
inevitably a broad range of stands and supports 
have been produced to cater for this requirement. 

With loudspeaker stands there seems to be 
two broad schools of design. The most common 

is the open frame type which uses square section 
steel tubing (usually less than an inch square) 
made up to form a tripod or quadropod stand 
usually fitted with spikes top and bottom to 
ensure good coupling to both floor and cabinet. 
However, for reasons of domestic harmony this 
latter option is often not pursued as eagerly as 
perhaps it should be. 

The alternative approach is to use mass. 
Larger section (approximately 3 inch x 2 inch) 
tubing is welded between square top and bottom 
plates and filled with sand and/or lead shot. 
Again, this type uses spikes at the base but Btu-

tack or the like for coupling with the cabinet. 
Equipment supports generally place 

isolation quite high on the list of priorities 
and usually use a lightweight steel frame to 
support an MDF platform. Once again spikes 
are used to minimise contact with the 
plat1orm and ensure good coupling to the 
floor. Minimising weight without 
compromising rigidity seems to be the aim 
with turntable supports but those designed for 
electronics often employ some form of 
damping to kill vibration, sometimes in the 
form of mass. 

LOUDSPEAKER STANDS 

•MODEL •LAB • COMMENTS • TOP PLATE SIZE, HEIGHT • VALUE •ISSUE 
•PRICE •SOUND 

Appolo A10 41eg A robust and lightweight model, it would make an ideal upgrade for those still happy with the 19 x 19cm 44cm R 58 
£52.50 Average big boxes of old. 

Appolo A820 41eg A light open-framed budget design slightly lacking in rigidity and subjectively superceded by 19 x 19cm 53cm 58 
£44 Average other stands costing £10 more. 

Audio Dimensions Classic 2 4 leg Built in the heavyweight tradition and damped with chalk. Solid, stable, tactile sound 20.3 x 20.3 x52cm R 83 Supp 
£110 Average 
Foundation Fred 2 leg With sand filling the Freds made speakers sound tight and coherent with a more even balance. 19 x 19cm 36/43/59cm 58 
£70 Average 
Foundation Maggl Plinth Made for Magneplanar and other similar panel speakers they seem to have a healthy effect on 50 x 2cm 2cm 58 
£159 to order Very Good the sound quality thereof. 
Foundation PI 21eg Overpriced in material terms the Pi nevertheless has a very positive effect on the low 20 x 20cm 25/38/46/5 R 58 
£269 to order Very Good frequency performance of conventional speakers. 
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LOUDSPEAKER STANDS 

• MODEL • LAB • COMMENTS 
• PRICE • SOUND 

Foundation Sir Fred 2 leg Upgraded 'Fred' with special in-fills. Sweet sound but one that also lacks bite and edge 
£80 Good 

G�ldring Black Satin 1 leg Screw together stand tastefully hewn from medite. Some loss of bass but still pleasantly 
£65 Very Good rhythmic 

Heybrook HBS1 41eg With its new aluminium base frame the HBS1 fared very well in the listening tests. it allowed 
£109 Very Good much of the speakers own 'sound' to remain intact. 

Heybrook P5S 31eg An unusual triangulated open frame stand that can help certain speakers sound more 
£69 Very Good transparent and fluent- a good value stand 

Linn Kan 11 41eg Built to support Linn's Kan speaker this stand is well suited to the task, but is less 
£101 Very Good successful with other loudspeakers. 

Linn Sara 4 leg The Sara exhibits some odd properties so its use other than with the Sara loudspeaker should 
£112 Very Good be viewed with caution. 

Monotrak Engineering M1 1 leg The M1 gave the mid and treble a commendably smooth and detailed presentation but bass 
£58 Good sounded rather lacklustre and muddy. 

Monotrak Engineering M4 41eg Begging comparison with Heybrook's HBS1 the M4 maintained much of the openness and 
£58 Very Good forthright detail of that model. 

Monotrak Engineering M4S 41eg Its stature and stability would seem to mark it out as most suitable for smaller, lighter 
£58 Very Good cabinets. The M4S possessed an open midband and clear treble. 

Origin Live Advanced 31eg One of three related tripod-like stands. Stable sound with good sense of depth and power 
£145 Good 

Origin Live Three Leg 31eg An unusual tripod stand devoid of top plate and taking up more floor space than normal, 
£89 Good subjective and technical performance was exemplary. 

Partington PP4 1 leg The PP4 offers a rather mixed performance, though when damped with sand infil it was less 
£60 Good ready to embellish the overall sound and low frequencies became tauter and quicker. 

QED TS22 Tristand 3 leg Most tracks sounded uplifted or buoyant, never thick nor coloured. it worked well with most 
£60 Very Good of the speakers tried and encouraged a fluid and revealing mid band. 

Standesign Z20 1 leg Well built and finished with optional sand in-fill. Ideally suited to Wharfedale 505.2's 
£75 Excellent 

Target HJ15!3 31eg Sound quality was basically very good though without the sand infil some loudspeakers may 
£107 Very Good sound a little unbalanced as both bass and treble regions are subjectively exaggerated. 

Target HS20 1 leg This monopod stand can be used either filled or unfilled and incourages dilferent 
£64 Excellent characteristics in the speakers sound accordingly 

Target T-40 2 leg Not very stable, tends to infer a slightly forward, ragged sound with diluted pitch 
£51 Very Good 

EQUIPMENT SUPPORTS 

• MODEL • LAB • COMMENTS 
• PRICE 

Alphason R444 
£120 

• SOUND 

Rack 
Good 

Audioquest Sorbothane Feet Feet 
£40 for four Good 

Cornflake TCS6 Shelf 
£60 Good 

Foundation Stable Table Table 
£1 00 (with Supe Good 

Origin Live Skyline Super Table 
£100 Good 

Roksan Equipment Table Rack 
£169 Good 

A heavyweight structure with stressed MDF shelves, ideally suited to the Sonata turntable 

These large gumdrops are very useful for damping vibrations in amplifiers and especially CD 
players. 

A squat and rigid frame supports a Medite top board with four adjustable spikes, better 
suited to suspended sub-chassis turntables. 

Similar to Stand Design's table though less well finished and certainly less stable 

An asymmetric table that helps provide a quick, lucid and solid sound with most decks 

An upgradable/expandable system suited to Roksan's Xerxes if not other competing turntables 

Sound Organisation Table Table A deceptively simple structure that just happens to be engineered in a thoughtful, and 
£55 Very Good ultimately successful manner. 

Sound Organisation Wall Stand Shelf The first of its ilk and still amongst the best, this simple framework represents a vast 
£40 Very Good improvement over standard furniture shelves. 

Sound Organisation Z022 Table A small but costly table made from thin steel tubing. Suited to the LP12 but not other decks 
£97 Excellent 

Stand Design Duplex Table Well made and nicely finished, this table is broadly compatible with most heavy turntables 
£75 Very Good 

Target TT2 Table Standing up to the best in most areas, the TI2's only real foible concerns a slight loss of 
£64 Very Good bass 'slam'. Design was updated in 1990 
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• TOP PLATE SIZE, HEIGHT 

19 x 19 x46.5cm 

18 x 20 46cm 

23 x 21cm 
47cm 

23 x 21.5cm 
47cm 

19 x 16cm 
59 cm 

25 x 21cm 
53 cm 

19 x 18.5cm 48cm 

23 x 21.5cm 53cm 

20 x 1 7 .5cm 53 cm 

22 x 20.6 44cm 

(support area) 22 x 17.5/ 52 cm 

18 x 16.5cm 48cm 

19 x 17 cm 45/50/58cm 

16.5 X 19 
50cm 

28 x 28cm 
40cm 

19 x 16.5cm 
53cm 

19 X 19 
40cm 

• SIZE (H x W x D) 

82 x 60 x 39.5cm 

6.5 x 2.5cm (circular) 

43 x 23 x 33cm 

64 x 46.5 x 36cm 

41 x 50 x 40cm 

65 x 52 x 38cm 

37 x 45 x 35cm 

27.5 x 43 x 35cm 

49 x 45.5 x 36cm 

63.5 x 46.5 x 36cm 

52 x 46.5 x 35.5cm 

• VALUE • ISSUE 

83 Supp 

R 83 Supp. 

R 58 

BB 58 

58 

58 

58 

R 58 

58 

58 

R 58 

83 Supp. 

BB 58 

83 Supp 

58 

58 

83 Supp. 

• VALUE • ISSUE 

83 

57 

83 Supp. 

58 

83 

58 

BB 57 

BB 57 

58 

R 83 

BB 57 
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TELEVISIONS 

• MODEL •LAB 
•PRICE • SOUND 

Ferguson 51 L5 Average 
£499 Good 
Grundig ST ·63·460TT Average -
£649 Average+ 

lnNokia Average+ 
£629 Average -

JVC AVS250 Average+ 
£500 Average -

Panasonic Prism TK-24 Wl Average+ 
£699 Average -

Philips 9752 Average 
£500 Average+ 

Pioneer SD-21 AV1 Average+ 
£599 Good+ 

Sony KVX 2132U Average -
£530 Average+ 

Toshiba 217D9B Average 
£480 Average-

and speakers. The standalone television set is rapidly evolving 
into a key component in integrated home 
entertainment systems. 

NI CAM digital stereo sound is now being 
broadcast for manyl hours every week, although 
you will have to check to see what is available in 
your area. The IBA are quite open about it, but the 
BBC tend to be more secrative. 

Most up-market stereo CTVs are now 
equipped with NI CAM decoding and rather more 
attention is being paid to the built-in amplifier 

NICAM is also available on Hi-li stereo 
videorecorders (see above), and this is usually 
the more practical route for hi-li system 
integration, as well as allowing favourite musical 
events to be saved on tape To both watch and 
record with stereo sound will require NICAM on 
each of course, but the decision to update one or 
the other first will probably have as much to do 
with the age of the respective components than 
the convenience of the interconnections. 

The ten CTVs tested so far are all luxury 
stereo models with 'flatter squarer' 59cms 
tubes of various kinds. Best suited to a 
viewing distance of about 711, these are one 
size up from the most popular 51cms size 
sets and take about 23 per cent of the top 30 
per cent of the market. 

All have remote control as well as 
Fastext (enhanced teletext), and many have 
on-screen graphics and flexible in/out 
socketry. 

• COMMENTS • SCREEN SIZE, FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 

This nicely (monitor) styled set delivers a fine all round performance at a very competitive 51 cm MP FST, NICAM, Fastext, R 86 Supp 
price. Ergonomics are better than most thanks to good on-screen graphics OSG 
Bulky set's shape resembles a square-rigged sail; screen tilts back slightly, so might suit 59cm FST, NI CAM, Fastext 76 
floor mounting, though beware room reflections. Picture quality is good, if a touch bland, 
but ergonomics are fairly impenetrable - no on-screen graphics either. 
Hallway respectable sound quality is over-enriched by cabinet drone:-

Bulky square-rigged shape helps deliver a respectable standalone sound quality at a modest 59cm FST, NI CAM, Fastext 76 
enough price. A versatile set with good handset but no on-screen graphics, the picture 
quality of our sample lacked fine detail resolution, lending a 'soft focus' effect 

Compact and delightfully versatile non-NICAM set, respectable on-board stereo sound, 59cm FST, Fastext, o/s graphics 76 
lovely screen graphics, infernal handset. Our sample suffered a tuner problem which 
marred a picture quality which was pretty good when monitoring baseband signals off tape. 

Handsome but bulky set delivers serious standalone sound quality. Lovely erognomics but 59cm FST, NICAM, Fastext, o/s 76 
off-air picture quality marred by tuner section noise on our sample (works fine as a graphics 
monitor.) Good NICAM (SCART) output. 

Detachable speakers ought to be an asset, but those supplied are too cheap'n'cheerful. 51 cm FST, NICAM, Fastext, OSG, 86 Supp 
Picture quality is nicely balanced, if a shade 'soft', the handset is nice, but the on-screen S-VHS socket 
graphics are a bad joke 

The set that can do anything if you've the patience to find out how to drive it: fine 51 cm FST, NICAM, Fastext, R 86 Supp 
picture, decent sound and good llexibiity in a neat compact monitor package, plus a handset OSG/LED 
that deserves its own instruction manual 

This is an atlractive, ergonomic and competitive package, trading picture resolution in 51 cm Trinitron FST, NI CAM, R 86 Supp. 
favour of stability. The on-set sound is nail, so Trinitron fanciers should use it as a Fastext, DSG 
monitor alongside a hi-fi system 

A superficially impressive looking package for the price, picture quality was disappointing 51 cm FST, NICAM, text, OSG 86 Supp 
on our sample 

VIDEO RECORDERS 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Akai vs-75EK 
£550 

Akai VS·967EK 
£500 

Grundig VS680 
£1250 

Nordmende V4405K 
£549 

Panasonic NV-F65 
£500 

Panasonic NV-FS1 
£1000 

Philips VR-6585 
£500 

Sanyo VHR-04890E 
£1000 

Sharp VC·Sl OOOH 
£1000 

•LAB 
• SOUND 

Average 
Good 

Average 
Good 

For some time there's been a move to improve 
both the video and the audio quality of video 
recorders and TV sets alike as a necessary 
prelude to a proper integration between the two 
Hi-fi video is obviously an important element in 
the story, and so is Dol by Stereo, the ambient 
'surround sound' system. 

• COMMENTS 

The weak link of course is on the broadcast side. 
Although TV sound is well up to normal hi-li 
standards, it has always been in mono and 
unjustly or otherwise has rarely attracted much 
audiophile interest. But TV sound is- or shortly 
will be- freed of the shackles of mono by the 
introduction of NICAM stereo. NICAM- an 

acronym for Near Instantaneous Companding 
and Modulating- is the missing link that will 
help facilitate the much feted integration of 
video with audio. And then we have S-VHS, a 
system which does for picture quality what 
the other developments promise to do for the 
sound . 

• FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 

Excellent performance and a slick set of controls make this recorder a pleasure to use. Good Hi-li, NI CAM, programmable BB 71 
price is a bonus remote 

Many well implemented facilities, but unsuitable for dedicated audio use due to lack of LP Hi-li, NI CAM, on-screen R 86 Supp 
mode, manual record levels or audio input programming 

Very Good State of the art technology gives top notch sound with tremendous flexibility but somewhat Hi-li, NI CAM, LP/SP, teletext 86 Supp. 
Average disappointing picture quality. it's also very hard to drive programming, on-screen tilling & 

graphics 

Good Fine basic sound and picture quality, but the RF converter introduced significant losses. An Hi-li, transmitter handset, BB 71 
Good excellent model, but configured for German home market. The recorder lacks NI CAM digital FX 

Good Uninspired but competent and well made deck. Plenty of features, decent sound and reasonable Hi-li, NI CAM, LP audio only, bar R 86 Supp 
Average video ensure recommendation code programming 

Poor The control system is poorly organised, with cramped legends and some strange machine logic. S-VHS, Hi-li, NI CAM, bar code R 71 
Good Bar code programming is hardly a great achievement either. Picture and sound quality are programming 

good, but not state of the art 

Average Fine middle-ranking deck with full LP operation and easy controls and displays Hi-li, NI CAM, transmitter LCO 86 Supp. 
Average remote, LP/SP 

Poor High grade S-VHS recorder with digital effects which gives first rate screen-based results Hi-li, NI CAM, S-VHS, PIP etc 86 Supp. 
Excellent but relatively poor sound recording 

Good Clean, accurate and stable off air and from tape, and LP modes are satisfactory but Hi-li, NI CAM, LP, S-VHS, tilling 86 Supp 
Poor on-screen S-VHS results are well below par 
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Personal Messages 
Paul Messenger takes a roundabout route to explaining why he believes the 

Lecson Quattra is the most radical and innovative amplifier for years. 

0 f the hundred or more 
pairs of loudspeakers 

that find their way here every 
year for evaluation, the 
chances are now better than 
even that the rear panel will 
be equipped with an extra 
pair of terminals, and the 
instruction leaflet will talk 
about something called hi
wiring (or in rare instances, 
tri-wiring). 

The idea is simply to feed 
each individual drive unit 
separately, via its own 
dedicated cable run, from the 
amplifier. 

It's a feature that's only 
really become widespread in 
the past five years or so, 
though its origins are much 
more difficult to track. 
There's probably some sort of 
precedent back in the cinema 
multi-way horn systems of 
the nineteen thirties, and 
certainly some American high 
end manufacturers have been 

Though now fitted by 
many manufacturers even on 
near budget models, the 
whole question of how and 
why bi-wiring works remains 
a matter of some controversy. 
One cynical view is that it 
merely allows dealers to sell 
twice (or even thrice) as much 
speaker cable as before. But 
proof of this pudding comes 
in the auditioning, and hi
wiring more than vindicates 
its modest extra cost in the 
great majority of combina
tions. Moreover there's some 
cogency in the engineering 
propositions that it's innately 
sensible to keep the current 
demands of the bass driver 
and tweeter as separate as 
possible, and that the speaker 
should be 'star earthed' to the 
amplifier. 

I admit to having been a 
bi-wire sceptic myself, and 
since there are plenty of good 
loudspeakers around with 

A rare bird for audiophiles - the Lecson Quattra. 

providing the extra terminals 
for a number of years, though 
with bi-amping rather than 
bi-wiring in mind (to which 
I'll return in a few paragraphs 
time). 

Bi the way 
There's certainly a Toshiba 
patent in Japan dating from 
the mid Seventies that 
specifically describes hi
wiring, but the first UK 

mention I can track down 
was back in early 1984, when 
arch-experimenter Jimmy 
Hughes and Steen Doessens 
of SD Acoustics got some 
interesting results by hi
wiring the SD2 - a design 
which Steen had equipped 
with separate crossovers and 
terminals primarily for bi
amping, due to his pro-audio 
background. 
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just a single terminal pair I 
still don't regard it as an 
essential feature. However, 
one reason for my reserva
tions arises from having 
personally used full active 
drive for several years before 
either bi-amp or bi-wire 
possibilities emerged, leaving 
me feeling rather superior to 
both these later and lesser 
steps down the same road. 

Active drive uses separate 
power amplifiers to power 
each individual drive unit 
directly, the signal being 
divided electronically at line 
level prior to feeding the 
various power amps. 
Though some purists may 
quibble with the extra 
complexity of an electronic 
crossover, the main benefit of 
active drive is the simplifica
tion of the load driven by the 
power amplifiers, thanks to 

the avoidance of the passive 
network resonances. 

Bi-amping and bi-wiring 
are exactly the same from the 
loudspeaker point of view, 
though both of course require 
that each drive unit has its 
own independent and 
separable crossover circuitry 
and terminals. By linking 
together the two red and the 
two black terminals, such a 
speaker may be driven by a 
conventional single cable run 
from a single amplifier, bJlt 
remove the links and you can 
add the extra cabling and 
benefits of bi-wiring. 

The very cheapness of this 
upgrade accounts for its 
popularity, but in the enthu
siasm for bi-wiring, the bi
amp option seems to have 
been largely ignored. That's 
probably because the sepa
rate pre/power amplifier 
combinations that facilitate 
bi-amping are so much rarer 

and more expen
sive than the 
common or garden 
integrated variety. 
Which is precisely 
the loophole in the 
market that the 
£350 Lecson 
Quattra amplifier 
seeks to address. 

To my knowledge its combi
nation of four channels of 
power amplification along
side the usual preamp in a 
single integrated case is 
unique, and such singularity 
deserves recognition beyond 
the blind panel review in 
issue 92. 

Best hi 
Quattra bypasses bi-wiring 
completely and instead goes 
straight on to bi-amp drive 
any twin terminal two-way 
loudspeaker. It's an alterna
tive that should provide a 
worthwhile advantage over 
the equivalent stereo ampli
fier, though practical compro
mises include a shared power 
supply and rather limited 
20Watt power output for each 
of the channels. 
But this trade off seems 
eminently worthwhile to my 
ears. Used just as a stereo 

amplifier, the Quattra is a 
pleasant enough performer, 
essentially sweet with nice 
vocal focus, decent control 
and reasonable pace. That 
said, it does sound a shade 
small and shut in, lacking the 
dynamic freedom and welly 
of the current industry 
budget amp standard, the 
Pioneer A400. 

Bi jingo 
Exercise the bi-amp option, 
however, and the situation 
changes dramatically. The 
pace, liveliness, focus and 
coherence of the system is 
sharpened significantly, 
dynamics are more convinc
ing and the sound seems 
much better detached from 
the speaker boxes. Stereo 
soundstaging and transpar
ency are much improved and 
the sound has a delicacy and 
subtlety that is foreign to 
comparable stereo amplifiers, 
and which should delight and 
entice impecunious 
audiophiles. 

I'm left in no doubt that 
the extra power amp ap
proach adopted by this 
unique amplifier offers real 
sonic benefits over the 
normal stereo/bi-wire layout, 
and delivers a sound quality 
that precious few conven
tional stereo integrated 
amplifiers at any price are 
going to match. 

It's an obvious and 
effective way of exploiting 
the twin terminals now 
automatically provided by 
many speaker manufacturers. 
I'm amazed no other ampli
fier manufacturer has yet 
imitated what amounts to a 
major advance in integrated 
amplifier design, albeit in 
terms of configuration rather 
than circuitry. 

Sadly, the Quattra is a bit 
of a rare bird. The different
ness that gives this model its 
performance edge also seems 
to be scaring off the essen
tially conservative British 
dealer, who clearly has no 
idea he's overlooking one of 
the most interesting and cost 
effective budget audiophile 
amplifiers around. 



What do you do after build
mg the largest, most sonically
accurate speaker system in 
the world? 

If you're Infmity, you rake 
everything you've learned from 
the t/2 foot, £45,000 lnfmity 
Reference Standard V and apply 
it to the most sonically-accurate 
compact speaker system in 
the world. 

And you call it Modulus. 
A speaker system for the 1990's. 

Technologically, it is an 

encyclopedi-a of high science, 
from its time-aligned driver 
array to its servo-conrrolled 
subwoofer to its acoustically
inen, sand-filled pedestals. 

Sonicallv, it has the 
power to drop jaws with its 
absolutely uncanny musical 
accuracv. 

And visuallv, it would be 
as at home in the Museum of 
Modern Art as in any listening 
room. With or without its 
optional modular components. 

To audition the nevv 
Modulus system, bring your 
favorite disc or tape to a selected 
lnfmity dealer. 

Ami experience Research 
and Development, Jnfmity style. 

Infinity. 
\\e get }00 back to what itS aU about. MLL<;ic. 

lnfmity UK, Gamepath Ltd. 
25 Heathfteld, Stacey Bushes, 
Milton Keynes MK 12 6HR 
Tel: (0908) 317707 Fax: (0908) 322704 

Phone or fax lnfmity UK for further information and nationwide dealer list. 
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